
 “Rae?”
Ugh. Why did his dreams always have to come alive when he had a hangover? Hoping that if he ignored it, the voice

would go away, Rae grunted and tried fruitlessly to worm his way back into the dream he’d just been nudged out of.
 “Rae!” The voice insisted, adding a prodding finger to its arsenal. “Wake up. It’s important.”
 “G’way.” Rae pulled the quilt up over his head, trying to roll away from the annoyance. It wasn’t helping the cracking
headache blossoming between his ears.
 “Rêdovan!”
 His quilt summarily disappeared, almost taking him off the bed with it.
 “I’m awake, I’m awake,” he groaned. “Wassamarrer?” He peeked out from under the pillow to find Halli pacing –
well, limping – agitatedly back and forth in his doorway.
 “Have you seen Blink?” she demanded, abruptly, as soon as he looked vaguely awake.
 Rae wiped his face with one hand, and propped himself on his elbows. “...what?”
 “Have you seen Blink? She’s not in her room.”
 “You woke me for that?” He flopped back down on his mattress and covered his face with both hands. “Do you
even know how early it is? Priorities, huh, what are they...”
 Halli folded her arms, her features compressing into a glare. “She went to bed sick, in case you’d forgotten. And
now she’s not there. I’m worried that something has happened.”
 “What could have possibly happened? If she was ill, she’d still be in bed. She’s not in bed, so she must be all right.”
He let his arms flop into a sprawl at either side. “Go back to bed. You’ve got all jumpy over nothing.”
 “I’d hardly say it’s nothing. She came down with whatever it is ridiculously quickly-”
 “And Odati explained what it was causing it. Too much of that histy-thingy in her supper, and she’d be fine after
she slept it off.” Rae groaned and put his head back under his pillow. “Go back to bed. Seriously.”
 Halli peeled the edge of the pillow back, so she could better glare down on him. “All right. You’re not worried, I
get it. But I am worried, and I really wish you’d take this more seriously!” The last word turned into a frustrated snap
as he succeeded in tearing the pillow from her grasp and jamming it back down onto his ears.
 “I’m taking it perfectly seriously,” he snarled back, although the soft furnishings muffled the words and took the
edge off the angry facade he wanted to project. “I can’t help it if you’ve turned into a neurotic heap of nervous
overreaction. She’s a big girl, she doesn’t need a nursemaid!”
 Halli growled and only just resisted the urge to stamp her foot, frustrated. “Are you really still that sore that she
turned down your advances, the other night?”
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 Rae bristled, and glared over the pillow. “You’re right, that must be what it is. I’m totally just a shallow bastard who
resents the fact his friend didn’t like being drunkenly mauled, and wants to see her suffer for it. It’s nothing at all to do
with the fact that there’s nothing wrong with her, and everything wrong with me!” He let the pillow fall flat over his
face. “I’m fighting to keep my stomach from trying to vomit up my entire digestive tract, and my brain feels like it’s
oozing out of my ears, right now, and you think I’m just being a jealous spur. Anyone would think you’d never had a
hangover.”
 Halli glared, but backed down, at last. “I’m sorry, I’m sorry.” She sighed and plopped her weight down on the end
of Rae’s bed. “I just really think there’s a problem. The last time I saw her, she looked awful. Now she’s not there at all,
and the big window’s open. I’m worried she’s got delirious, and wandered off. I know something’s happened, I just don’t
know what.”
 Rae peered at her, suspiciously, but the small woman did look fairly genuinely concerned. He grunted softly and
levered himself upright. “All right. All right.” He put up his hands, defeated. “I’ll come help you look. But when we
find her curled up in a cosy chair in the corner of the library, reading some old design journal, wondering what all the
fuss is about?” He pointed his finger like a gun, for emphasis. “You owe me an apology.”
 “And you have my word that I’ll give it, without argument.” Halli held out a hand to help him up. “I promise, I
wouldn’t come and pester you without a very good reason. You just know Blink the best, you may have a better idea of
what’s happened.”
 Rae muttered something incomprehensible, but seemed... mollified, at least for now.
 After another fruitless hour spent searching through the library shelves and store-rooms, finding nothing living but
a family of small animals in one of the dusty offices, Rae had begun to feel the same twinklings of concern that had got
Halli so agitated. They ‘regrouped’ at the head of the stairs on the first floor, right above the downstairs foyer.
 Halli rubbed her arms, uneasily. “Maybe we should see if Sam is awake.”
 Rae curled his lip, unimpressed. “Oh, I see, I’m not good enough any more?”
 “What?” Halli frowned and shook her head. “No, no, I didn’t mean it like that. Just that he used to be a police officer.
Not very high ranking, but worked on some high-profile cases, back in the day – including some missing persons
enquiries. He might know where we’re going wrong.”
 Rae followed her down the stairs, griping quietly to himself. “There’s not a whole lot of places for it to go wrong,
surely. Look in room, see person is absent, look in next room, and so on...”
 They found the white spur in the breakfast room, sitting at the table with both hands cupped around a steaming mug
of tea, forehead propped against his wrists, looking like he was suffering the same pounding headache of overindulgence
as everyone else.
 “Hey, Sam?” Halli perched on the chair next to him. “A word?”
 “Sure.” He forced a tired smile that wasn’t echoed particularly well in his heavy eyes. “Fire away.”
 “Rae and I are worried about Blink. She’s disappeared.”
 Sarmis’ smile broadened, fractionally, in an exasperated you-really-needed-to-interrupt-my-headache-for-THIS?
kind of way. “She’s probably out on the Landing, doodling in her journal again. It’s a nice morning, out.” Beat. “At
least, I imagine it is. If you’re feeling well.”
 Halli shook her head. “We’ve already checked. She’s not there.”
 “And her journal is still in her room,” Rae added.
 “So she may be outside. Or down in the library itself. Or, or... I don’t know, maybe she’s gone off to the toilet.”
Sarmis let his cheek rest back against his hands. “She’ll be about somewhere.”
 “That was exactly what I said when Hal woke me up,” Rae agreed. “But she isn’t.”
 Sarmis gave them a long, tired stare, his brow creased. “So... what? You’re gonna have to help me out, here. She’s
got up and gone somewhere to sit that doesn’t put her in the way of having to listen to folk whining about being sick.
What exactly has got you both worried?”
 “She’s not ‘wandered off’, she’s not here, anywhere,” Halli interrupted, frustrated. “We’ve been over every inch of
the Library, inside and out.”
 “So what you’re trying to say, in a long, convoluted way, is that you think she’s climbed over the fence.” Sarmis
pinched the bridge of his nose and rubbed his eyes, trying to wake himself up a little better. “You think it’s somehow
more likely she’s managed to climb over all three barb-topped fences than just be, I don’t know... moving around,
avoiding the pair of you?”
 “...why would she be avoiding us?” Halli looked hurt by the idea.
 “Well, I don’t know. Guess I’m just having trouble seeing why that idea is somehow less likely to you two than the
idea she’s climbed over the fence.”
 “Who’s climbed the fence?”
 All three turned their heads to find Odati pouring herself a glass of juice.
 “I hope we haven’t had any ferals come calling,” she went on, hobbling with difficulty over to the closest chair;
she’d not brought her cane, which would explain why they’d not heard her sneak up. “The fences are high enough already
without us having to add to them...”
 “No, no, nothing like that,” Sarmis reassured. “Just that Blink wasn’t in her room this morning, and that’s got people
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worried-”
 “With good reason!” Halli cut in, hotly. “She’s not just not in her room, she’s not in the Library or the grounds, any
more, either!”
 “So far as you can tell, anyway.” Sarmis forced a painful smile. “On the assumption that she’s not just avoiding a
bunch of whiny, hung over drunks, we were about to discuss the likelihood of her getting confused, and climbing out
over the fence.”
 “I see.” Odati frowned. “That’s a rather... dramatic hypothesis, don’t you think?”
 Behind Halli’s back, Sarmis spread his hands in a shrug and rolled his eyes. Exactly what I just said.
 Halli groaned in frustration and covered her face. “Don’t you start as well. If you have any other ideas, then please.
I just wanted to check she was all right, and she’s vanished. I can’t find her anywhere.”
 Odati took a thoughtful sip of her juice before speaking again. “And you don’t think she’s not perhaps simply avoiding
you? It must have been quite a shock for her, seeing you turn into an animal.”
 “What? No!” Halli straightened, insulted. “She didn’t look shocked. She even carried me home...!”
 “Hmm...”
 It was at that point that Aspazija peered in through the doorway; her pinched features brightened at seeing Odati.
“...oh, there you are. Wondered where you’d gone. You left your stick in the upstairs corridor.”
 “Ah!” Odati smiled. “Thank you, Zee. Where was it?”
 “Fell down behind the plant pot.” The fessine handed over the cane, and plopped herself down at the table, followed
by Jak. “Pretty heavy atmosphere in here, isn’t it? What’s got everyone so twitchy?”
 “The concern has been raised that Blink might have been sicker than we thought, last night.” Odati glanced at Halli,
to confirm what had upset her – at the nod, she went on; “There’s also the worry she might have climbed out over the
fence.”
 Aspazija laughed, nervously, and wrapped her arms around herself in a self-protective hug, involuntarily. “Oh, wow.
That’s, uh. That’s a bit more serious than I was expecting. Really? Skeida.”
 “Well, let’s think. What is the chance that is correct?” Odati laced her fingers and mantled them on the top of her
cane. “Could she have lowered the bridge, and gone outside the perimeter? Does she sleepwalk, perhaps?”
 “Not that I’d heard.” Rae shook his head, and snorted. “Up until a couple of dozen days ago, she didn’t even sleep.
Just... turned off. But she was ill, last night, and I’ve not seen her get sick, yet. I guess it’s possible.”
 “But she can’t have got out over the bridge and raised it behind her,” Aspazija reminded. “I can see it from my
window when it’s down, and I couldn’t see it, so it must still be up.”
 “Well, did anyone else touch the bridge? Did anyone wake up this morning, see it was down, and pull it up? Halli?”
Odati levelled a semi-suspicious glare at the smaller female. “You were up early. Did you see anything?”
 The zaar bristled. “What are you insinuating, that I had something to do with it?”
 Sarmis set a calming hand on her shoulder. “I’m sure Odati didn’t mean any offence. You just happened to be the
one that discovered that she’d vanished.”
 Halli shoved him off. “Well, I would have said something if I’d seen the bridge down, Sam,” she snapped. “And if
I’d seen that, we wouldn’t even be having this conversation, because I’d be out there now, looking for her!” She stabbed
her bad hand at the window in an aggressive point, for emphasis.
 Odati’s suspicious frown still hadn’t quite faded. “Why were you up and about so early?”
 “Because I was getting over having my skeleton rearranged, remember? You know I never rest well when I’m
recovering from a shift. I didn’t drink, last night, I woke up ridiculously early this morning, and then couldn’t get back
to sleep.”
 Odati’s frown deepened. “Something doesn’t add up here, Halli. You expect us to believe you woke up so early,
and yet you heard nothing? Possibly with a sick fessine bumbling around in the dark, tripping over things?”
 Halli’s open belligerence began to fade. “But I didn’t hear anything – except other people snoring,” she recognised,
uneasily. “If she’d been moving around, I’d have heard her.”
 “Precisely.” Odati sat back in her chair and pressed her fingertips together, lips compressed into a tight, serious line.
“So what’s the chance,” she wondered, carefully, “that this was actually all planned? That Blink has sneaked out – or is
hiding somewhere, planning to do so, once our attention is elsewhere – on purpose?”
 “What?” Rae challenged. “What purpose could that possibly serve?”
 Odati slid her gaze sideways and gave Halli a meaningful look. “What was it she said, Halli? ‘Next time we want
to go to the Institute, we’ll have to sneak away. If no-one knows we’ve gone, no-one can follow us.’”
 All the colour drained from Halli’s dramatically-marked cheeks, leaving her unhealthily pastel-looking. Rae suspected
it was only in part due to realising they’d been overheard – and partly, perhaps, in concern at the idea the Blink had
sneaked away on her own, into danger, on purpose.
 “She was joking...!” Halli stammered. “She knows what’s outside the fence, she’d never be so stupid-”
 Odati sighed, tiredly. “Ordinarily I’d be inclined to agree, but given her supposed history? If we’re to believe the
story she tells, she was a machine – and according to Rae, also a pillar of incredible, indestructible strength. She’s already
fought off Breg, and she knows she can’t be infected. She’s hardly a model of common sense – she barely knows her
own limits!”
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 “But she wouldn’t do that. There’s a difference between not knowing your own strength and just plain idiocy. She
wouldn’t go out alone!”
 “Or are you just saying that in the hope she hasn’t gone without you? Because that’s why you went to see her first
thing, isn’t it?” Odati sighed and shook her head, glaring. “It’s all starting to make sense, now. You went to find her, so
the two of you could sneak out and back to the Institute. Instead, you got there to find she’d ditched you, and now you’ve
cooked up a story to raise the alarm, to ensure she doesn’t get very far.”
 Halli’s hair had all puffed up, turning her into an alarmed, spiky ball. “That’s not fair-!”
 “No? She probably doesn’t trust you. For all we know, you could have been the one that alerted Breg that you were
out there.”
 “But he attacked me-!”
 “...and didn’t kill you. How better to draw attention away from yourself?”
 “Odati?” Rae interrupted, before the two women could get too deeply into the argument. “She’s left everything
behind. Her satchel, her journal, her clothes.”
 The vulline gave him a withering look. “That was the plan, stupid.” She shook her head. “I’m sorry, but I think we
should hold off on an immediate search. What is more likely – that she wandered off, delirious, somehow got out over
all three fences, without making any noise or getting stuck and injuring herself? Or, that she sneaked out, on purpose,
just as she’d been discussing the night before, and simply abandoned her partner in crime?”
 “That’s not fair.” Halli pouted. “You’re ignoring the facts to fit your hypothesis. I know you don’t like her, but you
don’t have to punish her by pretending she’s some evil rulebreaker. All we know is that she’s vanished, and you’re acting
like she’s committed high treason!”
 “So explain why you were so keen to see her? At such a ridiculous and unsociable hour?”
 “I-... couldn’t sleep. I just thought I’d go and see how she was feeling.” A blush began to rise in Halli’s cheeks. She
used her palms to try and flatten her bristling crest back down, but her wilful hair was getting even more spiky. “She
was sick the night before. I wanted to check she was getting better.”
 Jak leaned closer. “Hal-li’s got a cru-ush,” he cooed into her ear, in a soft singsong voice.
 Quick as lightning, the zaar twisted in her seat, and punched him square in the face. He tumbled backwards off his
chair with a yelp of pain.
 “Whoa, hey, easy there!” Sarmis leapt to Jak’s rescue, putting himself in Halli’s way; for such a small individual,
the zaar packed one hell of a punch. “You didn’t need to hit him that hard, Hal. You a’right down there?”
 Jak sneered triumphantly and wiped blood from his nose. “It’s all right. I guess that was as good a confirmation as
any of us needed.”
 Halli snarled something wordless and gave him a half-hearted kick, but Sarmis was mostly still in the way.
 Odati grunted, softly. “All right. For now, we’ll assume Halli is just, ah-... worrying about her friend’s wellbeing...”
She shot the zaar a glare, to demonstrate her annoyance that Halli had not just said so to start with, and emphasise her
continuing suspicion. “...and hasn’t been helping her sneak out.”
 Jak made quiet smoochy noises behind Halli; she remained puffed up, fists clenched and trembling, jaw set in her
determination not to bludgeon him any more.
 “What would you like us to do now, Odati?” Sarmis prompted, in the lull.
 The lightly testing tone to the spur’s voice was impossible to miss, and soured Odati’s mood further. “To stop trying
my patience would be a good start.” She waved a threatening finger, pushing herself to her feet. “If you feel obliged to
go out looking for that wretched runaway, I’m not going to stop you, but I personally think we should wait for her to
crawl back of her own accord, with her tail between her legs. Might teach her a lesson in humility towards her fellow
survivors.” With that, she turned, and stomped away.
 The instant the last thump! of Odati’s stick had faded away, Halli groaned, letting her arms stretch out over the
tabletop, and flopped onto her face. Muffled words came up from the hard surface. “I’m going to strangle that vul next
time I bump into him.”
 Sarmis gave her shoulder a gentle squeeze. “Ignore him. You know he’s only doing it to get a rise out of you.”
 Rae folded his arms on the table, and let his chin rest on them. “Besides, it’s not like you weren’t making it kinda
obvious anyway,” he apologised, watching as her gaze came up and met with his, unhappily. “You’d have spontaneously
combusted if you blushed any hotter.”
 Halli sighed and let her forehead rest back against her forearm. “I was just embarrassed that I’d accidentally made
you all think there was more to it,” she muttered, defensively. “There’s nothing going on. I was just worried about her.”
 “If there was, would it be a bad thing?”
 “But there isn’t-”
 “Hal...”
 “I wish you lot would stop looking for gossip, instead of looking for Bee!” Halli thumped a fist against the table,
frustrated. “I don’t care what Odati says, she hasn’t ‘sneaked out’ anywhere. She was sick, and now she’s in danger.
And we need to find her.”

* * * * * *
 Unknown to the quarrelling residents of the Library, somewhere across the other side of the city, Blink was finally
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stirring from an unnaturally deep sleep.
 The first thing her wandering consciousness became aware of was the bed on which she lay – lumpy, uncomfortable,
musty-smelling and short, with high ends that left her legs curled beneath her and her neck cricked at a painful angle.
Definitely not her own bed.
 Discomfort nudged her closer to full wakefulness. Had she gone to sleep on that weather-beaten old sofa out by the
firepit again? A muted daytime brightness assailed her eyes when she finally opened them, forcing her to squint. No, it’s
daytime. They wouldn’t have let you sleep out there all night, she reassured herself, giving her sore eyes a little rub,
trying to clear away some of the blurriness of sleep.
 Reassurances were quickly replaced by new concerns. If this isn’t the couch, where am I? She studied the room in
which she lay, cautiously, trying not to betray the fact she was awake.
 Although not quite sure precisely where she was, she knew where she wasn’t, because this really didn’t feel like she
was in the Library, any more. Of course, she still hadn’t seen every room in her adopted home, yet, but nowhere else
she’d seen looked so... shabby. Run-down, untidy, unloved. There was something about the whole ambience of the new
room that felt disturbingly off. The damaged furniture lacked the care with which the Library residents had treated their
belongings, great ugly plaques of dirt and graffiti marked the walls, and every last screen on the various entertainment
systems dotted about the room were shattered. The vending machine built into the corner stood empty, its glass smashed
and its shelves all torn open.
 How had she got here, anyway? Brief flickers of memory came to her through a murky soup of dreams and delirium.
She remembered collapsing in her room, with that heavy, giddy sensation making her head swim. The feel of the solid
floor moving beneath her feet, like the deck of a ship.
 There were other things in the mess, too, though. Other faces. Unfamiliar faces. The chill of cold air, swirling across
her arms, and the discomfort of a very hard, lumpy surface against her back. A whiff of something hard smelling that
had made her choke, quietly. Although not really sure what it all did mean, one thing she was sure about was that it could
not have been good.
 Blink pushed the thin blanket covering her to one side and warily got to her feet – thankfully, the horrible giddy
feeling from last night didn’t return. Maybe if she got an idea of where she was – and she was having suspicions about
that which left her greatly unsettled – she could slink away before she was noticed? Her soft, padded feet made her
movements reassuringly soundless as she inched towards the door.
 She flattened herself against the wall, and peeked out into the corridor. Another shabby set of dirty walls, another
cluttered floor, a flight of steps, heading upwards to her left... and on her right, a massive doorway, slightly ajar, through
which could be seen long grass and the warm glow of summer sunlight. Her ears perked, all on their own. The way out!
After checking the way was clear, she stepped uneasily out into the corridor, edged her way past the scattered heaps of
rubbish, and peeked out through the narrow slit into daylight.
 Although the area was unfamiliar, she got the impression that this had once been a fairly important part of the city,
so was possibly in the north of Kust. Ostentatious buildings made of rich golden stone soared gracefully skywards, still
venerable in spite of their graffiti-covered stone and broken windows, and the small field outside had probably once
been the main town square, with a broken fountain in the centre that looked like it contained more weeds than water.
 But where to go? She had to find her way back to the Library, somehow. People will be looking for me, she reassured
herself. They’ll have noticed I’m not there, and be looking for me. If I make my way south, along the coast, I’ll eventually
find the beach Halli and I went to. I can get my bearings and find my way from there-
 “Oh, hey!”
 Blink almost leaped out of her skin. She span away from the door, flattening herself back against the wall, and met
the predatory stare of a brawny, silver-gold ondrai male.
 He perked his ears forwards, and barked, showing his long canines; “Guys, she’s awake!”
 Blink didn’t need to think twice about it; she bolted – straight out the door, slamming it in his face, and down into
the street. She didn’t hang around to work out what he was yelling, or see how long it would take him to get through the
door.
 As she ran, it rapidly became apparent that she was not only not in Library territory, but slap bang in the centre of
Tevak’s. A dozen unfamiliar blights had emerged from the undergrowth already, attracted by the commotion, and joined
the hunt, trying to herd her where they wanted. Adrenaline fizzed through her veins; she felt like she was flying, barely
able to keep track of where she was going. Concentrate. Concentrate!
 There was literally nowhere to hide – not to mention, no time to find a good hiding place! The only thing she would
be able to do was plead for her life when they finally caught her-... She clenched her jaw, determined not to let it beat
her, determined to keep her feet moving, concentrating on trying to keep her breathing steady. The lack of obvious escape
route didn’t mean she had to go quietly, or make it easy for them.
 Off to her left, she spotted a short, broad flight of about a dozen stone steps, leading up to the unattended main double
doors of a building which reminded her superficially of the Library, constructed of the same brightly-coloured bricks
and elegant, carved stonework. If it was anything like her adopted home, it could be riddled with hiding places and secret
passageways. She noticed that although the broad lintel above the entrance had since been liberally daubed with insulting
graffiti, like the rest of the walls and old notice-boards, it had once borne the word police, carved deeply and proudly
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into the golden rock. How ironic that the thugs and vandals had taken up home in the place that had once worked against
them. Maybe she could hide indoors? Get inside something, find some narrow corridor that only a determined fessine
could sneak down? Somewhere they couldn’t follow. She fled up the steps, and promptly slammed into the golden wall
of muscle that had just emerged in the opposite direction.
 “Whoa, hey. Who let you out?” Tevak made a ponderous snatch for her with one meaty fist.
 Alarmed and running primarily on instinct, by now, Blink ducked blindly under his hand with a few microns to
spare, and vaulted over the guard wall up the side of the stairs, throwing herself out over an unanticipated drop
significantly deeper then she was tall. Skeida-! She felt her stomach cramp, her throat constricting, and her heart jolted
painfully in anticipation of the landing-
 A squat, thorny little shrub broke the worst of her fall, but the ground still came up painfully beneath her feet, jerking
at her legs, straining the joints. She could very nearly feel the bruises flowering on the undersides of her feet. She managed
to get back to her feet, but pain shot up her legs and she stumbled into the wall.
 ...now there truly was nowhere left to go. From every direction, her pursuers approached – some growling, some
glaring, some just suspicious, but all bigger and sharper and stronger – hemming her into her corner by the wall, under
the stairs. Nowhere left to go.
 Blink pressed herself down into the corner, trying to make herself as small as possible as they crowded closer. The
pain in her legs had driven the flight out of her. “Don’t hurt me, please don’t hurt me,” she pleaded, trying to keep her
voice from shaking. “I’m not trespassing, I promise, I don’t even know how I got here-...! Please don’t hurt me. I-I’ll
go peacefully. I didn’t even know I was here-! Please let me go-”
 “Boss will have to make that decision,” said a voice somewhere in the back of the crowd.

The Boss? Blink had only a split second to work out what that meant before the murmuring crowd moved apart to
allow Tevak to come through. No, no... She shook her head and tried to shrink a little further down, unable to stop the
rill of frightened, whimpering incoherence that still spilled from her lips.
 Tevak crouched. “Guess this means you’re feeling better, now, huh kid? Certainly got some speed back in them little
legs.”
 Blink could barely find her voice, and when she finally got it to emerge from her mouth it was as tremulous shreds.
“F-feeling better? What do you m-mean?”
 “You don’t remember? We found you wandering, out in the city.” He gestured towards the square with a muscular
arm almost as big as entire Blink’s torso. “Figured we couldn’t get you back in the Library, with all their stupid fences,
so instead of yelling for attention and letting every hungry blight in the neighbourhood know we was there, we decided
it was safer to bring you back here for a bit.”
 “W-... wandering?” Something doesn’t add up. How had she even got past the fence? Accusing him of lying sounded
spectacularly foolhardy, however, so Blink concentrated on something a little less overtly political. “Then I-... I’d like
to go home now. Now it’s light, a-and people will be awake. Please.”
 Tevak smiled – that weird, bared-teeth smile that his cool reptilian eyes didn’t mirror. “Sure. Soon as it’s safe. Some
of my folk have noticed hungry biters still prowling on the edges of our land.” He held out his hand, to help her up, and
offered, unexpectedly; “Come have something to eat, while you wait.”
 She’d been prepared to hear a lot of things, but that had thrown her. “...What?”
 Tevak beckoned lightly with his fingers. “Something to eat. We’ve got some fresh game on the cooker, and it’s
already passed high sun. Been a while since they fed you, I figure?”
 It had been a while since she’d eaten, Blink acknowledged, uneasily slotting her hand into his and allowing the giant
to help her to her feet. And what she had eaten hadn’t really fulfilled her appetite, with that unpleasant taste and the
unpleasant symptoms. “Thank you. That would be nice.”
 Tevak’s smirk seemed to confirm he knew she was just being polite, but he didn’t call her out on it.
 The rest of the group – or should that be “the rest of the Pack”? They looked more like a raggedy gang of hunters
with their animals than her fellow sentients – all sat around the grassy square, in a loose circle around the cooking pit.
The ‘oven’ was a dramatic contrast to Aron’s carefully-designed little brick-built structure; two heaps of rubble propped
up a mostly-horizontal sheet of wire mesh probably scavenged from a heavy-duty fence, holding it a few feet up from
the shallow pit in which hot coals glowed. Assorted chunks of flesh sizzled atop the grid, fat dripping down into the pit
below and generating small spurts of flame.
 Tevak patted the cushion next to him, expectantly. Blink eyed it, unhappily; a small, thin round cushion, very very
close to the giant. His lips pulled back into a broader smirk, and he gave it another little pat, for emphasis. You will come
here and you will sit here and you will look like you like it.
 Painfully aware that she still didn’t have any options apart from doing as told, Blink sat primly down upon the seat
she’d been offered, feet together, back straight, firmly holding the chipped white plate in her lap in an effort to keep her
hands from trembling, trying not to look as scared as she felt. She tried to relax; it was all just some big misunderstanding,
right? She was ill, the night before. Maybe she had wandered, and they had rescued her. Besides, she’d got so tense, her
insides hurt.
 Blink let her gaze drop to her plate. Why did everyone have to make such a big deal out of watching her? Almost
every gaze was upon her again – mostly curious, or amused, waiting to see how she’d react next, but the flame-haired
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fessine a few steps away around the circle wasn’t even trying to hide her hostility. Resentment poured off her in great
waves, blazing like wildfire out of those hazel eyes. She reminded Blink a little of the unfriendly waitress in tiao’I
spacedock departure lounge.
 Dinner landed with a wet-sounding thump on Blink’s plate, making her jump – a slab of unidentifiable meat, grilled
to a rich dark brown but oozing translucent pink fluid, ever so slightly. Barely cooked. (Probably only just dead, too.)
There didn’t seem to be anything else on the menu, either, so it was eat it, or starve (and insult her ‘hosts’ in the process).
 “C-can I have any cutlery?” she wondered, quietly.
 A flurry of distracted laughter was the only response she got. Glancing briefly around at the rest of the diners, she
quickly cottoned on to the fact that nobody here bothered with it, simply picking their food up in their fingers and tearing
it apart with their teeth.
 Its recent exposure to red-hot coals made the steak difficult to handle, not to mention the clinging hot fatty juice that
burned her skin, where it oozed down her fingers and dripped off. She picked the meat up in her very fingertips, gingerly,
trying not to get too much of the unappealing, oozing juices on her hands, and nibbled at the meat with her teeth. It was
tough, though, and difficult to bite through, and scalded her lips.
 Tevak clucked his tongue; he was already halfway through his dinner, which was easily four times the size of Blink’s
little slip of flesh. “C’mon, girly, anyone would think you never had a steak before. You laima are meant to bite with
the side of your mouth.” His rough finger stroked against her cheek, drawing a line along her skin roughly level with
her back teeth.
 Blink flinched away from the touch. “...I have never had a steak before,” she confirmed, in a defensive little mumble,
trying not to be embarrassed by the cluster of watching eyes nearby. It didn’t feel like she’d ever be able to open her
mouth wide enough to do as she’d been told, grimacing in an effort to pull her lips back away from the strong, shearing
teeth in the back of her mouth. As Tevak had suggested, the more powerful bite cut far more easily through the tough
flesh, but it made such a mess. Pressure wrang the juice out of the meat, and she could feel liquid run down the side of
her face, onto her neck and into her clothing. Uugh. Don’t shudder, don’t.
 “There, see?” Tevak chuckled, satisfied, his words muffled by a mouthful of food. Meat juices dripped from his
lower lip. “Good stuff, huh?”
 After several laborious seconds of chewing, Blink forced herself to swallow; the tough, fibrous lump threatened to
stick in her throat. “Uhm, it-... it’s...” What to say that wasn’t insulting? “...richer than I’m used to.” The wild game had
a strong, off-putting taste to it, a little like liver, and she wasn’t entirely sure she liked it, without Aron’s skilled hand
having made it palatable beforehand. She stared down at the mauled lump of barely-cooked animal on her plate, and
wished it would spontaneously turn into a bowl of stew, like she’d enjoyed so thoroughly that first night at the Library.
“Don’t usually have this much meat,” she excused herself.
 “That’s because they’re all useless namby-pamby weaklings, back at the Library.” Tevak swallowed the very last
piece of his dinner and licked his lips with relish. “Can’t catch enough game; s’why they have to bulk it out with
vegetables.”
 “Vegetables are all right. I like them,” Blink added, but without much heat, and took another awkward bite of her
dinner in the hope that she could avoid having to speak any more.
 The day wore on in much the same way; while some of the Pack went off to attend to jobs around their ramshackle
home, or to hunt – including Tevak – a large proportion of locals just sat around enjoying the sunshine, not seeming
particularly interested in doing much at all. Ignored for the most part, except when she attempted to leave, Blink sat and
quietly watched all the coming and goings, and fidgeted, uncomfortably.
 A handful of Tevak’s people flaked out on one of the grassy patches to sunbathe; another few sat playing some sort
of game with a well-worn pack of cards, gambling with what looked like cigarettes. A couple went off to spar with each
other, although the flurries of kicks and punches looked more like they were for practice than because either fighter was
actually angry. One even settled in the shade of a tree to read a book.
 Most of the group seemed more interested in watching the ‘entertainment’ two of their fellows had arranged, however.
Two small cages were brought out, each containing a noisy, brightly-coloured animal, which were then released in a
fenced-off circular hollow in the dirt, around which the Pack gathered, peering down into the hole to watch. The
hyper-aggressive little animals puffed out their scales, turning into what looked like long, spiky pinecones with legs,
and spent a few minutes posturing at each other. The jeering, catcalling crowd made them excitable, though, and
eventually they lunged for each other, all teeth and claws and spitting fury. The watching crowd erupted into shrieks and
yells of excited encouragement.
 Blink inched away backwards, not sure if she felt more unsettled by the violence the little creatures were doling out
to each other, or the enjoyment the observers were getting from it.
 By the time Tevak returned, the sinking sun wallowed red and bloated in the broad street separating two rows of old
government buildings, hanging close to the road and staining the rooftops an intense orange-red. His little group had
two slack quadruped bodies carried between them, the dead game’s long thin legs strapped to a pole of some sort, probably
old scaffolding.
 Tevak ambled over, wiping his hands clean on a rag stuffed in his pocket, and Blink’s heart gave a little jump. Could
it be they were about to send her home? She sat forwards, expectantly.
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 “Hey,” he greeted ...but that was it.

Going to have to prompt him. “I hate to look like I’m not appreciative of your generosity, but-... I just wondered...”
She met his gaze, bravely. “I’d like to go home, before it gets dark. Can somebody show me the way?”
 Tevak smiled down at her. “You are home.”
 Blink just stared at him, for a few seconds, wondering if she’d misheard. “I’m sorry...?”
 “No need to be sorry.” He sat down next to her, casually. “Honest mistake to make.”
 “I-I mean... I think you might be mistaken.” Blink tried for a hopeful smile, although it only seemed to pull up on
one side of her face. “You said I could go home, once it was safe. We’ve waited all day. Surely it’s all right for me to
go now?”
 “But go where? You’re home now.” He leaned down closer to her level, propping himself up on an arm that just so
happened to pass behind her. His harsh, growling words descended into something soft, almost breathy, almost tender.
“Come on. Everyone told me you were a smart cookie. Haven’t you worked it out already? You’re here because you’re
mine, now, sweetlips,” he explained, softly. “This is where you belong, and this is where you’ll live from now on.”
 Blink shrank back away from him, barely daring to believe his words. “This is a very poor joke. Let me go home,
now, please.” She scrutinised his face intently, looking for the smallest hint of teasing. “I-... I won’t hold it against you.
I won’t even tell them you did it.”
 “Aw, come on. I wouldn’t lie to you about something important like this.” Tevak’s lips broadened in a smile that
sent a chill up Blink’s spine. “You’re my guest now. All I want is for you to sit there and look pretty for me. I won’t ask
you to hunt, or do heavy work, or even do any chores, very much. Just... be there when I want you.”
 Any last doubts over who had sent Breg and Tun after her were finally dispelled by hearing the same words that Tun
had used coming from Tevak’s thin-lipped mouth. Blink could feel the blood draining from her cheeks, a sensation like
cold fingers drawing their way up her back.
 “I wanted something pretty, and valuable,” he went on, in the fessine’s horrified silence. “As befits my status as the
leader of this bunch of ingrates. Something nice to look at, something to make me feel good about myself.” His voice
softened even further, into something barely audible, something she barely caught as he dipped his face to her neck.
“Something to warm my bedsheets for me in the winter. Keep me company and keep me entertained when the snow
traps us indoors.”
 She just stared at him, for several long seconds, aghast. “...what?”
 “You...” He let his arm creep further around her, hand coming in at her waist, pulling her closer against him; she
couldn’t help shuddering. “...are mine. My pretty, perfect little bedwarmer. So... how about we go and get to know each
other a little better, somewhere more private?”
 Blink pressed her palms against his chest, trying to push him off. “I will not be sparking off you any time in the near
future!” she spluttered, ears folded, horrified outrage in her eyes. “Keep your clumsy hands off me!”
 Surprised by the unfriendly reaction – although experience should have dictated that he expect that sort of response
– his hungry smile had already begun to turn into an unpleasant baring of the teeth. “You might want to think about
behaving yourself, laima,” he reminded, soft voice reverting to a rumble of threat. “Just because you won’t get sick if I
bite you doesn’t mean you can’t be hurt.”
 Blink’s stomach went into freefall. He knew? How could he have possibly known her secret? Someone in the Library
must have told him, she realised, a horrible frightened nausea crawling like bile up the back of her throat. Probably the
same one that had betrayed her, when she’d gone to the Institute. But why, why would they do that? Did-... did they
really dislike her that much?
 “Well you’ll have to get used to it,” she retorted, sounding braver than she felt inside. “Because I’m not going to
roll over and let you just do what you like to me. I do have some standards.” After a beat, she added; “I’m not attracted
to mechs normally, why in all the deepest levels of the Pit do you think I’d ever offer myself to one that’s barely more
than a mobile slab of meat?”
 The smile had by now vanished altogether. “Well, I paid for you, fair and square,” he snarled, closing one meaty
hand around both her small wrists, pulling her closer. “And you’re gonna learn some manners if I have to beat ‘em into
you.”
 Blink jerked back on her arms, but she might as well have had her hands set in cement, for all the good it did. “What
could you possibly know about manners?” she demanded, her voice going squeaky and breathless as he dragged her to
her feet, and away up the steps into the old police station. Where is he taking me now? Her breath caught in her throat,
dreading that he was going to drag her away and do something particularly nasty-
 Instead, Tevak opened a small door hidden away down an inner corridor. The gloomy, unlit interior already made
it impossible to see anything inside, and the tiny window close to the ceiling seemed to suck away the rest of the light,
making everything so much darker.
 “What’s-” she started, uneasily.
 Tevak delivered a sharp shove between her shoulder blades; she lost her balance over the threshold, and lurched
clumsily into a rack of unseen shelves, only a step or so inside, lacking the room to recover from her stumble. “Ah!”
She swallowed an expletive as the old wood bit into her forearms, like a very blunt knife. Old containers rattled at the
impact and a mop fell over onto her.
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 “You can come back out when you’re feeling like treating me with the respect I deserve,” Tevak snapped, pushing
the door closed.
 “Wait-... wait!” Blink lurched for the diminishing opening, but the door clicked shut just as she reached it, slicing
off what little remained of the day’s sunlight. She leaned her weight against the door, trying to force it open, but it was
like hammering her fists on a slab of solid granite – fists that could have once punched through inches of sheet steel now
barely even made a flimsy sheet of wood rattle. She didn’t think she’d felt quite so helpless in her entire life. “There’s
been a misunderstanding,” she pleaded, but couldn’t find the optimism to actually believe it.
 “No, no, you were very clear. I’m an ugly, brainless slab of meat, with all his brains between his legs.” He punched
the door, startling her backwards; Blink promptly fell back against the shelves, painfully jarring her spine. “Your life
will be a lot more comfortable if you just do as I say, cointe. You’ll learn to respect me, or you’ll stay in there.”
 Blink listened to his footsteps moving away down the corridor, and groaned softly to herself. What new horror had
she managed to get herself tangled up in this time?

I paid for you. His words echoed up out of the recent past. Fair and square. Surely-... surely he didn’t mean someone
at the Library had sold her? Sold her, like a piece of machinery? Or maybe that should be, a head of livestock, since
Frond’s meddling. A very valuable head of livestock, but still just an animal. She wrapped her arms around herself and
tried not to whimper, softly.

* * * * * *
 Another morning dawned fresh and breezy, hazy with residual drizzle and the air smelling of fresh vegetation after
an overnight shower, but Rae found himself unable to enjoy it. He and Halli had devoted all of the previous day to
searching around the Library’s outside perimeter for clues to where Blink might have gone, but came up completely
empty-handed and were forced to admit defeat as dusk began to deepen the shadows. Sarmis tried to relay comfort –
maybe she would still come back on her own, maybe she was just caught out by the distance and it was taking longer
than she realised to walk home? – but even that hope faded as evening drew into night, and the dark became an
impenetrable pitch.
 Hoping she would have still returned home of her own accord, straining his ears to hear the soft pad of footfalls in
the corridor below, Rae hadn’t slept well, and the little sleep he had got had been plagued by bad dreams – dreams of
Blink succumbing to the disease, of her turning into an angry and aggressive predator, twisted and keen to bite.

But it had just been a dream, right? Just the meanderings of his unconscious mind. Rae sat on the edge of his bed
for several minutes, rubbing his sore eyes and wishing he could call the new sleep-deprived headache just another
hangover. Ever the optimist, he headed downstairs and along the corridor to Blink’s room, hoping maybe she would be
back... but found the only person there was Halli, apparently still equally fretful. She sat on the floor alongside the bed,
on a couple of cushions, with a blanket around her shoulders, her feet tucked up and arms folded across her knees, dozing
with her head on her forearms.
 “Hey, Hal,” Rae greeted, drowsily, sitting beside her. “Were you here all night?”
 “...unh?” Halli stirred and lifted her head, and grunted softly at realising she’d grown stiff from the unnatural position.
“Most of it, I think. I lost track a little.” She rubbed the back of her head, trying to soothe the dull ache of a cricked neck.
“I just wanted to be sure I knew when she was back. That if Odati’s right and she did sneak out, she didn’t just... sneak
back in, without telling anyone.”
 The spur sighed, tiredly. “I know what you mean. I spent half the night awake, too, just... listening for her.”
 “What if she genuinely didn’t think anyone was going to worry?” Halli glanced up to meet Rae’s gaze, and the
concerned furrows to his brow and the pursed lips concerned her. “That we’d just... know she’d gone out to the Institute,
because she’d mentioned sneaking away?”
 “No.” Rae shook his head, firmly. “No, that’s not her way of doing things – and I don’t care what Odati says, she’s
only known her just over ten days and that means nothing. If Bee was going out, she’d have told me, or someone else
she trusted, or, or... left a note, or something, I don’t know. So we didn’t worry. Especially if she was going to stay out
there overnight. Might not have told them where she was going, if she was scared of being followed, but she wouldn’t
just up and leave.”
 “So where is she.” The words that emerged were so flat, they barely even resembled a question.
 Rae glanced down at her. “...I hate to say it, but I think we’re both having the same ideas.” He weighed the words
in his mind for several long seconds before trusting himself to voice them. “I think... maybe... she’s been taken.”

Tevak said he wanted her, he sent Breg to catch her, and when that failed, he broke in and took her.
 Halli pursed her lips and rubbed her arms, uneasily. “I don’t want to think about that.”
 “Well we’re going to have to eventually, y’know?” He gave her a gentle elbow in the ribs. “I mean, if she is across
town...? The longer she’s with them, the harder it’ll be to get her back out. Not to mention, god only knows what they’ll
do to her.” He grunted and rubbed the bridge of his nose. “I’d like to say, she’s a smart fessine, she knows what she’s
doing, and she’ll keep herself safe, but she’s kinda mostly not firing on all cylinders at the moment, and if she’s been
abducted by anyone in Tevak’s group she might put herself into danger in an attempt to escape. The sooner we can get
her away from there, the better.”
 “But how are we ever going to find out?” Halli sighed in despair, her shoulders slumping. “If Odati finds out we’ve
gone and trespassed on Tevak’s territory – which we’ll have to do, to see if Blink is there – she’ll hit the roof. She’s
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kicked people out of the Library altogether for less!”
 Rae watched her sink, quietly. “Well, we won’t tell her, then,” he murmured, softly; the zaar glanced up at him,
alarmed. “I’m sorry, but I’m not about to abandon my friend, just like that, just on Odati’s say so. If the only way to find
out if she’s been kidnapped is to trespass, then I’ll trespass.” He smiled, reluctantly. “I don’t mind going alone and telling
you what I find. You have more to lose than I do.”
 Halli glanced over at the doorway, quite obviously checking to see if they were being listened to, and fidgeted, sitting
on her hands before answering. “No. If you go, I’ll come with you,” she agreed, faintly. “I’m-... that is... You’ll need
someone to show you where to go.”
 “All right. In that case...” Rae sighed, and smiled reluctantly. “Let’s check the Institute first, right? Just in case, so
we’ve got some support for what we did if Odati challenges us. If Bee’s not out there, I guess we can be pretty confident
she’s been snatched. It’d be kinda embarrassing to turn up on Tevak’s doorstep and insist he give her back, if she’s not
there.” Another thought hit him, and he added; “It’d let him know we’ve lost her, so we’d be racing him to get to her
first, too.”
 “But it’s a whole day’s walk, to get out there and back. If she’s not there, we’ll have wasted a day we could have
spent looking for her-”
 “And what if she is out there? We’ll have wasted a day worrying about someone who isn’t even in trouble!” Rae
grunted at the stiffness in his legs as he pushed himself to his feet. “That’s not to mention, putting ourselves into danger
by harassing Tevak when we don’t need to.”
 “I’m not sure which idea makes me more uncomfortable – her with Tevak, or her out alone.” Halli studied the floor
beneath her toes. “She’s been gone all day, and now all night, too. Even on the headland, there’s blights about. Sleeping
out in the open is as good as suicidal.”
 “Well, I showed her how to string up a pretty good hammock, and there’s trees up there, right? We made our way
down off the mountain without getting troubled much at night.” Rae offered her a hand. “If she’s in control of what she’s
doing, she’ll have her wits about her, and she’ll be fine.”
 Halli accepted the hand. “Maybe Odati’s right and it is me,” she commented, forlornly, wincing as Rae helped her
to her feet. “Ah, ow-... thank you.” She hissed softly in pain and canted over on one side, holding her injured leg up off
the floor. “It’s nothing to do with Tevak, or the Institute, or anything. Maybe I’m what’s driving her away.”
 Rae steadied her until she looked capable of standing on her own again. “Why would you be?”
 “She was fine until she saw me shift, and suddenly! She vanishes without trace, without telling anyone.” She pointed
a semi-accusatory finger. “That says to me that she’s avoiding someone.”
 “Nah.” Rae gave her a little squeeze around the shoulders. “If she’s left because of anyone, it’s me. It’s not like you
actually did anything except growl at her, whereas I pretty much molested her until she ran away from me. No,
shape-shifting is old news, where Blink is concerned – and I don’t mean the whole synthetic to biological thing, either.”
 Halli gave him a probing look. “So what do you mean?”
 “Well, lessee. As a machine, she was designed to be able to change her configuration at will. She spent most of it
as a massive but otherwise pretty average biped, like you or me – but she wasn’t just as big as a truck, she could turn
into one, if she wanted.” He waved his hands ambiguously, a foot or two apart, as if to convey the idea of big-ness.
“Designed with hauling big things around in mind; proper little power-house. I don’t think there was much around the
spaceport that she couldn’t handle on her own, even big old gravity engines. Anyway, though. Seeing you turn into a
wee growly four-legged critter?” He smiled, wanly. “Wouldn’t surprise me if she thought it was normal for your species.
I really doubt she’d have run off ‘cause of it.”
 The zaar managed a small, grateful smile for him. “I hope so.” She followed him out into the corridor. “I’ve enjoyed
working with her. I wouldn’t want to lose her over something so... small. ...Uh, her friendship, I mean.”
 Rae politely ignored the slip, turning to examine the window at the end of the corridor. Didn’t take the brainiest of
spurs to recognise there was something at least a fraction more than just platonic, there, at least on Halli’s side.
 “Um, Rae? That’s not the way downstairs.”
 He glanced back at her; Halli clung to the doorframe, watching him with a thinly-veiled suspicion in her eyes. “Just
checking out something I noticed yesterday,” he reassured. “Didn’t get a chance to look in much detail because we found
out Blink was missing.” He flicked a hand in a come-hither gesture. “Come and look at this, will you?”
 “Ah-!” Halli only got a step or two before pain shot through her hip, and she stumbled into the wall. “Ow, dammit!”
 Rae took a single step closer, not sure if he should be alarmed. “...Is everything all right? Are you hurt?”
 She twisted to examine the wound on her hip; the tissue had gone a sickly purplish-scarlet, and grown somewhat
inflamed. “Does Breg never clean his teeth?” she groaned. “Going to scrub his nasty infected mouth out with caustic
soap, next time I see him. After I’ve hassled Sadie for some antibiotics.”
 Rae smiled, grimly. “So you don’t just go to Mama Herbalist, either, then?”
 Halli winced into a smile and hobbled the remaining few steps to the window. “Oh, please. I’m not going to indulge
that pair in their stupid politics, and I don’t play favourites. Herbs, drugs, whatever, what’s the difference. Whatever it
takes to get the job done.” She shrugged one shoulder, and mantled her fingers over the injury, protectively, trying to
avoid the urge to touch it. “This is infected, and I don’t trust chewing on a bit of bark with dubious origins to clear it.
Last thing I want is a case of blood-poisoning to go along with all my other sicknesses.” She forced herself to leave the
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injury alone, putting her hands behind her back. “What did you want me to look at?”
 “Here.” Rae turned his attention back to his discovery, and ran his finger along the fresh, pale scrapings up the side
of the wooden window frame. “The window’s been pried open at some point recently. Do you know how new this
damage is?”
 “...the window was open yesterday morning, wasn’t it?” Halli nodded in agreement with herself, frowning. “I don’t
remember us having opened it in a very long time – Jak varnished it last summer, but the wind blew it shut before it had
dried and it stuck closed. Because replacing it would be a nightmare, leave the whole corridor open to the elements, and
no-one wanted to damage it by forcing it open, we just... left it.” She bent down to peer more closely at it. “It’s been
pried from the outside,” she noted, hollowly. “That must be how they got in.”
 “How who got in? What mischief are the pair of you plotting now?”
 The pair turned to find Odati at the head of the stairs, watching them suspiciously. Halli pursed her lips and remained
resolutely silent, reluctant to discuss her concerns with the person who had belittled them so completely last time; Rae
squeezed her arm, gently, and took a step or two forwards, instead.
 “Could you keep this quiet, Odati?” he wondered, quietly, watching the old vulline limp over. “I don’t want anyone
to know we’re onto them.”
 Immediately serious, Odati lowered her voice. “Well, of course. I promise you’ll have my absolute discretion. But...
onto who about what?”
 Rae couldn’t help glancing up the corridor, to check they were alone. “We wonder if Bee’s been taken away by
someone. Against her will.”
 “Taken?” Odati frowned slightly, although Rae couldn’t tell if she was concerned at the theory, or just concerned
that he was away on another flight of fancy. Her tone of voice suggested the latter. “Yesterday you thought she’d climbed
over the fence, and now you think she’s been kidnapped?”
 Rae could see Halli nodding, out of the corner of his eye. “Nothing else makes so much sense. There’s big holes in
all the other theories. Sarmis already pointed out Tevak doesn’t climb the fence out of respect, not because he can’t.”
 Odati smiled grimly. “I wouldn’t precisely describe it as respect if he doesn’t climb the fence because we have
nothing worth stealing, Rae.”
 “Didn’t have anything worth stealing,” Halli corrected, softly. “Until Blink moved in. Then we had plenty worth
climbing the fence for.”

* * * * * *
 Away across the city, the subtle click of the door opening roused Blink from the most uncomfortable night of sleep
she had experienced thus far, curled up on the limited bare concrete floor of the cleaner’s cupboard with only the old
mop to rest her head on. Prodded out of a dream, for an instant, she wondered where she was. Then a bolt of electrified
pain shot through her, from every extremity, and she immediately wished she could go back to sleep.
 “Good morning,” a voice said – a familiar voice, which she’d hoped her uncomfortable brain had merely dreamed.
No such luck. “Rise and shine, girl. No time for lay-ins. Get up. Up!”
 Blink grunted tightly and wiped her face with her hand, hoping it would rub a little alertness in. She tried to push
herself upright but the unyielding floor had really done a number on her, leaving her muscles aching and her joints stiff
and sore. She got only partially upright, supported on bent elbows, before her stiff back and numb hip flared up and she
had to stop where she was, hissing in pain. Sweet Unmaker. How was it possible that such a simple thing could make
her hurt so bad.
 Tevak stretched out a hand and caught her upper arm, helping pull her gently but inexorably to her feet; she moaned
pitifully as he moved her, against the will of her sore muscles. He held her shoulders while she mumbled to herself and
tried to straighten out the cricks in her neck and her knees, and get the blood flowing back in her numb right arm, which
had spent half the night crushed into the concrete beneath her.
 Only once he was sure she was paying attention and not about to fall straight back onto her backside did the giant
speak. He crouched a little, just enough to bring his face level with hers. “ ‘Fore we do anything? Ground rules. You can
stay out if you behave,” he explained, softly. “If you don’t? You might spend another night with the paint cans. Or worse.
Understand?”
 Blink nodded, jerkily. “I understand,” she murmured, feebly. Her sleepless night might have left her still exhausted,
but at least she’d had plenty of undisturbed time to try and come up with a plan. Acting like she was suitably cowed and
going to do as told from now on felt like it was her only option. If she pitched things just right, eventually their guard
would drop, and she could slip away unnoticed.
 Besides. The idea of spending another night on an unprotected stone floor was not appealing, and if she could avoid
it? Better sleep meant she’d be better positioned to attempt an escape.
 “All right.” He made sure his gaze was fixed with hers. “So long as we understand each other better. Yesterday we
got off to a pretty bad start, huh? I should have been open with yer about what was going on, but I wasn’t, and for that
I’m sorry. Guess I figured you were just some... brainless little slip of a thing, really.”
 “I’m sorry, too. I didn’t mean to be so rude to you.” Blink offered a humble smile, very well aware that he probably
sensed the lie, and had been lying to her himself. I’m sorry I wasn’t open with you from the start - really? “You just...
alarmed me. I’m sure you’re a good man, really. I-I mean... you’re the leader. You wouldn’t have just got to where you
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are by chance.” She dropped her gaze to her toes. “And you are very handsome. I’m... sorry, that I made it sound like
you weren’t.”
 He bristled, clearly suspicious, and she could have kicked herself for going overboard with the flattery.
 “You said – you implied – you were a lesbian,” he challenged, quietly, fingers tightening subtly on her upper arms.
“Are you just making skred up to get me to drop my guard?”
 Blink shook her head, mind racing for a solution to fix it without blowing her cover. She could feel herself going
pale, and hoped he’d just think she was frightened. “Like I said, I’m not usually attracted to mech-... males. But I’m not
some... some silly little virgin.” Although I wish I was, sometimes. “I-I prefer females, but I’ve had male partners, and
I’ve been attracted to plenty. I just... never really got on so well with spurs as I did with other fessine.” She drew in a
shaky sigh, and cringed back a little, for emphasis. “I suppose... I’m scared of them, really,” she added, in a faint little
voice, as though it was a terrible admission.
 The tension began to relax out of the corners of his eyes. He was buying it. Thank the powers.
 She exaggerated a little sigh, and studied her toes. “My love-life hasn’t really been very good, so far. The men I’ve
known haven’t treated me as much more than a convenient hole to stick things in.” The lie made her feel unpleasantly
guilty – the only mech she’d ever made love to had been one of the most courteous and thoughtful of lovers, and if
anything she’d treated him like just a convenient piece of hardware – but she forced herself to continue. “I’d still like to
eventually be part of a proper family – to have someone to spend the rest of my days with. I’d still like to be a mother,
to be free of any worries apart from keeping my family happy.”
 It... wasn’t even really a lie, she allowed herself to realise. All those things she’d taken for granted – taking Flash to
the doctors, trying to bathe Serendipity, even just sitting tucked up in the lounge with her family around her, watching
a some kind of brainless entertainment holograph...? Suddenly seemed so perfect. So far away.
 “I could teach you not to be scared any more,” Tevak offered, softly, in that low almost-purr that sent a shiver – and
not a nice one – up her spine. “Make sure that dream of yours can come true, huh?”
 Blink bit her lip, lowered her face, and glanced up at him from beneath shy brows. “I’d like that.” Somewhere in the
back of her mind, she could hear someone screaming, and felt fairly convinced it was herself.
 Tevak smiled, and cupped his hand at her cheek. It was a struggle, but Blink successfully restrained the shudder as
he stroked his fingers down the side of her neck; his rough skin felt like leathery old sandpaper.
 “See? You keep that up, and we’ll get on juuust fine,” he promised.
 After being given the shortest tour imaginable of her ‘new home’, Blink found herself mostly abandoned in an old
office close to the grandiose front entrance. Although it too bore some of the hallmarks of abuse that she’d seen in some
of the other rooms – vandalism for the sake of it, mostly directed against objects which still bore the badges of the
long-since-vanished police force... this room was in slightly better condition. Tevak had muttered about it being his
office, before he’d also gone away, and although she’d considered it mostly hyperbole (what in the world would he need
an office for?) she guessed it did explain the better care that had been taken with it.
 The disembodied voices echoing through the corridors made her twitchy – a mixture of sharp, argumentative voices,
mocking laughter and encouraging yells, underlain by the sounds of fighting. It could just be an argument, she reasoned,
trying to settle her uneasy nerves. Everyone was cooped up indoors together, after all, reluctant to stray out into the
slippery, puddled ground; the overnight rainstorm that had blown in off the ocean still hadn’t quite cleared, little curtains
of drizzle gusting and twinkling across the square.
 The maps on the wall close to the window were fascinating discoveries that took her mind off the worst of her fears,
at least. At last, she could get a germ of an idea of where she actually was. The giant sheets of yellowing paper hadn’t
escaped the graffiti, of course; someone had scrawled incomprehensibly on them in pale red marker – but they could at
least still be understood, under the red marks of the unfamiliar alphabet.
 The city of Kust had been divided into several big coloured segments; presumably different districts for the individual
constabularies. Right now, she appeared to be in “the Old City”, whose name and careful, geometric streetplan implied
it was the very first area to have been built, by the first colonists. A red splodge and scrawl of writing towards the south
of the image, in a differently coloured section, probably indicated the library. It helped that someone had also added on
their fences, delineating the limit of their territory, in a slimmer, more careful black ink. Worryingly, the closest fence
was further away from her now than the fence was to the Library.
 The river wound its way in a series of giant sinusoidal curves through the north of the city; presumably tidal, a series
of dotted lines indicated the usual maximum and minimum water levels. A thicker line marked “flood defences” ran a
significant distance alongside it, almost all the way up to where the dotted tidal zone itself stopped. On the north bank
were more buildings, but the suburb itself looked small, and the owner of the red pen had scrawled something insulting
along that part of the image, as well. The rest of the land to the north was thickly clothed in either forest, or was rocky
hillside, stretching all the way to the cliffs on the east coast.
 The diagram of the police station itself, tacked up with aggressively driven nails next to the district map, reassured
Blink a whole lot less. It looked like it had been press-ganged into a diagram of which resident owned which room, but
that wasn’t what worried her. No, what had her concerned was the way the big building backed right onto the river,
without even the slimmest inch of shoreline between the two, so there was no possible way of sneaking out of a back
door somewhere, as she had originally planned on trying to do. Frag, there was no back to the property – just high walls,
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deep water, and thick estuarine mud. There did seem to be some old fire escapes marked on, and what looked like small
boats moored under the wall, but what was the chance they were still there and still working, twenty years after they lost
their uses?
 Blink perched on a desk, disappointed, arms folded around her chest in a self-comforting hug, and watched out of
the window as the residual curtains of rain swirled and billowed across the empty square outside. Whatever was she
supposed to do now? Just going to have to wait for them to drop their guard, she recognised. Because the likelihood of
a rescue was... slim to negligible. The Library not only had fewer residents, those residents were smaller, weaker, more
lightly built – and had essentially already told her she was on her own, if she got into this sort of trouble.
 A new voice caught Blink’s attention – a hushed, careful female voice from out in the corridor:
 “So, she gonna behave now?”
 The fessine glanced up, surreptitiously, to watch via the limited reflection in the window as Tevak arrived with a
newcomer, to discuss things with him in hushed voices. The new speaker was a burly laima she’d seen at a distance
yesterday, but until now she’d assumed the individual was just a big spur – hearing the soft, female voice come from
‘his’ lips made the fessine realise ‘he’ was actually medusi. It made her a little alarmed; the only high females she’d met
so far had been naturally aggressive and overbearing, so what in the world would heff do to them?
 “Sure, sure.” Tevak waved a dismissive hand. “I think I convinced her that her life will be more comfortable if she
just does as told. Soon as Zinovy’s got her room ready, it ain’t gonna be an issue anyway.”
 Blink wasn’t entirely sure what they meant by that, but hoped she wouldn’t be around long enough to find out. She
watched as the medusi licked her lips, and smirked; Blink felt her insides shrink, worried.
 “Well just you remember our agreement, sweets,” the woman whispered to Tevak, and flicked his nose, although
Blink couldn’t tell if she had intended her to hear or not. “Keep on bribing me with nice things, and I don’t challenge
your position.”
 Tevak smirked. “The only reason you don’t challenge me is ‘cuz you know I’d wipe the floor with yer, Asnaté,” he
corrected, but shrugged, amiably. “Buut, I guess I could stand to share, every now and then.”
 Blink finally glanced uneasily over at the door, and met a pair of way-too-friendly smiles. She tried to smile back,
but it felt more like a grimace.
 ...Then the storm blew in. Suddenly framed in the doorway was the hostile young woman Blink had seen at dinner
yesterday, who’d glared at her so horribly. “You!” she snapped, accusingly.
 Blink dropped back to the floor, alarmed, trying to keep the table between them. “I-I’m sorry?” she stammered, not
sure where this unprovoked tantrum had come from. “What’s the matter?”
 The flame-haired fessine advanced into the room, apparently undaunted by the fact it was Tevak’s office. She stood
significantly taller than Blink; the crown of the smaller woman’s head would have come only to her shoulder. Speaking
of which, something – Blink figured it must have been a botched shape-shift – had left said shoulder sufficiently deformed
as to be unusable, on the left side, the joint thrust forwards so much it had frozen in place, leaving her lower arm as the
only part she could move. Like Aspazija, she had a pointier, more animal-like face than the average laima, albeit hairless,
and when she spoke – or rather, shrieked – disproportionately long fangs gleamed in the front of her mouth.
 “What’s the matter? What’s the matter?!” She had worked herself into such a temper, saliva sprayed from her lips
as she spoke. “You’re the matter, you skinny little brat, prancing in here like you own the place!” She pursued Blink
around the table, leaving the smaller fessine wholly convinced she was about to be bodily attacked. “Well just let me
tell you I am not rolling over and letting you stand on top of me!”
 “But I don’t-”
 “I’m his favourite, and don’t you dare forget it!” she shrilled, backing Blink into the corner. “Don’t you think that
just because you’re pretty and perfect you get to be more important than me! I worked hard to get where I am, and I’m
not going to let some scrawny little cointe climb over me to get into his bed!”
 Tevak had seemed to be enjoying watching the little catfight, but the second it looked like they were about to come
to physical blows, he finally caught her arm and pulled her away, carefully. “Ease up there, Natalja,” he soothed,
amusedly, nuzzling his long snout at her damaged shoulder. “What’s got you running so hot and bothered, eh?”
 “Your new party piece, that’s what. How dare you bring her in here and expect me to roll over and like it!”
 “Is that all?”
 “Is that all!” The fessine – Natalja, apparently – angrily thumped his chest, fearlessly. “Next thing, you’ll be telling
me she’ll be joining the rest of us in the master bedroom! Well, I’m not sharing a nest with her. The other girls respect
me, they don’t... parade their pretty rump around for every male to drool over, and flash their hips like to say, see me,
I’m perfect-”
 Tevak carefully steered her out into the corridor before she could work herself back into too terrible a frenzy, and
there followed another whispered conversation Blink felt she wasn’t supposed to be party to.
 “You’re still my favourite, Lia, my darling pretty wife. No fluffy bit of eye-candy like this is ever going to replace
you,” the giant purred. “That’s the only reason she’s here. For when you lot get, ah... ‘headaches’.”
 Natalja glared suspiciously at him, but finally nodded her agreement. “All right. So long as she knows her place,
and stays there.”
 “She won’t have much choice in the matter, lovely.” He dropped his voice again, and Blink had to really concentrate
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to catch the last words. “Just don’t spook her so she runs off before Zinovy has finished his work. We might not catch
her again.”

* * * * * *
 After explaining his concerns to Odati, Rae couldn’t tell which she sounded more unsettled by – the idea Blink might
have been kidnapped, snatched from under their very noses, or the idea that Tevak had broken into the Library with such
ease that no-one even noticed.
 And speaking to Sarmis didn’t help matters – if anything, the white spur managed to further muddy the picture. They
bumped into the laima on their way outside, and after having things explained to him he hastily stammered something
defensively apologetic about not hearing anything, then tagged along behind them, trying to look unobtrusive. The idea
the friendly, down-to-earth male might have been involved left Rae feeling very awkward and uncomfortable.
 “I’m worried that someone here might have been involved,” Odati added, softly, reinforcing Rae’s growing suspicions
as they made their way around the building. “It’s true that Tevak has climbed the fence before, but he wasn’t quiet about
it when he did it. If he did have a hand in Blink’s vanishing act, he did it worryingly quietly.”
 “You think someone lowered the bridge for him?” Rae shot her an uneasy glance. “That has some nasty implications.”
 “I know.” Odati spread her hands. “But I can’t think of any other way for him to have got in unnoticed. Even though
everyone here was so terrifically drunk, someone should have heard something.”
 They got around the side of the Library to find someone already at the exit; Sadie stood beneath the folded structure
of the bridge, staring critically up at it.
 “Sadie?” Odati called, unable to quite hide all the suspicion in her voice.
 The hind glanced over at them. “Oh, hey. What’s up?”
 “I could ask you the same thing. What are you doing?”
 “I was just looking to see how possible it would have been for one determined little girl with engineering knowhow
to have pulled the bridge up from outside,” she explained, looking back up at the big structure. “If she’d rigged up some
pulleys, she probably could have done it, y’know? She didn’t need to have had an accomplice.”
 “That’s as maybe. Unfortunately, the situation has evolved since then.”
 “Oh. Right?” A puzzled frown flitted across Sadie’s face. “What do you mean?”
 Tired of all the dancing around the issue, Halli sighed dramatically. “What our great leader is trying to say is that
we think Bee has been abducted.”
 “And who should we find here at the bridge but you,” Odati added, grimly. “Checking you didn’t leave any clues
laying around, is that it?”
 “Hey, that wasn’t what I meant-” Halli protested, but her words went ignored.
 “Are you guys still implying that I had something to do with it?” Sadie flicked her tailtip, irritated. “Come on. I’m
hardly going to help kidnap my ticket back into the scientific community, am I?” she growled. “I might not like the
whole ‘sweet little innocent’ act she’s got going on, but I’m not gonna help get her killed ‘cuz of it.”
 Odati pursed her lips. “No, but you’ve mentioned several times you want a sample of her blood-”
 “Oh, right! So now you think I’ve bribed Tevak into helping me kidnap her?” She snorted. “What, you think he’s
got her safely stashed in a cupboard somewhere, so he’s got something pretty to play with and I have her blood on tap?
Just have to hop over the fence and draw off a coupla pints when I need it?” She gestured angrily at Sarmis, whose ears
immediately flattened and he straightened up, startled. “I hate to break it to you, Odati, but yesterday I was just as hung
over as your right-hand spur over there, and I don’t see you accusing him of bumping the brat off.”
 “What possible reason could Sam have for wanting to help kidnap her?” Odati scoffed.
 “Well, I’m sure I don’t know.” Sadie folded her arms. “It’s not like cop-boy thinks it’s solely his job to keep the
place well-protected, or anything. And it’s not like having Blink around put us at constant risk of attacks from the
muscleheads up north, either. And oh! It’s not like he was one of the few folk who knew her and Hal were sneaking off
to the Institute, couple of days ago, either.” She couldn’t quite hide her half-smirk of triumph. “Do a deal with ‘em, did
you? They can have the girl if they leave us in peace? Or are you just trying to win your old office back?”
 Sarmis looked completely blindsided by the accusations; an eerie blush spread into his pale cheeks, and his mouth
moved soundlessly, for a second or two, like that of a landed fish. “That-... that’s nonsense. I would never-...” He managed
to splutter the words out, at last. “Nothing would convince me that betraying her – in any way – would be worth it. If
we had to reinforce the fences to maintain security, then that’s what we’d do.” He threw a glance back at the others.
“...when did we start throwing accusations around, anyway?”
 Sadie snorted. “So it’s acceptable for den mama to blame me, but not for me to reciprocate? All right. I’ll remember
that.”
 “I never said that-!”
 “All right, all right. That’s enough, children.” Odati put her hands up. “Sadie? Stop being so infantile, and Sarmis,
if you wanted to let her know she was getting at you, congratulations.” She glared until the two backed down. “Let’s
just take a look at what evidence we actually have here, shall we? Before we start tearing our society apart with accusations.”
 Sarmis was first to nod his agreement, and Sadie quickly followed suit.
 “All right. So, let’s assume this is the way she left, be it under her own volition or coerced or carried or whatever...”
 Sadie scrambled nimbly up to the top of the bridge the instant it was lowered, and crouched on it level with the fence,
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tail wrapping around it for support. “There’s scraps of material caught in the wire,” she observed. “Not much, but it’s
the right colour.” She peered down at the line of concerned faces. “Could she have just climbed over? Like Tevak does?”
 “I guess, but she’s still not the nimblest of fessine, she’s not even been in that body a month yet. She wouldn’t have
got over without ripping her skin to shreds, too.” Sarmis watched her pluck at the fabric caught in the barbs. “Is there
any blood there?”
 “Nope. None as I can see.” Sadie crouched very low, to sniff at the wire. “Can smell anything either.” She narrowed
her eyes. “There’s hair, though.” She pulled a strand free and held it up in front of her face; a long, stiff brown hair.
“Breg, maybe?”
 “That’s it. I’m going after her,” Halli declared, hobbling for the ladder.
 Sarmis caught her arm before she could get there. “Whoa, whoa, Hal... no. I know you want to help, but you’re in
no position to go tramping around out there. You can barely walk, right now.”
 “I can’t just sit here and wonder, Sam-!”
 “Well you’re gonna have to learn to be patient, because until your hip gets better you’re gonna be less useful than
a sack of bricks. Please. Last thing we want is you getting hurt out there too, because you’re too stubborn to know your
limits either.” The ghostly spur smiled, wanly. “Rae and me can go out hunting, for you.”
 “For once, Sam, we agree on something.” Sadie put herself under the zaar’s arm, propping her up. “Come on, love.
Come indoors, and lemme take a look at that bite, yeah?”
 Halli hissed a sharp intake of breath through pursed lips, but nodded. “All right. You two are going keep me informed,
though, right?” She waved a finger at the two spurs.
 “Well, of course we will.” Rae bared his teeth in a smile. “And we’ll get even for you, don’t you worry about that.”

* * * * * *
 The drizzling rain conveniently dried up around lunchtime, allowing the ondras Blink had met on her arrival – Metu,
she’d learned his name was – to get the firepit lit and prepare another barbecued meal of fresh game. Blink sat once more
at Tevak’s side, trying not to look as deeply uncomfortable as she felt. Perhaps it would have been more tolerable if they
weren’t all watching her, quite so closely?
 Her outspoken rival, fiery Natalja, sat and glared at her with open contempt in her eyes for the whole of the meal.
None of the other fessine with whom she sat looked so openly hostile – in fact, half of them looked just as uneasy as
Blink, and every single one seemed to be in awe of the ‘head wife’. It reassured Blink that perhaps she could make a
friend or two, here, if it came to the worst and she never managed to escape.
 The meat was tougher than yesterday, and it sat heavy and not-especially-pleasant in Blink’s stomach. An unpleasant
sharp sensation made her upper chest hurt – indigestion, she wondered? – and bile left an acid taste in her mouth. Don’t
purge your tanks, it’ll upset them. Don’t purge. Don’t.
 “Here, look.”
 Tevak’s voice attracted her attention. The second she glanced up, he grinned and produced a small, plastic-wrapped
object from his pocket, placing it carefully into Blink’s palm. “Knew we had a few still kicking around in the cellar. S’a
few years past its eat-by date, but eh, we still eat ‘em, haha.”
 Blink turned the object over to reveal a long-life fruit pastry; mostly pastry, with a seam of... jam, perhaps?... running
along the middle. The brightly-coloured packaging was covered in crudely-drawn, cartoony images of fruits.
 “Well, you said you liked vegetables, right?” he prompted.
 Blink found an unwilling smile for him. “Um, thank you. It’s... it’s very kind of you to think of me like that.”
 “Well, y’know how to thank me, later,” he murmured, and nuzzled her hair.
 She shuddered, maintaining her smile by force of will alone.
 Tevak grinned, demonstrating his teeth. He seemed to be interpreting the shiver as one of pleasure – Blink felt her
spirits lift. She opened the wrapper on the pastry with a renewed optimism that she could somehow get herself out of
this mess on her own.
 Blink got her next chance surprisingly sooner than she’d expected – although she would later realise it had been too
soon, and waiting for them to lower their guard fully would have served her better. The mess left over from lunch had
been tidied away and the plates piled into a bucket of water, and she sat watching the pack mill around and slowly disperse
when the discomfort began to build in her abdomen.
 She was familiar enough with the awkward sensation low on her body to know what it meant, by now. “Um. Tevak?”
She felt herself going pink. “Do you... do you think somebody could show me to the latrine?”
 Tevak flicked a hand at the closest blight. “You heard her, Tun. Jump to it.”
 “Toilet duty? Gavos. How much longer you gonna punish me for, Tevak?” The vul sneered, wrinkling his lip in
displeasure. He had a wicked intelligence in his eyes now he was no longer quadruped. “Come on then, girly...”
 Tun dutifully led her around the end of the building, to an alcove in the wall; a hole in a plank over the river was
apparently the best facility they had to offer. At least a bush screened her from the vul’s curious gaze. Blink sighed, and
got down to business...
 After a few minutes, Tevak’s voice came thinly on the wind. “What’s taking so long? You better not have let her
give us the slip again!”
 Tun cackled impolitely and yelled back; “Nah, s’fine! Chick’s constipated!”
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 Another ripple of laughter came from around the corner. Blink glared at it, failing to see the humour that could be
gleaned from a faulty bodily function. This is something I will never get used to, she mused, cleaning up with the coarse
paper in a weather-shielded box to one side.
 Pulling up her trousers, she realised that this might be the chance she needed, to make good her getaway. She was
out of sight, and Tun had unwittingly given her an excuse to be gone a long time. And the wobbly old plank could be
press-ganged into use as a weapon...
 Blink cleared her throat, and put on her sweetest, most seductive voice. “Tun? Could you come here please? I, um...
I could do with a hand...” She hefted the plank and mentally crossed her fingers very very firmly.
 The vul was only too eager to comply – not sure what she wanted help with but convinced it was going to be something
worth getting-
 The instant he was in view, she slugged him around the head with the plank. He went down without a sound.
 Her hand flew up to cover her mouth. Good work, there, Bee. Once again you fail to stop and consider the
consequences, the critical little voice in her head reminded. Now you’ve got no chance except to run, because if they
come and find you stood here with a plank in your hands and a dead vul by your feet?

He isn’t dead, she heard herself protest, but her conscience was annoyingly right. She’d backed herself into a corner.
She had to run.
 She closed her eyes, trying desperately to remember the layout of the map she’d spent ages staring at. If she carried
on up the street, it would eventually bear slightly north, then curve around to follow the seafront to the south. If she made
a run for it – really desperately made a good hard run for it – she could be out of sight and well on her way back to
safety before they realised she was gone!

This is a really bad plan, Bee, her unconscious reminded. They’ll follow you, and they’ll be so angry! They won’t
give you the smallest chance to give them the slip any more.

But I have to try, she consoled herself. If I don’t, I’ll be trapped here forever, until I’m an old, disfigured, resentful
old hag. And I’ll still have not got a message to my family. Every chance that presents itself, I have to take.
 Her mind made up, Blink fled.

* * * * * *
I really should have waited until I’d learned the map better before I ran, Blink considered, for the eighth time in as

many minutes, dithering at a junction and struggling to catch her bearings. She didn’t remember it being so hard to
navigate back home, even in the more derelict parts of her home district – or to get so thoroughly lost, so easily, and
after taking what she thought were fair precautions to study the map before deciding to run.

Concentrate, girl. Think logically. She cursed quietly under her breath, struggling to maintain a level head. Never
again will I call Uncle Warp ‘stupid’. Way back when she was still tiny, one of Skydash’s uncles had impressed on the
two friends the importance of knowing where you were at all times, especially in unfriendly territory. Although they’d
giggled at the time, and joked about how he was biased, ‘maps is all he’s good at so he acts like it’s a big deal’... she’d
never forgotten his lessons. And now here she was, stuck at a crossroads, out of breath with a stitch clawing into her
flank, desperately lost and increasingly scared, wishing she’d actually used what he’d taught. If only she’d stopped to
consider before running that a quick glance at an old map might not be good enough to fully update those wet, squishy
biological processors!
 Although she had an approximate idea of where she should be going, actually navigating her way to where she
wanted to be wasn’t easy when half her options took her further away, and half of the remainder were blocked by fallen
masonry. Not to mention, the tidy, precisely-drawn roads on the map didn’t look much like the overgrown streets of the
real world.

You don’t have time to dawdle like this, girl! she scolded herself. All the streets look equally impassable and you
can’t exactly go back the way you came. Just... pick one and be done with it. You’re all out of second chances, and there’s
no time to hide. Your only hope is to keep on running.

Blink took the left option, hoping it would take her back towards the seashore. Sprawling masses of thorny vine
turned the street into an obstacle course, their long branches whipping around her legs and tearing the thin fabric of her
trousers, almost taking her feet right out from under her several occasions, but she pushed on through. If it was slowing
her down, maybe it would slow them down, too?

Yeah, Bee. That’s some good logic there. It’s not like you’re cutting a path for them to follow or anything. As if her
scent-trail wasn’t emblazoned across the landscape widely enough for the blights to easily follow it already, fleeing
wildlife insisted on screaming out warnings to each other as they ran.
 Through gaps in the buildings, aided by gusts of wind, she could hear her pursuers advancing on her. Distant, still,
but unwaveringly following. I’m not going to make it. Her lungs already felt raw, as though she’d sat inhaling sparks
off the firepit, and her dry throat burned with effort, but she couldn’t let herself stop. The threatening yells lent her an
unnatural strength, forcing her to run harder, faster... but deep down inside she knew they’d catch up with her eventually.
 Somewhere deep down inside, she knew she was going to be caught. Even if she got back to the Library, there was
no way Tevak was going to leave her alone, not after the effort he’d gone to thus far – after all, if he’d abducted her
once, what was the chance he wouldn’t increase his violence to get her back? That thought alone almost convinced her
to stop and just wait for them to catch up – but hope, slim and faltering though it was, kept her running.
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 The derelict streets all had a sameness about them that increased her growing disorientation. Nigh on twenty years
of storms and absence of care had crumbled facades and shop-fronts, wearing away signage and sending slabs of fancy
masonry falling into the streets, blending all the buildings together into faceless, featureless shells. I’m sure I’ve run past
that shop once before. Maybe twice. Am I going in circles?
 The instant she sprinted bravely past a side-street, something grabbed Blink around the ankles, painfully, and jerked
her off her feet.
 “-ah!” She couldn’t even bring her feet forwards to catch herself – she threw out her hands to break the fall, and the
impact gouged bright, bleeding lines through the fleshy heel of both hands. Pain exploded up through her chest as she
went sprawling, the full force of the impact going straight into her small breasts and knocking the wind clean out of her,
spreading her over the gravelly, weed-choked road so hard, it was as though she’d been knocked down by a moving
vehicle.

Augh-! Sweetest mother of Primus how could something like this hurt so badly?! For an instant, she felt trapped in
a bubble, aware of nothing but pain, hot and electric like she’d been dipped in boiling metal, convinced that she’d broken
every fragile bone in that soft, organic frame. Even something as simple as breathing felt too difficult. Her lips opened
in a soundless scream into the dirt as she convulsively arched off the ground, eyes screwed closed, reflexively trying to
curl up in pain, too startled and too breathless to cry out.
 ...and the thing that had brought her down was still clinging to her ankles! She battled through the pain, in spite of
the tears that immediately sprang to her eyes as she moved, oh sweet mother my whole chest is smashed forever, rolling
herself onto her back to try and kick it away-
 Instead she found a length of supple rope wrapped a dozen times around her legs, both ends tied with rocks. Not a
creature, as she’d expected, but a weapon, thrown with the sole aim of stopping her running.
 It meant only one thing. They had caught her up. He was here. Her breath hitched in her throat, as though a big hand
had closed around her windpipe. Get up, get up NOW. Run!
 Even as she fought frantically to unwrap the cable that had tangled her legs – succeeding in nothing but getting the
cable even more hopelessly wound around her – she could see Tevak advancing. No longer running, now he was content
she was down, meaningfully pushing back his short sleeves.
 Get up, get away.
 The giant bore silently down on her, an expression of thunderous anger creasing his face into a hideous grimace.
Not yelling, not snarling, just total infuriated silence. And those fists, curling and clenching at his sides.

Get up! Get away! Blink could feel her insides contracting up in fear. It felt as though her stomach was trying to
creep all the way up her throat and out of her mouth. Her fingers fumbled at the ropes, untwist that one and pass it under
the other, how had it got so tangled, she couldn’t concentrate. Was that her imagination, or could she really feel the floor
shuddering with each of his massive footsteps?
 Tevak’s fingers laced into the front of her shirt, pulling her up towards him, and even as she put up her hands in an
ineffectual effort to ward him off, he delivered two swift punches square in her face, from a fist so hard it felt like it had
been carved of marble.
 It felt like standing too close to a firework, the way agonising, blinding stars exploded in her vision... but the world
went blissfully dark a microsecond later.

* * * * * *
 “...find anything yet?”
 Sarmis glanced back down the street, to where Rae was working his way along the fence, and shook his head.
“Nothing,” he replied, glumly. “I think the only way we’re going to get proof she’s with Tevak is to go and take a look
around, and hope they don’t spot us too quick.”
 Rae pursed his lips. “Odati’ll never agree to it. I don’t wanna get you guys in trouble again.”
 “I know.” The white spur rubbed the back of his neck and stretched his shoulders, and sighed. “But I guess we’ve
gotta go look eventually. I don’t really want to go behind Odati’s back, not after everything she’s done for our little
group, but I don’t want to abandon your friend, either.”
 “She’s your friend too, Sam,” Rae reminded, quietly. “Unless there is something you’re not telling me.”
 Sarmis’ lips quirked into a reluctant smile. “Well, I don’t like to assume.” He gestured with one hand, fingers spread
and palm up in a sort of shrug. “She might not like me. Seems... presumptuous, to call her a friend.”
 Rae nodded, allowing himself to believe him. While Sadie’s barely-hyperbolic assertion that perhaps Sarmis had
been responsible for Blink’s disappearance had introduced a new note of caution into Rae’s behaviour, and the spur’s
previous comment wasn’t exactly helping matters, Rae was content – well, mostly content – that the other male was
honest, clueless, and just as worried as everyone else.
 Sarmis cast a critical look at the sky. and the sun that hung about halfway between its zenith and the horizon. “We
ought to head back, y’know. Sun’s gonna be starting to set, soon.”
 “Library’s not that far away.”
 “No, but it’s far enough. I could do without having a bunch of hungry blights snapping at my legs on the way home.”
 As if on cue, something rustled above their heads, somewhere towards the roof of the building next to them, and
both spurs took a very large automatic step sideways, alarmed.
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 “Did you hear that?” Rae wondered, unnecessarily. “What was it?”
 Sarmis peered up at the old ledge above them, backing away in an attempt to see a little better, but lush green weeds
thickly filled the gutter between the edge and the wall. “Not sure. Could just be an animal. I can’t see anything up there,
but it’s well pretty overgrown, and anything could be hiding in there. You might wanna move away just in case...”
 A small white object rolled out of the vegetation growing on the building, and tumbled off the edge, landing with a
wet crack on the overgrown stones below. Rae edged closer, to find a mess of broken shell and pale liquid slowly oozing
through the plant stems.
 “...is that an egg?” Rae wondered, looking down at the broken object; Sarmis inched closer and frowned at it, too.
“Eggs don’t just jump off things, around here, do-”
 Something spiny with lots of claws landed heavily on Rae’s back and drove him to his knees with an oof! of surprise.
He managed to recover his balance a split second before he got a faceful of egg, but before he could react any further –
before he could even think to question what was happening – pain like a white-hot icicle flashed into his shoulder, tearing
an involuntary yell of fright and anger free of his lips.
 Rae hurled himself to his feet and backwards into the wall, hoping to dislodge whatever had grabbed him; something
soft yielded to the blow, giving its own startled noise of hurt, and the teeth shifted, almost chewing in an effort to get a
better grip. He shoved back harder, eyes wide and frantic, fully intending to crush the thing to death if he could-
 From somewhere behind came a little squeak of hurt and alarm. Claws detached, and the icicle yanked free, and the
weight dropped away. He felt something dart away from him through the grass, knocking into the back of his knees and
dropping him painfully back to the ground.
 “-paksha-!” Rae gritted the expletive out through clenched teeth, clamping his palm down over the wound.
 Sarmis ignored him for a second, lunging after the fleeing creature. If it was just an animal, Rae would be fine. In
pain and with a septic bite, perhaps, but fine otherwise... The creature lunged up out of the vegetation and at the wall,
trying to climb back to its ledge, but its claws scrabbled uselessly over the rough stone and it fell back into the long grass.
 Long and sinuous, somewhat reptilian, but barely five feet long including the barbed tail, the pale spur recognised
it as once having been yil, and his heart sank. Not an animal, but a blight, aggressive and infected. Unusual for this
species to have jumped them, because yil preferred to laze on rooftops and steal the content of nests, hunting small game
instead of attacking creatures so much larger than themselves. Sarmis guessed his friend’s unprotected back had been
just too tempting.
 Unable to scale the wall, the small blight backed up, its spine so arched it was almost a semicircle, snarling and
hissing by turns, flashing its colourful crest. Rae’s blood stained the lethal tusks projecting down from its upper jaw an
ugly plum colour.
 “Ease up, there, little guy,” Sarmis soothed, backing off, hoping that if he made it obvious he was going away, he
might just escape having it attack his ankles. “I know there’s not much brain left in that little head, any more, but you
can see me leaving, not gonna hurt you, leaving you in peace, right...?”
 His soft words failed to relax the agitated creature – if anything, it made it worse, perhaps aggravated by the ‘ghost’
talking to it, perhaps made bolder by the way the ghost was backing off. The harsh little barks got louder, the tail lashed
harder-
 Sarmis snatched up a broken branch and just managed to get it between him and their assailant before the sharp little
tusks could tear into him, too, when it lunged for him. The blight snapped its frustration and clawed at the wood, its
voice a shiver of sound like someone walking on broken glass.
 “Sorry, little feller,” Sarmis sighed. “I know it’s not really your fault, and all, but you’re not giving me a whole lot
of choice, here...”
 The makeshift club made short work of the damaged creature. Sarmis winced as the heavy end crunched into the
small head, bones breaking like the eggs it had been eating earlier, even as it snapped and tried again to bite him. It tried
to stand, but its front legs wobbled out from under it and it flopped onto its broken face in the dirt, kicking only once
more before going still.
 “Rae...?” He turned to the huddled figure in the dirt, and leapt into startled action, not realising until now how badly
hurt the other male was. “Oh, skeida. Rae!”
 The darker spur hadn’t yet managed to get up from where he’d collapsed, curled over on his knees, trembling. A
lake of blood so deep a purple it looked almost black had spread down the front of his shirt, running down his arm and
beginning to drip off his fingertips.
 “It bit me,” Rae stammered, by way of explanation. He couldn’t quite believe it. “It bit me!” Repeating it didn’t help
drive the fact home.
 “Rae?” Sarmis held him by the upper arms, trying to keep him stable. “Come on, keep with me, here. We need to
get you to safety before anything worse sniffs you out, all right? Can you stand?”
 The spur’s dark eyes looked unfocused; barely able to concentrate on Sarmis’ words. He tried woodenly to do as
told, but Sarmis had to resort to mostly carrying him back to the Library, one arm around his waist with his friend’s
uninjured arm stretched across his shoulders.
 Rae left a trail of blood-drops and smeary footprints all the way to the bathroom. Aron scurried about behind them
in a frenzy of cleaning, hoping to wipe up the blood before anyone (well, mainly Odati) could catch wind of what had
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happened and grill the bleeding spur for information before they’d got him cleaned up and comfortable, while Jak sprinted
off to find Sadie.
 Sarmis had moved outside and stood guarding the door, by the time the little nyen arrived.
 “How is he?” she wondered, as he moved aside to let her slip past him through the door. “How bad is it?”
 “Got a yil’s tusks in his right shoulder.” Sarmis kept his voice low, trying to keep Rae from hearing. “Missed all his
major arteries, but chewed him up pretty bad.”
 “Ah, damn,” Sadie groaned. “So the poor bastard’s infected, I guess?”
 Rae had curled up in the corner of the room, at the centre of a circle of smears of blood, still shaking. “It bit me. Oh,
god, it bit me.” He didn’t seem capable of saying much else.
 Sadie crouched down next to him, and gave him a quick visual appraisal; the yil’s defensive tusks had driven two
deep punctures in his shoulder. At least the bleeding had grown sluggish. “Hey. Hey, hon? Calm down. Look at me?”
She waved a hand in front of his face and he finally glanced around at her. “I’m gonna get you cleaned up, all right? But
you need to calm down so I can work.”
 “It bit me, Sadie. I’m going to get sick, go crazy, and die, in a few months, may-maybe even just a few weeks. And
you’re telling me to calm down?” He stared at her, beseechingly. “How is that supposed to work?”
 “Well, let’s put it this way. If you don’t calm down at let me take a look at that shoulder, you’ll get septicaemia and
die in a few days. Please, love.” She picked up his bloodied right hand and squeezed his fingers, gently. “Just lemme
take a look, all right?”
 Rae dropped his gaze, and nodded.
 “What’s the chance that he caught whatever it was made Blink immune?” Jak wondered, in a hushed little voice,
standing next to Sarmis in the doorway. “I mean, if it did it once, maybe it coulda done it again?”
 Rae heard the murmur, and shook his head. “I wasn’t there when it happened. By the time I found Blink, she was
already laima, and the creature that did it to her had died. I’m just a normal laima, born from normal laima parents, like
pretty much every other laima in this whole galaxy.” He began to rock, again. “She’s my friend, but I don’t have Blink’s
fancy immunity. I wasn’t even there, when it turned her into one of us. I haven’t caught her immune system from travelling
with her-!”
 “Hey, hey... calm down.” Sadie squeezed his fingers again. “It’s all right. Jak wasn’t saying it to make fun of you,
he just ain’t a scientist and was making a guess. Not a very good guess, sure, but he wasn’t trying to be mean...” As
gently as she could manage, she carefully peeled the shreds of fabric out of the partially-clotted blood, triggering another
minor gush of ugly purple.
 Rae winced and clenched his fingers into a fist. “How bad is it?”
 “I’m sorry. It’s gone quite deep,” she acknowledged, quietly. “You’ll need antibiotics – and you’ll need it cleaning
out before I stitch it, or it’ll go septic. Feck, it’ll go septic whatever I do, but it won’t be so bad if I wash it out, and you
laima heal quick anyway. All right?”
 “Do what you’ve got to do,” Rae agreed, hollowly. “Whatever gives me the best chance of rescuing my friend before
I lose my mind.” He glanced unhappily up at the little audience in the doorway. “You... you won’t kick me out just yet,
will you? Lemme find Blink first?”
 Although Jak fidgeted, awkwardly, Sarmis managed a tired smile and shook his head. “No-one’s gonna be asking
anyone to leave.”
 “But Oda-”
 “I’ll speak to her. If she could be lenient with Blink, you’ve got no worries. All right?”
 “All right...”
 “Besides, you might not be immune, but you are laima. You’ve got good strong genes and you’ve got a better chance
of surviving this than most.”
 “And,” Sadie waved a finger for emphasis, “when we find Blink, we’re gonna get into the Institute, isolate some
antibodies, and cure you – before you start climbing the walls.” She produced a tense but optimistic smile. “Now sit
tight while I get this cleaned up...”
 Holding still for the exquisitely painful procedure proved impossible, even pre-dosed with the best painkillers Sadie
could find in her workbox. Sam and Jak had to pin Rae down so his flailing limbs didn’t clip her while Sadie worked,
flushing the wound out with lukewarm water that she’d boiled until it was sterile, earlier. Rae ground his teeth into a
wad of fabric, biting down so hard that his jaw would ache for hours afterwards, tears of hurt squeezing out from the
corners of his closed eyes.
 The aftermath of the wound-cleaning-and-stitching left Rae groggy and dazed. Sarmis helped him hobble up the
stairs and along the hall to his room, and pulled the curtains shut against the fierce late-afternoon sunlight while Sadie
helped the injured male into bed. They left him to get some sleep, with a sand-timer, a glass of water and a bowl containing
half a dozen bright antibiotic capsules, and instructions to take two of the capsules whenever he woke up, so long as the
sand in the timer had stopped falling.
 With his shoulder hurting too much to get to sleep, Rae just lay with his eyes closed for a long time, trying not to
move. It felt like if he twitched his arm even just a fraction, there’d be a series of horrible pops and all Sadie’s stitches
would explode open.
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 “Rae?”
 He cracked open one eye and registered a short figure in the doorway. “Don’t want visitors.”
 “I know.” Halli limped into the room anyway, holding out a stout clay mug. “I brought you some tea.”
 “I really wish people would stop pretending that stupid drink is a panacea for all ills.” He pulled the blanket up over
his head. “Right now I’d be better if I could sleep.”
 “All right, so the tea might not be a panacea, but I brought you some painkillers to go with it.”
 Rae’s bloodshot eye reappeared at the rim of the blanket. “What?”
 The zaar kept her hand out. Two fat little red capsules sat in her palm.
 “What are they?” Rae wondered, suspiciously.
 Halli managed a little smile, perching on the edge of the mattress. “Strong.”
 With a grunt, Rae sat up, stiffly, more closely inspecting the offering, before narrowing his eyes and taking them.
“Where did you get ‘em from?”
 Halli sighed. “My grandmother had Matz’s syndrome.” At his puzzled look, she elaborated; “it’s a painful,
degenerative bone disease. My genes gave me a small chance of developing it myself, and I didn’t want to be stuck
without something to keep me mobile for a little longer. Although that was before I caught heff.” She glanced at the
doorway, and lowered her voice a little. “I know I shouldn’t have, but I kept the painkillers after Oma died. I’ve got a
small supply hidden in my room. I... well, I guessed you’d need them more than me.”
 “...thanks.” Rae swallowed the two capsules together, with a single mouthful of tea. “With any luck, they might help
me sleep, too.”
 “Probably.” Halli smiled. “I’ll have to come back and wake you up when it’s time for your antibiotics.”
 They just sat quietly together, for a little while, with neither able to really think of anything light to talk about. The
painkillers kicked in quite quickly, at least; Rae’s breathing grew heavy, and he began to slump in a doze where he sat.
 Halli noticed him sliding. “Feeling any better?”
 “...yeah.” The painkillers left him numb, but pleasantly foggy. Everything had a soft, warm tinge to it. Even the tea
hadn’t tasted quite as bitter as normal. “Pain’s gone.”
 “Think you’ll be able to sleep now?”
 “Sure.” He slithered down his mattress and let her tuck the blankets back around him, careful not to touch his injured
shoulder. “Thanks, Hal.”
 She let her forehead rest against his, for just a moment. “I’m sorry. Thank you.”
 “What for?”
 “You didn’t have to go out. I’m sorry I’ve been causing trouble.”
 He managed a drowsy smile. “Of course I had to go. Bee’s in trouble.” He nudged cheeks with her, rubbing noses.
“I’m gonna find her, save her, and take her home to her family if it kills me.”
 Halli stood and watched him for a while, and listened as his breathing deepened into sleep. “I know. That’s what
I’m worried about.”

* * * * * *
 When Blink finally began to come around, it was to a strange heaviness, like there was a great weight suspended on
all her limbs, and eerie swaying sensation. Paying attention to it was difficult, though; her face throbbed where Tevak
had punched her, her right eye swollen all the way closed, the left shooting with painful flashes of light when she tried
to open it. She could feel every single heartbeat as the blood pulsed through the injury, hot like molten lead moving
through her face. She managed to swallow most of the whimpered grunt of pain, concentrating on trying to regain her
bearings.
 At last she managed to unscrew the clenched lids on the left eye, to find dark had begun to descend. The landscape
burned with the rich crimson-orange glow of the sinking sun, intense shadows stretching out like long, thin fingers all
around her, reaching for her.
 As her thoughts continued to straighten out, she worked out the reason for the tension making her shoulders sore
and her back ache, the horrible force pulling up through her arms and legs. The weight... was her own. Like one of the
hooting deer, they carried her like prey – her wrists and ankles bound to a pole slung between the shoulders of two of
the burlier males. She guessed ‘prey’ wasn’t far off the mark, really.
 At least – it was a small blessing, but a blessing nonetheless – they’d also looped her hair up and around the pole,
so her long neck didn’t sag backward and her head didn’t dangle in midair, saving her from an agonising crick in the
neck. She doubted she’d have even been able to lift her head for herself, after being carried along like that for so long.
 What was most troubling was the discovery that they’d used the bulk of her outer clothing to make the bonds that
secured her limbs to the pole. Flimsy underwear still clung around her hips, but she felt somehow more naked because
of it. Her stomach tightened, awkwardly, the heat rising painfully in her cheeks.
 Nudity was such a strange new taboo. Back home, no-one wore clothes. Clothes didn’t exist. There was nothing
needing protecting, nothing that needed hiding... But here? The sniggers and murmurs of speech that she could hear at
the limits of her hearing, as they approached the old police station, made her cringe inside. Everyone is looking and
everyone is laughing. You know that’s why they didn’t just use the rope they took with them, right? To ensure you were
suitably punished, suitably humiliated.
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 Tevak strode along beside her, what was left of her trousers slung over his broad shoulder like some kind of trophy.
He caught her looking at him, and shot her a glare – might have been for only the briefest of seconds, but it didn’t hide
the disgust fairly dripping from every pore. “So. You’re awake.”
 “I-... yes. Y-you can let me down now, if you want,” Blink rasped, softly.
 “Oh, no. You’re not going anywhere, under your own power. You decided you wanted to act like a dumb animal,
so fine,” he snapped, not looking at her. “We’re treating you like a dumb animal.”
 “I was... just-... scared-” she stammered.
 “No. You thought I was an idiot. You thought I was too stupid to know you were playing games with me. Well,
guess what,” he hissed, softly, close enough to her face that she could feel the heat of his breath on her skin, “You have
made fun of me once too many.”
 Blink flinched her face away from him. The throbbing pain in her cheek felt like it was getting worse.
 “I gave you a chance to join this society peacefully. I gave you a chance to be treated well, with respect, and asked
for only one thing in return, and how do you treat me? With lies, with deceit, and by throwing it all back in my face.
Well, you had your chance. No more nice Tevak. If I have to starve some fucking manners into you, I will.”
 He reached up, making her flinch in anticipation of a blow, but instead cut through the bonds at her ankles,
miraculously avoiding nicking her skin in the process. Unable to do anything but obey gravity, her feet dropped like lead
to the cracked stone ground. A little yelp of pain escaped her lips at the impact; yet more bruises would be flowering on
the soles of her feet by the following morning.
 “Now I’ve gotta somehow find someplace to keep you, for the next few days,” he growled, annoyed, grasping both
her untidy bunches in the same giant fist while he sliced through the remaining bonds at her wrists and her hair. “You
give me the slip just once more, and I swear, I will break both your damn legs.” He bared his teeth. “I might do if you
keep on pissing me off, too. Not like you need ‘em.” Keeping his fist tight on her hair, he dragged her bodily up the steps
behind him and into the building, past the small crowd of sniggering onlookers.
 “P-please, you don’t need-... I’ll walk, I can walk-!” she pleaded, staggering behind him, unable to catch her balance
as he marched her along. “Ow, please- ah!”
 “I gave you plenty of chances, you stupid cointe, and your actions spoke plenty louder than words.” He strode down
the stairs to the poorly-lit basement, very nearly carrying her along by her hair. He paused by a gaping hole in the wall
– it had probably once been a doorway, but all that was now left was the frame – then swung his arm, hurling her over
the threshold.
 Blink staggered, tripped, and collided painfully shoulder-first with the wall. Huh. Another cupboard, she noticed,
despairingly. Well, it could have been worse – not to mention, he could have followed her in.
 “All right, you useless bunch of idiots.” Tevak turned on the small crowd of underlings that had followed him, and
even they all cringed back away from him. “She stays in here until Zinovy has her collar fixed. If she escapes again?
Whichever one of you useless idiots lets her out is gonna feel the full force of my anger. So you better freaking police
each other better this time!”
 Someone at the back of the crowd spoke up, bold but shaky. “But Boss-... we can’t stay down here-!”
 Tevak leaned down close to the speaker. “Well, I guess unless you can find and fit a whole new door?” he growled,
darkly. “You’re just gonna have to. I am not having some freaking... sex-toy with legs... make me look any more of an
idiot than it has done already!”
 The small cluster milled uneasily in the corridor for some time after Tevak had vanished, arguing quietly among
themselves on the best course of action.
 “Suppose we better draw up a rota or something,” the only zaar in the group suggested, quietly. “I don’t mind havin’
to take it in turns down here.”
 Metu snorted down his long nose. “Yeah, what, and risk someone falling asleep? Come on, you know what’ll happen
if she legs it.” The ondras gestured through the door, then waved his hand at the others in the group. “I’m not getting a
punching from the boss because one of you lot can’t stay awake and she sneaks out.”
 “Well, we’ll have to do it in shifts,” the vul explained, gruffly. “Together, I mean. In pairs. One can keep the other
awake, or something.”
 “You guys like making work for yourselves, or something?” an oily voice spoke up from the back of the hallway;
everyone turned to face the speaker. Zinovy smirked back at them, his head cocked to one side. “Boss only said we had
to make sure she didn’t escape, right?”
 “Right. What are you getting at?”
 The small group clustered in the doorway, letting Zinovy alone go into the cupboard. “We don’t even have to watch
her if we make sure she can’t leave the room – and she brought her own bonds with her, see?” He flicked one of her
bunches with a stiffened finger. “We just tie her to the pipe, and we’re done.”
 Blink cringed away from him. “Leave me alone,” she whispered, uneasily, tucking her hands up to her chest as
though that would somehow save her from the unwanted attention. The hart made her almost as uneasy as Tevak, the
way he kept on looking at her with those sharp, hungry little beady eyes.
 Zinovy smiled, and licked his lips. “I don’t think you’re in any position to go making demands from us, sweetie.”
He pinned her against the wall, pressing her injured cheek against the rough stone to keep her compliant; she whimpered,
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but it hurt too much to wriggle. Once he was satisfied she was behaving, he untied the bow on one of the ribbons, and
carefully unwound it from where it was wrapped around the base of one of her bunches.
 Getting her to just put her hands where he wanted them was impossible, though. The fessine was in no mood to make
it easy, for her tormentor, pulling back away from him, and sitting on her hands. “If you think I’m going to help you-...”
 A light flurry of sniggers rose from the group in the doorway, watching Zinovy struggle to regain the upper hand.
 “Look, is one of you useless bunch gonna actually come help me, here?” The nyen shot a glance back over his
shoulder. “Or are you just gonna gawp? I mean, I don’t know, mebbe you don’t mind sitting guard every night for the
next god-knows-how-long? But I’ve got other things the boss needs me to do. I don’t mind jumping ship and leaving
you morons to babysit!”
 Metu pushed between them. “Yeah, I know I’ve got better things to do than just sit guard and try not to go to sleep.
Plus, I don’t trust anyone else not to doze, and I’ll be damned if I let one of that lot set me up for a flogging,” he agreed,
walking over. “What do you want me to do?”
 Zinovy pointed at the short length of pipe that emerged from the stone, a third of the way along the rear wall, then
bent downwards and disappeared into the cement floor. “Hold her arms against that,” he instructed. “While I tie her
down.”
 Forced to kneel, Blink thrashed in the ondras’ grasp; in spite of her small stature, it was rather more like trying to
pin an eel. Metu eventually had to use Zinovy’s trick of touching her injury to maintain her obedience, pressing her up
against the wall, and the nyen quickly bound her wrists in place, wrapping them over and over in the ribbon he’d stolen
off her hair.
 “Perfect,” Zinovy sniggered.
 Blink didn’t spare him a glance, closing her hands into fists and yanking feverishly at the ribbons, but her forearms
might as well have been glued in place, for all the good it did. Frustrated tears stung her eyes.
 “Come on; that’s never gonna hold her,” Tun protested, watching as their captive growled and thrashed, trying the
tear the fabric. “Flippy, flimsy little bit of ribbon like that?”
 “It’s as good as a bit of string,” Metu argued, watching their prisoner struggle. “Better, I’d wager, as it’s properly
woven. And she’s not exactly a pillar of strength, there, is she?”
 “Maybe we should try calm her down, anyway.” Zinovy knelt behind her, setting his chin on her shoulder; Blink
stiffened, fearfully. “I mean... We could have some fun, while the boss is away,” he purred. “That’ll soothe those rankled
little nerves, huh?”
 “Don’t touch me,” she whispered, feeling her skin crawl under his touch, trying to shrink away from him. “Keep
your hands away. I don’t want to have to fight you, but I will-!”
 Tun laughed, and rolled his eyes. “Yeah, Zin, she might tell the boss that you, ah, ‘deflowered her’ before he got the
chance to.”
 Zinovy sniggered. “Oh, I’m sure I can persuade her to keep her trap shut.” His hand meandered around her side,
cupped one small breast. “Can’t I, sweets?” He gave his prize a tender squeeze, tweaking at the exposed nipple.
 Alarmed, Blink moved instinctually; she threw her head back, and felt the back of her skull impact the delicate bones
of Zinovy’s nose. The crunch and outraged wail of pain was eerily satisfying; he dropped her so quickly, an onlooker
could have been forgiven for thinking she was red hot. The rest of the crowd fell about, erupting with gales of laughter.
 “You-you fucking cointe, oh, fuck ow!” Zinovy swore and fell away from her, blood gushing from his nose. “Oh,
fuck! You broke my nose-!”
 “Oh, grow up, Zin,” one of the vuls scolded, around his sniggers. “It ain’t broken. If you keep on goading people
into punching it, of course the blood vessels in yer nose are gonna be rubbish.”
 Zinovy swore under his breath, splattering bright crimson blood over his shirt. “Well you guys can just freakin’ shut
up. Fuck, argh.” He jammed a wadded piece of cloth over the injury, but it soon ended up stained almost as brightly
crimson as his shirt.
 Even the sullen Metu was grinning. “Well mebbe you shouldn’t have been molesting the girl. She told you not to
touch her.”
 “Well, she didn’t have to attack me either.” Zinovy flounced dramatically out of the cupboard and away down the
corridor, looking for some first aid. “Swear, I’ll get her back for that. I swear...”
 Now their prisoner had been suitably restrained, the interest the others had in the cupboard waned very quickly.
Metu was first to leave, followed by Tun, and slowly all the rest of the voices departed down the corridor, leaving Blink
alone in the gloom, her knees already hurting where they pressed into the hard floor.
 Trembling, she let her forehead sag against her bound hands, trying (and mostly failing) to rock her weight back
onto her feet. Obviously some higher power didn’t like her tempting fate by saying “things could have been worse”,
because now it was, incomprehensibly so.
 She groaned softly to herself. How in all that is good and honest about the world are you ever going to get out of
this one, Bee?

* * * * * *
 ...I think it might be loosening.
 Determined not to just roll over and give up without a fight – not to mention, barely able to sleep in her cold, dank
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cellar, needing something to keep her from spiralling into despair at her current predicament – Blink had busied herself
during her waking moments with another ill-advised attempt at escape, working at the ribbons binding her wrists, rubbing
and wriggling her pinioned limbs and trying to get the fabric to loosen. If only she could have reached the knots with
her teeth!
 I definitely think it’s getting looser.
 Like Tun had said, it was just a bit of fabric. Just a flimsy little bit of fabric that a dedicated fessine could rub or tear
or bite her way through, and escape once more to freedom! Just had to be patient and committed about it. If she kept on
working at it, pulling and stretching and straining the fibres, eventually one strand would fail, and then so would all the
rest in quick succession. And it really seemed to be getting looser...!
 ...oh, who are you trying to kid, anyway.
 Blink swallowed a despairing sigh and leaned against her wall, for a moment, to catch her breath and straighten her
thoughts, closing her eyes against the pain in her arms and willing it to go away. Didn’t feel like she’d actually achieved
much for all her efforts except skinned, sore, bleeding wrists... and tighter knots. The ribbon certainly refused to yield
to her work. Blind, stubborn determination only took a girl so far.
 A brighter, approaching glow from the corridor attracted her limited attention. Was someone coming to release her?
Her heartbeat quickened; what should she do? Should she acquiesce, promise to behave – and actually do it, this time –
just to stop everything hurting, or should she refuse, dig in her heels, stay down here on principle?

I am not your sex toy, and no amount of beating, starving abuse will ever cow me into submission.
 Rehearsing in her head the words she wanted to say to Tevak was all well and good, but the idea of potentially staying
down in this damp, uncomfortable cellar until she died? It made her stomach shrink inside her, compressing a bilious
nausea into her throat.

You might be stubborn, and you might have plenty of principles you want to cling to, but is it really worth dying,
just because you don’t want to let him have sex with you? her conscience scolded. Come on, girl. You can’t betray your
family like that. You need to take whatever chance you can to get to a radio, and tell them what happened, and if that
means swallowing your pride and ‘behaving’, even for a monster?
 ...her visitor was not Tevak. For that matter, she wasn’t entirely sure who it was, although her heart gave a little leap
at working out it was definitely not Zinovy; the figure silhouetted in the door had a large tail and pointed ears, which
suggested it was a vul, but it lacked Tun’s fidgety mannerisms.
 Blink froze, shying closer to the wall. What was he here for, to hurt her? To... to do things to her? “...leave me alone,”
she croaked, as assertively as she could manage through her parched throat.
 The vul crouched near to her, moving slowly so he didn’t appear too threatening, and set the oil lantern down on the
floor. It cast a dirty yellow light that only seemed to make the shadows deeper. “It’s all right. I’m not here to hurt you,”
he reassured, quietly, with a wan smile. “Just here to give you a drink.” He lifted the jug he was carrying, as an explanation.
 The quiet slop of water reminded Blink just how achingly thirsty she was, but she could only find the energy to stare
at him, for several heartbeats. “...what?”
 “It’s midmorning. You’ve not had a drink since... middle of yesterday afternoon, by my reckoning?”
 Blink licked her cracked lips, involuntarily. Her tongue felt huge, swollen and dry, all stuck to the dehydrated inside
of her mouth. “...not allowed water,” she reminded, hoarsely, shaking her head. “...said he was going to... starve the
manners in, or something...” She looked away. “...you’re not going to trick me into getting into more trouble.”
 The vul’s genial smile faded. “He wants you weak and submissive, and willing to do what he tells you, not dead,”
he corrected, softly, pouring a little of the precious fluid into a shallow cup. “And you’ll die without water.”
 Blink turned her face away as he offered it up to her. “...well I don’t want it.”
 “Please. He sent me down here specially, and he’ll only take it out on me if I don’t get you to drink.”
 Blink took a good hard look at the long face, but the vul’s expression was inscrutable. He might have been lying,
she accepted, to get her to do what he wanted... but it also sounded like the exact sort of thing Tevak would do. She
caved, at last. “...all right... just a sip.”
 He lifted the cup to her lips, and tilted it carefully so the small layer of water in the bottom would pour into her
mouth, without choking her on it.
 Cold, fresh, delicious water, it made her throat cramp painfully as she gulped at it. Never before had anything tasted
so good. It felt like it absorbed straight into the dry, painful lining of her throat as she swallowed, without a single drop
getting to her aching stomach, making her cough feebly as it went down the wrong way.
 “...better?” he prompted, already pouring another small portion for her.
 She glanced away, embarrassed, and nodded. At least he didn’t seem to be saying I-told-you-so, a trace of genuine
concern in his rough voice. She watched out of the corner of her eye as he poured out another small portion of water.
“...why are you doing this?”
 “Why?” He looked up at her, and shrugged. “Why not? Maybe I’m just not a bad dar, at heart?” He lifted the cup
to her lips. “Not everyone here is here because they’re an evil monster who’d stab you in the back as soon as look at
you. Some of us are here because we haven’t got any other options.”
 She took so long thinking about his words before finally accepting the water that he knew she had something preying
on her mind. “Don’t believe me?” he intuited.
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 “Well-... You live here, with Tevak. I-I mean...” She licked her lips, uncomfortably. “Odati said-”
 He interrupted with a little snort. “You’d do well to ignore her. That jergy old vulline says a lot of things, and most
is propaganda to make herself look better.” The fessine’s frown made him arch a sardonic eyebrow. “Don’t believe that
either, huh?”
 “I don’t know,” Blink admitted. “She’s been... fairly nice, to me.”
 “Only ‘fairly nice’?”
 “Well-... She almost didn’t want to let me stay, at first, but the others persuaded her. But that was only because she
was worried about everyone else!”
 “Because you’d been bitten?”
 Blink pursed her lips and shot him a tormented look. “Does everybody know?”
 He smiled, sadly. “You don’t think Tevak’s gonna keep something like that a secret, do you? One thing that is true
about this group is that violence is a way of life, and there’d be no way any of them would be able to treat you with
protective gloves if you weren’t immune. That and, uh, well...” He rubbed the back of his neck. “Bites aren’t the only
way this thing is transmitted. Any bodily fluid is good enough.”
 Blink groaned and let her forehead drop back to rest on her hands. As if the point hadn’t made clear enough already
that she had to get out of here, her company – unwanted company, she added, uncharitably – just had to rub it in.
 “So anyway. Lemme give you some background.” He sighed and sat back on his heels, briefly pinching the bridge
of his nose. “I came here... six, seven years ago now? Long story short, I was in a mountain of debt, and figured that if
maybe I got lucky, if maybe the power had finally run out, I could make a little money by selling stuff I’d taken from
the Institute.”
 “Pit. Why is everyone so obsessed with that place?” Blink despaired, sagging against the pipe; it was beginning to
feel like she was stuck in a planet-sized psychiatric hospital. “It’s the cause of so much trouble. It’s the only reason I’m
even here! And no-one can even get in.”
 “I guess the place makes folk optimistic. The Institute has kinda grown its own mythology, over the last twenty years
or so.” He held up the third cupful to her; now the worst of her burning thirst had been slaked, she drank more slowly.
“The more people that visit and can’t get in, the more people think there really must be something hugely valuable or
hugely important inside that’s worth stealing. There’s even people who think Head Researcher Daavi himself let heff
loose among the population, because they discovered something so terrible, he couldn’t risk the discovery getting out
and deliberately shut down the whole planet. That sort of thing gets people curious. Gets them excited.”
 “But that’s just stories-!”
 “Is it?” The vul spread his hands. “I don’t know. Does anybody know? Has anybody been able to get in to check?”
 Blink was forced to admit defeat; for all she knew, he was right. “...go on.”
 “Anyway. The interstellar quarantine grid was failing, but it still had just enough juice to cripple my ship. I came
down in old farmland somewhere south of the headland, took me a few days to get over the hills to Kust. The Library
was the first place I bumped into. I figured, won’t hurt to ask for help, right?” He pursed his lips, dismissively. “Odati
wouldn’t give me the time of day. We don’t accommodate criminals, she said, and turned me away. Wouldn’t even let
me over the fence.” He sighed. “Then I got bitten, of course, and well...” One shoulder came up in a half-hearted shrug.
“I wandered around Kust for a few weeks, sick and hungry, until this lot eventually took me in. Tevak said he didn’t
really care about my history, so long as I worked hard and didn’t lie to him.”
 “You can’t tell me you like it here.”
 “...no. But I don’t really have much choice, do I? My choice is between here, the Library or dying in the wild, and
the Library don’t want me.”
 “Sett?”
 The frightened whisper from out in the corridor attracted both of their attention.
 “Are-... are you down here?” the voice went on, and after a second or two, a short-haired little fessine appeared
silhouetted in the doorway.
 “Hey, Liega.” The vul’s long face pulled back into a brief smile. “What are you doing down here?”
 “I, uh, I-I wanted to bring something.” The little fessine inched her way into the cupboard, looking like she expected
to be bodily attacked at any second. She didn’t look much bigger than Blink herself – certainly not as tall as the shrieking
Natalja. “Lia’s gone off somewhere with Naté, so I figured it would be safe to come down.”
 “I thought you didn’t like the dark?”
 “I don’t, b-but I had to bring this.” ‘This’ turned out to be a thin cushion, which Liega couldn’t seem to stop wringing
between her hands. The poor thing looked terrified of being down in the basement, her eyes enormous, her skin ghostly
pale; Blink didn’t remember her looking so spectral when she’d seen her before, quietly eating lunch in Natalja’s shadow.
“I know the floors here are horrible,” she whispered, faintly, sliding the thin cushion under Blink’s knees. “And I wanted
you to know we’re not all out to get you.”
 After sitting for so long on the unyielding, unfriendly concrete floor, the worn pad of foam felt as luxurious as a
feather bed. Blink sighed gratefully and rolled her weight off her knees, grimacing briefly in pain. “Thank you.”
 “You’re a lot braver than me,” Liega added, softly, bumping cheeks. “I only ran the once. Making me sleep in that
horrible cupboard was enough, I didn’t dare run away again.”
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 Blink managed a small smile; the world was conspiring to prove Sett’s point, that not everyone here was evil. “I
don’t know. You seem a lot braver than you’re giving yourself credit for, staying here,” she argued, quietly. “Smarter,
too, if you didn’t get spooked and run away for a second time.”
 “Tevak’s really not so bad, so long as you do what he says.” Liega sat back, folding her arms around herself; looked
like even she didn’t seem to quite believe the words coming out of her mouth. “I-I mean... he, he’s got a bit of a temper,
and he can be rough, but... he does try to be gentle...”
 “I don’t want him to be gentle. I don’t want him to touch me at all!”
 Liega managed a tortured smile. “I don’t know where you came from, but it sounds nice,” she murmured. “Like a
place where fessine get given a choice.”
 Her words reminded Blink uncomfortably of what Rae had said, that night he got so horribly drunk. “...what if you
said you wanted to leave?” she wondered.
 Liega dropped her gaze to her lap and shook her head. “I can’t go anywhere; I’m married.” She pursed her lips in a
forced smile. “Asnaté was an important medusi, had a big family before heff came along. The virus wiped most of them
out, except Natalja.” Sigh. “There’s no way she’d just let me walk away.”

So you’re just a status symbol? Love never comes near the equation, let alone into it? Blink swallowed her discomfort;
however hard it had been back home, struggling to get her groundling mind around the skyborne concept of ‘trine’,
struggling to learn to share, at least there’d been no doubt that they’d both loved her. She couldn’t imagine what it would
have been like to have only been wanted because it made them look better.
 Liega gave her a tiny hug and whispered; “I’m sorry I can’t do more. I’ll come see you again if I can. Us fessine
gotta stick together, right?”
 Blink let her head rest on Liega’s shoulder, sadly. “...right.”

* * * * * *
 Whether it was his own injuries making him weak, Sadie’s antibiotics, Halli’s painkillers, or some mixture of all of
it, Rae slept through pretty much the entire day after being bitten, stirring only for his antibiotics and a mouthful or two
of food before collapsing back into a deep, thankfully-dreamless sleep.
 When he finally woke up properly, almost a day and a half after he’d been bitten, he felt weak and sore, and to cap
it all, a blinding headache had wriggled its way into his skull and now nestled between his ears. In his medicine bowl,
there were no more of those delicious little fat red capsules to knock it back out, either – just antibiotics, and a selection
of Mama Odati’s ‘herbs’. He felt like he’d happily trade all the herbs and antibiotics in the world for just one of Halli’s
‘secret candies’, right now.
 Rae lay and stared at the shallow basin for several long, resentful minutes, until it became clear the contents weren’t
going to miraculously turn into something else. Much as he wanted to stay in bed... he couldn’t help feeling guilty, as
though he’d consciously chosen to abandon his friend in her hour of need, not been stuck in his room, barely conscious
and genuinely sick. He slithered out from under his sheets, hissing in pain through clenched teeth. His shoulder felt no
better, although it probably didn’t help that he’d inadvertently rolled on it at some time during the night.
 Carefully, he inched his way downstairs; walking at a normal pace jogged at his arm, which in turn pulled at the
stitches holding the wound closed, which made pain shoot all the way down through his lung and into his stomach,
leaving him distinctly bilious. (Or was that just hunger?) At least, he consoled himself, the pain hadn’t got any worse,
and nor was the tissue too hideously inflamed, so hopefully the antibiotics (and that excruciating wound-wash) were
doing their job.
 At the bottom of the stairs, he turned right and away from the breakfast room, heading for the bookshelves of the
library proper; what he particularly wanted was a good map, and knew where he could find one. Although most of the
city plans were twenty years out of date, and well-nibbled by insects, someone had taken the time to keep one of them
clean, updated and current, stashing it carefully-folded in a protective plastic box on the main desk directly inside the
front door, where the librarian would have once sat.
 Taking the precious sheet of paper over to the reading area, Rae spread the map out over the table by one of the huge
main windows looking out over the square, set his basin of antibiotics and painkillers on the wide sill, and settled to pore
over it. Someone with a careful hand and excruciatingly fine pen had marked on all the pertinent new boundaries in and
around Kust; the Library perimeter fences, mostly, and areas Tevak and the Old Station Pack were known to have claimed.
 Rae steepled his fingers and tapped them against his lips, thoughtfully. What I need is to find a way into Tevak’s
land, where he’s least likely to notice me sneaking in. He leaned further over the map, trying to work out which parts of
the faded key referred to which areas of the city, and whether he should trust that they were as updated as the rest of the
series of fine squiggly lines. What had been an industrial area in the past might be dangerous ground, now. Then, I can
work out how to get to his base of operations, and see if I can get in to look for Bee.
 Ugh. Easier said than done when the lines on the map seemed to be wriggling around in front of him, swimming
like ripples on a tiny pond. Pain throbbed like a whole new little heart in his skull. His brain felt swollen, pulsating, any
second now about to burst out through his temples.
 He massaged his temples with one hand, scrutinising his small bowl and the selection of slices it contained of... well,
whatever it was. Hard, brown, woody bits of a stem or a root or some bark or something. Odati had said it contained a
good natural painkiller, but he couldn’t help wishing the brown slices would turn into more of those fat little red capsules.
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Well, I’m in pain. I guess it won’t hurt to try it. Rae sighed, and picked out a smallish piece of the least dubious-looking

plant material. “All right. Here goes...”
 Precisely as he’d expected, it felt like chewing a chunk of wood, with the added delight of a bitter taste that made
him grimace. “Ugh.” He muttered something resentful under his breath, unable to shake the idea that Odati had given
him something nasty on purpose, as punishment for causing problems.
 But he persevered, chewing diligently until the wood had broken down into a bitter-tasting fibrous mush. And what
do you know? It did seem to have taken the edge off the pain, even if only slightly; his brain still throbbed, but no longer
felt like it was going to break dramatically out of his skull. (Reluctantly, he took back the assertion of petty-mindedness.)
 “Ah! Hey, Sadie?” Halli’s voice came from the doorway. “I found him.”
 Rae offered them only an abstract glance, listening as the soft toks of Sadie’s hoofbeats accompanied the two women
across the hard varnished wood of the library floor. “Greets, ladies.” He didn’t really want the company, but guessed he
ought to at least be polite. “All a’right?”
 “With us? Fine. We took some breakfast up to your room and saw you’d disappeared,” Sadie explained. “How are
you, more importantly?”
 Rae forced a smile, watching as Halli settled into the chair opposite, putting two mugs – one for her, and one
apparently for him – down in the windowsill. “Well, I’m not dead yet. Still taking the pills. That’s about as far as I’m
willing to go.”
 Sadie squeezed his good shoulder, gently. “It’ll be all right.”
 Rae glared and pursed his lips. “All right; I’ll bite. How?”
 “Because for the first time in nearly thirty years, we have an actual genuine chance at finding the cure – and if not
the cure, something to stop the sickness getting worse. We’ll rescue Blink, we’ll get into the Institute, we’ll filter out
some antibodies and we’ll stop the disease in its tracks,” Sadie promised, seriously.
 “What are you looking for?” Halli prompted, gently. “Do you need any help?”
 “Much as I’d like to say yes...?” Rae sighed, and propped his head on his good hand. “I’m not even really sure, any
more.”
 “What do you mean?”
 He managed to grimace his way into a feeble smile. “I’m just running around in ever diminishing circles, failing at
everything. I haven’t even found Bee, let alone rescued her, and I’m going to be crawling and spitting and biting in under
a month.” He rested his forehead in his hands, squeezing his eyes closed against his emotions. He wasn’t the blubbing
sort, but tears still threatened, welling behind the lids. You came here to rescue her, and because you couldn’t even do
something as simple as secure Squib properly, now you’re both going to die here. “So I’m laima, so what. I’ve got the
slimmest chance of surviving, and if by some miracle I do live, only a one in five chance of not completely losing my
mind-”
 Halli reached across the table and claimed one of his hands in her own. “Hey. Hey!” She squeezed his fingers until
he looked at her, unspilt moisture clinging to his eyelashes. “Don’t give up on yourself before you’ve even had a real
chance, eh? You’re acting like you’re already dead.”
 Rae threw up his hands and sagged back in his chair. “I might as well be-!”
 “Only if you let yourself think that way.” The zaar kept her fingers tight on his. “Laima resist the disease for longer,
so you’ve still got, what, six months left to live? At least six months, and that’s a worst-case scenario where we can’t
rescue Blink and you go without any treatment.”
 “And once we find the key to the infection – which we will do, I swear – you’ll be vaccinated and cured before you
even develop any deformities, let alone lose your mind,” Sadie added.
 Rae snorted, tiredly. “Aren’t they some pretty darn unrealistic expectations?”
 “No.” Halli folded her arms and lifted her chin, teasingly belligerent. “You’ve got us to help you.”
 At least the smile that now creased Rae’s face was a genuine one. “Like I said, unrealistic expectations.” He wiped
his face dry, squeezing the tears away from his eyelashes. “...I really appreciate your help, ladies.”
 Sadie gave his shoulder a bump. “We just appreciate being trusted. Right Hal?”
 Halli managed a lopsided smile. “Mama Odati seems to be running a little low on that, recently,” she agreed, grimly.
“What were you planning on, and how can we help?”
 Rae pursed his lips, and glanced surreptitiously at the doorway. “I was thinking of going over the fence into enemy
territory,” he admitted, in a voice so soft even his friends barely caught it. “Like we discussed when we first realised
Blink was missing.”
 “Well you better not go anywhere without telling me, because I’m coming with you,” Halli reminded, equally quietly
– then added, only half joking; “Besides, you’re a spur, you’ll only get lost without me.”
 “What about your hip?” he challenged.
 “What about your shoulder?” she shot back. “My hip is fine. Almost completely healed up.”
 Sadie gave her a little swat around the ear. “Liar.”
 Halli glared briefly up at her. “Point being, if you’re well enough to go charging around the countryside with a big
hole in your shoulder, then I’m more than well enough to go with you.” She waggled a chastising finger at Rae. “And
you better not sneak out without me, either, because I will hunt you down.”
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 Rae smiled. “Don’t you worry, I’m not sneaking anywhere.” He lowered his voice, and added; “at least, not until
tomorrow morning...”

* * * * * *
 Down in her basement prison, Blink dozed uneasily, drifting in and out of consciousness. How long had she been
down here, now, anyway? If only she could get some sleep – except she ached too much to sleep for very long at a time,
and the little sleep she did get was punctuated with bad dreams.
 Everything just... hurt. Her face hurt, the bruise over her right eye still swollen and throbbing, leaving her blind on
one side – not that there was anything worth looking at, down here where gloom reigned. Her oozing, bloody wrists hurt,
so much that she could barely move her hands; the inflamed tissue swelling and tightening the ribbons even further. Her
knees hurt, from sitting so long on the hard floor which even her cushion did little to protect her from. A gnawing,
bottomless hunger had chewed its way into her abdomen like some kind of noxious, spiny worm. Not a single part of
her body was actually comfortable.
 How long had she been down here, now? Was anyone even looking for her? Maybe they were glad she was gone,
or maybe she’d been gone so long, they assumed she was dead. She was definitely losing track of time, down here in
this windowless, timeless little artificial cavern. It felt like she’d been a prisoner for days – maybe weeks. How long had
it been, two days? Three days? She groaned through her sore throat. How could it be such a short time?
 Since that brief visit to bring her a pillow, anxious Liega hadn’t been back; Blink wished she could find the spirit to
hope she’d not got into trouble for it, but couldn’t dredge up the energy to process the thought properly.
 Sett, too, had only been back the once, with more water – never any food to soothe the crawling pain in her stomach.
The same selfish lack of energy wished he just wouldn’t bother. If Tevak wanted to prolong her discomfort, then Tevak
could come down here himself. She’d happily tell him where he could stick it, and hang the consequences.
 ...Whitesides sat near to her, against the wall, his legs tucked around underneath him; the smooth top of his pale
helm skimmed the ceiling. Blink’s heart gave a little jump – how could he possibly be here? She’d been watching the
doorway the whole time, but had not even heard him arrive, let alone watched him sit. How had he sneaked in so quietly?
 Blink rapidly realised that she didn’t care. Him being here at all was enough. She smiled, exhaustedly, leaning
involuntarily closer. “Day.”
 “Hello, Bitlet.” His warm blue eyes were just dim enough not to be blinding. “What have you managed to get yourself
into this time, eh?”
 “I-I don’t know.” Blink grimaced, helplessly, giving a little demonstrative tug of the wrists. “I don’t know! A-and...
I don’t know what to do. Escaping makes it worse, b-but I can’t-... I can’t just let him... do...”
 “You won’t have to let him do anything. You’re a lot smarter than you’re letting yourself believe, and if you don’t
escape on your own merits, your friends will rescue you. I promise.”
 “Even if I escape, he’s never going to stop chasing me, and I-I... I can’t kill him-!” She sagged, let her head rest
against her hands. “...I’m going to die down here, aren’t I?”
 “Nobody’s going to die, Bit-”
 “C-can you at least tell Dash I’m sorry?” she whispered. “If I never get the-... I-I never meant to hurt her. I’m so
sorry-!”
 Whitesides smiled sadly for her, shuffling closer on his knees. “Oh, Bee. You left without telling anyone where you
were going. We could be looking for a thousand years, and still not find you,” he reminded, one big hand resting gently
on her shoulder. “You know I’m just a dream.”
 Blink closed her eyes; the words she’d hoped most of all that he wouldn’t say. “But you’re right here...!” She could
hear her words trembling.
 “I’m so sorry, Bee. Don’t you think if I was real, I wouldn’t have freed you the second I lay optics on you? I would
never just stand by and let them do this to my little one; I would fight tooth and nail to get you out.”
 Painful truth underlined his words. All through her life, her dam had been there for her, with comfort and reassurance
when she needed it. If she’d been hurt, or confused, or unhappy, he’d been there, with words of advice and gentle arms.
And now, when she needed him most? Billions of miles away – unreachable, uncontactable, maybe sad but blissfully
unaware of the horror she was caught up in.
 Tears stung at her eyes. “I miss you.”
 “We miss you too, Honeybee, so much more than you realise. You know you can come home at any time,” he
murmured, gently. “You know we’d take you in, in a heartbeat.”
 “I never meant to hurt you...! And I’m so sorry I ran away, instead of telling you all-”
 “Blink, you don’t need to apologise. You don’t. You just need to let us know where you are, and we’ll come and get
you, I promise...”
 “But you’re not even real!” A sob hitched in her throat. “Nobody’s coming to get me. Nobody cares! The only way
I’m getting out of here is if I get myself out-!”
 After a few moments struggle, she managed to wrap her hands around the water pipe, putting the flagging strength
in her legs behind her weight and yanking, upwards and backwards. The pipe... did nothing. Frustration increased her
struggles to whole-body thrashing, determined to bend or break the copper itself. It wasn’t that strong, just an old,
corroded pipe. She could have snapped it like a matchstick! Should have snapped it like a matchstick. She’d dealt with
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steel plate a hundred times stronger than this, and the flimsy tube of metal refused to yield!
 She fought until the fire blazed in her wrists, painful as brands from red-hot metal. “Get me out of here. Get me out
of here!” she pleaded, pathetically, struggling to find a comfortable way to sit that took her weight off her arms. “Oh
please, oh god, someone-... anyone?”
 Whitesides moved to sit behind her, draping his arms around her. He mantled his cool hands over her mutilated
wrists, protectively. “I promise we’ll find you, sweetheart.” The sorrow in his voice hurt to listen to. “Just give us a clue,
and we’ll find you.”
 Strangely warm, yielding plating pressed up against her back – instead of the cool, familiar touch of metal and
enamel, he had a warmth and a softness like organic skin. At least, for a hallucination he made a vaguely comforting
hallucination, and with a little concentration she could persuade herself that he was real, and she hadn’t been abandoned...

* * * * * *
 In the doorway, Sett watched and listened as their prisoner’s breathing deepened; the heavy blanket he’d wrapped
around her shoulders seemed to be staving off the worst of her shivering, and the hallucinations seemed to have stopped,
for now at least. Tevak would probably have some severe words for his ‘impudence’, but the vul figured he could spin
his way out of trouble with a little careful thought. It wasn’t as if he was letting her go, just... keeping her warm. Keeping
her alive, since no-one else seemed to want to take the time to.

* * * * * *
 With a dull headache and aching joints, Rae didn’t manage to get a whole lot of sleep. He sat in his window and
watched as a surly grey dawn gradually broke over the landscape. Where ordinarily the sun would have stained the
horizon a glorious pink and yellow as it rose, today it stayed hidden behind a blanket of thick cloud. He couldn’t help
thinking that on any other day, he’d have happily done the same – curl up under his blanket, and pretend there was no
world outside his window for a little while longer.

Maybe this was a bad idea, he considered, stuffing his pockets full of that nasty-tasting bark painkiller, then
immediately had to assuage his guilty conscience. I’ll be a real hindrance if I’m ill.
 Slinking down the stairs as quietly as he could manage, creeping unobtrusively past the rooms from which only the
sounds of snoring quietly emerged, Rae got downstairs to find Halli standing waiting for him in the foyer, just inside
the big doors, a pack of supplies at her feet.
 “You ready to go?” she asked, hitching her pack up over her shoulder.
 “Ready as I’m ever gonna be, I guess. You seen the weather?” Rae jerked a thumb at the window. “Hope it doesn’t
rain on us.”
 “I know.” Halli grimaced. “And if it doesn’t, we’ll have to take extra precautions to break up our trail. This soggy
air is going to make our scent stick to everything, and when you never know who might be following you around...” She
let the sentence tail off, meaningfully.
 Rae followed her outside, careful not to let the door bang closed behind him; it came as a relief to see the small
woman was barely limping, now. “No Sadie?” he wondered, warily.
 Rounding the corner, Halli shook her head and pointed up at the ledge, on which Sadie was perched, her tail wrapped
around a drainpipe for safety. “Someone’s got to lower the bridge.”
 Sadie smiled wryly and crossed an arm over her chest in a salute. “Convenient excuse, really. No way am I gonna
go hop our last fence without an armed guard, or something.” The long chains rattled quietly as she carefully let the
bridge down. “You two take care, all right? You’re gonna be on your own, ‘specially once I pull the bridge up.”
 Rae hesitated on top of the bridge. “You watch yourself too. You’re gonna be alone in here, with our fierce den
mama.”
 Sadie snorted, good humoured. “I dealt with her bark the last twenty years, I’m sure I can deal with it a few more
days. Now hurry up and get out of here, I need to up the bridge before anyone sees!”

* * * * * *
 When Tevak finally elected to go and see her, the next morning, Blink had at last succeeded in going to sleep. He
stood in the cellar doorway and watched her, for a little while – the fessine looked far from comfortable, sitting slumped
against the wall with her head sagging forward at an awkward angle that would probably leave her with a painfully stiff
neck. Her skin looked particularly pale and waxy in the insipid light from his lantern. The blanket and the cushion were
both new developments he’d not expected, but they at least demonstrated his group’s willingness to do as they were told.
The bleeding-heart weaklings at the Library would no doubt have floundered in their resolve and let her go already,
trying to molly-coddle her back to health.
 Well, it had only been a little over two days. Still plenty of time to win her over, bribe her into obedience, or just
plain weaken her until the fight faded out of her, whatever it would take. He ducked through the doorway, careful not
to bang his head on the low frame, and knelt next to her. “Hey, girl. Wakey wakey.”
 She stirred, blinking groggily at him, then groaned as she recognised him and let her head drop back against the
wall. “...what do you want?”
 “Now there’s gratitude for you.” Tevak poured a small portion of water into the shallow cup. “I jus’ brought you a
drink.”
 “...don’t want it.” She kept her eyes closed and ignored the offering.
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 The giant sighed, tightly, with effort managing to swallow his anger. “Why does everything have to be some giant
huge battle with you, huh?” he wondered, his voice soft but frustrated. “Why can’t you just... know yer place, like every
other fessine that’s ever lived? You’ll be comfortable, well fed, protected and looked after-”
 Blink turned her face away from him. “Because I don’t want what you’ll demand in exchange for it,” she rasped.
“And I don’t want to just sit around getting fat, waiting for someone to pay me some attention. I like to work hard, and
be proud of what I can do.”
 Tevak forced a grim smile, trying to keep control of his temper. “Oh, you can still be proud of your achievements.
They’ll just be, ah... slightly different achievements to what you’re used to.”
 At last, Blink glanced up at him, trying to work out what he meant, but a great pit had opened up in her abdomen,
and her stomach seemed to have fallen through it.
 “Now drink. Your water.” Tevak wiggled the hand holding the shallow cup in front of her face, and at last Blink’s
self-preservation won out and she reluctantly acquiesced.
 “Is it really so hard for you to just accept defeat gracefully?” he asked, watching her drink. “You know things ain’t
gonna change, so why not just... at least let yerself be comfortable?” He tried a small smile. “Y’might even decide you
like it, being waited on hand and foot, and all that. I mean, seriously, it’s gotta be exhausting, keeping up that whole
‘frigid little lesbian’ thing you got going, right now.”
 Blink turned her face away from the cup, and coughed, feebly. “Why do you have to assume it’s something so trivial?
I have a family, back home! A-and children,” she protested. “I-I can’t-... I won’t just abandon them.” She gave him an
imploring look, trying to appeal to the smidge of good character she hoped was hidden somewhere deep inside. “Please.
don’t you have a family? I just want to go home to them.”
 “Go home?” Tevak poured another small cup of water. “How, exactly? Perhaps you’re forgetting that there ain’t no
way off this ball of mud, any more.”
 Thinking it imprudent to mention that she still planned to try and get into the Institute, to call her family, Blink kept
quiet, and obediently drank the rest of the water.
 “You keep on clinging to the idea of somehow goin’ home, and all you’re gonna do is make yer depression worse.”
He shrugged. “Unless you mean the Library, an’ you already know they’re just as likely to screw you over as we are.
You’re better off staying here. With us. With me.”
 “But I-I’m just one fessine. I’m not really so important, am I? There-there’s other girls here, ones who are prettier
than me. And you already have a wife-!”
 “You’re not talking about Lia, surely?” He chuckled, and curled his lip.
 Blink felt her insides contract, disappointed; had she remembered wrong? “You... you said she’s your favourite,”
she reminded, faintly, hoping he wouldn’t be angry she’d eavesdropped on their conversation. “
 Tevak curled his lip, dismissively. “I am quick running out of patience with that bossy, shrieking harridan,” he
growled. “She fights, she argues, she acts like she’s the leader... Not to mention, she terrifies the other girls. She’s a
thousand times worse if I don’t let her think she’s top of the pile.” He leaned closer to her ear, and murmured,
conspiratorially; “maybe I want you to be my favourite instead.”
 Blink looked at him properly, this time, searching his face for any clues he might be lying. “What?”
 “You’re pretty – and you’re not damaged by the disease.” He smiled, showing his teeth, and cupped her cheek. “And
you’ve got plenty of brains, in that li’l head.”
 She smiled at him, sadly. “Please, I may be naïve, but don’t treat me like I’m stupid,” she whispered. “If you cared
about my brains, you wouldn’t have me cooped up down here, trying to starve them out of me.”
 Tevak’s smile soured into a sneer. “See, this is why I don’t like smart women.”
 The fingers cupped gently at her cheek turned into a sharp pinch, making her flinch her head away.
 “You’re never happy, and you never learn your proper place,” he went on, softly, so close to her ear that she could
feel his breath on her skin, hot and rancid. “You’re fessine. You were put in this galaxy to make babies. Anything else
is a bonus. The sooner you learn that, the more comfy you’ll be.”
 The soft rattle of small hooves interrupted from the corridor; after a second, Zinovy poked his head around the door.
“Hey, Boss? I fetched one of what you were after. You want it now?”
 Tevak answered with a beckoning flip of the hand, and the nyen handed over a small plastic packet – just one of
those sweet, nutrition-poor little long-life pastries, with the seam of sugary jam up the middle...
 Right on cue, Blink’s stomach cramped; rising acid made her throat ache, a sharp pain right in the centre of her chest.
She shifted uncomfortably on the spot, immediately betraying her own confidence.
 “It’s all right. You can have it if you want it, Blink,” Tevak murmured, softly, holding it out to her, just out of reach.
“You must be hungry by now. You know what you have to do to get it.”
 Blink caught herself leaning involuntarily towards it, automatically salivating, and had to tuck back away from him,
ears flattening down against her head. “Please don’t,” she whispered, feebly.
 He held the cake a little closer, ensuring she could smell it. “All you have to do is behave, and you can get something
to eat,” he coaxed. “Is it really worth putting yourself through all this discomfort, for something so petty?”

Just agree with him, Bee, her stomach pleaded. Much more of this and you’ll end up digesting yourself.
 “All right. It’s all right. You don’t have to decide right now.” Tevak rose to his feet. “I’ll jus’... leave this here, as a
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little reminder for you.” He crouched to put the small pastry down by the doorway. “Soon as you swallow your pride,
and decide yer willing to talk sensibly, gimme a shout.”
 Blink watched as the light from his oil lantern faded away down the corridor. “...you mean, as soon as my spirit is
dead, and I’m willing to succumb to your slavery,” she corrected, faintly. “Don’t get your hopes up too high.”
 After a small eternity of struggle, stretching out with her toes and trying futilely to reach the little morsel of torment
a bare few inches from her claws, she couldn’t quite keep from wondering how much longer she’d manage to hold out
before the inevitable happened, and he won.

* * * * * *
 Rae’s day, which had already started out pretty poorly, only seemed to be getting worse as time went on. The heavy
sky began to leak a thin, misty drizzle around noon, so by mid-afternoon both he and Halli were suffering, their clothes
damped and chilly from an unsteady, gusting onshore breeze.
 All things considered, it was not the best of situations in which to be tramping around enemy territory. And as if to
cap it all, the virus was making him feel nauseous; he could very nearly feel it cooking in his veins, a million trillion
tiny particles thickening his blood. Just keeping his feet moving turned into an exhausting chore, sludgey blood-cement
making his muscles ache and joints stiff.
 When the spur dropped behind for the third time, his toes dragging, at last Halli decided to call a halt. “You should
have just told me you weren’t feeling well,” she griped, directing him to sit.
 The spur gulped down an entire carton of juice, then the bulk of a bottle of water, making himself cough, feebly.
“That’s not going to help Bee, is it?”
 “Neither will collapsing with a fever in the middle of nowhere.” She spread her hands. “Come on, Rae. Be honest.
How bad are you feeling?”
 He glanced down at his toes, guilty. “Pretty rough,” he confirmed, tiredly. “My head’s foggy, my joints ache, and
my blood feels like it’s cooking up into porridge inside me.”
 Halli gave him a quick, critical visual appraisal. “And the bite?”
 Rae considered it for a second or two, stiffly flexing his arm and fingers. “...nnnot so bad. Not as bad as it has been,
at least. I can function, at any rate.” He perked a brow. “What are you getting at, what does that mean?”
 She shook her head, lips pursed. “I’m not really sure. I hope it means you don’t have blood poisoning, but I’m not
a doctor. It sounds to me like you’re getting incubation sickness.” She glanced around herself. “We ought to find
somewhere safe to make camp.”
 “What?” Rae straightened up, alarmed. “We’re not going back to the Library?”
 “Well, we could try, but you’re not going to make it back, are you?”
 “But we can’t stop now, we’re in the middle of Their land, and-”
 “What did you think we were going to do?” Halli spread her hands, palms up. “It’s the middle of the afternoon and
we’ve not even got to the Old Station yet, let alone found Bee. This was always going to be a multiple day excursion,
and that was before you got feverish.”
 Rae just stared at her, for a few seconds, before allowing himself to recognise that she was right. “...good point. I
guess I thought it’d be a shorter journey.” Of course, he should have considered that idea when he’d been looking at the
map; the Station was right the way across the other side of the city, almost all the way to the northern suburbs, and getting
there was only half the challenge. He backed down, although he couldn’t quite shake off the crawling sense of unease
that came with the idea of sleeping in enemy territory.
 “We need to find somewhere safe to stay the night, before the rain gets too hard and you get too sick to travel.” Halli
shaded her eyes and squinted into the distance. “Let’s take a look over there; looks like there might be some good quality
stonework, which means there might still be a building or two with a roof. We just need somewhere in reasonable
condition, reasonably easily defended, for you to rest up.”
 “Yeah.” Rae nodded, and massaged his temples, trying to soothe away a little of the encroaching headache. “Like
Blink and me had to do before we got to the Library...”
 They made their way up the street and across a grassed-over parking lot crisscrossed with game trails, to find Halli’s
hunch was correct; a cluster of small boutiques, which would once have served the more well-heeled colonists, all sturdily
built and in reasonable nick. Although on the whole, they were as derelict as everywhere else, only one had lost its roof
altogether. For just the one night, they’d be perfect.
 They turned a corner onto the main street, to look for a way in, and almost walked smack into a lone vul, apparently
out foraging.
 The young dar looked as startled as they did – he leaped back, away from them, as though he’d stepped on something
sharp, and all his damp fur puffed up, lending him the appearance of a bristly pompom. “You, you-... I know you! You’re
from the Library!” he blurted out, pointing threateningly. “What are you doing here, who said you could come through
our land?” His voice had gone shrill and sounded more like the yapping of a pampered pet than the barks of a powerful
sentinel.
 “Easy, there. We don’t mean you any harm,” Halli soothed, her hands up. Much more of that racket and he’d bring
the whole Station population over to see what the fuss was about! “Sett, isn’t it? Listen, Sett, my friend is sick. We’re
just looking for a safe place to stay overnight. As soon as it’s morning, we’ll head home. All right?”
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 “But why are you here?” Sett flattened his ears, mouth open in a grin of threat. “Either you explain it right now, or
I’ll call for backup – and I can yell pretty loud when I want to-!”
 “It’s my fault. I’m new here. Not used to foraging, didn’t recognise the border, and I wandered a little further than
I should have,” Rae lied. “Hal followed me, to rescue me.”
 The vul fidgeted, his drooping tail waving uncertainly from side to side. “You expect me to believe that? Haha.” He
laughed nervously and rubbed his arms. “I should call my friends here. Get backup, find out what you’re really here
for.”
 “There’s only one of you,” Halli reminded. “You can’t hold us both. By the time your friends get here, we’ll be long
gone.”
 “Who says I’m the only one here? My friends might be just around the corner!”
 “And they haven’t bothered turning up, even with all that barking?”
 He closed his mouth with an audible snap, glaring. “Look, I thought we had an agreement, your tribe and mine?”
He appeared to be starting to recover his wits, his fur smoothing and his ears coming forwards, but alarm was being
replaced by confident belligerence. “We don’t encroach on your land, and you stay out of ours. This isn’t fair, you
sneaking in while we’re not looking! Why are you really here?”
 “I think you already know.” Halli matched stares, unafraid. “And that’s why you don’t believe us.”
 “We only want to check if she’s all right,” Rae offered, quietly. “For now, at least.”
 “Who says she’s even here?” Sett challenged, but already knew he’d blown the secret. He paddled his small feet on
the spot, as though debating making a run for it. “I don’t know who you’re talking about.”
 “Do you even know how important she is?” Rae pleaded, trying to chase the advantage. “And I’m not just talking
about the disease.”
 “Yes, but...”
 “She’s our friend, and we want her home and safe. She shouldn’t even be over here-!”
 “Well maybe you all should have thought about that before you sold her,” the vul snapped, spreading his hands,
exasperated into an admission. “Because now she belongs to Tevak and he’s not gonna let her just... waltz away into the
sunset.”
 “Whoa, what?” Rae straightened up, stunned. “Just... repeat that one for me? I don’t think I heard you right.”
 “Oh, so now you’re having second thoughts?”
 “But-... you said someone sold her?” Halli sounded like she couldn’t decide if she’d rather be shocked or outraged.
“Who’d even consider...”
 “How about you just turn back, before anyone else sees you.” Sett bravely gave Halli an encouraging little push, in
the direction of the Library. “It’s not like you’re gonna be able to help her right now. You won’t even be able to get to
her. She’s tried to escape twice, and Tevak doesn’t trust her not to try again, so you’ll have to get right down into the
station to even just see her. You should just give up now and turn back.”
 The two Library residents swapped uneasy glances.
 “Is she all right?” Rae wondered, hollowly.
 “Well, she’s alive. Hungry, uncomfortable maybe-”
 “But you know where she is?” Rae chased the lead. “You can get to her?”
 “Well-... yes, but-”
 “Can you at least pass on a message for us? Let her know we’ve not forgotten her? That, that-...” Rae let his words
tail off. Blurting out to the enemy that they were trying to rescue a captive seemed... imprudent.
 “I- what? Look, hey. Just... wait a minute, here!” The young dar slicked back his ears, baring his teeth. “Help you?
You want me to help you? I’m your enemy, in case you forgot. Why should I help you, when you turned me away in my
own time of need? Left me saddled with this, this stupid... curse. You didn’t want me.” He stabbed a finger in an aggressive
point, for emphasis. “You kicked me out!”
 “Blink didn’t,” Halli interrupted, softly. “Blink hasn’t even been on this planet for a whole month yet.”
 “That’s not my problem.” Sett folded his arms and lifted his chin, although his ears now pointed in different directions,
speaking of his unease. “She’s still one of you guys.”
 “So you’re happy to sit back and let your leader carry on with whatever it is he’s doing?” Halli matched stares until
he got uncomfortable and looked away. “To someone completely innocent of all our stupid squabbles over territory? A
frightened, vulnerable young woman, who’s lost her family, her friends, her home-”
 “All right, all right! I get it!” Sett threw up his hands. “And that’s not fair! I’m just one skinny dar. Even if I don’t
agree with the skred Tevak gets up to, there’s not a whole lot I can do about it.”
 Rae watched them debate, chewing quietly on a slip of bark; Odati’s painkillers weren’t helping his throbbing
headache, very much. “...you could pass on a message,” he reminded, quietly.
 Sett glanced down at him. “I already said-”
 “Please. We’re not here for the Library – we both sneaked out behind Odati’s back, if you must know. We’re just
here for our friend. We can’t get to her – yet – but you can.” Rae forced a smile through the headache. “Please, we’re
not asking you to free her. We’re just asking for you to tell her we’ve not given up on her.”
 The vul shuffled his feet and wrinkled his nose, frustrated. “All right,” he sighed, tersely. “I’ll help you – but on one
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condition, you help me in return.”
 “Deal,” Halli agreed, instantly.
 “You don’t know what I’m gonna ask for help with.”
 “If it gets Blink out, I don’t care what it is,” Rae admitted. “I doubt we can end up in a worse situation than we are
now.”
 Sett matched stares with him. “I want you to talk to your leader. I want to be able to live with you guys, at the Library.
I don’t belong this side of the fence, it’s only a matter of time before Tevak does me some permanent damage when he
beats me for some, some... minor little fault.”
 Rae pursed his lips. “First, I don’t want to promise something I can’t keep-”
 Sett’s tail came up in an aggressive curl. “Then we’ve got no deal, laima-”
 Rae put up a hand in a plea for quiet; the vul’s raised voice only made his headache worse. “I didn’t say I wouldn’t
do it,” he corrected. “I just don’t want you getting your hopes up. For all I know, Odati may have already evicted the
pair of us, in absentia.”
 “And that would come as a surprise to no-one,” Halli muttered, under her breath, then elevated her voice so her
words were more clear; “We’ll talk to her, certainly, but please understand – you are one of Tevak’s allies, whether you
think you belong in his group or not. Allowing you to join us might destabilise the whole system again. It’s definitely
going to aggravate Tevak, if nothing else, and we don’t want him raging on our doorstep trying to get you back.”
 “Hmph.” At least partially mollified, Sett backed down. “All right. I guess I could tell her you’re looking for her.”
After a second’s hesitation, he added, quietly; “Might cheer her up a bit. She’s looking pretty low, right now.”
 Rae bit his lip. “No-one’s, uh-... hurt her, or, ah, done anything to her, have they?”
 Sett shook his head. “Well, not recently,” he clarified. “Tevak gave her a punch when she tried to do a runner, but
nothing since then. For the most part, people ignore that she’s even there.” He fidgeted his feet. “She should be all right
for a few more days.”
 Halli hefted her pack back onto her shoulder. “Is it safe for us to stay here overnight? We’re not going to wake up
in the morning with all Tevak’s best warriors in our laps?”
 “I’m the only one who comes this way, usually,” Sett confirmed. “There’s not much here any more except furniture
stores, full of stuff that’s either rotten, or too big to carry. You’ll go undetected overnight, so long as you’re careful.”
He narrowed his eyes, warningly. “And don’t stay longer than you have to. And don’t follow me!”
 “Don’t worry, we’re not planning on breaking our word. We’ll hike back tomorrow, so long as Rae’s feeling better,”
Halli confirmed, amiably. “But please keep in contact. If anything changes, if anything happens...”
 “Yeah, I’ll let you know, sure.” He considered his options for a moment or two. “Well, I’m gonna have to come find
you to pass on a message, so what do you say we meet up at the four-tree crossroads near the old goldsmiths, day after
tomorrow? The one where your fence cuts right across the centre? It’s away from the Pack’s usual haunts, and out of
sight of Zinovy’s telescope, so we shouldn’t be spotted talking.”
 “That sounds ideal.” The zaar nodded her agreement. “And thank you, for agreeing to help. It means a lot.”
 “Yeah.” Sett grimaced, unenthusiastically. “Let’s just hope it doesn’t come back and bite any of us, huh.”
 Halli waited until the vul had disappeared completely from view before turning to chivvy Rae back down the street.
“Come on.” She caught his arm and gently coaxed him to his feet. “We don’t need to go any further today. There’s got
to be somewhere down here that’s secure enough for us to hole up overnight.”
 Rae trudged along behind her. “You think we can trust him?”
 “I don’t know.” Halli sighed and shook her head. “But I do know that you’re not going to be able to travel much
further – and even if you were, we may not be able to find anywhere else good enough to keep us safe overnight, so
we’re going to have to trust him anyway.”
 They stopped about halfway down the street, outside a housewares shop whose ground-floor windows had been
boarded up. Although the sturdy boards remained impregnable, some years ago a sapling had found a crack in the
pavement and wriggled its way through, shattering the ground and twisting walls as it grew uninterrupted into a towering
example of deciduous beauty. Its branches sprawled out over the wall, providing a living ladder up to the broken windows
of the second floor.
 “This looks like a good enough place to camp,” Halli decided. “It’s got a good roof, and not too many holes in the
walls.” She gave Rae a glance; he’d sagged back onto a convenient rock. “Do you think you’ll be able to climb up there?”
 The spur nodded, tiredly, and rubbed his face. “Just remember I might not be able to climb down again in the
morning...”
 In a convenient stroke of luck, the second floor turned out to be soft furnishings. Most of the stock had been ruined
– either chewed into oblivion by the wildlife, sodden from the elements, or just plain rotted from years of neglect. Deep
in the store where the wind and the rain couldn’t reach, though, Rae discovered a couple of fair quality sofas still shrouded
in their protective white plastic, and Halli returned from a forage with some space-saving metal canisters filled with
vacuum-packed quilts. At least they’d be physically comfortable, if not psychologically, sitting waiting for Tevak to find
them.
 And just in time, because Rae’s headache had reached the point where it felt like his brain was going to explode if
he didn’t get some sleep. He settled on his sofa, and burrowed down among the quilts. “Ugh.”
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 Halli unwrapped one of her infamous door-wedge sandwiches and folded his fingers gently around it. “Eat,” she
instructed. “You’ll feel better.”
 Rae studied it, dispiritedly. That he hadn’t eaten since breakfast, and would ordinarily have been ravenous, was small
comfort to his aching insides. “I’m not really very hungry,” he argued, quietly, but that was all he could really manage.
The sandwich did look pretty good. Maybe he was just hungry.
 Halli settled on the opposite couch, shredding away the last few pieces of plastic to make the seat more comfortable,
and watched Rae nibble at his lunch. “At least we know where she is now.”
 “Some good that is, if we don’t stand a chance of getting to her.”
 Halli sighed, sadly, quietly dissecting her own sandwich. She felt about as hungry as Rae. “I know.” She peeled
away a strip of crust, and took a bite from the bread’s softer middle. “But we might have someone to help us, now. That’s
got to be a good thing.”
 “Until he blabs to Tevak, and they move Bee even further away.”
 Halli found she didn’t really have an answer for that, and lapsed back into silence. For a little while, they just sat
and ate, and listened as the rain drummed quietly on the roof. With each new bit of evidence they uncovered, it grew
more difficult to restrain the urge to go racing straight to the police station, to demand Tevak released their friend from
whatever horrible enslaved situation he’d got her in.
 “Soon as we get back, we can ask Sarmis for help,” Halli decided. “We’ve got plans for most civic buildings in
storage somewhere, I’m sure we have one or two of the police station – and besides, he knows that building backwards,
he’s probably the best person to help us sneak in.”
 Rae selected a slice of painkiller, chewing with a grimace. “You think we can trust him?”
 Halli gave him a probing glance. “You don’t?”
 “A couple of days ago, sure, I trusted him just fine. But after what Sadie said...?”
 “She was just trying to divert attention off herself. That poor spur often gets caught in the crossfire when Sadie and
Odati are arguing.”
 “But what if she was right, and he is involved? We do know for definite now that someone back home was responsible,
right? That guy said-... skeida, Hal.” Rae groaned and rubbed his temples. “He said someone sold her.”
 Halli glanced down at her lap. “I know-”
 “How could anyone do that? To another living, thinking being... How could anyone even think of doing it, in the
first place? She’s not an animal, they have no right to treat her like that-”
 “Rae, Rae-... I don’t know.” Halli held up her hands in a plea for quiet, and thankfully his words spluttered away to
nothing. “I’ve lived at the Library for twenty years, give or take. Until this happened, not even in my worst nightmares
would I have thought any of my friends were capable of it.”
 “So what do we do?”
 “Until we get home and can start asking questions, there’s not much we can do.”
 “Is there anyone we can talk to, back home? If we start investigating, people will find out, and go into hiding. We
can’t trust anyone,” he reminded, and shot her a meaningful glance. “This might even be a clever ploy to get you off the
hook, for all I know.”
 Halli narrowed her eyes at him. “Do you seriously think-”
 “I don’t know what to think any more, Hal!” Rae despaired. “All I know is that we have to get her out. And once
we’ve rescued her, we’re going as far away as we can possibly get – from Tevak, from the Library, from Kust, from
everything-”
 “Rae-... Please.” Halli smiled, tiredly, and sighed. “You need to calm down, and get some rest. You’re exhausted,
and everything must feel a hundred times worse.” She boosted herself to her feet. “I’m as worried as you, but we can’t
exactly do anything about it yet. We need to get through the night and get home before we can even start asking questions.”
 Rae watched her disappear around behind the shelving. “...you’re not gonna come sleep?” He already felt shivery,
obviously cooking up a good heavy case of incubation ‘flu, and didn’t really feel like being abandoned.
 “...someone needs to keep watch,” she explained, gruffly. “And since we, ah-... we don’t know how secure this place
is... I’m gonna-... take precautions...” She punctuated the last few words with an annoyed groan of pain, her voice
descending all the way into gruff, unintelligible mutterings.
 Rae couldn’t help tensing up. Although he trusted his small friend, who seemed as keen (if not more so) to rescue
Blink, he didn’t know why she’d hidden, or what was going on around the corner. He didn’t know for absolute definite
that it hadn’t been the gruff little woman herself that had handed Blink over! How better to hide than in plain sight?
 What emerged from behind the shelving was not a zaar; superficially, it resembled one, but walked awkwardly on
two legs with a strange, hunched gait, covered from nose to tail in a wiry pelt in shades of tan and chocolate. A blunt,
bony beak projected from its mouth, its lips drawn back at the margins in what looked almost like a perpetual scream of
pain.
 “Halli...?” Rae wondered, warily, subconsciously drawing his blankets uneasily closer.
 The compact little blight clopped its beak and nodded agreement. “Protect better when dark,” she explained, in a
wheezy voice that sounded more like someone clearing their throat. At she still sounded like her, for the most part. “Hear
better, smell better.”
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 “Am I gonna start doing that?”
 Halli looked down at herself. “Change body?” At Rae’s nod, she went on; “Yes, unless Sadie finds cure.”
 Rae sighed resignedly and cuddled down in his quilts. What he’d give for a nice cup of keem, right now. Or maybe
just a nice, comfortable bed. “How long?”
 “Ten days? Hard to tell. Laima strong, resist well.”
 “How long can you stay like that?”
 Halli gave him a long, thoughtful look, before answering. “Long as need.”
 “Your body doesn’t... like... automatically reset? You’re not gonna spontaneously change back in the middle of the
night?”
 She shook her head. “Not now. Lived long time with. All is choice.” She managed a creepy, beaky smile. “More
tiring to turn back. Stay like this now.”
 Oh well. Rae comforted himself with the knowledge that at least she knew what she was doing – strongly looked
like she knew what she was doing, he corrected himself, optimistically, even if she looked like a bristly bottle-brush with
legs. Not really thinking what he was doing, he put out a hand to pet her – it was really difficult not to think of her as a
friendly animal.
 Halli helpfully broke the illusion, her crest bristling up automatically, as a warning. “No touch,” she reminded,
backing off.
 “Yeah-... yeah, I’m sorry.” Rae stuffed his hands into his lap. “Forgot.”
 Halli snorted, but it seemed good natured, and her bristles slicked back, amiably. “Sleep. Feel better, talk morning.”
 “Yeah, yeah. Sleep now, feel better, whatever.” Rae picked out another slice or two of bark, and huddled down to
try and sleep, listening to the soft lopsided ticks of his friend’s small claws as she paced around the empty store. “Just
hold on, Bee. We’re coming for you.”

* * * * * *
 If nothing else useful came of it, the last few days had at least taught Blink to estimate what the time was, out in the
real world where light and food and people still existed. When the echoes of distant squabbles constantly filtered down
through the floors, it was daytime. When the shouts and the yells increased briefly in volume, then dwindled all the way
to nothing, the pack had returned to the station and night had fallen.
 By her guess, it was very late at night, right now. The station had been quiet for a long time. After the last visit from
the water-carrier, she counted to over five thousand heartbeats before losing track, and giving up to try and get some
sleep. Easier said than done, when the wall was hard against her head, and her hands too sore to lean on.
 She drifted in and out of uncomfortable partial dreams for a long time; dreams of her family arriving to rescue her,
of them being turned into biological organisms in the same way she had. Of them being trapped here, denouncing her,
never forgiving her-
 Quiet sounds from very near by jolted her out of her nightmare – soft little clicks and chirps that reminded her of
her own people’s language; her heart jolted in her chest, her throat going dry. It-... it couldn’t possibly be them, could
it? Her family, come to save her? But-... how could that possibly be, how could they know she was here? She sat straighter,
urgently, straining to see in the dark. Oh please. Please?
 Unless it was just another cruel hallucination – her body’s way of telling her to give up, and accept her new life
gracefully, while she still had a trace of her former good health left. If you stay down here much longer, the hallucinations
will be all you have left.
 A rattle and a low clunk from somewhere behind her revealed that it was neither of those things. Blink watched, not
sure if she was still hallucinating, as three small individuals appeared through the vent in the wall in the corner of the
room. Danata, she recognised – nothing else was so small, with six limbs and such delicate, gauzy wings. Disappointment
weighed down on her, like a lead shroud on her shoulders, pressing a groan from her exhausted lungs.
 They evidently hadn’t been expecting to find anyone on their travels, either, the way the sound made all three jump.
One came a brave step or two closer, its head cocked curiously to one side, and click-squeaked something
incomprehensible.
 Blink watched it approach. Hadn’t Halli said – and mercy, had it ever seemed so long ago – some of the insect-people
understood them? “Please... will you help me?” she croaked, feebly.
 The danata’s head perked over the opposite way, antennae waving – curious, but not making any move to aid her.
Over by the doorway, the largest bug clicked a curt little comment and buzzed its wings, and the curious one hastily
returned to her party.
 “W-wait-... don’t go-! Please, please don’t leave me here-”
 But it was no good. Blink could only sit and watch as they vanished through the doorway. She bit her lip, and closed
her eyes against the tears. It’s all right, Blink. They just didn’t understand you. It’s not that you can’t even get help from
an insect.

You’re the one that ran away from home. You made your choice. Stop expecting to be rescued, because the only one
that’ll help you now is you. She pressed her face into her hands, exhaustedly. Hard to stay optimistic when the whole
world was making it clear you were unwanted, by everyone except the person you want most of all not to be wanted by.
And even he didn’t seem quite so terrible, right now. If only he’d release her sore wrists. Maybe let her lay down, just
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for once.
 “Tevak?” she croaked, hoarsely. “Please. Please. Don’t leave me down here any more?”

* * * * * *
 A particularly noisy herd of hooting deer passing under her window roused Halli from an uncomfortable half-doze
some time just before the sunrise. She glared resentfully down at them – as if her rest hadn’t been fragmented enough
already, the roosting animals had to prod her out of the only good sleep she’d got so far. Arching her back and yawning,
she reached out and stretched first her forelegs then the hind ones, trying to work out a little of the heaviness of sleep,
hoping maybe she’d feel less heavy and irritable if she felt more awake.
 No such luck. Her stomach growled quietly in hungry sympathy, her animal side insisting that she jump down and
chase the limping little one at the rear of the herd – good breakfast Halli, kill it, eat it! – but she sat on the urge. Just
because she could climb down didn’t mean she could climb back up, and their position was already precarious without
her abandoning her sick friend for the sake of her belly. Instead, she muttered sullenly under her breath and flicked a
tongue around her beak, watching them amble up the street, turning into strange, crooning ghosts as they passed deeper
into the muffling blanket of pale mist.
 She folded her paws under her chin with a sigh, reminding her stomach that if she was that hungry, there was always
that stale half-sandwich she’d dissected last night. And at least the rain had stopped. And if the heavy snoring in the
background was anything to go by, Rae had slept well, too. Hopefully he’d wake up feeling better than he had yesterday.
 She wondered if the same could have been said for Blink? Trapped in enemy territory, in god-only-knows what sort
of condition, probably brutalised and certainly starving? Halli shifted uneasily on the spot, unable to get comfortable,
trying not to think too hard about it. If she didn’t think about it – and the passing breakfasts were looking more like the
better option by the minute – she might be able to keep a reasonable rein on her self-control.
 Being better able to look after the ill spur hadn’t been the only reason she’d changed shape, after all – her primitive,
beaky animal-form made it very difficult for other people to intuit her emotions, and she was first and foremost a very
private person, even more so than most other zaar. Unlike a lot of the laima residents, she didn’t like everyone knowing
what was going on in her head at any given time! As a result, she’d made something of a name for herself at the Library
for being abrupt, and rather distant.
 And of course, Blink managed to succeed in prodding unfamiliar emotions out of her. Halli couldn’t – wouldn’t –
deny that she liked her, and not just because they shared a common interest in engineering (...although it did make a
pleasant little bonus). Even if one ignored her supposed origins, the strange little fessine was pleasantly un-laima in her
behaviour, sweet-natured, gentle and inoffensive. Halli could, however, very happily deny that there was anything more
to it, in spite of the way it made her crop feel like it was full of bubbles. After the loss of her own family, all those years
ago, she’d made it a personal policy to not get involved with anyone else. So “like” was just that. Just “like”. Friends.
 Halli fidgeted her forepaws, shifting and refolding them under her chin. I hope she’ll be all right. If he’s done anything
to hurt her, I’ll-... I’ll...
 What, Halli? Attack a monster that’s twice your height and four times your mass?
 She heaved a soft sigh. At least I’ll buy her some time to run.
 Out of the corner of her eye, a flicker of white mostly hidden in the mist caught her attention. At last, she lifted her
head off her folded forepaws and squinted into the mist. What was that? She cursed quietly to herself – she might have
a better nose and better hearing, like this, but her vision was infinitely better when not shifted.
 Could just be one of the native predators, she reasoned, watching the sleek pale ghost slip through the fog, following
the same herd of breakfasts that she herself had been watching... but deep down, she knew it wasn’t. Native predators
were rarely such a pure white, because dinner had a tendency to spot them.
 No, her experienced eye recognised the shape. A slinking, primitive lamonis, out where he shouldn’t be. She tightened
her jaw, not sure if she felt more annoyed or worried. Did she dare jump down? Chase him, challenge him, what are you
doing out here, sneaking around, following us? Or should she go and disturb Rae, prod him awake just so she could go
chase barely-seen shadows through the mist? She paddled her forefeet against the edge of the window, agitatedly.
 The ghost made the decision for her. With every second that passed, he grew more and more indistinct, and finally
vanished altogether in the swirling curtains of white cloud.

* * * * * *
 Tevak emerged from a cosy pile of wives in the master bedroom to a morning of glorious sunshine, a good breakfast
and an optimistic mood... but the day didn’t stay upbeat for very long. According to skittish Liega, who’d gone down
to the basement to give the prisoner a drink, Blink’s health had taken a bit of a nosedive. Fantastic.
 As soon as he’d got his temper under control, and stopped cursing, the giant headed down into the cellar to see for
himself how bad she was. It took every ounce of self-control not to give Metu a punch in the chops, the way he stood
watching with a told-you-so smirk clear on his long face; their medic would have been halfway tolerable if not for how
smug he was.
 Truth be told, it wasn’t actually the first time Tevak had been having second thoughts about all this; he’d not expected
the brat to be quite so resistant! He still wasn’t quite sure how she managed it. All the other fessine had known their
place, and sure, they’d whined a bit, he’d expected that, but they quickly settled in after that without any major complaint.
A night in the upstairs cupboard was the maximum it took, for most.
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 By contrast, this skinny little scrap of flesh seemed to have a core of iron running right through her – he couldn’t
help wondering where she’d lived before landing on this godforsaken dirtball, to make her behaviour so aberrant, because
in all his life, he’d never met such a disobedient, rebellious fessine. So she might look like a frightened little adolescent,
and whine a whole lot more than could be healthy, she was tough as old leather underneath.
 Correction. Had been tough as old leather – right now, she looked more like old parchment, discoloured and brittle.
Lean on her much harder, and she’d disintegrate into a thousand pieces. Tevak propped himself on the doorframe and
sighed, pinched the brow of his nose. The decision he was trying to avoid having to make snapped around his ankles,
annoying and impossible to shake off. Did he remove her, and risk her trying to run for it again, or leave her down here
and risk her dying? He almost suspected she was doing it on purpose, to force his hand, except why would someone so
keen to escape let herself get sick?
 Entering the cupboard, a scent caught his nose. Tevak flared his nostrils, sniffing thoughtfully; one of the vuls had
been down here again – and without permission, again. The scent wasn’t strong enough to identify its owner, other than
it was male, but he strongly suspected it had been that skinny, useless, dithery one. Just what he wanted; another problem
he was gonna have to deal with when he went back upstairs.
 One problem at a time, he reminded himself. This was the more important one, right now.
 “Hey, Blink. Wakey wakey.” He crouched near to her. “I brought you a drink. You gonna wake up for me?”
 Blink barely responded to his presence; she looked feverish, wracked with the shivers. Her eyelids flickered and she
shifted on the spot, uselessly flexing her fingers, but quickly went still again.
 “Hey. You in there? I said wake up.” Tevak gave her an optimistic poke in the arm, hoping she was just drowsy,
and found skin that felt quite hot to the touch. So, Metu was right; she was running a fever. Great.
 Tevak sighed, and glanced down at the package of grey-orange capsules in his hand, hoping they’d do the trick –
Metu said that because she wouldn’t stop damn well struggling, and had rubbed her wrists raw, she’d probably developed
an infection in the damaged skin, which had begun to spread to her blood. They had to nip it in the bud, if possible,
before she went and developed full-blown septicaemia.
 He cupped his hand under her chin, and turned her head so she had no choice but to look at him. “Blink. Wake up,”
he instructed, sternly.
 She stared at him for so long, her strange blue eyes glazed and unfocussed, that he began to think something was
seriously wrong – more wrong than even Metu thought – but at last she came round enough to respond to him.
 “...goaway.”
 Tevak sighed and released her head. Really shouldn’t have been surprised by that. “Heard you’re not doing so well,
so I got some medicine for you.” He pressed on the back of the clear bubbles, popping the capsules out in his palm. They
were past their use-by date, but only by a couple of years, and Metu reckoned they should still work all right. Provided
he could get ‘em into her.
 “Don’t want it. You’re not gonna... drug me into agreement.”
 Tevak quirked a brow. “...it’s antibiotics. For your wrists?”
 “So you say. Not interested.”
 “Look, either you take ‘em, or I make you take ‘em.”
 “Just have to make me then, won’t you.”
 “...why is it so hard for you to take the easy route?” Tevak sighed and cupped her head, one massive hand curling
under her jaw, pinching her cheeks just hard enough to get her to open her lips, then poked the capsules right into the
back of her mouth. She squirmed, trying ineffectually to bite him, but the pinching fingers stopped her closing her mouth
until he’d extracted the threatened digits.
 “Now swallow,” he coaxed, through gritted teeth, holding her jaw closed.
 Blink shook her head, stubbornly. These could contain anything! But the capsules took only a few seconds to begin
to melt and disintegrate in her mouth, shedding acrid tasting medication that made her retch, and at last she had no option
except to swallow.
 The second he felt her throat move, Tevak released her jaw. “See, wouldn’t that have been easier?”
 Blink gulped at the proffered cup of water to rinse the awful taste from her mouth, then coughed feebly and sagged
sideways into the wall. “How much longer are you going to keep this up?” she groaned. “You know we’re never going
to be happy. I’ll always resist you. You’ll always be frustrated. How is this ever going to be worth it...?”
 “I already told you, and it all depends on you.” He rinsed her hands, slowly, allowing the last of the cold water to
run over her aching wrists. “You can come out of the basement, as soon as you promise not to leg it again.”
 Blink watched as the water caught glints of light from Tevak’s lantern; the soothing cold felt delicious. “...don’t
make me promise something I can’t keep.”
 “So why should I let you out? Come on, Blink. You’re a savvy wee thing, you know I’m not gonna let you jump
ship on me, so why’d you need to keep on torturing yerself like this? How will it look to the outside world if I just let
you go, huh?
 “Like you’re a kind, humane individual, who values the worth of other people?” Blink suggested, hopefully.
 Tevak smiled, thinly, and lowered his voice, speaking softly right up close to her ear. “It’ll look like I’m a weakling
who can’t even control his own wife, that’s what.” He set the empty cup into the pitcher, and sat back on his heels. “It
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may surprise you to hear that I don’t want you to die down here. I just want you to behave. To act like a proper fessine,
you know? Someone worth fighting to keep hold of, who other people would kill to be seen with.”
 “...I’m not a possession.” Until coming here, I used to think I already was worth something. Blink studied her inflamed
wrists, and twitched her fingers, sadly. May have been wrong about that, too.
 Tevak caught the motion. “They must be so sore,” he murmured, softly, running his fingers tenderly over the ribbons.
“Think how good you’ll feel when we release you.”
 Blink flinched back, awkwardly, fists clenching; the light touch felt like electric current running through her arms,
but the thought of being released – and being denied it – was the greater torment. “Please don’t.”
 “All you have to do is behave for me, and I promise, we’ll give you the best medical care we’ve got for your poor
wrists. Antiseptics. Painkillers. Somewhere nice and cosy to sleep...”
 “Don’t touch me!” At last, Blink bared her teeth at him, frustrated.
 Thankfully, Tevak just sneered and backed off. “I’ll be back with yer next dose soon.” He pushed himself back to
his feet, giving her a chastising flick on the ear. “Think about the offer, huh? Might be your last chance to walk out of
here as a free woman.”
 Blink groaned something he didn’t catch, but he didn’t feel inclined to get her to repeat it. It’d only be more of the
same whiney demands-
 Tevak turned out through the doorway and almost walked smack into Zinovy. “What are you doing down here?” he
growled, trying unsuccessfully to hide the way he’d leapt back almost a full yard, his crest flaring up into an alarmed
halo.
 Zinovy didn’t so much as bat an eyelid. “I found some old handcuffs which still got the keys with ‘em,” the nyen
explained, holding one up by way of demonstration; two metal loops that ratcheted closed, joined by a stout length of
heavy-density flexible polymer.
 “And... your point? You had to come down here to tell me that?”
 Zinovy shot a furtive glance at Blink’s doorway – suddenly it made sense, it was for her benefit that he’d come down
here. That would explain the theatrically-loud voice, too. “Well, see, I figured since we haven’t been able to find any
padlocks, yet, we can use these instead. We just loop two sets together, like so?” The nyen demonstrated with his hands,
pinching the thumb and finger of both hands together, making two interlocking loops. “And we’ve got a buckle. The
other end goes through the loops in the chain. Once she’s in the collar, and it’s locked, that’s it.” He smiled, optimistically.
“She’s got free run of the place, as far as the chain lets her go, but actually escaping is off the menu.”
 Tevak folded his arms and lifted his chin. “An’ how much longer is all this gonna take?”
 “We got all the supplies, now, we just gotta secure the plate in the ceiling. No point in collaring her if there’s nothing
to attach it to, right? Haha.”
 “Nice non-answer there, Zin. I’m gonna assume it’ll take days, right?”
 “Aw, c’mon, boss. Drilling through artificial rock takes time!” Zinovy protested, showing his teeth; his mane of
tentacles all curled upwards, aggressively. “‘Specially when yer doing it by hand, in the ceiling.”
 “I didn’t ask for excuses about why you couldn’t do it, I asked how long it was gonna take you and yer merry band
of incompetents to finish the job.”
 “I-... well, I don’t know, do I?” The hart spread his hands. “I hope not too long, but that’s so long as the bit don’t
break on the drill, an’ the filler round the bolts sets properly.”
 “Well you better hurry up, because she needs to be out of here as soon as possible, before she gets full-on blood
poisoning.” Tevak gestured at the cupboard with the flat of his hand. “I’m taking her out of here tomorrow at the latest,
so you got until tomorrow morning to finish.”
 “Whoa, hey, boss-...! No fair, that’s like... less than a day! I’m never gonna manage that-!”
 Tevak leaned down close to his face. “Then you better make the most of the time you do have, right? Or you’re
gonna be doing a lot of babysitting. So quit gabbing, and sling it!”
 Zinovy lashed his tail, vexed. “Wouldn’t kill yer to say ‘thanks’ every once in a while, you know?” His angry
hoofbeats echoed down the hallways, still audible even after he’d long disappeared from view up the stairs.
 Under his breath, Tevak muttered something unwholesome that summed up his opinion of his would-be
second-in-command, and followed him upstairs at a more leisurely pace. The nyen seriously needed putting in his place
– a good kick or two ought to do it.
 ...and who should be ambling past when Tevak reached the top of the stairs but a certain suspicious russet-furred
individual. Tevak seized the opportunity; flashed out a hand and caught his arm. “And what were you doing down in the
basement?”
 Sett cringed back, ears flattening, tail tucking between his legs, helpfully incriminating himself. “I-I nothing, j-just
seeing if she needed the latrine,” he blurted. “I didn’t know if anyone else had and she’s been d-down there for days-!”
He pulled back, but his scrawny arm might as well have been encircled by a steel vice. “You haven’t given her much to
drink, and n-nothing to eat – you’re going to kill her.”
 Tevak didn’t seem impressed, but didn’t outwardly say anything to that effect. “So long as that’s all it was.”
 The massive fist released its grip. Sett scuttled just out of reach before boldly calling the giant’s bluff; “no offence,
but what would I have been doing, anyway?”
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 Tevak stomped a single step closer, and the vul fled. “Watch your manners!” he bellowed after the departing tail.
 Going to have to keep a much closer eye on that one.

* * * * * *
 Down in the vegetable patch that had once been ornamental flower beds in front of the library, Sarmis put his fork
to one side, wiped his brow, and admired his handiwork. As well as being a good physical workout, the uncomplicated
chore of digging out all the spindly, unharvested remains of the early summer crop and preparing the soil for a fresh
sowing helped clear his mind. Concern for the missing pair meant he’d not slept brilliantly, but a good morning of solid
graft would hopefully exhaust him enough to get him a good night’s sleep.
 The white spur had always enjoyed simple tasks like gardening – as a youngster, fresh from college and straight into
the police, his small square vegetable patch in his parents’ garden had saved his sanity more than once. Digging over a
small patch like this helped take his mind of other troubling things, and there’d sure been plenty of them in his life lately.
 “Sam?” a hoarse voice barked, from the other side of the fence, making him jump.
 “Halli?” Relieved, Sarmis leaned into the fence, lacing his fingers through the wire. “Skeida, you had us worried!
Where have you been, is Rae with you?”
 “Just foraging. Rae took sick,” she explained, gruffly, trotting along the fence towards the Library entrance and
forcing Sarmis into a lope to keep up. “Spent night in shop.”
 “Is he with you now?” He peered up ahead, hoping Rae was the dark blob in the distance.
 “Yap, waiting by bridge.”
 Sarmis scrambled up the drainpipe, swinging himself to the ledge to unhook the bridge chain. “Greets, Rae!” he
called, cheerfully, hoping to bolster the other spur’s mood. “Hear you’re not doing so good?”
 Rae forced an answering smile, but his dark skin looked weirdly ashen, in the midday sunshine, his eyes painfully
sunken and bloodshot. “You could say that.”
 “You gonna be able to climb the bridge yourself, or do you need a hand?”
 “I’ll be all right, I think.” On hands and knees for security, with Halli following close behind, Rae began the slow
climb of the bridge. “You just better have a block and tackle ready for when I fall off between the fences.”
 In spite of his pessimistic humour and a couple of minor wobbles, the only real hairy moment came when Rae reached
the ‘safe’ side of the bridge, and had to turn around in the sorely limited space so he could get down the ramp,
understandably unwilling to climb down face-first. The second his feet touched the ground, his friends swooped in to
help; Aspazija put herself under Rae’s arm to prop him up, while Sarmis supported from the other side.
 Odati stood at the top of the flight of stairs leading to the main door, to watch the little group come around the corner.
“Welcome back,” she greeted, flatly, arms folded and tailtip waving slowly, making it abundantly clear that actually
being welcoming was far from her mind. Irritation seemed to ooze from every pore. “I trust you’ve had a productive
outing.”
 Halli’s long face remained as inscrutable as ever; Rae laughed uneasily, but didn’t say anything else.
 Unimpressed, Odati stayed right where she was as they approached, in the middle of the stairs, forcing them to go
around her. She put out a hand, and caught Sarmis as he passed. “Sam. A word in your ear?”
 The laima smiled, amiably. “Of course.” He ducked out from under Rae’s arm and let Aspazija go on without him.
“I’ll catch you guys up in a moment, a’right?”
 The steel in the old vulline’s eyes didn’t match the pale spur’s genial expression. Her gnarled fingers maintained a
surprisingly strong hold on his upper arm. “I want you to keep a close eye on him,” she instructed, the instant the group
had moved out of earshot.
 “On... sorry, what? On Rae?” Sarmis faltered, confused. “Why? The guy’s sick. What’s he possibly gonna get up
to?”
 Odati’s lips pulled back in an annoyed smile that showed her teeth. “Oh come on. Do you seriously think they were
just ‘out foraging’? They sneaked out early purely so they could avoid being challenged, why would they do that if they
weren’t up to something?” She snorted down her long nose. “Now I know why you spent all those years as a beat officer
and never managed to land an investigative post.”
 Hurt, Sarmis pursed his lips. “All right, all right. I’ll keep an eye on him – but I still think you’re overreacting.”
 “Good to know that you think it’s all right for that-... that irresponsible newling to destabilise twenty years of peace
for nothing.”
 “I hardly think it’s nothing, he’s looking for Blink-”
 Odati’s fingers tightened, her blunt nails digging in, and he obediently went silent again. “And that makes it
forgivable, does it? Looking for the ungrateful little wretch who played us all for idiots to further her own agenda, and
ran away at the first opportunity?”
 “But we don’t know-”
 “All he’s going to do is annoy Tevak, sneaking around in their territory. Do you want him showing up on our doorstep,
demanding an explanation? Because that’s precisely what is going to happen if they keep... flouting the rules we’ve lived
happily by, all these years!” At last, she released his arm, with a sharp, aggressive little shove. “Had I known they were
going to be this much trouble, I’d have never have let them in.”

* * * * * *
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 As soon as she’d got inside, Halli scurried off to find Sadie, partly to try and organise some medicine for Rae, and
partly just to warn her they were back, just in case Odati got particularly challenging. While the nyen busied herself with
getting tea and painkillers together, the zaar retired to the bathroom to restructure her body and get herself back to normal.
 Up in his room and unaware of the drama slowly encroaching on him, Rae had curled up under his quilts, groaning
with a mixture of discomfort and relief. He just wished that being home and safe meant he could relax.
 When Sadie put her head around his doorway, it was to find the spur’s curtains closed and his room plunged into
gloom, a big, blanket-covered cocoon in the middle of his bed.
 “Hey.” After putting the cup and bowl down on his cabinet, Sadie perched on the mattress, resting a hand on the
blanket-wrapped shoulder. “Glad we got you back in one piece. How are you feeling?”
 “Rubbish.” His voice came out muffled by the covers. “My head hurts and I keep getting cramp in my legs.” A sigh.
“Seems to jus’ be getting worse and worse, right now.”
 “Yeah, that figures.” Sadie sighed, quietly. “Has anyone told you much about incubation sickness?”
 “A little bit. Headache, cramps, nausea?”
 Sadie nodded. “This is probably as bad as it’ll get,” she reassured. “You should start feeling better by tomorrow.
The acute phase only lasts a few days, while the virus multiplies.”
 “...then I go crazy and start biting people, right?”
 For a few moments, Sadie remained quiet. How did you reassure someone who maybe had only a few months to
live, slowly going psychotic the longer they survived? “It’s not an immediate change. It usually happens slowly, over a
couple of months. You might notice yourself getting more irritable than normal, to start with.” She hesitated, weighing
up how much she should tell him; didn’t want to scare him, but it was better that he was prepared, right? “If you’re
getting cramps already, I wouldn’t be surprised if you start shape-shifting soon.”
 Rae groaned wordlessly, and covered his face with his hands. “How long?”
 “C’mon, drink this while you listen to me gab, you’ll feel better if you take it hot.” Sadie steered the mug of tea into
his hands. “It’s difficult to predict, to start with. Just... happens, usually. Getting a cramp is usually a pretty good clue
your body is changing, though, and most blights learn to recognise early signs of their shift, ultimately learn to control
it, the longer they live with the virus. If you’re lucky, and you survive it, you can control it so you only shift when you
want, like Halli.”
 “If I’m lucky.” Rae echoed, with a little snort of despair. “Surviving with this curse isn’t luck, Sadie. It’s being
marginally-less-unlucky.” He stared down into his mug and watched as steam scribbled curls of mist over the dark green
surface. “I wouldn’t even mind that so much in the short term, if it helped me sneak into Tevak’s land and find Bee.”
 “Speaking of which, uh.” Sadie lowered her voice. “...did you find out anything else?”
 Rae slumped back into the bedding. “Someone sold her to them. Used her like, like... currency. Swapped her for
something they wanted better.” He used his free hand to massage his temples, but it didn’t do a lot for his headache.
“How could someone do that, Sadie? To another living, thinking being?” He shot her a sidelong glance. “And please
don’t try and excuse it by saying it’s what heff does to you.”
 Sadie shook her head. “I wasn’t going to. I was going to say, how are we ever going to work out who did it...? It
could have been anyone here.” She fired a glance back at him. “It could have been you, for all I know. Fancy being a
hero when you rescue her, eh? She’ll be so happy, she’ll probably fall right into your arms.”
 Rae pursed his lips and glared into his cup, but knew she was right. Anyone in the library could be responsible. Even
Sadie.

* * * * * *
 “...she is still here, Three Rings. You said we would make a decision when we returned if she was still here, and she
is. What will we do?”
 Duskwing’s high, chirping voice could never have been described as very loud, but right now it echoed dramatically
off the empty corridor walls and was making Three Rings uneasy. Any minute now, and the warmblood attention they
had successfully avoided for so many years would suddenly be turned square onto them, and not only might they not
escape, their whole colony would lose a very important ingress point through the river’s tidal defences.
 Like all her sisters, Three Rings was not prone to outbursts of emotion, but as the adult mentor to two excitable
adolescent danata she was finding it difficult to remain level, and even now had to resist the urge to scold her, wearily.
Of all the naiads the older worker had taught, Duskwing was by far the most wilful. Teaching her – or rather, trying to
teach her – was an exercise in frustration. Keeping her attention was nigh impossible. If only she could be as keen to
learn as Frostback, who right now followed her elder quite meekly.
 Opinion in the colony was that the quicker the youngling could direct her energy at something useful to the colony,
the less problems she’d cause. Duskwing’s mentor was of the opinion that it was just feeding her aberrant nature, teaching
her that it was acceptable to waste time and resources in the hope that it may some day be useful. “Maybe”s did not keep
a colony fed and functioning!
 “We arrived after the warmbloods retired to sleep tonight so we could pass through unnoticed,” Three Rings reminded.
“We should not draw any more attention to ourselves than is necessary. We will take our supplies to our boat, and we
will leave.”
 Duskwing watched as her mentor approached the exit vent, lantern in hand. “But when we arrived here, she said,
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‘help me’,” she pointed out, with an uneasy little flick of her wings. “Rendering aid would be the right thing to do.”
 “Why do you ask my instruction when you immediately disregard it?” Three Rings gave her a serious, suspicious
glare. “And who gave permission for you to learn their language?”
 Duskwing perked her antennae forwards and clicked her beak, assertively. “I taught myself. I wanted to know what
they say when they speak to us. We used to trade for useful things with them; we could do so again if we knew their
language.”
 “You should not have been wasting your time with irrelevant things, Duskwing. You will not help the colony by
indulging yourself in silly antics.” The imago pointed at the vent. “Bring your supplies.”
 Stubbornly, Duskwing refused to move from her spot. “They are bigger than us, they can carry heavier things. It
would help our colony if we could trade useful things with them.”
 Three Rings snapped her wings, frustrated. “It helps no-one if you spend your time daydreaming of trading with a
society that no longer exists, instead of working, as you should be! And it is unfair on your sisters to make them carry
your lazy weight!” she scolded. “The people we once traded with all died long before your egg was even laid. Those
that remain are violent, illogical beings that would rather kill us on sight.”
 While Duskwing quarrelled with her mentor, Frostback had hesitantly approached the big mammal, and now leaned
up as close as she could manage to the strange flat face; the bruises lent its eyes a sunken, skeletal look, and it smelt
funny. “I think she is sick.”
 Three Rings carefully removed the cover from the vent. “Come away from there. It is none of our business.”
 “She asked for our help!” Duskwing insisted. “If we do not help her, she will die.”
 “You do not know that; their kind often treat each other in such a manner. It is not our place to dabble in warmblood
politics. We do not understand them, and they do not understand us. They are so highly driven by their emotions, they
do things we could never fathom. This female could be property, she could be food, she could be being punished for an
infraction-”
 “Punishment indicates a desire to correct an aberrant behaviour, but they are going to kill her. There is no logic here.
They are being cruel!”
 “And if you intrude and draw their attention onto us, they may likewise kill us. She might kill us!”
 The young worker dithered, wings twitching. “Well, I am not afraid of her. I am going to help her,” she decided,
clicking her mandibles.
 Three Rings put herself between the naiad and her target. “It is not you that I am concerned for. The big ones clearly
wish to keep this female, as they would not have confined her otherwise. Have you stopped to consider what they will
do if they notice our theft?”
 Duskwing at last drew to a halt, apparently finally realising what her mentor was trying to teach. “You are anxious
about reprisals,” she recognised. “You think we may anger them?”
 “I know we will, if we remove her without permission.” Three Rings chirped her wings, uncomfortably. “Neither
will Travels Far be pleased if we involve ourselves without good cause.”
 Duskwing held her mentor’s gaze, holding her antennae still to emphasise her own resolution. “Saving a life is a
good cause,” she reminded, quietly.
 “I agree with my sister, I do not want to do nothing,” Frostback added, in spite of the anxious way she remained
sticking close to Three Rings. “If she survives, she may think badly of us for ignoring her.”
 Three Rings remained quiet for a little while, considering their options, tiredly. “It is unlikely that anyone will have
seen us, and we leave little scent – certainly insufficient for them to identify us,” she accepted, at last. “And our home
is poorly accessible to them, if they even know where it is. They may not even realise we have had any input.” She paced
her small feet uneasily on the spot. “You realise we cannot simply cut her free, though. She would either be recaptured
and punished, or else draw attention onto us.”
 Duskwing flicked her wings, thoughtfully. “We could take her back to our colony with us.”
 Three Rings did not look particularly impressed by the idea. “Without asking permission from the strazae first? And
what if she is too large to even fit through our doorways?”
 Duskwing folded both sets of arms. “I will think of something. Maybe I should look after her myself.”
 “You will accept responsibility?”
 “Yes.”
 Three Rings gave her a long, serious look. A little responsibility – and accountability for her actions – could encourage
the young danata to finally start growing up. It might even stop that endless daydreaming she wasted so much time on.
Or, she reminded herself, it could encourage it.

A decision has to be made, she reminded herself. If we spend too long dithering over a decision, we will still be here
when the residents begin to wake.

* * * * * *
 The ripple of soft clicks and chirps drew Blink out of an already-disturbed recharge; the chatter of her children,
probably discussing some game they were playing. Ahh, nice to be home. She simply sat and listened to them, for a little
while, trying to work out what they were saying, but her translation software must have been broken. Words that should
ordinarily have been logical and understandable came out as incomprehensible babble. She didn’t mind too much, though
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– it was more than comforting to just sit and listen to their little voices chattering.
 ‘Minding’ would involve the expenditure of just too much energy, anyway. She felt incomprehensibly weak, her
tanks so empty they actually ached, and sore all over. It felt almost as though she’d been refitted into a new frame, but
left hospital too quickly, before the physiotherapists had been able to get her comfortable in her new body, leaving
components stiff, inflexible, uncomfortable. Maybe that was what had happened? They’d given her cortex a whack and
as a result, she’d been labouring her way through a tortured, hallucinatory defragment. She couldn’t remember going to
the hospital, but then she couldn’t really remember much of anything at all except the tiny fragments of memory that
made everything feel like a confusing, unpleasant dream.
 At least keeping her optics shuttered and her actuators relaxed had made things a little more bearable – when she
finally opened her optics, she looked out on a world so oppressively dark and featureless, she couldn’t tell if her optics
even functioned, especially with her diagnostics offline as well.
 Blink groaned softly to herself; perhaps that explained it. This was a mausoleum, a place to lay to rest the bodies of
damaged, dead machines, whose harmonics had failed and who could not be repaired. Meaning-... meaning...

Am I dead? The gnawing ache in her chassis felt like it should have been good proof to the contrary, but it just made
her more confused. But I can’t move, I can’t interpret my world, I can’t even remember how I got here... Do the dead
feel pain?
 A little light in the periphery of her vision finally caught her attention – soft, yellowish light, haloed with a ring of
white, bobbing around close to the floor. A meandering spirit, coming to get her? Her pump skipped in her chassis, no,
not yet, I still have to tell my family what happened and I’m sorry–
 ...no, that couldn’t be right. Such a dim, yellowish light must have a mortal origin. Blink squinted at it, trying to
force it into focus. After several long seconds, it at last lost some of the blur and the awkward halo, and admitted it was
nothing but a wavery little hand-lamp, carried by one member of a group of silhouetted figures whose heads barely came
to her shoulder even now.
 The glow of their optics was missing, but Blink’s tormented mind knew who she was looking at, and she managed
a smile. “Hello, Serendipity,” she greeted the little figure. Her voice came out sounding strange even to her, almost...
distracted. “Hello, Flashie. Who’s your friend, there?”
 Serendipity came closer, Flash clinging close behind her, and squeaked questioningly.
 “I’m sorry, bitlet.” Blink sighed. “I can’t... my brain is damaged. I don’t understand you.”
 The little femme reached forwards with a click and a chirp-
 The fessine felt a pair of tiny hands (or were they hot needles?) touch her wrists, and she jerked back at the sharp
sting, involuntarily. “Ah-!” The sharp movement fired a bigger bolt of pain through her arms, all the way to her hands
and elbows; she had to bite back a louder cry, fingers clenching into fists, eyes squeezing closed in a futile attempt to
dam the building moisture. “...please don’t touch me.”
 They carried on with whatever it was they were doing, though. There followed more clicking and chirping, and a
series of little tugs on her wrists that made her feel like screaming. In the background, she could hear the faint scratch
of something tearing-
 Something gave way, and her weakened arms dropped instantly to the ground, as though her fingertips contained
lead weights. “-oh...” she groaned, feebly, struggling to lift her hands from the concrete, but a puppet with cut strings
would have moved with more success. The gritty floor scoured over the tops of her knuckles, taking off a layer of waxy
skin, but she barely felt it over the flaring pain in her arms.
 Serendipity leaned closer and squeaked quietly, again, wrapping both tiny hands around her upper arm and tugging
gently. Her incomprehensible chirps this time needed no translation. Come with me, Ama, come, come now.
 “I can’t come now, Dipps.” Blink had never felt so weak – she couldn’t even tug her arm free of her baby’s grasp.
“I’m too tired. Just let me sleep a little...”
 Serendipity gave voice to a harsh, scolding noise, and tugged a little harder. Come NOW, Ama.
 “All right. All right...” Blink acquiesced, groaning. “Just-... just give me a moment...”
 Her legs felt so stiff. Inflexible, immobile, like the actuator cables had been sheared off. For a good few seconds,
she couldn’t move, even if she’d wanted to, trapped in a kneeling position on a useless shred of fabric, her arms dangling
lifeless at her sides. If someone said they’d glued her down, she’d have contentedly believed them.
 Rocking her weight forwards, she finally got her legs to unbend; pain like rusty gearing lit up inside her knees.
Trembling and jerky, she straightened first one leg, and then the other, rolling onto all fours... but her arms, weakened
after being held up in the air for so long, refused to support even her scrawny weight, giving way underneath her. With
a gasped intake of shock, Blink caught herself on her elbows – just – before the rough floor impacted her chest and chin.
 An anxious twitter came up from the assembled infants.
 “I’m coming, I’m coming-” Blink grunted, feebly, trying to push herself up, but her swollen wrists wouldn’t bend.
Is it really worth crawling on your belly, just because your babies demand it?

You have to get out of here, before they seal the mausoleum up forever, her unconscious reminded. Follow them
now, or you never will. She crawled with effort in the direction they were chivvying her, woodenly, feeling like a puppet
herself. Little chirps and encouraging touches from tiny hands kept her moving, lumbering on her stomach like a beached
seacreature. “Wh-where are we going?”
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 The little lantern swung to point into an ominous, square mouth in the wall, visible only by merit of being even
darker than the wall around it. Blink shied back, nauseously. What was this, what was going on? They-... they can’t be
trying to trick you into your own grave...?
 As though to demonstrate it was safe, one of the tiny individuals entered the hole in the wall – were they even
children? Blink had to swallow a whimper, rapidly losing track of what was real and what was just confused, septic
hallucinations. The little lantern vanished into the opening, accompanied by the hollow tings of little footsteps on metal.
 Whatever they were, at least they did seem to be genuine about helping her; the lantern didn’t immediately disappear,
continuing to meander about in front of her, its owner chirping at her, and the little hands kept on chivvying her from
behind. Trust them, Blink. Trust them. Might be your last chance to get out with your freedom intact.
 Blink paused at the entrance to the hole, and closed her eyes, allowing herself a second or two to enjoy the encouraging
feel of cool night air blowing across her stifled skin, caressing her face. Not a grave, her confused mind at last allowed
her to believe, but an air duct. Leading to the outside. Freedom, safety.
 At last, she leaned down, supporting herself on her elbows, and crawled obediently into the dark.

* * * * * *
 Blink might have decided to trust that her little would-be saviours had good intentions at heart, but the further she
followed the feeble glow from the lantern, the less sure she became that they weren’t unwittingly leading her into a worse
situation than she’d been in moments before. Where the tiny creatures could walk almost upright with comparative ease,
the fessine was reduced to an awkward squirm on her stomach. With insufficient room to properly flex her arms or legs,
and aching, swollen fingers that refused to bend, she could only push herself along with her toes, and the going was
painfully slow.

You’re going to get stuck, Bee, her pessimism reminded, again. Many more of these tight corners, and you’re going
to be stuck in here forever. That’s if it doesn’t get even narrower, of course. You had thought of that, right?

Shut up, she told herself, sternly, biting back a whimper and shoving with her toes, trying to concentrate. Wasn’t
exactly as if a plethora of options presented themselves, right now! So what if going forwards was difficult? Going
backwards would be completely impossible. She had to just keep going, pushing on forwards, just keep going, Bee, don’t
stop or you’ll freeze up. Why oh why did you decide this was a good idea.
 Blink clenched her jaw and fixed her gaze on the tiny light, worming her way around increasingly awkward corners,
squeezed on all sides by cold metal plate. It felt cold and hostile against her naked skin – an unfriendly vice, angry at
her intrusion, slowly tightening around her. Her spindly frame made the tight junctions a fraction easier to squeeze her
way around, but her long legs jammed painfully across the tighter corners and twice she almost got stuck completely.
At least the decades of blown-in dirt and moisture and algae gave the cold metal a little slip. She swallowed hard over
the fear bubbling up at the back of her throat.
 This is not a grave. You are not going to become trapped. Just don’t panic, oh please don’t, don’t panic-! But her
common sense may as well have been shouting into a storm. Her back felt rigid, inflexible as a board. The walls pressed
down on her, squeezing inwards. Every second that passed, moving grew harder and the confines tighter.
 With tears of fright already welling in her eyes, the sudden disappearance of the lantern was the last straw. Her heart
momentarily stopped. No. No! Oh, sweet Unmaker no-! Terror clutched long fingers around her throat, choking off her
breath. She thrashed involuntarily against the unyielding confines, simultaneously trying to back up and somehow bend
the metal to her will, but the blunted claws on her toes scrabbled uselessly at the shiny metal and her aching palms
wouldn’t grip on the dirt.
 “Oh mercy, oh please, get me out of here, oh please, please get me out-” Her voice echoed back at her off the tight
walls, mocking, and her words fractured into incoherent whimpering. She closed her eyes, squeezed her palms together
in a futile attempt to stop them shaking. Don’t panic. The walls aren’t moving. Don’t panic. Breathe.
 A little chirp from up ahead attracted her attention. Steeling her nerve, she managed to pry her eyelids up just enough
to find the owner of the lantern peering back in at her, its silhouetted head cocked quizzically to one side.
 “...don’t you make fun of me!” Her shaky words came out more like sobs. “You-you led me down here and now
I’m stuck and oh gods, please somebody get me out...”

You can either keep going or go back. If it’s a corner you can’t get around, you’re going to have to make your way
backwards. It wasn’t too many twists and turns – left, up, right – you can make it if you’re determined.
 Lantern clicked and beckoned, before vanishing again.
 Blink manage to squash her fright for long enough to appraise the situation; if the bug had just gone round a corner,
she should still be able to see some of the glow of the light, correct? But the golden glow had completely disappeared,
meaning...
 As her eyes adjusted, she worked out that the pale rectangle a body-length in front of her was not just another sheet
of unkind metal, but a velvet blue night sky freckled with tiny bright stars, and distant hills. The outside.

The outside!
 Gripped by a sudden urgency, Blink resumed the tortuous squirm along the air-duct with a renewed vigour,
determined not to spend even a second longer down here than she absolutely had to.
 She finally emerged to wonderful, soothing moonlight that felt bright as midday sunshine to her vision-starved eyes,
and a wide ledge that ran along the wall, as far as the eye could see both up and down river, forming a serviceable little
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quay. She clawed at the ground just below her with her fingers, thrashing her way out into the cold midnight air, finally
slumping free of her cramped prison in an ungainly rush.
 The cold, rough stone felt unexpectedly wonderful. Just being able to lay down, to sprawl out over it? Bliss, after so
long held unable to move. The fessine flattened herself onto the quay, trying to get as much skin in contact with the cold
surface as possible, and let the chill seep into her aching muscles.
 The gentle lulling of the sluggish estuary alongside made her throat cramp and her tongue feel huge and swollen,
sticking to the roof of her mouth. She hadn’t realised she was quite so dehydrated until the smell of the river filled her
nostrils, and even the brackish tang of this tidal run smelt delicious. She watched the water swirl past just below, the
wavelets threaded with reflected moonlight.
 One of the danata gave an encouraging chirp and tugged on one of her toes. Come on. Blink glanced tiredly sidelong
at it, and it pointed down into the water. Letting her gaze follow in the direction it was pointing, she saw a small boat
bobbing on its moorings, down below. Lantern looked like it was busy preparing the vessel for launch.
 “You want me to go down there?” Blink wondered, uneasily. Even her small body would dwarf the little ship. They
weren’t seriously expecting her to get into it?
 The inscrutable brown face quirked to one side, antennae waving, and pointed.
 “Yes?” Blink wondered how to get the point across. “You want me to climb down to the boat?” She nodded, hoping
that the danata would echo the motion if it agreed with her.
 After another confused glance at the boat, the insect gave a long, uncertain swoop of its head that seemed to be
intended as a nod.
 Hoping it was actual agreement, and not just a confused mimic – it had seemed to understand her, previously, after
all – Blink crawled awkwardly to the edge, and peered down to the water, ominously far below. How was she supposed
to get down there, just... jump? Her stomach contracted at the idea. Anything could be lurking just below the glittering
night-time surface – dangerous predators, jagged debris? Even something as simple as the bottom, ready and waiting to
break her leg when she fell.
 One of her new friends chirped and flickered its wings, clinging to a structure built into the quayside – a ladder. Oh,
thank goodness. At least they weren’t expecting her to leap into the unknown. Now happy it had her attention on the
way down, the danata fluttered up off it, buzzed low across the water and onto the boat. Blink watched it fly, enviously.

All right. She looked back down at the ladder – rickety, some of the lowest rungs broken off altogether – and licked
her cracked lips, uneasily. Her hands cramped, in sympathy. Come on. You can do this, she encouraged herself. You just
have to climb down.
 Then what? Drown? You’ve never swum, ever. You’ll swim like a rock.
 Ignoring the sniping of her pessimistic side, Blink made her cautious way onto the rusty ladder; what had held up
easily under the danata’s diminutive weight creaked ominously when she put her toes onto the first rung. The wood felt
squashy and well-rotted under her pads. She inched her way down, carefully, wrapping her arms around the uprights for
security.
 Anticipating water deep enough that she would be forced to swim, the exhausted woman almost fell straight onto
her backside when she stepped down into the river and her feet sank into clinging mud, hidden beneath murky water
barely knee-deep. “Ah!” Alarmed, she fell back against the ladder, grabbing at it with both arms around the precarious
rungs, to stop herself sinking out of sight forever. It felt like her heart only resumed its erratic, frightened beating when
her feet stabilised and stopped sinking.
 One of her rescuers gave an encouraging noise and patted the boat’s gunwales. Come on!
 “I can’t.” Attempting to lift one foot, the other sank a corresponding amount. She could feel her breath quickening
in fright. “I’m stuck.”

See, see! her pessimism cried out, triumphantly. Trapped in the mud, you’re either going to drown when the tide
comes in, or you’ll be a sitting target when everyone wakes up!
 The idea of being found again by Tevak – I’ll break your damn legs if you run away again – encouraged her to renew
her effort. Shifting her weight onto just one leg so she could extract the other, it was impossible to prevent her small feet
from sinking deeper, but she reassured herself that she only had a short distance to travel, and if... if she could just...
spread herself out, a little, give herself a bigger surface area...
 Feeling her legs trembling, and trying not to whimper too loudly, Blink rocked herself forwards until she was almost
on her knees, water lapping at her throat. The shallow water seemed reluctant to support her. She couldn’t quite work
out what she was supposed to do with her hands, either, paddling them irregularly underneath herself – not quite able to
touch the bottom, and not sure how to use them to swim, either. At least the technique seemed to have worked, loosening
some of that terrible, sucking hold on her feet.
 Blink clenched her jaw and floundered determinedly for the boat. Thick, treacly mud clung around her ankles,
threatening to drag her deeper with each labouring step, but she floated just enough to counteract it.
 At last, she managed to flop against the side of the little craft. Sturdily built and beautifully buoyant, it felt almost
like a boat made of cork, supporting her weight easily while she laboriously extricated her legs from the mud, coughing
and spluttering for breath. One of the danata hastily wrapped a length of rope around behind her and under her arms,
and secured it to the boat, so she couldn’t slip off the lightweight gunwales, chattering and chirping incomprehensibly
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 “I wish I understood what you were saying.” Blink gave it an exhausted smile. “I’m not even sure you understand
me. But thank you for getting me out.”
 It gave a little click that sounded almost like an acknowledgement – or maybe that was just wishful thinking – and
touched its antennae to her forehead, then moved off to untie the mooring rope.
 As they moved out into mid-stream, towing the tired fessine along beside them, the current picked up a little, the
small waves buffeting the boat and making it bob alarmingly. Blink tensed her arms, not sure she dared to trust the flimsy
silken rope under her arms. Wavelets splashed tantalisingly cool water up over her face; she licked her lips, and tasted
salt. So much beautiful, cool, toxic water. Pure torture. She wanted to dunk her head in it and drink deep, aching with
an agonising thirst, but something – maybe what little remained of her common sense – stopped her.

Might be better to take a good long drink, Bee. You have no idea what’s going on, and dying quick might be the
better option, pessimism reminded. They could be taking you away to eat you. Or to be a nice, soft repository in which
to lay eggs.
 Blink waved her niggling subconscious away. Even if they were, she felt unable to dredge up the energy to care,
any more. Cold exhaustion had seeped all the way down into her bones, leaving her mind numbed and her body leaden.
If not for the rope under her arms, she’d have fallen off long ago.
 The boat landed next to a floating pontoon jetty on the far shore, evidently built by people barely a foot tall, right
next to an overgrown slipway. While the largest danata busied itself with mooring the boat, the other two chivvied Blink
up out of the river, trying to get her out of the water before she got too cold and stiff to do so herself. The woman crawled
after them up the algae-covered slope towards the quay – on all fours, heavy and sluggish, like an animal, blindly following
the flurry of excited clicks and chirps.
 Heavy stones formed a sturdy quayside as yet fairly undamaged by the ravages of time and tide, but further back
the town was every bit as overgrown and derelict as the rest of Kust, with the same skeletal roofs and isolated, fractured
walls standing like tombstones among the rampant scrubby plantlife. The decorative mooring bollards, handrails and
elaborate paving along the edge of the quay were all that was left of an opulence that eroded away long ago.
 “Is this it? Are we here?” Blink dragged herself up off the slipway onto the overgrown shore, and sank onto her
bottom with a groan of effort. “Where can I sleep?” The hard stone felt particularly uncomfortable beneath her, where
her under-padded hips pressed into it, and the chilly night-time air made her shiver.
 Surely they can’t mean for me to sleep out here?
 A chirp drew her attention. Blink looked back over her shoulder to find all three watching her, expectantly, all of
them facing away from the town, and towards the scrubby forest encroaching on the town. One pointed into the incredible
dark under the trees and up the slope, towards where the twinkling vista of stars draped down to meet the crest of the
hill.
 A hollow, dismayed sensation took hold of her stomach. They don’t mean for me to sleep out here. It’s worse than
that.
 “Are we still not there yet?” The fessine groaned and wiped her face with one trembling hand, feebly. “Can’t I just
sleep here? There’s plenty of houses. I’ll find somewhere safe to hole up. Just don’t-... I can’t go any further. I’m
exhausted.”
 Another chirping squeak, and one returned to tug on her arm.
 “I can’t-”
 Tug? Chirp? The serious face quirked to one side, antennae waving.
 Blink looked down at it with a sigh of defeat. They’re not interested in you being tired. They rescued you for a
purpose, they’re not going to let you stay here for the wild animals to eat while you sleep.
 Unsteadily, she got to her feet, propping herself on one of the squat mooring bollards. After so many days of sitting,
her knees trembled and bowed inwards, but somehow, miraculously, she remained standing. “All right.” She swallowed,
thickly. “All right. Sh-... show me where you want me to go.”
 The group headed away from the houses, and off into the undergrowth, choked with thorny brambles and treacherous
fallen branches. Blink struggled to keep up with the lantern carrier, which skipped and fluttered its way along in front,
the insipid yellow glow only seeming to make the surrounding gloom more impenetrable. Every so often it would pause,
and wait for her to catch up a few strides, before fluttering on once more.
 Apparently sensing her difficulty, Blink’s little guide fluttered up to perch on her shoulder; so light, the fessine could
barely feel it, and would have barely noticed it if not for the scratchy little claws on its stub toes and the tickle of its
bristly fur against her neck. It stayed quiet for only a few seconds, before tugging gently on her ear.
 Obediently, Blink drew to a halt, and squinted at it, propping herself on the silken bole of a slender tree. “What?
What is it?”
 The danata gestured towards its friend, sitting on a branch of a squat tree with enormous, serrated triangular leaves.
The slightly fuzzy vegetation looked appealingly tender, thick and succulent in the moonlight. Maybe they knew how
hungry she was, maybe it was something to eat?
 “You-... you want me to go that way?” Blink advanced a single step. “What’s-”
 Her passenger clicked in alarm and tugged on her ear, even as its friend made urgent shooing motions, and Blink
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teetered back to a halt, shooting a pleading look of despair sidelong at the insect. It repeated the pointing motion, this
time, more clearly directing around to the side of the fuzzy tree – and gave another little tug on her ear, in the same
direction.
 Their instructions slowly began to filter through the encroaching fog of sleep in Blink’s brain. It was trying to give
directions, the only way it could. Go that way, around the fuzzy tree. A tug meant go right, a push go left. And however
enticing the soft, succulent leaves might look, the fuzzy trees were bad, to be avoided.
 Only the danata seemed able to see the invisible, overgrown route through the trees. A combination of Lantern’s
light and a series of tugs and pushes on her ear guided Blink where they wanted her to go, without too many incidents
more traumatic than a scratched arm or a bruised toe. The path they followed wound its tortuous way up the hill, very
nearly doubling back on itself in some places to avoid clusters of lurking succulents.
 Dawn began to break long before they reached their destination, the chilly bluish morning light spreading down
through the canopy. It felt to Blink like her feet moved beneath her without any clear conscious effort, as though they’d
been walking for so long that she was now on autopilot, asleep standing up. Please let us almost be there. Her legs felt
impossibly heavy; even the minimal weight of her guide on her shoulder had become leaden.

Just one more step. Just one more step. One more step and you can curl up in the vegetation, and sleep forever. Just
one more step, now. Just one more step.
 Trembling and barely able to stand, let alone walk, dragging her toes through the tangled plants, she stumbled on a
log, hidden from view in the undergrowth. She automatically put out an arm to save herself, and brushed against one of
the fuzzy trees – just the slightest, glancing blow, a quick swipe from a single leaf-

Oh! Pain thundered instantly down her arm, all the way from shoulder to fingertip, and she threw herself involuntarily
in the opposite direction, away from the source of the burning agony, hurling her guide clean off her shoulder. She tripped
over her own feet and landed in a patch of brambly vines, but even their sharp little serrated stems paled into insignificance
against the pure white-hot coating of electric pain on her arm. Exhaustion strangled the scream before it could tear free
of her lips – she squeezed her eyes closed, managing to choke out a hoarse sob.
 Blink figured she must have blacked out from the pain, because when her eyes would finally focus again, the three
faces had somehow multiplied to seven, looking down at her and discussing things quietly in soft clicky voices. One sat
close by her shoulder, trying to clean the plant’s poison from her flesh, but even the light touch of tiny fingers working
over her left arm was intolerable, making her squirm and shy away in pain. Pick pick pick, it went, carefully pulling out
the unbroken stings that had embedded in her skin, but each tiny electric bolt of pain made her retch, her empty stomach
cramping and wringing acid into the back of her throat. Thankfully, her unwitting tormentor recognised her discomfort,
and backed off, bowing apologetically, antennae back and trembling its wings.
 To Blink’s dismay, they didn’t look like they were about to leave her in peace, to sleep off the pain like she wanted
to. Come on, the familiar gestures said. Get up! Follow us.
 Blink covered her face with her good hand, despairing of ever getting any rest. “...please, I can’t go any further. I-I’ll
follow you later. Just let me sleep?”
 If they understood her, they ignored her request. Come on. Come on! Little tugs and pushes and gestures from all
seven tiny creatures, on her fingers and her hips and her toes. Come on, mammal. Come with us. We have need for you.
We will not leave you to die and go cold and rancid in the forest. Come on!
 Blink groaned softly and pushed herself first to a seated position, propped on one trembling arm, then to her knees.
The brambles seemed to have developed a life of their own, reluctant to let her go, catching in her hair and around her
body, adding another few fresh scratches to her growing collection.
 At least – although she couldn’t quite find the spirit to be thankful for it – the pain in her left arm had shocked her
awake enough to stand unaided. The worst of the acute, blazing agony had faded, too, and so long as she didn’t try and
actively move the arm, letting it dangle pathetically at her side, the neurotoxin filling her muscles stayed relatively
quiescent – so instead of feeling like her arm was coated in blazing white hot liquid metal, the arm was wrapped in
electrified barbed wire.
 She wobbled a precarious step forwards, and didn’t immediately fall over, reassuring her that wherever it was they
were taking her, she might at least be able to manage it under her own steam. She might not be able to defend herself
when she got there, but at least she’d get there. Woodenly, wearily, she resumed the slow, toe-dragging tramp through
the undergrowth behind her chirping, fluttering entourage.
 Finally, as dawn strengthened, the light grew brighter and the plants began to thin out, through the trees Blink could
see fragmented glimpses of sunshine, reflected off something large and pale in colour. Please let it be the end of the
walk. She resisted the urge to give a little dance of relief, but optimism swelled inside her.
 The trees steadily thinned out, and bit by bit, the object was revealed – a building, crafted of elegantly pieced-together
local stone, dozens of intersecting hexagonal lobes of different heights and widths all clustered together, like an artistic
rendering of volcanic basalt. The strange collection of recycled objects incorporated into the building work – a
double-glazed window unit here, a solar panel there – lent the building an oddly cobbled-together look, however. (At
least it explained why the danata spent so much time in Kust.) Intense morning light slanted down over the trees, staining
the little stone citadel an unrealistically romantic shade of honeyed amber.
 ...but it was all so small! Doors and windows designed for a people a fraction of her size. How did they ever expect
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her to get in?
 Blink plopped heavily down in the grass on the edge of the forest, wincing as she jarred her spine, and felt that
unpleasantly familiar prickly itch of disappointment, up inside her nose and in the corners of her eyes. Don’t cry. You’re
too dehydrated to cry. At least that managed to quirk a grim half-smile onto her face. You survived Tevak. You’ll survive
this, too.
 A sigh shuddered from her lips, and she dropped her gaze into her lap, running a thumb tenderly over the sore skin
of the opposing wrist. The thought wasn’t so comforting as it should have been. Perhaps it was the knowledge that she
hadn’t really escaped from him at all – not yet, at least. He’ll chase you all the way around the planet, if he has to. The
only way he’ll stop is when he’s dead. She pushed the thought away, determined not to dwell on it, but it flickered like
a persistent ember at the back of her mind, never really quite going out.
 Silently, she watched her “rescuers” discuss something with the two larger danata at the citadel’s broad main door.
The flurry of clicks and chirps sounded more like a gathering of typists than a conversation – or maybe the high-pitched
rattle of a thousand tiny piston engines, all working overtime. The bigger insects had a hostility to their manner – antennae
perked forward, wings rattling, heavy mandibles opening and closing. To the watching fessine, it looked rather like her
rescuers were getting a scolding; whatever possessed you to drag that ugly, dirty thing here, get rid of it now! She didn’t
feel particularly inclined to test the guards’ patience. Or how sharp those beaks were.
 Their reluctance to entertain her didn’t come as that much of a surprise. Naked except for the underwear clinging
round her hips, filthy with mud and crushed vegetation, and her hair matted with burrs and brambles, she probably looked
like she’d lived out in the wildest mountainous terrain for her whole life. Not to mention the whole flock of new scratches
covering her pale skin, delivered by the hostile forest and its unfriendly undergrowth. The plum-coloured scrapes and
gouges swarmed like sleek leeches over her skin, crisscrossing the pale scars already there and dividing her body into a
finer patchwork. Permanent, livid bracelets circled her swollen wrists. The sight of herself in the bathroom that one time,
pale but clean, had been bad enough. She didn’t even want to try and imagine how she looked now, and hoped desperately
that they wouldn’t have too many mirrors around.
 The burning pain in her shoulder and upper arm, where the stingers had offloaded their venom, had turned into more
of a dull throb, now – the nerves quietly deadening to the sensation. She wanted to touch it, to brush away the unbroken
silicon hairs still embedded in her skin, to soothe away some of the ache, but resisted the urge, suspecting that all she’d
actually end up succeeding at would be to spread the pain around a little better.
 Blink lowered her gaze to the grass. Cold, in pain, exhausted and gnawingly hungry... and now they weren’t even
going to let her in. All this effort, and she was going to somehow have to crawl back down the hill on her own.
 Maybe their dress code is stricter than you imagined.
 The absurdity of the thought made her chuckle, but it rapidly mutated into hopeless tears, which only seemed to
come harder the more she tried to stop them. You’d have been better off staying in Tevak’s cellar. At least he’d have
eventually taken you out and fed you. Now you’re marooned all the way up here, completely at their mercy, and if they
kick you out, that’s it. You won’t even find something safe to drink, not on your own. Her stomach churned painfully in
hungry sympathy.
 Could anything be worse than being so desperately scared and miserably uncomfortable, and completely alone into
the bargain? With no-one willing or even able to show the smallest shred of comfort, because they didn’t understand it?
Her sobs were clearly making the unemotional little danata uneasy – even the heavyweights guarding the main door
didn’t seem entirely sure what to make of the unfamiliar ruckus, standing back away from her, leaning in against the
outside walls. Blink swiped uselessly at her face, trying to wipe away the tears but without anything to dry her skin, only
succeeding in spreading them around.
 The big doors swung silently open, revealing a giant among danata, whose antennae literally brushed against the
lintel. The pale newcomer was huge – almost twice as tall as the ones that had rescued her. Its arms and legs were shaggy
with thick, flowing brown fur, but the plates of its overgrown abdomen were smooth, sleek, almost hairless, and the
vicious sting at the tip very prominent.
 Blink shrank back, alarmed but unable to force her legs to actually move – as though now she had finally reached
her destination, her muscles had all given up and frozen stiff, because nothing on the planet could possibly be worse
than just getting up and walking again. She could only watch, and hope that the monstrous creature didn’t intend any
harm towards her.
 For its part, the giant approached quite fearlessly, and clicked its mandibles... before thrusting out one hand, from
the fingers of which dangled a piece of electronic equipment.
 Half expecting an attack, the offer of a... gift, maybe? ...startled Blink. Gingerly, she accepted the thing. It looked
like an earpiece, of some sort; heavy and battery-operated, with a speaker on one end, which she was sure she’d seen
somewhere before. She studied it for a second, wiping her face dry with the back of her less-injured hand. “Y-you want
me to wear this?” she whooped, trying to calm her breathing and rein in her tears.
 The big insect gave a single emphatic, almost aggressive nod.
 Warily, Blink set the speaker into her ear canal, and wrapped the rest of the earpiece around behind the external part.
Obviously a laima design, it fitted perfectly. “What does-”
 Without waiting for her to finish her question, the danata gave voice to another flurry of clicks, over which a clear,
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precise female voice said, straight into Blink’s ear; “Do you understand me now?”
 Blink sat up straight, alarmed. “Y-yes, but how did-... how can I understand you now?” she stammered.
 “We understand your language, but we lack your vocal apparatus and cannot speak it,” the big insect explained,
gesturing to the spiracles on her thorax from which the squeaks and clicks emerged.
 Of course – translation loop. Blink rapidly made the connection, and remembered where she recognised the earpiece
from. She’d seen travellers wearing them on tiao’I – and mercy, it seemed so hideously long ago.
 “I am Travels Far,” the danata continued. “I am matica; leader and mother of this colony. My daughters...” She gave
an untranslatable click that Blink interpreted as a noise of irritation. “...tell me they have rescued you from maltreatment.”
 Blink nodded, jerkily. “Y-yes, ma’am.” Her voice emerged as hoarse little shreds of sound. She cleared her throat
with a cough, and tried again; “It was-... I-... I’m very grateful to them.”
 “It causes me great unease that they have brought you here,” Travels Far said, bluntly. “I have spent my life building
and defending this colony, and keeping it safe from your kind. What was the reason for your maltreatment, and are you
likely to have been followed?”
 The danata’s brusque manner startled Blink into a temporary silence. After an open-mouthed scramble for words,
all that would actually come was a feeble protest. “I-I’m not a threat-...!”
 “That was not my question.” Travels Far waved her antennae, head perked to one side. “This is our home, mammal.
We work hard every day, to build and defend it, to gather food, to raise children in safety. I must think of my people’s
welfare before I consider anything else.” She clicked her mandibles. “Even one so small and weak as you could easily
damage our home, kill my daughters. The others in the city could destroy us completely. I need to know if we will be at
risk by sheltering you.”
 Her words made sense, although Blink couldn’t deny that they were disappointing. Lie, and they may be more likely
to let you stay, her pessimism suggested, but she felt like she’d been stretched far too thin to have the energy for it.
“Tevak will go straight to the Library. I doubt you’ll even cross his mind.”
 So they can take the brunt of his anger, while you hide up here with the bugs and prey on their generosity! What a
good friend you are. With difficulty, Blink ignored the chastising little voice her in the back of her head.
 “What are your plans?”
 Blink shook her head. “I don’t know.” She wiped her face, struggling to keep from crying again, in front of the fierce
danata matriarch. She’s going to kick you out. Send you away. “I’m just... can’t I stay here, just until I’ve got some sleep?
I’m so tired, I haven’t eaten for days, your forest savaged me on the way here...” She drew in a shaky breath, feeling
fresh warmth trickle down her cheek. “I’m sorry. D-... don’t mean to be a burden.”
 Travels Far scrutinised the shivery body for several more silent moments, before her stern countenance softened,
ever so slightly. “You may stay – at least in the short term, provided you are willing to work.”
 Blink glanced up, surprised.
 “I accept that you personally are not a threat, and that you are unlikely to have been followed through the forest. I
will ensure you are fed, and we will try and find you some appropriately-sized coverings,” the matica continued. “But
we cannot afford to support you for free, and I will require payment from you, in the form of work. We will discuss a
long-term solution later, once you have recovered.”
 “Th-thank you. It-it’s... it’s very kind of you.”
 Travels Far bowed her head, her antennae sweeping close but not quite touching. “I will send someone out to tend
to your injuries.”
 Blink didn’t have to wait too long for the promised assistance to appear; a small group of workers appeared from
around the corner, carrying a selection of equipment and a heavy basin between them. They were all very slightly different
in looks – one had pale tips to its antennae, another had pale feet, another had dark smudges on its wings – but none
were different enough for Blink to easily tell them apart, and she couldn’t tell if any of her three little rescuers were in
the group.
 Blink eyed the container warily; long curls of steam twirled lazily from the surface of the contents and spiralled
away into the damp morning air.
 “Stretch out your arm,” one instructed.
 “What for?” Wearily, Blink did as told. “Please. I really just want to sleep. Can’t this wait...?”
 The danata held her hand, keeping the arm steady. “We must remove the stings first. Then you can sleep.”

Better they do it all at once, rather than remove each one individually and draw out the torment for hours to come,
Blink agreed, inwardly, trying to reassure herself that it made sense – although she wasn’t keen to have her still-aching
arm bathed in extra heat. Not to mention, imagine rolling on it!
 The small creatures continued to chatter as they worked, erecting a small platform behind her so the nominated
“doctor” could reach her patient’s shoulder. The translation aid wasn’t smart enough to decipher individual voices from
the babble of speech; instead, dozens of near-identical female voices all overlaid on top of each other, a confusing mass
of sound that was impossible to follow.
 Well, she’d heard enough to know what they were planning, at least. Blink raised a shaky hand, and took the earpiece
out. Indecipherable the clicks and whistles may have been, at least they weren’t giving her a headache in the same way
as trying to untangle the jumbled voices. She swallowed, thickly – it’s not going to be that hot, you big baby – but her
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dry throat ached in protest.
 Quickly, delicately, the medic painted the murky amber mixture onto the laima’s welted arm, overlaying it with
bandages, then more mixture. Blink clenched her teeth in a wad of fabric, trying to distract herself from the electric
irritation of the stings and keep still for the minuscule doctor.
 The warm mixture of clay and wax quickly set into a pliable layer on her cool arm, and when they peeled it back, it
miraculously took almost all the sharp stinging toxin-laden hairs with it. They repeated the procedure three times before
apparently satisfying themselves that she was stinger-free, then applied a clay poultice and more bandages. Blink wasn’t
precisely sure what it was supposed to achieve; maybe draw out any residual toxin? If it took away just some of the
distracting throb in her muscles, she didn’t care what it was meant to do.
 While the doctor worked, another group tackled her hair. While the vicious stingers had kept her distracted, seed
pods armed with complicated arrays of hooks had tangled into her long hair. After a few futile moments trying to untangle
the burrs, her helpers simply attacked the matted strands with a set of shears. Looking at the nondescript little group
fussing around her, Blink guessed that one’s physical appearance wasn’t a particularly important matter for most danata.
 Once satisfied she was in reasonable health, they led her around to a larger set of doors just big enough for her to
crawl though. Facing the ocean, the high-ceilinged chamber was in all likelihood a hastily-emptied store room, with a
jigsaw of mattresses for their oversized and unexpected guest laid out in one corner.
 Blink settled on her bed, snuggling a blanket around her shoulders, and quietly took stock of her situation. The
fearsome-looking creatures were unexpectedly hospitable, and incongruously gentle when one looked at the fierce beaks
and stingers. Even the big guards – the strazae, she had learned they were called – had a sort of prickly helpfulness about
them.
 She sighed, and felt her stomach gurgle weakly. Hospitable hosts didn’t make up for the void inside her, and hunger
didn’t explain it. What she’d give just to go home, right now. Even if Skydash never forgave her, her family refused to
speak to her, she never saw the children again until they were long grown up. Just to be home, to be nearby, working
hard to make the world better for them.

You’ve made your point, World. I was never satisfied. I just kept on demanding more, and now I have nothing at all
– not even the clothes on my back. I’m not even clean.

Clean? Make that, barely even recognisable. Still covered in a layer of grime, now supplemented by medicated
bandages, and all her hair hacked short to remove the burrs hopelessly tangled into it, she was tempted to put money on
even Tevak failing to recognise her – except that it would mean having to go near him again, and she’d rather put the
money towards never encountering him again. An involuntary shudder ran up her spine.
 A little squeak from one of the internal doorways attracted her attention. One of her hosts stood there, a flat wicker
basket in its arms piled high with irregular, pale covered lumps. Blink recognised them as pieces of fruit, and her mouth
began to water.
 The small creature bowed deeply, offering the plate, wings flicking. Compared to the insect, it was a huge mountain
of food; to Blink, it was little more than a couple of mouthfuls of a pale cream-coloured fruit, rind removed and flesh
cut into segments, but her pleading stomach didn’t care so long as it got something in it.
 “Thank you...” she croaked, struggling to remember her manners, bowing her head as she accepted her breakfast.
So what if it was perhaps a little over-ripe, and with a peculiar smell? The fessine tore into the best tasting fruit she’d
ever eaten. Her throat cramped and her stomach churned, wanting more, but the tidbit was gone in seconds, barely
touching the sides. She sucked the last tiny traces of juice and grainy flesh from the basket before reluctantly deciding
that she couldn’t eat the basket itself as well.
 She curled down on her mattress jigsaw, wrapping herself in blanket. The instant her head touched the rolled wad
of blanket that would act as a pillow, the sleep she’d been resisting while she satisfied her aching stomach finally sank
its teeth in, throwing its constricting coils around her brainstem.
 Her eyelids felt so heavy. Couldn’t keep her eyes open. Could feel herself crashing, quietly, systems shutting down.
A sort of light-headed disconnect settled on her shoulders – her limbs too heavy to move, warm and comfortable but so
muggy, as they settled into the soft surface on which she lay.
 Sleep rushed upon her as quickly and quietly as the tide. She didn’t even remember closing her eyes before the
dreamless slumber finally claimed her.

* * * * * *
 Sett was... fortunate, maybe? Unfortunate? To be first to find out that the basement was empty. Woken at the very
crack of dawn by a squabbling pair of bristletails on the windowsill behind his head, and then unable to get back to sleep,
he decided that he may as well take the sick prisoner her next dose of antibiotics and her usual ‘breakfast’ cup of water.
 He drew to a halt in the doorway so suddenly, it was like he’d stepped into quick-drying glue. Water slopped from
the jug and splashed to the floor, soaking his sooty toes, but he barely noticed it. He could only stand and stare, dumbly,
at finding the room devoid of all occupants. Shreds of the filthy ribbon still clung to the water pipe, but the cushion and
blanket sagged together as though the prisoner had simply evaporated clean away from within.
 The young dar’s thoughts turned instantly to the pair of trespassers he’d encountered only a day or two ago, and his
ears automatically folded back. He couldn’t pick their scent out of the fusty, mildew-y smells of the basement, but nothing
else could explain Blink’s impossible escape.
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They said I could trust them. They promised not to follow me! He pursed his thin lips, angry and ashamed in equal
measures – angry that they’d obviously gone against their words and followed him, sneaked in somehow in the dead of
night, and freed the captive. Ashamed that he’d been so easily duped, by individuals he knew he couldn’t trust in the
first place! So desperate to bribe your way out of here, you ignored all your limited common sense in favour of making
a pact with traitors.
 It wouldn’t do for Tevak to find him down here. The giant didn’t trust him, that much was obvious, thought he was
weak-willed, and swayed easily by emotional manipulation – but Sett didn’t need the brute to think he’d caved to bribery
and released the fessine, either. He turned tail, and fled for his room, hoping if he was lucky? He might just be able to
skate under Tevak’s radar...

* * * * * *
 In spite of a day of hard work in the Library garden, the resident ghost hadn’t slept well at all. Sarmis woke before
it had even got light, and after tossing and turning for a while, unable to get back to sleep, he simply lay and stared at
his ceiling until the pre-dawn twilight strengthened into a sunny morning. Muttering quiet invective to himself, he pinched
the bridge of his nose, trying to massage away a little of the discomfort around his eyes, wondering how it was that he’d
managed to screw himself over yet again.

You’re brilliant at bad decisions, that’s how. And now you’re trapped between opposing tides, about to be torn in
two directions. Whichever way you try and swim, you’re going to suffer for it. Odati had asked him to do something, and
he wasn’t the sort of person to agree and then go back on the promise... But how could he condone trying to stop his
friends, when they were the only two brave (or stupid) enough to deliberately go into enemy territory to try to help their
friend?
 If only he could convince himself that they weren’t just wasting their time. All rescuing Blink would actually achieve
right now would be to make Tevak angry – it wasn’t like the poor fessine would actually be safe. If the giant could
happily climb the fence and abduct her once, no power on the planet would persuade him not to just do it again, short
of some complete freaking... paradigm shift, or something. Kettu forbid Tevak thought of it as a theft.
 Sarmis sighed and made his way down the stairs, as silently as his nickname, so well practiced in hiding his soft
footsteps that it came automatically, now. Hearing Halli’s voice, he hesitated just out of sight, staying a pace or two
outside the kitchen door, listening quietly.
 “I can’t stay cooped up in here all day.” Rae’s exhausted tones were easily picked out – the poor spur sounded like
he’d been through the wringer, but he still seemed disinclined to actually let himself stop. “We arranged a meeting with
that kid, if I don’t go...”
 “Do you think you’ll even make it? Look at you. You’re still full of incubation sickness, you’ll fall down exhausted
before you get halfway.” A sigh. “I’ll go. I’ll explain what’s happened, I’ll bring back any message he has for us.”
 Sarmis perked an ear; that was unrealistic optimism on the part of the zaar. Shifting really took it out of you – although
he himself had got the quick recovery down to a fine art, it took most people at least a full day’s rest and plenty of food
to be back in good health afterwards, and Halli had only really slept overnight. Last he’d seen of her, though, she’d been
packing in the carbohydrates, and the reluctant spy guessed she was trying to give her health a different sort of boost.
 Rae elevated his voice briefly in protest. “I can’t let you go on your own-!”
 “Why not? Are you forgetting I’ve lived here close to twenty years, and I know how our little society works?”
 “No-o, I just don’t want you getting into trouble if you’re on your own, where I can’t help you.”
 The fal snorted, dismissively. “I know you wretched spurs have some weird cultural issue that makes you think
females are all weak and need protecting every hour of every day, but I don’t need an escort-”
 “What? Skeida, Hal. Stop looking for things to be offended by, you know that wasn’t what I meant.”
 “So what did you mean.”
 “I mean, if Sett gives you bad news, can you promise me that you’ll come back here and tell me? You won’t go
racing off to try be a hero and rescue her all on your own?”
 Halli’s whispered voice dropped to a hiss. “Just what exactly are you suggesting?”
 “I don’t know, maybe that neither of us seem to have any friggin’ sense of self-preservation right now? We both
want to get her out, and sure, if I went alone? I wouldn’t trust me not to immediately go raring off to try rescue her,
either. That’s why I wouldn’t go alone!”
 Halli muttered something Sarmis didn’t catch, but didn’t obviously challenge the spur’s words.
 “If we go together, we’ll police each other,” Rae went on. “One will make sure the other doesn’t try and do anything
stupid, like sneak after the kid, attack Tevak, try and get Blink out when no-one’s looking.”
 “...unless we both agree it’d be a good idea to go together.”
 “Oh don’t even joke about it-!” Rae groaned. “It wouldn’t even be funny if it wasn’t so close to being true.” He
shuddered a sigh of disappointment. “We still haven’t spoken to Odati like we promised, either. What are we gonna say
to him about that? Thanks for putting your own safety at risk but y’know, we chickened out of speaking to Odati, because
we know what the answer’s gonna be and she’ll only kick us out, too.”
 “I know.” Halli sighed. “I’m not even sure how we’d broach the subject in a way that’d allow any shade of rational
discussion. If we tell our overprotective den-mama that we’ve been talking to the enemy in any capacity, she’ll lock
down completely. She’ll probably flat out refuse to listen to anything past us mentioning it in the first place.”
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 Sarmis decided that now was as good a time to announce his presence as any. He backed up a step or two, then
ambled in through the door, making sure his footfalls in the corridor were audible. “Greets, people. Nice morning, eh?”
 Halli fell silent midsentence, pursing her lips in a suspicious frown as she watched him walk in. Rae still looked
unnaturally ashen, his head propped in both hands and his bloodshot eyes surrounded by big exhausted dark circles, but
he at least managed to squeeze out a wan smile.

I guess not. Sarmis sighed, inwardly. “Feeling any better, Rae?”
 Rae nodded, not bothering to lift his head out of his hands, then clarified; “Well, starting to.”
 Halli watched the pale spur select a glass and tear open a long life carton of fruit juice. “So what were you doing
hanging around outside the door, anyway?”
 There was just the tiniest tremble in Sarmis’ steady hands as he filled the glass with pale red nectar – so subtle, only
someone looking for it could have possible caught it. “Beg pardon?”
 “Just now.” Halli’s eyes remained steely.
 “I just came downstairs.” He slid into an unoccupied chair and put on his most affable smile. “It is breakfast time,
you know?”
 Halli’s expression didn’t relax. “You only play the ‘heavy footsteps’ game when you’re trying to make sure we
know you’re there, because you’re up to something. What are you playing at?”
 Sarmis weighed up his options. Tell the truth, and upset Odati? Or keep lying, and end up losing his friends’ trust
instead? It wasn’t much of a decision to make; he didn’t like having to do Odati’s dirty work, and if his friends still
trusted him, they may be more open with him and let him help out, anyway.
 “I’m not ‘playing’ at anything. Odati asked me to keep an eye on you guys,” he admitted, quietly. “She’s not happy
with where you said you were yesterday.”
 “I don’t see how it’s any of her business.” Halli fixed him on a warning look. “And while you’re watching us, who’s
going to be watching you?”
 “What for?” To his credit, Sarmis’ expression didn’t even flicker.
 “Oh don’t even try it. I saw you, Sam. Over the fence. When Rae got too sick to carry on, we camped out in the old
Yanoi furniture store, last night, and I watched you sneak up the main precinct towards the Old Quarter while it was still
foggy.”
 “I didn’t see you,” he challenged, automatically, then realised the error and hastily tried to cover it the slip with
bluster. “How could you have identified anyone, anyway, the fog was so thick you could barely see your hand in front
of your face. That could have been anyone that you saw.”
 “Well I wasn’t sure it was you,” Halli confessed, darkly. “Not a hundred percent, at least, especially not after seeing
you in the garden yesterday. I couldn’t believe you recovered so fast afterwards. Until you just confirmed it for me.”
 “What’s going on, Sam?” Rae’s heavy head and shoulders sagged even lower, until he was almost sprawled over
the tabletop; he looked... crushed. “I thought you were our friend. Did you let me get bitten on purpose?”
 “What?” The pale spur straightened, horrified. “Why would I-... How could you even think that?”
 “Well you’re working for him. You know I know Blink best, you know I had nothing to lose by trying to rescue her.
I’m the biggest threat. You want me out of the picture.”
 “No-... no! That’s such a load of-... Come on, guys-” Sarmis groaned and braced his forehead against his hands. “I
don’t believe this...”
 “So what is it?” Halli leaned down into his line of sight. “Please? Give us something.”
 What was the point in trying to think up a lie, now he’d been caught out? “I’ve been going over the fence for years,”
Sarmis admitted, quietly, studying his fingers. “There’s a fessine over there I know, from back when I was in the force.
She was only a kid, back then, worked as receptionist in a, uh, ‘health spa’. I’d sometimes bump into her when we did
our periodic vice raids. We kept in contact since our civilisation self-destructed.”
 “Is that it?” Halli sagged back in her chair. “You’ve been over there betraying us for a, a... pretty bit of flesh?”
 Sarmis shot her a reproachful look. “I haven’t betrayed anyone, at all,” he corrected. “And we meet up to trade news,
nothing more. Zhelma lets me know if Tevak’s up to anything, and I let her know if we have anything planned that we
don’t want him to interrupt.” He spread his hands. “As soon as Blink vanished, I suspected they’d taken her. Wouldn’t
be the first time he’d laid claim to a pretty fessine, right?”
 “Why didn’t you say anything? We could have worked together.”
 He offered a tired, patient sort of half-smile. “You two were already spoiling for a fight, I wasn’t going to give you
that last nudge to take the fight to Tevak’s doorstep. I wanted to be absolutely sure of the facts before I told you anything.”
He snorted and massaged his temples. “You two just moved onto their lands faster than I figured.”
 “Please forgive us for not reading your mind and waiting for you,” Rae drawled, softly. “Maybe if you hadn’t taken
so long about it...”
 “I know, I know. Our system isn’t exactly cutting edge.” Sarmis shook his head. “We meet near the west border,
where the fence has gone rusty and fallen off its supports. If one of us wants to meet, we put three little white stones on
top of one of the fence-posts, and when the other person sees it, they put a pebble in the middle of the triangle, meaning
they’ll be at the meeting point... the next... day.”
 Sarmis’ words dribbled away to nothing, and he turned his head slowly to look at the hall. Halli and Rae followed
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suit... to find a certain old vulline framed in the doorway, her tailtip flicking slowly from side to side.
 “Oh, don’t stop on my account.” Odati smiled a tight, angry smile. “I’m finding it all quite enlightening, how I can’t
even trust my police officer.”
 Sarmis pursed his lips, uneasily. “I never did anything to put anyone here at risk, Odati.”
 “I’ll be the judge of that, thank you.” She limped her way into the kitchen, stickless – that must have been why
no-one had heard her approach – and eased her brittle body into the last remaining empty chair. “Come on. Keep talking.
You were explaining some little... incongruities.”
 “Incon-... what? How? Nothing I’ve said has contradicted itself-”
 “You’re trying to tell us it just so happens that she only got back to you the day these two decided to go snooping
in Tevak’s land? And don’t insult my intelligence by trying to deny it, Halli, I know what you were doing.” Odati elevated
her voice to be heard over the zaar’s protests. “You two are the only ones who think your little escapades are actually
secret.”
 “I never tried to say the system was perfect.” Sarmis spread his hands, defensively. “Unless you go near the message
post, you don’t know they want to meet up.” Explaining how he was so casually flouting Library ‘law’ had made the
ex-policeman blush furiously, but he carried stubbornly on, anyway, in spite of the anxious crowd gathering in the
doorway. “But we’ve used it for years, and it’s worked well for the last couple. There’s nothing inconsistent there, it
just took Zel a while to see my note.”
 “So it’s nothing at all to do with you seeing these useless good-for-nothings sneaking away, and deciding to warn
Tevak about it, hmm? And this, ah... ‘messaging post’ excuse... is just a good cover?”
 Sarmis just sat with his mouth open for several seconds, blindsided. “...what?” he managed, at last.
 “I’m sure he’ll reward you well, for telling him about these two flouting our rules.”
 “You’re putting words in my mouth. The only person I spoke to was Zhelma.”
 “Well you’re obviously getting something out of your little... arrangement.”
 “Only information. To keep us safe!”
 “Or the attention of a pretty fessine, when you want it? You help Tevak keep his prize safe, and he gives you access
to his women, is that it?”
 “No. No!” Sarmis pushed himself upright, his brows knitting in dismay. “You’ve known me since before the disease
came, Odati, you know I’d never dream of-”
 “I thought I knew,” Odati corrected, sharply. “Until I found out about all this... this... nonsense, going on right beneath
my nose.” She gestured with a grand sweep of her arm. “Rae’s stupidity I can forgive, seeing as he’s only been here a
few days and still thinks he’s a superhero who can do anything, but you, Sam? All these years where I’ve trusted you,
told you my concerns about our society and safety in complete confidence, and you’ve... what? Run straight to Tevak
and told him it all?”
 “Are you even listening to yourself? You’ve sat here for barely even thirty seconds and you’ve convinced yourself
of a whole great conspiracy that doesn’t even exist-!”
 Odati put up both hands for silence, ignoring the spur’s protests. “I never thought I would ever hear myself say this.”
She sighed, and shook her head, wearily. “Jak, would you escort Sarmis to his room, please? And confiscate his key.”
 “What?!” Alarmed, Sarmis scooted himself backwards and away from the table. “No, wait. Come on! You can’t
just, just... lock me up, just like that! And on nothing but a whim? I had nothing to do with any of this!”
 “You’ve as good as admitted it, Sarmis. You’re the only one with any possible motive, and-”
 “What motive?!” The pale spur bared his teeth and flattened his ears, looking... shocked. “Come on, tell me. If you’re
gonna throw me behind bars like a, a criminal-”
 “If the story these two brought back with them is correct, someone ‘sold’ Blink to Tevak, and you’re the only one
here who wants anything from him. You handed her over, for unrestricted access to your... ‘friend’, or whatever we
should be calling the little hussy.”
 “You-you can’t do this to me! Odati, please. If we’re going to rescue Blink, you need my help!” Sarmis leaned
forwards across the table, looking beseechingly at her. “I know the area inside out. I used to work there, remember? I
can get us in, if she’s there I can find another way in that they’re not watching-”
 “Or you can make sure we keep running around in circles, while they sneak her even further out of reach?” Odati
shook her head. “I’m sorry, Sarmis. We just can’t risk it. Once Blink is safe, we’ll reconsider, but for now, I’m afraid
you’ll have to stay in confinement.”

* * * * * *
 It was approaching midmorning when the delicate balance of Station life was finally upset. If anyone had still been
trying to sleep in, Tevak’s roar of anger quickly put paid to that idea. His rage echoed through the corridors so loudly,
it almost made the walls themselves tremble.
 Successfully shamming sleep ever since he’d discovered the escape, Sett promptly startled back into life and fell off
the armchair he’d been resting on. “Wh-what was that?!”
 Breg glanced back at him, and snickered into his morning [coffee]. “Someone upset our glorious boss, if that ain’t
obvious,” he drawled, elbows propped on the break-room table. “Sure he’ll come enlighten us in a few. Maybe the
basement dweller hurt his poor feelings again.”
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 Sett swallowed the lump in his throat and grinned, anxiously. “Yeah. I’m sure. Fantastic.”
 Only a minute or two had crawled past when the boss blew in like a scaly tornado, literally spitting with fury. Seeing
his least favourite member of the group triggered another outburst. “You!” Tevak swung a massive arm and grabbed for
him, looking like he fully intended to twist his head off.
 Sett leaped for cover, avoiding the grab by a fraction of a hairsbreadth and cowering behind Breg. “Me?” His voice
skittered away up the octaves, sounding more like the urgent yelping of a cub whose tail has been crushed beneath heavy
boots. “Me what? What did I do, I didn’t do anything!”
 That simpering, whimpering voice set all Tevak’s teeth on edge. His hands balled into fists so tight, his claws lacerated
his own palms. “You let her go, you slippery, simpering little [fuck], now where is she or do I have to twist your arm
off?” he spat, punctuating his anger with a punch to the tabletop, hard enough to leave the imprint of his knuckles in the
old metal.
 “I don’t know what-”
 “Don’t you lie to me!” Tevak roared loudly enough that saliva sprayed from his wicked teeth. “Don’t you dare lie
to me!” He lowered his voice to a hiss of threat, that somehow sounded angrier than all the yelling in the world. “I smelt
you, you lying wretch. In the basement. It was fresh. How convenient I should smell you the same time I find she’s
vanished, huh?”
 “I-I-I didn’t do anything-! Please, I swear-”
 Support came from an unexpected quarter; Breg lifted his head off his hand and grunted an affirmative. “Pathetic
li’l stream of chilly water’s been ’ere all night, boss. Coupl’a three of us was playing for chips until the wee hours, and
the kid was snorin’ all the way since moonrise. Doubt he’s had time to actually do anythin’.”
 Tevak stood and silently digested the information for several heartbeats, shoulders heaving and nostrils flaring as
he struggled to control his breathing. His lips trembled, but at last he managed to swallow the snarl that bared his teeth.
“So explain your stink in the basement.”
 Sett watched the giant’s fists flexing and relaxing impotently at his sides; the slightest wrong word, and those huge
hands would fold around his head and squish his skull like a fruit. His ears twitched, awkwardly. “I-I went down to give
her water,” he confirmed, at last, shakily. “Just after dawn. I couldn’t sleep. I, uh... I found out she was missing. I was
scared you’d think it was me had done it, and I ran away.”
 Tevak lifted his chin and studied the scrawny youngling. “And that’s it?”
 “That’s it. I promise. I never even went through the doorway. I’m guilty of being a coward, but that’s all.” Sett
laughed, nervously, and rubbed his arms. “D’you seriously think I’d grow enough backbone to let her go?”
 At last, Tevak backed down, muttering displeasure under his breath. Sett openly breathed a sigh of relief when the
giant turned and stomped away, no doubt to beat the furniture a little. Well, so long as he was too busy to see the vul
sneaking out to meet his appointment, by the old goldsmiths near the border...

* * * * * *
 Thankfully, Tevak had bigger things on his mind than what the resident spineless little whelp was getting up to, and
the biggest of them was working out where his prized possession had gone.
 Gone! Disappeared into thin air. He couldn’t sit still, anger swirling around like hot acid in the pit of his stomach.
How could a scrawny, sick, restrained fessine just... up and vanish, just like that? She’d had help, he had no doubt at all
about that – but from who?
 Consumed by pique, the angry giant paced the length of his office, his stride clipped and stiff, only just restraining
the urge to go and find someone to punch. In the years since he’d taken over from Asnaté, he’d not been denied a single
thing, so it was hardly a surprise that his temper had flared up into such a tantrum. Whatever he wanted, he always
ultimately got, whether it was given voluntarily, taken by force, or just plain stolen – and for that disrespectful little brat
to mock him, so openly? In front of everyone else in his group? Tevak balled his hands into fists, relishing the sharp
pain in his palms; it helped him focus his anger into a spot of solar heat in the centre of his brain. If she ever spoke in
anything more than a respectful whisper ever again when he was finished with her, he’d be genuinely shocked.
 Blink’s misguided sexuality he could (grudgingly) forgive – skred, it hardly came as a surprise in the first place, if
her previous company was anything to go by, the scrawny slip of flesh had never known a real man. Soon as she’d
warmed his bed (and certain other things) a few times? She’d figure it out. She’d probably never even look at another
femme that way ever again.
 But for her to mock him the way she had? To slide him those condescending glances, to laugh behind his back like
that? Un-freaking-forgivable. You poor stupid deluded little boy, small and pathetic, why would I ever be interested in
you? You, who could never attract a female worthy in status.
 He snarled and delivered another piledriver punch to the wall, rattling the shelves and leaving a hole in the plaster.
Blood welled instantly at his knuckles; he hissed in pain and flexed his fingers, watching as the hot crimson droplets
oozed down between them.
 Once his temper had cooled enough that he felt confident he wouldn’t immediately pummel the first person to talk
to him, Tevak returned to the basement, armed this time with a bigger lantern and a toolbox. Reasoning that well, this
was an old police station, right? So if he was careful, he could snout out some clues. Detective work couldn’t be too
difficult, surely? He was plenty good at being nosey, after all, and that was all it was, really. Official snooping.
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 To his annoyance, Sett’s most recent scent-trail did stop in the doorway, just as he’d said. All the other lingering
traces were days old, almost stale. The filthy fragments of cut ribbon smelled strongly of Blink, and no-one else.
 Tevak pursed his lips, fingering the neatly sliced ribbon. It didn’t make sense. She couldn’t have cut herself free,
could she? Unless someone had slipped her a knife, and she’d waited until now to use it. How would she have held it,
though, in her mouth? The cut was far too clean for an exhausted, wobbly fessine holding a blunt knife in her teeth to
have ever managed.
 The second question – possibly the more important one – was how had she got out. The scent of her sickness lingered
in the corridor, where it had drifted out like a toxic cloud, but her filthy toes and weeping skin didn’t seem to have ever
crossed the threshold. And it was the only damn exit in the place! Had someone carried her?
 He lowered his heavy head and snuffled his nose along, close to the floor. The pool of dirty scent spread away into
the corner; he waved his lamp, and caught the glitter of something metallic, small and square and low to the floor. A
vent, perhaps? How had he never noticed that before? Maybe he’d just never needed to notice. Wasn’t like this musty
old cupboard had got a lot of use until now. He crouched next to it, noticing the wobbly bolts and loose cover, and jiggled
it in place with a nudge from his knuckles. The cover promptly fell off, clattering dully on the floor.
 Surely she hadn’t wiggled out of her prison down this? Tevak peered off into the chilly gloom. He wouldn’t ever
have credited it with being big enough! Leaning down closer, his nostrils flared as he inhaled – a long, slow intake, trying
to pass as much air through his nose as possible... but he needn’t have bothered. Blink’s rancid scent was so very intense
across the floor, it might as well have been painted on in fluorescent yellow paint.
 The dust in the metal tube had all been smeared out, too, a stark line where a body had recently dragged through it.
Had she been alive or dead at the time, though, that was the main question. He compressed his lips to a thin, suspicious
line. The shaft was claustrophobically narrow. What if someone had been helping her and she’d, you know... got stuck
in the tubes, somewhere?

Smoke her out.
 Tevak paused, listening to the little voice in the back of his mind. How will that work?

If she’s hiding in there until the coast is clear, a good bit of smoke will force her out, his cunning explained. If nothing
else, it’ll make her choke, and you can follow her coughs until you find her.
 But what if she’s stuck?
 If she’s crawled in there and died? Well, she’ll block the smoke, so you jus’ look for a vent that the smoke ain’t
coming through. Either way, you’ll find her. And that’s if you don’t jus’ leave it a day or two extra, because she’ll soon
start to stink when the rot sets in.
 Tevak nodded slowly in agreement with himself. Back in the days before the disease had hit them, the former
landscape gardener had been a bit of a mercenary for hire, and not only had the chemicals been readily available to him,
he knew how to use them to make a good, rich smoke bomb.
 He only hoped that someone else was with him when he found the treacherous runaway, because he wasn’t sure
he’d see well enough through the angry haze to keep from killing her.

* * * * * *
 Learning of Sarmis’ betrayal knocked everyone in the library completely flat. The idea that the friendly, honest
ex-cop could have such a nasty hidden side to him left everyone in a shocked daze, wondering what other unpalatable
truths might be about to suddenly reveal themselves.
 Depressed, Halli allowed the sleep she’d been fending off for so long to finally catch up with her; she lay with her
arms folded against the table, and her head resting on them. Her eyelids would flutter, every now and then, as though
she wasn’t quite all the way asleep.
 Rae had taken to pacing, silently, his half-eaten breakfast laying ignored on the table, tussling with his thoughts.
Every now and then he’d pause, as thought to ask something... then think better of it, and go right back to pacing.
 ...it was all beginning to get on Odati’s nerves. “Rae? You better go and see your friend,” she said, with a sigh. “See
if he’s got any news for you.”
 Rae could only stare at her, for a few moments. “...what?”
 “This... contact you have in Tevak’s territory. Am I wrong, or do you not have a meeting with him?”
 “Well, sure, I just-... you don’t mind me going over the fence, on purpose? I-I mean technically I guess I’m not going
over the fence, but you know what I mean...”
 “Rae-”
 “And look, I know it’s not a great time to bring it up, but my contact only agreed to help us if you’d consider letting
him back over here. He’s not a bad kid, I’m pretty sure-
 “Rae, Rae...” Odati put up her hands for quiet, and he reluctantly complied. “Please. Don’t. Now is not the time.
We’ll discuss it later, after you’ve rescued Blink and she’s safe. While you have a contact over there? It’d be stupid not
to make use of the advantage it gives us.”
 “Right.” Rae nodded, disappointed – but at the same time couldn’t help feeling a little relieved that she’d not shot
the idea down completely. Maybe there was hope yet. “Hal?” He leaned closer and gave the sleeping zaar’s shoulder a
shake. “Hey, Halli, come on. Wakey wakey. We’re going out.”
 Halli grunted, softly, and blinked drowsily up at him. “What?” Her voice emerged as a strained croak.
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 “We’ve gotta go meet Sett, remember?”
 Halli made a noise of agreement and pushed herself to her feet, and fell back down again almost immediately, almost
ending up on the floor when her chair skated away from her. “Ngh.”
 “Woo, steady.” Rae scooped her properly back onto the chair. “Are you all right?”
 A small grey hand closed around his wrist; Rae glanced sidelong to meet Sadie’s cool blue eyes. “S’all right, hon.
Leave her to sleep. I’ll go with you.”

* * * * * *
 Sett was already at their pre-arranged meeting spot, pacing stiffly a few steps back and forth in each direction, when
the two Library residents approached, and he didn’t look happy, tail lashing involuntarily. “Typical! Should have known
there’d be freakin’ nyen involved!” he snapped, in favour of a greeting.
 Rae frowned, baffled. “What do you mean, ‘involved’? Involved in what?”
 “Don’t act innocent, you know what I’m talking about,” the vul snapped, leaning into the fence. “Is that all your
word means, huh? Just a bunch of meaningless noise to bribe stupid or naïve people to do what you tell them?”
 Rae frowned, nonplussed. “We had an agreement, which I thought you didn’t object to,” he protested. “You should
have said something earlier, if you thought you were going to, to... balk at it later.”
 “I didn’t object, until you took advantage of me!” Sett threw up his hands. “You, you... followed me! You promised
you wouldn’t, you said I could trust you, that you were too-... too sick to do anything. And you snuck after me anyway!”
He resumed his pacing, stamping back and forth; Rae couldn’t help but think it was solely because there was a fence in
the way that the infuriated dar hadn’t gone for his throat already. “What did you do, send in your sneak when my back
was turned?” He stabbed a finger at Sadie in an aggressive point.
 “No. No! Come on, Sadie wasn’t even with us. We did what you asked, we slept in a shop and snuck back to the
Library the next morning. I spent a whole bunch of yesterday in bed.” Sensing his words were falling on deaf ears, Rae
hastily added a half truth. “I even talked to Odati. She said she’d consider what you asked, once we’d rescued Bee.”
 “Yeah, well, that’s gonna be difficult, seeing as someone’s already sprung her from the basement.”
 Rae stared at him for a second. “D’you mind, ah... just running that one past me again?”
 “Don’t act like you don’t know.”
 “But how could I possibly-... What do you mean, has someone moved her? Has she escaped?” Rae couldn’t decide
whether he felt more worried or optimistic. Had she actually escaped? What if someone had let the plan slip, and they
were taking her somewhere even more inaccessible?
 Obviously the dark spur looked shocked enough to convince Sett that maybe he was telling the truth, after all. “I
don’t know. All I know is that I went to give her water, and she wasn’t there.” He spread his hands. “I don’t think it was
planned by any of us, not if Tevak’s response was anything to go by.” After an instant of hesitation, he added, more
quietly. “The guy’s furious. He already thinks I had something to do with it, and, uh... I’m not sure what else I can do.”
 “What you mean is, now it’s getting hot, you want out,” Sadie intuited, softly.
 Sett fidgeted, shifting awkwardly from foot to foot. “This is still my home,” he reminded her. “I haven’t got anywhere
else, and I can’t give him an excuse to kick me out. An-and it’s not like you need me to pass messages on any more...”
 “You could keep us updated,” Rae suggested, optimistically. “I mean, if they know where she’s gone, or admit where
they took her, or...”
 Sadie offered a guileless smile. “Or y’could always hop into Sam’s shoes, now he’s slipped up.”
 Sett’s brow furrowed. “What do you mean? Who?”
 “You know. Our Ghost.” Sadie lounged artfully against a fencepost. “Ex-cop, used to work where you guys live.
Sneaks away from us with intel on what we’re doing, in exchange for... well, we ain’t sure yet. Tevak’s gonna want
another sneak, after all. You could be just what he’s after.” She arched a brow. “What are you makin’ that face for?
Don’t want to sneak for both of us?”
 Sett shook his head, ears back. “I don’t really want to sneak for anyone. And I have no idea who this ‘Sam’ is.”

* * * * * *
 Not having needed to use it for a few years, it took Tevak a good half-afternoon of rummaging through various
jumbled cupboards to find his saltpetre, and had to corner Liega in the barely-used kitchen before she’d (reluctantly)
hand over the baking supplies he needed. Making the actual smoke bomb took barely minutes – as long as it took to
carefully grind a handful of ingredients together, and pour them into the container.
 The big building often felt like it was breathing – the wind regularly raced down the valley and along the river,
rattling the windows and whistling through cracks in the superstructure as it passed, pulling and pushing at the air within.
With any luck, the brisk little breeze scudding around the old building right now would be strong enough to suck the
smoke up through the air-conditioning vents, instead of letting it puddle chokingly in the basement.
 Tevak crouched and set the small metal canister down just inside the entrance to the air vent, grunting with effort
when his blunted steel refused to light the fuse. After a second or two of confused hissing, a spurt of aggressive flames
spluttered up from the powder, coughing out thick, white smoke.
 Satisfied, he rested the vent cover carefully back in place, hoping it would encourage the smoke up the pipes, rather
than out into the cleaner’s cupboard, then retreated outside to watch his handiwork.
 Tevak wasn’t alone for long, although he couldn’t immediately tell what Zinovy’s ulterior motive might be. Perhaps
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just making sure Tevak knew he knew something was up – ha. Shame he couldn’t have done that before the girl legged
it.
 “What’cha up to, boss?” Zinovy plopped down on a convenient tree-stump near to where Tevak stood, and followed
his gaze to the slender skeins of white smoke rising from the walls of the building. His whiskers drooped at the sight.
“Is-... is that smoke? You-... our home is on fire, and you’re just sat watchin’ it?”
 The hart sounded genuinely dismayed; Tevak shot him a weary glance. “I know you useless bunch think I’m all
muscle and no brain, but d’you really think I’d just stand an’ watch our home burn down?” He sighed. “S’a smoke bomb,
Zin; sugar and stump remover. Lots of smoke, little heat. Kinda like most of the folk here, all noise and bluster an’ not
much else.”
 Zinovy pursed his thin lips and lifted his chin, defensively. “I knew that. I was just checkin’.” He rubbed the back
of his neck. “So, uh... What are you trying to do, anyway?”
 Unwilling to entertain any of Zinovy’s mind games, Tevak answered curtly, heading back into the station to check
for results. “...What do you think I’m trying to do?”
 “Um, all right, so, ah, lemme rephrase.” The hart followed him up the stairs to the main front door. “How is filling
the place with smoke and stink gonna help you find her?”
 “It’ll help me narrow down where she’s not. If the skinny wretch is hiding out in the tubes anywhere, it’ll gimme
an idea where.” Tevak let the door swing closed; Zinovy skipped inside just before it could trap his serpentine tail. “Her
scent led straight into a vent in the basement, an’ no-one’s seen her wriggle out yet, so there’s a good chance she’s stuck.
If nothing else, we should be able to track her down.”
 Bravely, the hart demurred; “I dunno, boss. Maybe you shoulda done that before making the tubes stink of owt but
smoke.”
 Tevak stopped and turned on the spot so quickly, Zinovy almost slammed into him. “If you got a better plan, then
I’m stood here listening.” He bared his teeth in a frustrated smile, watching the smaller male stagger away backwards
as though anticipating a blow. “Whose idea was it to use ribbons to keep her confined, anyway? Who didn’t want to
bother with actually guarding her?”
 This time, Zinovy wisely held his tongue.
 “I’m sure I could find them some other useful jobs around the place, what do you reckon? Like, I don’t know.
Someone’s probably gonna have to crawl up into the air ducts and check out whether she’s still hiding up there, huh?
Hiding, or stuck. Or dead? Little know-it-all like you should fit nicely, what do you reckon?”
 Zinovy kept his gaze semi-respectfully down. “Right, boss. So, uh... what do you want me to do?”
 “Get in there, an’ start checking the vents.” Tevak gave him an encouraging shove with one foot. “Lemme know if
you find any what are blocked.”

* * * * * *
 News spread rapidly through the small Library population, so by late afternoon everyone was acutely aware of what
had happened. The sense of betrayal brought with it such a heavy atmosphere, it felt like you could have cut it with a
knife – emotions varying from concern for the missing fessine, to disappointment that one of the most trusted could have
it in them to do such horrible things to other people.
 Even the weather picked up on the gloom, with fat little rainclouds rolling down off the surrounding hills and
sprinkling Kust with a dozen half-hearted drizzly showers. Daylight washed thin and blue by the overcast sky encouraged
the growth of shadows in the library’s long hallways. With the night-lights not yet turned on, the quiet second-floor felt
particularly dark and oppressive.
 Still groggy, Halli headed up to sit in the second-floor hallway outside Sarmis’ temporary prison, not really sure
what she planned to say to him, only to find Rae already there. After a couple of half-hearted greetings, all that could be
heard was the sound of fat raindrops through the open window, pattering softly down on the thick vegetation in the
garden. No-one... really knew what to say, any more.
 Sarmis finally broke the silence, the closed door muffling his words. “I’m really sorry, guys.” He sounded like he’d
been completely flattened. “The whole... keeping secrets thing. I never-... I don’t know how I can ever get you to believe
me, but I wasn’t involved. I was just-... I just...” He sighed, defeated, and there was a dull bonk as his head sagged back
against the door. “Skeida. Even I don’t know, any more. What was I trying to achieve?”
 “You could have just told us.” Halli rubbed her temples. “I doubt you’re the only one that’s been doing it.”
 “I know. And I know, I shoulda said something years ago, I jus’... didn’t really know how to broach the subject.”
He chuckled, despairingly. “What do you say? Hi guys, I know I tell you all of you lot to never go outside our territory,
and I’m supposed to be head of security, an’ all, but I’ve been scooting out into Tevak’s land to get the gossip off his
women for years!” He heaved a sigh. “Do as I say, not what I do, right? Guess it was naïve of me not to expect it to all
blow up the way it did.”
 “But you risked all this...?” Rae put up his hands, with a noise of disbelief. “And you handed Bee over, for, for...
what, sex?”
 “What? I-... no. No! Zhelma’s my friend, sure. I like to see her, and she can’t exactly come visit us. But that’s it.”
Another sigh, this time of annoyance. “I’d never hand over one of us, and certainly not like this...! All that rot about
sexual favours, that Odati’s got herself fixated on? Come on. You guys know my libido burned out years ago.”
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 The two in the hallway swapped glances; yet another of those little things that didn’t quite gel with the train of events
they’d been led to believe so far. Wasn’t as if the Ghost’s lack of ‘drive’ was a secret! Even Rae, hardly resident for a
whole month yet, had heard Sadie’s ridiculing of Odati’s ‘right hand spur’ – asserting that only his work had ever got
him excited, to the extent that he would rather masturbate to the police newsletter than pornography. Rae had assumed
it was an exaggeration, at the time – but who knew, any more?
 A cramp sneaked up out of the dark, and bit into the back of Rae’s leg; one great big ice-pick fang that made him
grunt and double up, involuntarily. A prelude to actual shifting, according to Sadie – fantastic. Any day now, he’d be
running around on all fours, going crazy as his brain swelled up, and biting people... until they kicked him out, of course.
He ground his teeth against the pain, and tried to massage the knot out of his right calf.
 “Another cramp? They’re getting worse?”
 He glanced up to meet Halli’s anxious golden gaze, and just nodded, at first. “More frequent, anyway,” he hissed,
through gritted teeth, trying to concentrate on getting the muscle to unclench. “Maybe a bit shorter-lived. I’m not sure
if that’s better, or just worries me more. More frequent means I’m closer to turning into an animal, right?”
 Halli nodded, sombrely. “Yes. I’m sorry.”
 Rae forced a smile, stretching his leg and at last persuading the cramp to relax. “Sooner we find Bee and the cure,
the better, huh?” He chuckled, but it rapidly turned into a terse sigh. “...anyone got any bright ideas how we’re gonna
do that? Since even Tevak apparently ain’t got a clue where she’s gone.” After another pause, to rethink, he added;
“unless that’s another chunk of some big old ruse, to get us off the scent.”
 “Odati might be right that I was rubbish as a cop, but I still got the knack for finding folk. You know I’d help you,”
Sarmis reminded, faintly. “You can still trust me, I swear. It-... it was only a little slip. I didn’t do any harm.”
 “A little slip, which you continued to perpetuate for the last twenty years or so anyway?” Halli challenged.
 Sarmis didn’t answer.
 The zaar sighed, and let the back of her head bump tiredly against the wall. “I know I’m going to probably regret
saying this, but I do trust you.”
 Rae shot her a surprised glance – the gruff fal had always come across as only a shade or two less hostile towards
the spur than Sadie – but held his tongue.
 “We might not always see eye-to-eye, but if there’s one thing I know for sure about you, Sam, it’s that you’re a good
person. And I know you wouldn’t hand over the most vulnerable person here, like that – certainly not for some sort of
reward. You just... picked the wrong time to finally get honest with us, and let someone take advantage of it.”
 Rae nodded his agreement, seeing the angle Halli was coming from. “Odati needs to look like she’s doing something,
because right now she doesn’t have a clue. You’re a convenient scapegoat.”
 Behind his door, Sarmis remained quiet; it didn’t take too much thought to imagine the look that must be on his face
– lips pursed, eyes downcast, hurting at the betrayal. All those years of unwavering, faithful, obedient service, ignored.
Just... dumped on his backside. Kept around to be the fall guy.
 Halli gave Rae a long, concerned look, and checked the corridor was empty before finally speaking, in hushed tones
that were barely audible even to the spur sitting right next to her. “I’m worried it goes deeper than that.”
 Rae quirked a brow. “What do you mean? You don’t think she’s involved, do you? I-I mean... properly involved,
in a bad way...?”
 The zaar shook her head, grimly, lips compressed in a thin, concerned line. “I don’t know. Normally, the thought
would never even come to mind – but none of this is normal, is it? And she’s been so keen to point the finger at everyone
else. First it was me, then Sadie, and now Sam. It’s like she’s desperate to keep attention off herself-”
 “Or we’re all just really suspicious characters,” Rae interrupted, joking grimly. “Maybe it’s just a coincidence. She’s
worried about the rest of us, since Bee was taken – we’ve just got suspicious of each other.”
 “Rae?” Halli waited until the dark spur went silent again. “She knew what Sett told us, before we told anyone else
we’d even met him. She lurked out in the corridor and heard we’d bumped into him-”
 “But that still doesn’t mean-”
 “She knew someone had ‘sold’ Blink, before we mentioned it to anyone.”
 Rae went silent, for a moment. It felt like someone had drawn a set of very cold fingers up his back. “We-... we told
Sadie,” he reminded. “Could she have said something?”
 “Arch rivals, now partners in crime?”
 “Uh-... yeah.” Rae scratched the back of his neck. “Good point.”
 “So she’s either been spying on us and overheard, or – and I’m thinking this is more likely... she’s slipped up in a
fairly major way.” Halli hesitated, and lowered her voice. “What if it was her all along?”
 “But what possible reason could she have-?” Sarmis finally dislodged the lump in his throat. “I could invent a motive
for everyone else here that she’s accused.”
 “I don’t know.” Halli covered her face with her hands, and rubbed her eyes. “Maybe it’s just to get Blink out of the
way. It’s clear she doesn’t like her.”
 “She-... she’d never do that,” Sarmis asserted, although he didn’t sound so sure of himself. “Sell someone into slavery,
just because she’s not fond of them? No, not Odati; she might make life here a nightmare, or kick someone out if it’s
bad enough, but she wouldn’t hand them over to the enemy...”
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 Before Halli could protest further, Rae jumped in. “We’ll try and track down Bee first,” he suggested. “Once she’s
safe, we can indulge ourselves with all the finger pointing we like, right?”
 “That’s going to involve going back onto their land,” Halli pointed out, glumly. “And she could be anywhere. Not
to mention, Tevak will no doubt be watching for us. Wherever do we start looking?”
 “There’s a thousand hiding places around the old station.” Sarmis rustled around in his room for a moment; a piece
of paper slipped out under his door. “She might not have gone far, especially if she’s hungry.”
 Rae took the paper and examined it; the lines had grown faint, down the years, but it was still usable – a map of the
old city. His ears perked with a sudden burst of optimism. “Assuming they’ve not changed it much, what do you remember
of the area? Could you gimme some pointers, so I don’t walk smack into trouble?”
 “Sure. Bring the maps up here, we can look over ‘em in my room. We ought to at least make it look like we’re
playing by her rules, if just to keep the peace...”

* * * * * *
 Muted clicks and chirps finally attracted Blink out of a deep, dreamless sleep.
 At first, her subconscious refused to spit out any details of what had happened, and she swam around in a confused
murk for a while, wondering why do I ache and why am I on the floor. Am I dead? Again. Finally, she managed to open
her eyes, and immediately flinched back again as a flood of brilliant white light seared her retinas. Oww. Trying again,
warily, she peered cautiously through squinted eyelids, letting her pupils acclimatise slowly, and found the light wasn’t
so bright after all – just watery daylight, spilling in through the doorway.
 One of her rescuers sat opposite her, and perked its head curiously to one side at seeing her stir. Only now day had
broken could Blink see its predominantly grey pelt, in contrast to the dark, dramatically-striped brown-and-gold fur of
its peers.

The wise old woman? she wondered, dragging her brain slowly up out of the mire; confusion sucked at her memories
in the same way the glutinous river mud had sucked on her feet, unwilling to let them go so she could get a good look
at what had happened. She fumbled for her translation loop, and jammed the earpiece clumsily into her ear.
 “Are you feeling better?” Blink’s visitor wondered, in a voice just like all the other near-identical female voices
Blink had heard so far – so even the translator wasn’t smart enough to tell the chirping danata language apart.
 The fessine grunted softly with effort, and pushed herself to a wobbly sitting position, wrapping the blanket a little
tighter around herself. The idea of looking at her filthy, bruised body turned her stomach. “A little. Thank you.” Her
stiff muscles protested at the lie the only way they knew how – by reminding her how much she ached. It felt like she’d
never function normally ever again. She adjusted the earpiece a little more comfortably around her ear. “What time is
it?”
 “Not long since dawn. We are still in the first tenth.”
 “What?” Blink wiped her face with a trembling hand. “I barely slept? No wonder I’m still exhausted.”
 “You are tired because you are weak,” the danata corrected. “You slept all day, and all night, and did not even wake
when we tended your wounds.”
 Blink frowned, tiredly. “...really?”
 “You have been here a full day.” The danata looked back at her, antennae perked forwards and waving thoughtfully.
“You are tired because you are still hungry, and sick. We dressed your injuries with antiseptic, but it will take your body
some time to heal them.” She offered a subtle expression that looked vaguely like a smile. “Mother says I may take you
to clean yourself, when you feel well enough to move. Maybe that will make you feel better?”
 Blink made a little noise of reluctant agreement. “...maybe.” She flexed her sore hands, wincing. Rinds of inflamed
red skin peeked from beneath the dull white of the bandages, but at least they didn’t look quite so swollen, the flesh quite
so boggy. Her stiff fingers would at least bend (reluctantly) like they were supposed to again.
 She shuffled towards the open door on her bottom, wanting to reorient herself, and squinted out into the sunshine.
She didn’t remember sunlight feeling quite so hostile before, as though she were looking into an arc welder rather than
the watery golden light of morning. “What’s your name?”
 “Duskwing. People may also tell you I am a nuisance, but it is not my name.” Her fluffy helper slipped past her and
out through the door, to greet an approaching pair of darker individuals. “We imagined you would be hungry, so my
sisters have brought you something to eat.”
 Blink watched as they bowed to each other, wings flicking, and touched their antennae together in greeting. The
newcomers didn’t stay long – only long enough to drop off the trays of food, and head away on some other errand.
Watching Duskwing bustle about, sorting through the bowls, Blink noticed their names must be descriptive – the sooty
tips to the slightly amber wings had presumably given this danata her name – which made her worry slightly about the
implications of the ‘Nuisance’ part...
 “It has been a very long time since we entertained one of your kind – certainly before I hatched – and we are not
familiar with what you eat,” Duskwing explained, setting the selection of bowls in front of their large guest. “So our
store-keeper sent a variety. I hope at least something is palatable.”
 Blink used a fingertip to delicately poke through the foods, trying not to maul it too much; all very simple items,
like fruit or fish, all cut into precise little pieces – although that was as far as the ‘cookery’ went – and all looking delicious
in its simplicity. “It looks wonderful. Thank you...”
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 The first bowl of cool, juicy fruit wasn’t even very sweet, but it made her mouth cramp painfully in pleasure. Her
stomach groaned quietly in sympathy, pleading with her to fill it faster – and she was only too happy to oblige its request.
It took every ounce of self-control not to eat faster than she could swallow.
 The last bowl had a cover, which held back a very peculiar smell that emerged when Blink removed the lid – hard
and rather pungent, like strong cheese, making her nostrils itch, and she had to work hard not to insult her generous hosts
by turning her nose up at it. “What-... what’s this?” Is it even food?
 “It is hékali; cooked, preserved fish,” Duskwing explained, leaning forwards to pick out a cube. She gave it a squeeze,
to demonstrate. “Very soft and easily digested. We give it to our children – I imagine my sisters thought it would be
good for you, too.”
 Blink looked warily at the translucent white cubes of pungent flesh. “I’m not sure. I-... Odati said she thought I was
allergic to fish.” Her own words made her uneasy – the night she’d discovered her supposed allergy had been the same
night she’d been drugged and abducted. It was quite obvious now that her symptoms had just been the drug kicking in.
How had Odati got that wrong?

Come on, Bee, she scolded, inwardly. You can’t blame her for not suspecting someone had drugged you.
 On the upside, it meant – hopefully! – that the fish was acceptable to eat. Her stomach was still griping, after all,
and a little protein may be enough to finally quiet it. Holding her breath to avoid the distracting, chemical smell, she
popped the cube of meat in her mouth.
 The taste was surprisingly pleasant; delicate, slightly sweet, almost like the taste of sprouted seeds, nothing like the
fish that Aron had prepared. She chewed – somewhat perfunctorily, at the behest of her whining stomach – and swallowed-
 ...then the ammonia hit her, just as she passed the point of no return. A great heavy wave of it, like an unexpected
whiff from the latrine, it rushed up the back of her nose and stung her throat, making her choke. Startled into a gasp, she
then almost inhaled the macerated cube of fish, and was reduced to a fit of helpless, gagging spluttering.
 After several minutes of eye-watering retching, strength of will alone kept the small rancid cube of meat in her
stomach. “I-I’m sorry,” she wheezed, accepting the basin of water the anxious danata was holding up for her. “I wasn’t-...
wasn’t expecting the smell.”
 Duskwing perked her head to one side, watching the fessine gulp down water to try and wash away the aftertaste.
“Forgive me. I had not anticipated you would react like that,” she apologised. “We must perceive substances in a different
manner to you.”
 Blink forced a smile, and coughed feebly to try and clear the aftertaste from where it still lingered at the back of her
throat. “I’ll just have to be more careful, next time.”
 Her peaceful breakfast didn’t last long. A flock of about fifteen undersized, fuzzy, curious danata flooded in through
one of the inner doors, and gathered around her feet, chirping and squeaking and overloading Blink’s translation earpiece
as they vied for her attention. Most were greyish-brown in colour, with stubby little winglets on their backs, but the very
smallest were pure white all over, wingless and sufficiently rotund that they resembled fluffy little seedheads.
 “Hello there,” Blink greeted, amusedly, not caring that they likely didn’t understand her. “Who are you all?”
 It rapidly became a scene of organised chaos, with the bigger infants happily climbing over each other to take a turn
at greeting the ‘warmblood’ newcomer. The fessine petted them all in turn, letting them touch her hands and familiarise
themselves with her ‘smell’; the constantly-moving antennae on their brows fascinated her. They never seemed to sit
still!
 The two little white puffs of thistledown didn’t seem too interested in saying hello; their minds were firmly fixed
on food, and while everyone else was bustling around with greetings, they helped themselves to the bowl of vile-smelling
fish. When Blink next looked down, they’d polished off the entire bowlful, and had moved on to optimistically checking
the other containers for leftover scraps.
 “How can you eat that?” she wondered, out loud.
 Not expecting an answer, the voice made her jump; “It is soft, rich in protein, and easily digested.”
 Blink glanced up to find an adult watching her; sprinkled all over with white hairs, she wore a purple and blue silk
flower woven into the fur of her head and looked significantly older than any of the other smaller danata Blink had yet
encountered.
 “Hékali is the best food for the lapsi. It does not matter that their mandibles are weak, they chew it with no problems,”
the older imago went on, echoing Duskwing’s words from earlier. “I am Wears Blossom. These nymphs are my brood.”
She spread her hands to encompass all the little danata, which had finally begun to calm down and settle in little groups
on the floor. “I look after them and teach them. Matica says you are to help me?”
 “Well, I knew I was going to be helping someone.” Blink pinched the bridge of her nose and rubbed her eyes, trying
to wake herself up a little. “Until now, I hadn’t really been awake enough to know how or who. What do you want me
to do?”
 Wears Blossom bowed her head and flicked her wings. “Tend to your ablutions first,” she advised. “We will discuss
tasks once you are clean and more comfortable.”
 Duskwing moved in and claimed Blink’s hand in two of her own, tugging gently to coax the laima into motion.
“Come, friend. The spring from which we obtain our water is higher on the hillside.”
 Blink allowed herself to be led, crawling out through the low door on all fours. More walking? she wondered, her
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heart sinking. “Don’t you have a washroom somewhere?”
 Duskwing watched the fessine wobble first to her knees, then to her feet, wearing the blanket wrapped around her
as a sort of dress. “You have a whole room, just for washing?”

That’d be a ‘no’, then. “How-... how about some clothes?” Given her current track record for success, Blink couldn’t
find the strength to feel particularly optimistic, walking slowly behind her small host, up the grassy slope alongside a
small, chattering brook.
 “My sisters have gone to fetch you some from the city,” Duskwing confirmed. “Although they were not sure how
big you are. They should be back by sun-high.”
 Well, even just a little bit of good news was still good news, and the idea of finally getting some coverings did give
her mood a little boost. Blink couldn’t quite work out precisely where her aversion to looking at her body had come from
– perhaps it was just a natural consequence of all the repeated demonstrations of her vulnerability? Or just the knowledge
that all the parts of her body that polite society dictated that she covered up were very much on show, for all and anyone
to look at. She unconsciously tugged the blanket a tiny bit tighter.
 “...thank you for rescuing me,” she said, quietly, at last remembering her manners. “You didn’t have to, and you put
yourself in danger, so I really appreciate it. Without you, I-... I might not have lasted much longer.”
 Duskwing looked back up at her, antennae waving. “You asked for our help, and were being maltreated. It would
have been unforgivable to allow such abuse to continue,” she reasoned, amiably. “I am glad that you are already beginning
to look better.”
 Blink was learning to interpret the danata’s current expression as one of either aggression or amiable alertness,
depending on context – the small female seemed to enjoy talking, and wasn’t making any angry noises, so Blink took it
to be a good-humoured expression. “That’s as maybe, but I owe you such a debt. If there’s ever anything I can do for
you...”
 Duskwing flicked her wings and offered a very clear smile. “If you would teach me about your species, I would
consider it adequate payment,” she suggested.
 “Oh. Uh-... I’m not sure I’ll be much help. I-... I’m not a very normal laima.” Goodness, if that wasn’t contender for
understatement of the year...! Blink stumbled across the words, trying not to sound like she was just making excuses to
get out of it. “I’ll tell you what I can, if-... if I can.”
 Duskwing seemed satisfied, though. “Wears Blossom remembers the days before the disease killed the other
warmbloods,” she explained, perking her antennae. “She used to teach me about them, until my sisters said it was
encouraging me to waste my time with unhelpful flights of fancy.” The danata made a funny little noise that sounded
for all the world like a snort of irritation.
 So... her helper was not an old woman, but an adolescent? That would explain the similarity between her mostly-grey
pelt and the little grey fuzzballs back at the their scrambling colony. “Is that how you both understand my language?”
 “Partly.” Duskwing hopped up onto a low ridge of rocks, from behind which the murmur of splashing water could
just be heard. “I thought it would serve our colony well to re-open trade with your people, but Travels Far considers
them too dangerous.” She perked her head to the side, and clicked quietly. “After finding the condition in which they
held you, a fellow warmblood, I see now that she was right.”
 Blink pursed her lips in a regretful smile that was not echoed in her eyes. “Not everyone is bad,” she reassured,
unable to shake the feeling that she was lying through her teeth. “You just... remember the bad ones better.”
 “That is true.” Duskwing smiled. “You do not seem a bad person.”
 Resisting the urge to correct her, Blink instead peered over the rocks to find a secluded pool, obviously artificial;
pieces of the plastic liner peeked through the layer of sand that smoothed over the floor. The spring gurgled into the pool
out of a seam in the rocks a little higher up – she couldn’t help wondering if it too was actually artificial – and flowed
back out over a little rill at the southernmost point, forming the river they had followed up the hill. A small,
heavily-weathered wooden box at ground level held grooming implements – mostly a variety of combs and brushes, but
hidden away in the bottom was a coarse lump of hard white soap. It lacked the sweet, floral scent of her bottle back at
the Library, and even the skin-friendly smooth texture, but she had no doubt it would work well enough.
 “I will stand watch for my sisters. They should bring your clothes here.” Duskwing bowed politely, and fluttered up
to a higher vantage point in a tree, leaving Blink to her bath.
 Blink watched her go, feeling an undeniable twinge of jealousy that the little creature flew so easily.

Don’t, Blink. She squashed the emotion with difficulty. Not over something so... so ridiculous. She can’t help that
she can fly! Her family offered you food and shelter, and asked for little in exchange. Don’t let that hideous jealous
monster inside of you poison yet another friendship; it’s not her fault she reminds you of what you threw away.
 Danata appeared not to wear clothes of any sort at all, so why Duskwing would care that she was naked, Blink had
no idea, but it still took an unusual effort to cast off the blanket and her shredded underwear, and step down into the
water of the spring. She hissed softly through her teeth as the cold water enveloped her small feet, the painfully chilly
water making her skin contract and her muscles cramp. Fortunately, the sting was fleeting, her body acclimatising quickly,
and the cool spring water soothed her still-sore muscles.
 Coarse and hard though it might be, the lump of pale soap at least managed to generate an appealing lather, which
readily loosened the dirt from her skin. It felt indescribably good to have the awkward tightness of caked-on filth on her
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 Blink carefully peeled back the soggy bandages on her wrists, working delicately to avoid damaging the skin further.
Each layer she removed revealed a little more of the raw, inflamed tissue and new, paper-thin skin, but she was reassured
to find her damaged flesh didn’t look as bad as she’d feared. Whether it had been Tevak’s antibiotics, danata care, some
innate laima resistance to bacteria, or a combination of all three, Blink wasn’t sure, but the fledgling infection had been
stopped in its tracks. Gingerly, she washed the residue of antiseptic cream away from her skin, and found it didn’t even
hurt quite so badly as she’d expected.
 Wonderful though it was to be clean, it made her injuries all the more visible. Blink bit her lip, struggling to control
the upwelling of emotion. Look at you, girl. You’re a mess. She used the pad of her thumb to trace the stern white lines
that marched up the back of her arm, until they vanished into the purple inkblot of a bruise. The tracery of fine scars
dividing her skin into a geometric patchwork echoed the scratches and welds she’d picked up in her old life, but the
bruises swarming like a noxious oilslick under her skin swallowed them up.
 It seemed almost poetic, in a macabre sort of way – as if to say that all the scars of her old life, all of the triumphs
and tragedies emblazoned on her skin for the world to see? All would be covered up and forgotten by the new life, if
she let it.

And all that so-called prettiness he was so concerned with having for himself counted for nothing, did it? It didn’t
stop him abusing you, hurting you. Tearing down and destroying the looks he kidnapped you for. With effort, Blink tore
her attention away from her damaged wrists and concentrated on her soap, working slowly down over her chest. Her
ribs ached, her breasts still sore and bruised where she’d fallen on them.

You have to make a decision, her subconscious chimed in, quietly. You can keep running all you like, but he’s not
going to stop chasing you. There’s going to be no bargaining with him. If you can’t put yourself right out of reach, the
only way he’ll stop is if you kill him. She snorted a hopeless laugh. Which would involve going near him again, and
somehow being stronger than he is. Not to mention, you’re not exactly the murdering sort.

You can’t sit up here forever, being maudlin, either. While you hide away and chew yourself up over who might have
been responsible, the real culprit gets away unchallenged. Sitting brooding, tormenting yourself with imagined
infractions, is what turned you into that horrible resentful creature that poisoned your love for your best friend. Do you
really want to go through all that all over again? Lose everyone, again?
 “But what do I do? I can’t go back there...!” she challenged, out loud, but her pessimism predictably remained silent.
 By the time she’d finally satisfied herself that every last tiny trace of dirt was gone, and emerged to dry off,
Duskwing’s older sisters had arrived. The search party had gathered quite a selection of clothes in various sizes, some
slightly too big and baggy, some slightly too small, but at last Blink found enough to cover herself to her satisfaction.
She glanced back down at her hand, and the criss-crossing scars on the back of her arm, and resisted the urge to tug her
cuffs all the way down to her fingertips.

Whatever this new life throws at you, it’ll never erase your memories, Blink reassured herself, squeezing her long
fingers into a determined fist. Because when the bruises heal, the marks beneath will shine through again. A fleeting
problem will never erase a lifetime of memories, bruises will never destroy the triumph emblazoned on your skin. What
doesn’t kill you makes you stronger, right?
 “And you survived everything else the universe has thrown at you,” she added, under her breath. “So you’ll survive
this, too.”
 ...if only her thoughts didn’t keep straying to the idea she may some day have to face Tevak again, and that the
meeting may have to result in one of their deaths.

* * * * * *
 A shrill shriek of alarm rudely barged an exhausted Halli out of her sleep.

That sounded like Aspazija! The zaar tottered out of her bedroom and collided bodily with Sadie. “Did you hear
that?”
 The hind barely acknowledged the question, bolting for the entrance.
 Sadie skidded to a halt before she’d even hit the bottom of the stairs, her little hooves scooting out from under her
and dumping her painfully on her backside. Halli almost tripped clean over her, and a split-second later Aron crashed
into her from behind. The potential accident went barely-noticed, compared to the scene in front of them.
 In the middle of the foyer, Aspazija stood in an awkward semi-crouch, whimpering and trying to support herself on
bent legs, instead of letting her weight dangle precariously from the fingers laced into her hair.
 Tevak smiled, showing his teeth. “Good morning, you revolting bunch of weaklings. We need to have a little talk...”

* * * * * *
 Once the rest of the Library’s half-asleep residents had finally been rounded up – including Sarmis, who looked
particularly uneasy at being let out – it turned out that only the vast room of bookshelves at the heart of the Library was
big enough to actually hold everyone, when Tevak’s supporters were added to the mix.
 Still holding her by the hair, Tevak swung his massive arm, and hurled Aspazija bodily over the threshold. Unable
to pull herself up out of her nosedive in time, the fessine collided face-first with the corner of a bookshelf; the impact
choked her gasp into a startled grunt of pain. She sounded too shocked to cry out any louder.
 Aron darted around the marauders, to gather the fessine up from where she’d fallen and tend to the blood already
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streaming from one nostril. Thankfully, nobody moved to stop him.
 Ignoring the injuries he’d just caused, Tevak leaped casually to the top of one of the heavy work-tables, so he could
see everyone. “A’right, here’s the deal.” He folded his arms and glared down at them all in turn. “A few days ago, I
bought somethin’ of great value off of you bunch of snivellin’ meatsacks, an’ apparently, one of you lot decided you
were gonna go against it. Well, the trade was fair, an’ I want back what I paid for – and if I have to tear the place apart
to find the little hidey-hole you got her in, so be it.”
 A confused murmur rose from the assembled Library. Remaining quiet and trying not to draw attention to himself,
Rae shot Halli an uneasy glance.
 “I don’t understand,” a little voice in the back of the room piped up, anxiously. “We-we never had anything you
ever wanted, we don’t have anything of value to trade you for...”
 “Well sure, so ‘value’ might be hyperbole. In the short term, the deal was overinflated.” Tevak curled his lip in a
sneer. “Disobedient, disrespectful little brat wasn’t worth half what I paid, but I got optimism about the future, see? The
disobedience? I could deal with. The talking back, the disrespect... I got ways of taming bad behaviour, believe you me.”
He waved a dismissive hand. “But when you losers break into my land, and steal my things? You bet I’m not gonna jus’
roll over and take it.”
 Jak stood, leaning forwards, his ears flattened and tail puffing up like an angry bottle-brush. “We don’t go near your
friggin’ land, you paranoid freak-”
 A good solid punch in the face from Zinovy silenced him with a muffled yelp.
 Tevak’s crest flared, subtly, and his voice descended to a low growl. “The kid didn’t escape on her own. She was
cut free. Which means one of you lot,” he waved a pointing finger at everyone in turn, swinging his arm in a long, slow
arc; “broke in. For now, I don’t care who it was, yer all a hive mind of cowardly saps and yer all gonna help find her.”
 “Shows what you know. It was probably one of your bunch, trying to get back at you for some stupid skred,” Jak
muttered, huddling down on the floor to nurse his throbbing muzzle. “’Cuz we all know how they respect you so much.”
 The giant flexed his fingers into a fist, trying to keep from adding to Zinovy’s violence.
 “We didn’t even know she was with you,” Aspazija added, in a feeble whimper. Aron’s careful pinching fingers at
the bridge of her nose had stemmed the worst of the bleeding, mostly, but made it difficult to speak. “Odati said she
thought Blink had run away.”
 Tevak gave the older vulline a smirk; Odati glared back, unimpressed. “Oh she did, did she?” He dropped back to
the floor with a snort of chilly humour. “So you didn’t even tell ‘em, old woman?” He approached slowly, ensuring that
the long claws on his toes tapped meaningfully against the stone tiles.
 Odati was not so easily intimidated as he would have liked, instead staring him out. “Tell them what?”
 “Just left ’em all running around in headless circles, right?” Tevak did a big orbit around her. “I’m sure you spun it
to your advantage real well, too, make it sound like the ungrateful li’l brat couldn’t wait to jump ship.” He arched one
broad shoulder in an artful shrug. “Can’t say I wouldn’t have done the same, but then I ain’t trying to sell myself as a
sweet, inoffensive little old earth-mother.”
 Odati pointed her ears forwards, aggressively. “What do you actually hope to achieve by all this... this posturing?”
 Tevak’s temper flashed, briefly, and he managed to restrain his temper long enough to punch the wall, rather than
Odati. “I want back what I paid for, you stupid cointe!” He barked the words violently enough that saliva sprayed into
Odati’s face; to Tevak’s great satisfaction, she at last flinched back from him. “Playing stupid now ain’t gonna get you
off the hook!”
 “Even if we wanted to, we can’t give you what we don’t have.” Odati struggled to recover her haughty poise, her
voice trembling. “She’s not here. She’s not been here for days, and none of us have any idea where she is.”
 “Right – an’ you should know, right?” Tevak massaged his scraped knuckles, glaring. “All right. Maybe if you give
back your end of the bargain, I’ll reconsider.”
 Odati stiffened, subtly. “Why should I?” she challenged, although her voice still quavered, perking her ears forwards
as aggressively as she could manage. “We did our deal, our business concluded. If you bought something from a shop
and then lost it, you wouldn’t go back for a refund.” She echoed the belligerent arm-fold. “The fact you lost her isn’t
our fault. Don’t blame us for you inability to control your underlings.”
 Tevak balled his fists, but somehow reined in his temper before he walloped her. “Shoulda known an addict would
never give up her drugs.” He bared his teeth in a smile that looked more like a grimace. “I’m beginning to think I mighta
been scammed, here.”
 “What’s he talking about, Odati?” Aron asked, softly, in a voice that suggested he knew exactly what Tevak was
talking about, but was hoping to be proved wrong.
 Odati remained silent, stubbornly pretending to have not heard him.
 “All right.” Tevak put up his hands, as if in defeat. “All right, we’ve hit a wall, I get it.” He paced back and forth in
front of the little group, like a hostile general in front of captured troops. “I’m gonna be generous, an’ give you snivelling
[pukes] the chance to redeem yourselves. Since it was one of you lot sprung her free, you’re all gonna go out there,
you’re gonna find her, yer gonna bring her back, and yer gonna hand her over.” His smile broadened, although it wasn’t
echoed in his eyes. “So it should be easy for you. Right?”
 Ripples of uneasy conversation spread through the assembled crowd. Rae remained quiet, listening unhappily as the
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earlier concern for the missing woman started a transition into some degree of resentment.
 “He can’t make us do anything,” a voice close at hand whispered; Rae glanced back, but couldn’t identify the speaker.
“ ’Specially not for someone who was barely even here ten days. She’s not our responsibility, any more!”
 “Quiet!” Tevak barked, silencing the twitters. His heavy tail slapped the bookcase behind him, making it rattle. “I
don’t give the smallest smear of skred if you knew or you didn’t, cuz that ain’t gonna find her. All you ought to be thinkin’
is where she might be, ’cuz if you ain’t found her and brung her back in the next three days, I’m torching this place. Got
that?”
 A collective gasp of horror rose from the group.
 “You-you can’t do that-! This is our home!”
 “We’ll never find her in three days, Kust is huge!”
 “We don’t even know if she’s still in the city-!”
 Tevak smiled, coldly, silencing them. “Then you all better get moving, huh.”

* * * * * *
 “Bathtime” for baby danata was proving to be quite the eye-opener. It mostly involved a fine comb, and a mister
bottle full of water and mild detergent... and a lot of elbow grease. Get a nymph too wet, and she suffocated, so the only
way to actually wash the tiny creatures was by repeatedly damping and combing and damping and combing, to get out
any dirt (and maybe the occasional little parasite) she’d picked up from playing outside.
 And Blink had thought bathing Serendipity was hard enough! All that had actually entailed was getting the sparkling
into the water, and encouraging her to remain in the water for long enough to scrub the worst of the dirt off her plating
before she got cratchity and started splashing.
 While Blink tended to the older nymphs, who could clean themselves for the most part, Wears Blossom took charge
of the very youngest hatchlings, including the single male in the group, one of the hungry little ambulatory seedheads.
She had the patience of a saint, Blink noted, watching her carefully combing the scruff out of the trabek’s fluffy white
pelt – the lapsi refused to sit still, grabbing for food and wriggling, and no sooner had the imago got one portion of his
fluff clean, he usually inadvertently smeared dirt back onto it. For his part, the baby acted like she wasn’t even there,
not even when she tugged at the tangles, dedicatedly stuffing his tiny face with fruit and fish, wing-discs fluttering
involuntarily in enjoyment.
 The tiny white babies did little more than sleep and gorge themselves, evidently. Wears Blossom had explained it
was something to do with growing as much as possible, as fast as possible, before they pupated and their exoskeletons
toughened up, but even that didn’t make the sheer quantity of food the little male was packing away any less amazing.
He must have consumed half his body-weight in food in the last day or so, and didn’t seem the least bit sated.
 In a strange, abstract way, he reminded her a little of Flash; alert and happy and ever appreciative of his never-ending
breakfast. “Does he have a name yet?” she wondered.
 “No. He will get his name once he has grown up,” Wears Blossom explained, combing her way through the scruffy
fur. “Once he has characteristics by which we can identify him.”
 “Can’t you just call him ‘Hungry’?” Blink half-joked.
 Wears Blossom gave a sort of vague, non-comprehending smile, apparently recognising the fessine was trying to
be humorous, but not really understanding it. “All lapsi his age are equally hungry, so it is not really descriptive enough.”
 The trabek seemed to sense they were talking about him; he perked his antennae briefly at the giant fessine, and
squeaked. “Walk!” the translator said, in a hesitant male voice. After a period of silence from the earpiece, another couple
of words spluttered from the struggling computer. “Listen out of?”
 “It doesn’t understand him?” Blink guessed.
 “Lapsi practice making noises, but they do not really talk,” Wears Blossom agreed. “Your translation software cannot
readily distinguish between our speech and other sounds, so attempts to translate everything.”
 “Middle roll!” the lapsi added, over the top of his chewing noises.
 Blink smiled at him, wondering what he actually meant. The meaning behind the wordless chirps and squeaks of
her own children back home could be guessed from their context, but these little creatures were completely alien. “Do
you ever want to have children, Blossom?” she wondered, getting back to the business of grooming the infant sitting on
her own lap; it had begun to wriggle and chirp impatiently when her hands stopped moving. “Of your own, I mean.”
 Wears Blossom didn’t even have to think about it. “No.”
 “Not ever?”
 The imago gave her a glance, antennae perked up and forwards in a way Blink had learned to interpret as amusement
or challenge, then clicked her mandibles thoughtfully. “Why would I need to? Matica trusts me to look after my siblings
when they are small. What difference would it make if they were my genetic material instead of hers?”
 “I-...” Blink found she had no answer, for that. “...guess that makes sense.”
 Finally satisfied that he was clean as she was ever going to get him, Wears Blossom set her comb to one side and
shooed the trabek out of her lap; he toddled all of three steps before plopping back down onto his tiny backside on the
most convenient cushion, and resuming the important task of troughing his way through his half-eaten plate of fruit. “If
any of my sisters feel the urge to lay, it means a time of great sorrow is ahead,” she explained, as the next infant took its
place in front of her. “It means mother is dying.”
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 Blink gave her a glance; the imago didn’t look overtly concerned by her statement, and the fessine was finding it
difficult to work out what was a fault of the translator, and what was just normal danata stoicism. Probably the latter,
she reminded herself, getting back to teasing out the remains of a knot of tangled fur. Getting all worked up and upset
about something that there was no evidence was ever going to happen in the near future didn’t seem to be the sort of
thing the pragmatic little females did.
 A familiar little grey figure appeared through the sunlit doorway from the outside. “Hello, friend,” Duskwing greeted
Blink, with a little bob of the head, then bowed very steeply to her little sibling, so they could touch brows, antennae
fluttering together in greeting. The nymph in Blink’s lap chirped and waved all four arms, excitedly, patting her tiny
hands over her sister’s fur.
 Blink couldn’t help smiling as she watched them – while so many things about her hosts were incomprehensibly
alien, there were some things so familiar it was as though her whole family had been transformed the same way she
herself had. Although, she corrected herself, Flash and Dipps didn’t so much gently bump heads like this as come together
with brain-rattling headbutts. (One of the quirks they’d picked up from their sire, it thankfully didn’t seem to have done
them any harm – so far.)
 Duskwing settled on a vacant cushion on the floor nearby, tucking her feet up on it like Blink had done. “Would you
like me to take a message to your friends? I have spoken to Travels Far, and she has given me permission to do so, if
you would like.”
 “All done, little one.” Blink stroked the small head of the nymph in her lap, then lifted her gently to her feet; the
little danata bowed steeply, chirped a thank you, and moved away to join the cluster of other infants close to her age.
The fessine watched her go before finally turning to glance at her friend. “A message?”
 “Yes.”
 Blink drew her index finger along the blade of the little comb, making the teeth vibrate. “...can I think about it?”
 Duskwing gave her a more serious, confused look. “You do not want them to know you are safe?”
 “Well-... yes, I just-...” Blink stroked her thumb over the inside of her discoloured wrist, awkwardly. “Someone I
thought I could trust had a hand in putting me in that basement. Handed me over to the enemy, like I was just a piece of
meat.” She pursed her lips and shook her head. “I’m not sure who I can trust, any more. If they could do that to me, they
probably won’t hesitate to tell them that I’m here with you, and I wouldn’t forgive myself if I brought the monsters to
your doorstep.”

* * * * * *
 Surprisingly, Tevak didn’t seem averse to the two groups working together, when Sadie pointed out that they’d need
access to the Station and help from his pack – in fact, it seemed like the hind merely beat him to it, and he’d been seconds
away from suggesting it himself. Although, watching them posturing and trying to catch each other out, Rae strongly
suspected that the giant was only open to collaboration because he didn’t trust his unwilling Library helpers, and wanted
to keep an eye on them.
 Halli, Rae and Sarmis were joined at the Station by Zinovy, who looked thoroughly piqued at having to work with
his arch enemies and offered only an unintelligible grunt in greeting. His tailtip lashed continually from side to side as
he led them down into the basement, muttering sourly under his breath the entire time.
 Finally getting to see the basement prison where she knew Blink had been confined, Halli really had to work hard
to contain the sudden upwelling of rage; the Station Pack hadn’t even bothered to hide what they’d done to the poor girl,
simply leaving all the accumulated filth to lay where it had fallen. The dirt and stink and general horror left Halli trembling
in her efforts not to instantly fly at their guide with her claws out.
 “You kept her down here?” she demanded, incredulous. To her increasing annoyance, she could hear herself getting
shriller by the second. “How is this-... it’s a-a... this is a cesspit!”
 Zinovy bristled, puffing himself up and his feelers coming up off his shoulders, aggressively. “Don’t you get all up
in my face, fe-male,” he growled, demonstrating his teeth. “She made her decision. She coulda been comfortable, but
she chose to fight it instead.”
 “...made a choice...?!” Halli spluttered, unable to find words to adequately sum up her rage. Sarmis stepped in front
of her just in time to catch her before she could physically assault the hart; she struggled against his restraining hands.
“This wasn’t a choice, this was-was... torture! How dare you try and insinuate she chose this-!”
 “Hal, Hal... ease up, eh?” Sarmis hissed, forcing a smile. “Or d’you wanna make this whole mess even worse?”
 Halli glared up at him, but managed to suck back the disparaging comment before it could jump free.
 Zinovy quite happily acted like nothing was the matter. “Boss thinks she snuck out through here.” He crouched with
his oil lantern next to the ominous black mouth in the wall. “S’a tiny gap, though, and we ain’t figured out where she
got back out through. I’m wonderin’ if she got stuck somewhere.”
 “Tiny gap, I’m a tiny person.” Halli got down on all fours and inspected the vent. “I’ll see if I can see anything.”
 “Whoa, hold up. I wouldn’t go crawlin’ in there.” Zinovy caught Halli’s shoulder before she could duck into the
pipe. “Boss used a smoke bomb to try and see if she was stuck in there, pipes’ll be all full of soot and stink. I was figuring
we could use mirrors, or somethin’.”
 Halli sagged back onto her heels, and threw her hands up in despair. “Great. So not only is it filthy, there’s now no
way of following her scent to find which way she went. Fantastic!” She let her hands plop heavily back into her lap,
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glaring. “Did the virus just fill all your useless skulls with more muscle, or something?”
 Rae intercepted the hart before he could deliver a kick to the zaar’s back from one of his sharp little hooves. “I’m
guessing that because Tevak brought his temper to our doorstep, you didn’t have any success finding anything?”
 Zinovy stamped his hoof at Rae’s foot, miraculously missing any of the laima’s toes, and jerked himself free. “So
help me, I will punch one of yers in the nose in a minute,” he threatened, waving a finger close enough to Rae’s nose to
make the spur back off a step or two. “Of course we ain’t found anything-! Frick would we be bothering with you bunch
of useless weaklings for otherwise?”
 Sarmis pursed his lips, thoughtfully. “There used to be a plan of the ventilation system in the cleaner’s cupboard on
the second floor. Is it still there?”
 Zinovy folded his arms. “What are you plotting, spur?”
 “If she was as weak as you’re implying, she can’t have gone far, certainly not through here. We just need to look
for the closest vents to this one, and check each one individually.”
 “You think we ain’t already done that?” Zinovy huffed and flicked a hand in a beckoning motion. “Fine, fine,
whatever. Follow me.”
 Up in the cupboard, they found the plans, right where Sarmis had said they would be, hidden behind a musty old set
of work overalls. Although faded and brittle with age, the ventilation diagram had somehow managed to avoid the graffiti
that ruined the rest of the paper in the old station and was still fairly clear.
 Sarmis squinted his good eye at the diagram. “All right, so... this is the basement vent...” He touched the pad of his
index finger against the grid, and drew it along the friable paper, following the pipework past a selection of small blue
rectangles. “Did you check these outlets?”
 “I just told you. We already. Checked. All of ‘em,” Zinovy griped, speaking slowly as though talking to idiots. “Trust
me, spur. She ain’t. Here. Not to mention, if she’d snuck out into the Station, her stink woulda been easy to follow.”
 Sarmis shot him a withering look. “Well, pff. I don’t doubt that. But if she’s not here, where is she? She can’t have
just vanished in a puff of smoke. So, you musta missed something.” He turned back to the image. “Can you get into all
of these rooms? They’re not, I dunno, full storage rooms, or anything?”
 “No, we checked ’em all.” Zinovy frowned at the picture, twitching his drooping whiskers. “We ain’t checked all
the vents in the roof, though. Figured she couldn’t climb that high.”
 Sarmis squinted at the image. “No, she wouldn’t have gone that far. The pipe makes a sharp bend here...” he mapped
it out with a chipped fingernail, “...and gets narrower here. Even a half-starved prisoner like her couldn’t have got through
there. So these are the only exits she could have taken, right?” He pointed to a handful of faded blue rectangles, close
to ground level, before getting to the tight twists and turns.
 “Right, and we checked ‘em all. How many times have I gotta say it?”
 Rae leaned in a fraction closer. “You missed one, Sam – there’s an outlet here.” He pointed to a faded blue rectangle
barely discernible from the ink detailing the internal pipes. “Opens onto the river, it looks like. Did anyone check this
one?”
 “Uh.” Zinovy had the decency to look at least a little embarrassed by his earlier tone. He scratched the back of his
neck. “I dunno. I didn’t realise there was vents on the back wall. You, uh, wanna go check it out, then?”
 Sarmis curled his lip. “Your boss is threatening to make us homeless if we don’t find Blink, so yeah, definitely let’s
go look.”
 Halli caught his arm, as they made their way down the stairs towards the outside. “Why are you trying to help them
find her?” she hissed, faintly. Concern had tightened in the corners of her eyes. “Please tell me you haven’t been in on
this the whole time.”
 Sarmis found a tormented smile from somewhere. “I’m trying to buy us some thinking time.”
 “How is going along with Tevak’s demands meant to help-”
 “Because we’ve got to do something, Hal. What were you thinking he’ll say? I don’t know, maybe oh well, never
mind, you all did your best, you’re all free to go?” The pale spur spread his hands, palms up, frustrated. “If we refuse to
co-operate, he burns the Library down tonight. If we at least look like we’re making an effort, we’ve got a day or two
to work out how to save our home when we can’t find her.”
 Halli backed down. “You’re right, I’m sorry,” she excused herself, quietly. “After-... everything else, I just... I should
be able to still trust everyone, and I don’t know that I trust anyone, right now.”
 “I know. I... don’t really know what to say about Odati,” Sarmis admitted, faintly, his voice low and almost hollow.
“She played me for just as much of an idiot as she did you guys. I had no idea she had such an evil streak in her.” He
laughed, humourlessly, and pinched his nose, trying to nurse away a headache. “An’ I still feel like I have to apologise
for her. Skeida. Guess it proves she’s right about one thing, huh.”
 “I don’t understand what she could have possibly got out of it,” Rae admitted, drooping downstairs behind them. “I
mean, Blink’s immune. She’s not a threat to anyone.”
 “She’s also a pretty fessine,” Halli added, sourly. “She probably sees that as the biggest threat.”
 “I’d kinda rather we didn’t talk about her right now, if that’s all right with you guys?” Sarmis interrupted, thinly.
“Let’s find Blink, and figure out this mess. Then we can work out what in kettu’s name we’re going to do with Odati.”
 Rae nodded, and gave his shoulder a little squeeze. “Sure, sure; sorry, man.” The poor spur sounded fairly well
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crushed by the betrayal; Rae figured that wasn’t entirely unreasonable, after all those long, dedicated years Sarmis had
spent as Odati’s loyal right-hand-spur.
 Actually accessing the small quay behind the police station proved to be easier said than done. A good twenty minutes
struggle proved the hinges of the door in the ground-floor corridor had corroded past the point of ever being functional
ever again, and the old ladder over the wall outside had long since rusted away and fallen off.
 At last, Zinovy found a length of knotted rope, down which Rae awkwardly clambered, teeth gritted against the tight
pain in his shoulder. The coverless vent was an obvious dark patch on the algae-streaked grey wall; the spur crouched
down very close to it, and sniffed warily at the concrete; the recent smatterings of rain had rinsed away a lot of Blink’s
scent, but in the corner where the quay met the wall there were still enough traces lurking to identify the missing laima.
 “Anything?” Halli prompted, leaning down over the wall to watch.
 “Yeah, she was out here.” Rae nodded confirmation. He followed the dregs of rancid scent along the narrow quay,
and onto the soggy, half-rotted ladder that led down to the water.
 “So she swum across the river?” Zinovy wondered, ears perked. “Well, great! We can hoof it across the bridge
upriver, and pick her scent back up over there, right?”
 “Assuming all the rain we’ve had over the last few days hasn’t washed it away,” Halli reminded.
 “Guys... guys?” Rae waved his hands, attracting their attention back. “Blink’s never swum in her life, ever. If she
fell in there, there’s no way she’d have managed to swim across – might not even have kept her head above water.”
 Zinovy’s previously helpful manner turned hostile again. “You’re just trying to get us off the scent.”
 “No, I’m serious.” The hard sensation of rising bile tightened Rae’s throat. He swallowed thickly, trying to dislodge
the lump of difficult emotions. “If she’s gone into the river, she’ll have been swept down the estuary and out to sea. Be
lucky if she hasn’t drowned.”
 “We’ll check the far shore anyway,” Sarmis reassured, reaching down with a hand to help pull Rae back up.
“Sometimes determination lets folk do incredible things, right? If she had the oomph in her to escape the revolting
conditions Tevak’s lot were keeping her in, she might have got across the river, too.”
 Although Zinovy was nodding along with Sarmis’ words, confidently, both Rae and Halli sensed it was mostly false
sentiment to try and keep their spirits up.
 “We better check the coastline, too.” Rae pursed his lips, and had to struggle to get the next words out. “Will Tevak
be satisfied if we bring back a body?”
 The nyen flared his crest again, fixing Rae on a glare. “Only if you guys can prove you weren’t the ones what sprung
her loose in the first place.”
 Sarmis put himself in front of Rae, defensively. “How about we find her first, Zinovy?” he suggested, in a tone that
brooked no argument.
 Zinovy put his hands up and snorted. “Fine, whatever. Delay the inevitable, whatever you like.” He flounced away
towards the street; his words trailed back over his shoulder, barely audible over his stroppy hoofbeats. “If the culprit just
freaking admitted it, Tevak would go easy on the rest of yers, but pah, what do I know. Mebbe y’all just masochists...”
His voice faded around the corner.
 “Guess we better follow him,” Rae groaned. “Coming, Halli?”
 At the lack of reaction, he glanced back over his shoulder to find the zaar still staring out over the river, brow creased.
He set a hand on her shoulder, attracting her attention. “Hal?”
 Halli straightened, and blinked. “...huh?” She looked like a sleeper waking from a long dream – or perhaps a
nightmare. Rae couldn’t help wondering what she was thinking about, although he had some suspicions.
 “I said, are you coming? Zinovy is about to charge off into the wild blue unknown and cause untold mayhem in the
process...”
 “Sorry.” The fal managed to dredge up a humourless smile that compressed her lips down to a thin line. “I’m coming.
I wasn’t paying attention.”
 Rae somehow resisted the uneasy urge to be facetious, resting his elbows on the wall beside her. “She’ll be all right-”
 “That’s a bit of a departure from ‘she’s probably drowned’, don’t you think?”
 Rae studied his hands where they rested on the wall. “Back on tiao’I, we talked a little about her old life,” he said,
softly. “I keep thinking of all the things she told me she went through, and compared to all that? This is, is-... nothing.”
He shook his head. “She might have been a big ball of angst, but she was a fighter, too. She’s a survivor.”
 “...Was. Before she got turned into a laima.” Halli glanced sidelong at him, not quite able to meet his gaze. “That
creature made her immune, it didn’t make her indestructible.”
 “She had help escaping.” Rae covered her hand with his own, trying to be reassuring. “They wouldn’t help her get
free, then let her drown immediately after.” At least, I hope not. Unless it was to spite Tevak in the first place.

* * * * * *
 Blink stirred in the dead of night to a weight on her chest. She awoke fearful of getting sick, to find a familiar little
ghost sitting on her, mandibles open expectantly.
 “It’s night-time. You’re supposed to be asleep.” Blink propped herself on her elbows, and sighed tiredly. “You can’t
seriously be hungry already.”
 He perked his head to one side, antennae waving, and squeaked softly. It didn’t take a translator to work out what
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he meant. Hungry! Feed me.
 “All right.” Blink sighed, resignedly, setting him gently on the floor so she could sit up properly, listening to him
chatter excitedly. She didn’t bother to put her earpiece in – she knew from earlier in the day that his nonsensical little
clicks and squeaks would only give her translator an aneurysm. “Let’s see what Blossom left for you...”
 She turned to the side, to where Wears Blossom had stowed all their supplies. Obviously anticipating night-time
awakenings, the experienced nursemaid had left a small selection of covered bowls of fruit and fish on the surface of
the lowest unoccupied bunk, where they’d be close to Blink’s fumbling hand. Not sure she could endure feeding him
that vile, smelly fish on her own at this time of night, the fessine instead selected a squashy ball-shaped fruit that was
almost half as big as the baby himself, before going to sit in the doorway with him in her lap. He wiggled expectantly,
reaching all four arms towards the ball, so apparently approved of her choice. Good.
 Not sure precisely how to go about preparing it – she was pretty sure she didn’t just hand it over – Blink first sliced
the fruit in half, then pared away a thin segment from one of the cut faces, which she offered to him. The lapsi held it in
all four hands and examined it, tested it in his mandibles... then looked up at her and held it back out with a questioning
noise.
 “Not good enough, eh?” She accepted it back, and looked at it. Maybe the skin wasn’t edible? She ran the knife
carefully round under the waxy surface, peeling away a thin, rubbery layer, and offered it to him again.
 Now the rind was trimmed away, he happily accepted it, and began eating. Blink couldn’t help the small smile that
traced over her lips, and stroked his head.
 While he chomped his way through each pale-coloured slice, she prepared the next, carefully paring the inedible
rind away from the temptingly succulent flesh inside. His hands were bigger than his crop, though, and he happily grabbed
for each slice before he’d finished its predecessor. Soon all four tiny hands were full of half-eaten slices, and Blink was
sure he would happily have tried to take the next piece if she’d offered it, free hand or not. Instead, she put her knife to
one side and waited for him to catch up.
 She let her attention drift out over the waters, only half listening to the noises of satisfied chewing coming from her
lap. Like a carpet of rippling velvet, the ocean spread out in front of her as far as the eye could see, bordered by the
narrow strip of rough sloping meadow in front of her, with its battlements of scrubby thornbushes that blocked out most
of the sound of the waves. The remaining sound of distant surf crashing against the rocks was barely audible under the
baby’s voracious chewing.
 Hunting the small glowing insects floating through the night sky, nocturnal fliers wheeled about over her head. They
sang strange, hollow music to each other as they danced above the ocean, pale leathery ghosts under the moonlight.
Updrafts from the cliffs occasionally buffeted them into cartwheels, but they never once crashed into each other, spinning
dizzily in their pursuit of their supper and each other.
 Blink smiled, sadly. Reminded her of home, in a strange, abstract way, sitting on a cliff instead of a landing platform,
watching small biological creatures flying instead of her friends, her relatives, quietly envious of their aerial freedom.
Even the creatures’ unmusical, chattering songs reminded her of the constant radio babble on the wideband back home
– a soup of packets of data passing between individuals, identity checks, positioning requests, and a constant music of
conversation, thousands of high-efficiency clicks and trills. There might be friendly rivalry between the various classes
of fliers, but they never stopped talking to each other.
 Blink sighed, shakily, wishing she too could sprout a pair of wings and fly away from it all. What she’d have given
to have been up there with them, up in the sky with her family, light as air and nimble as the breeze that carried them –
but ground-bound dirt-huggers like her weren’t made for flying. Even her thoughts were too two-dimensional, too slow
and plodding, unable to think outside of her own personal box. You were always going to be left behind, Bee. They
couldn’t keep carrying you around forever.
 Looking to her right and along the shoreline, the Institute was a beacon of optimism on the distant headland, on the
opposite side of the bay. The lights were on, inside, turning the huge windows into a pale yellow star, landed among the
tough grass and scrubby trees of the coast. I will get in there, she promised herself. My last chance. Oh, Skydash. I’m so
sorry. I will speak to you again, before it’s too late.
 When she finally tore her attention away from her daydreams and glanced back down at the baby, it was to find he’d
tired of waiting and now sat busily gnawing on the tough rind, trying to scrape the soft flesh out from the inside with
jaws badly designed for the job.
 “I’m sorry, bitlet.” Blink held out a hand for the fruit. “Let me finish cutting that up for you.”
 At first, he made a little growl of displeasure and drew away from her, continuing his determined gnawing. Blink
sat and waited, patiently, until at last he convinced himself he wasn’t going to get through it himself, and relinquished
the inedible object into Blink’s waiting hand, letting her continue to prepare it.
 He’d munched his way through almost half of the fruit by the time he ran out of momentum, and Blink guessed from
the way the chewing noises had slowed down that maybe his crop was finally full. Finally, just the one slice remained
in his hand, perfect and un-nibbled; he looked up at his carer, and held the unchewed slice out to her with a sleepy grunt.
 Blink noticed the tiny slip of darker colour on one end – a scrap of rind she’d missed. She took the slice back, and
delicately pared it away. “Is that better?”
 The trabek studied the slice, examining it delicately with his sensitive antennae, but didn’t take it back.
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 “I see. All done, eh?” Good; maybe she’d get another hour or two of sleep before the hungry little monster woke
her up again? She scooped him up, carefully – not a difficult task, he could have sat quite happily in her palm – and
carried him to his bunk, three levels up on the wall above her ground-floor mattress, before setting him down on his
cushion. He gave a sleepy chirp and capsized with an audible little fump.
 “Night night, bit. Sleep tight,” she murmured, tickling him gently under his chin. His little beak automatically closed
sleepily on her finger, before he worked out what it was and let it go.
 “You can’t possibly have any room at all left in those little tanks.” The fessine smiled, and stroked the fuzzy head.
“If my uncle was here, he’d probably call you ‘Bitey’,” she observed, softly, although she knew the little mite didn’t
understand her. “Your appetite’s too big to be a ‘Nibbler’.”
 Hoping that leaving him in peace would encourage ‘Flash’ back to sleep, Blink settled back on her own jigsaw of
mattresses in the corner of the floor, at the foot of the wall of bunks. She sat propped against the wall, blanket loosely
around her shoulders, and slowly consumed the remaining little segment of fruit; the sharp tang made her mouth tingle.

You have to make a decision soon, Blink. She closed her eyes and let her head bonk softly back against the cool wall.
Any day now, Tevak will find his way here, and he’ll tear the place apart, given half a chance. You’ve got to make one
last determined strike for the Institute.

Then what, hope for a miracle? She sighed and covered her face with her hand, trying to massage a little of the
tension out of her temples.

Little miracles do happen, every now and then, her conscience reminded, in a tiny voice that mostly blended in with
the encroaching fog of dreams. You’re living proof of that. Just put it to good use, Bee.

* * * * * *
 Day broke to more of that increasingly-familiar flat grey drizzle. Presently jobless, Blink tucked herself away in the
corner of her room, and peered out through the small windows at the sullen landscape, sighing dispiritedly to herself.
Rae had told her it was supposed to be summer. Her chilly homeworld with its distant sun meant she was hardly an expert
on the subject, but wasn’t summer meant to involve sunshine and warm, dry weather? Not perpetual rain, misting softly
down over the landscape in gently billowing curtains, light enough that it easily gusted in through open doorways and
beneath overhanging canopies. Even the ocean seemed strangely muted and unenthusiastic, the roar of the waves muffled
and the horizon hidden behind its cloudy veil.
 Most of the danata had elected to stay indoors, rather than risk a needless soaking. Her little hosts seemed not to
mind such close quarters, but it left Blink feeling oddly cramped, almost claustrophobic – stifled by the crowded rooms
where she could now barely move without bumping into or squashing someone. With not even a breeze to stir her hair,
it felt like the dozens of extra bodies had sucked all the air from the room.

Was this how her uncles felt? she wondered, leaning close to her window. She herself had never minded being
enclosed, crawling around quite happily in broken engines and through tight gaps, but she also knew the massive warbirds
in her extended family hated nothing more than being confined to a small room, unable to see the sky. They were creatures
of wide open spaces, of towers and plains, where there were no tight walls and low ceilings to pinch their wings. Even
Skydash, with all that grounder coding in her harmonic, got twitchy in small rooms.

Maybe that’s your body’s way of telling you you’re not meant to fly. No real flier would be so happy to be burrowing
around in the dirt, her pessimism sniped – she hastily sat on the voice before she could get too lost in the thought.

You just need some fresh air, she reassured herself, getting onto her knees and crawling to the doorway, carefully
nudging it open with the back of her hand. All these little bodies breathing the same air, making it warm and full of
carbon dioxide. Some cool air and oxygen will make you feel better. Hang the rain.
 “Blink?” Wears Blossom looked up from her gaggle of infants and perked her head, antennae waving. “Are you
well?”
 Blink hesitated in the doorway; the fine drizzle felt indescribably good on her tight, dehydrated skin. “I-... yes, I’m
fine, I just-... I need some air. I’ll only be outside.” She forced a smile. “Would you shout when you need me?”
 “Of course.” The brown head perked over the other way. “You do not mind getting wet?”
 “I’ll be all right. My clothes can just get dry again when I come back in.”
 Blink crawled out into a chilly damp that felt nowhere near as good as it had looked from her window, and yet still
infinitely better than the stuffy indoors. She turned her face up into the mist and inhaled deeply, luxuriating in the feel
of the chilly air pouring down into her half-starved lungs.
 Next to the colony’s vegetable garden there grew a cluster of squat umbrella palms; the enormous, flat leaves tiled
together above each short, fat trunk to form a roof every bit as good as the one on the main colony. Blink crawled
underneath the biggest one, and onto the damp carpet of symbiotic mossy undergrowth beneath. The playful breeze
misted the occasional drizzle underneath, but not strongly enough to make her any wetter than she already was.
 Until now, she’d never really taken much notice of simple things like this, and it struck her as strange how something
so simple could be so good. The muted rush of the waves, the rustle of wind in the leaves and the soothing hiss of the
rain on the vegetation blended together into a white noise that seemed to dissolve every last care out of her body, even
– for a few brief minutes – letting her forget the monster laying in wait for her in the valley.

I bet Skydash would like it here. In her mind’s eye, Blink watched her friend’s graceful silhouette swoop down
through the clouds, threading pure white contrails through the mist and skimming her wingtips through the waves. Rain
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softened the thunder of her flight turbines. ...what I’d give to be up there with her.
 A rustle from the colony attracted her attention. Blink watched as Duskwing emerged from the doorway, baulked
at the rain, briefly disappeared, then re-emerged holding a giant heart-shaped leaf over her head as an umbrella. She
scampered over the sodden grass with the hunched posture of someone who really, really doesn’t want to get wet.
 Blink watched her approach, and internalised a sigh of resignation. “Wears Blossom wants me to go back?”
 The naiad ducked under the leaves and gave her wings a flutter, to shake off the droplets that clung like tiny round
crystals to her fur. “No. I thought you may like some company.”
 “Oh!” This time, Blink found a genuine smile for her. “Thank you. I’d appreciate it.”
 Duskwing smiled that abstract little danata smile and clicked her beak. “Have you decided what you are going to do
now?” she wondered, sitting on the moss beside Blink and trying to mimic the way the bigger female crossed her legs,
but her extra joints and protruding abdomen made it difficult.
 “I don’t know yet.” Blink shook her head, sadly. “I’ve been thinking about it, but all I can really come up with is
knowing I’m going to have to go away, somewhere. Away from Kust.” She huffed a terse sigh. “Maybe I could head
north, up the coast, or something. There’ll be other cities; I’m sure there’s other cognates living there I could join up
with, too.”
 Duskwing looked disappointed, rocking back a little onto her heavy tail. “You do not want to stay? Is it my people
that have offended you?”
 “Goodness, no. I’m very grateful for your hospitality.” The fessine, chuckled, tiredly. “I just can’t expect Travels
Far to let me stay here indefinitely. Even if I can help out around the colony, I’m big and I eat too much, and it’s not fair
to expect you to try and support me.” She snorted. “That’s not to mention, my being here could ultimately lead Tevak
to your home. I dread to think what he’ll do to you if he finds out you helped me.”
 “We have not been visited by warmbloods in my entire lifetime, I do not think they know where we live.” Duskwing
clicked, thoughtfully. “You could go back to your friends in the Library. They are all nice. Will they not look after you?”
 Blink shook her head, resisting the urge to correct her. “Tevak won’t sit back and pretend he doesn’t know I’m there.
He thinks I belong to him, he’ll already be blazing angry that I’m gone. As soon as he spots me, he’ll come after me,
and woe betide anyone that gets in his way.” She sighed, quietly, and studied her bruised wrists, stroking her thumb
across the damaged flesh. Fear of the giant – and what he’d do to her when he got hold of her – bubbled nauseatingly in
her stomach. “If I stay in Kust, he’s never going to leave me alone. He’s going to chase me until he catches me, or I hand
myself over, or he’ll force my hand by threatening my friends – and I can’t put my friends at risk. If he could do this to
me? Something he claimed to want and value? He’ll probably kill anyone in his way.”
 “Tevak was the one who was maltreating you?” Duskwing asked, and at the nod she got in reply carried on; “If he
was not there, you would be able to go home?”
 “Are you trying to get rid of me, Dusk?” Blink asked, with a tired little smile.
 “No?” Duskwing perked her head, seemingly not entirely comprehending. “That is to say, I would like for you to
be able to go home,” she clarified, antennae waving. “But not because I want you to go away. I want you to be back with
your own family. Your friends!”
 As if to illustrate the fact, she held all four small hands out in front of her, palms down, fingers spread. The back of
each hand had the same distinct blotchy pattern, albeit underdeveloped and grey, that Blink recognised seeing on the
hands of other adult workers in the colony. Perhaps it was a genetic thing, handed down from Travels Far – an instant
visual indicator of whose family an imago belonged to?
 “I have lived my whole life here with my mother and sisters,” the naiad explained, quietly, flexing her fingers. “And
although I am not yet mature, I do not think I ever will live anywhere else. I cannot even begin to imagine what it must
be like, to be forcibly removed from my family. It frightens me simply to think of it.”
 Blink stroked her small shoulder, gratefully. “My family are a very long way away,” she explained, feeling... strangely
hollow. “On the other side of the galaxy, I think. I’ve been away from home for a very long time already.” She bit her
lip, to maintain control over her emotions, and shook her head. “I’ve not seen-... not spoken to them in a long time. They
don’t know where I am and I don’t know how to tell them.”
 Duskwing looked dismayed at the concept. “How will you get home?”
 “I don’t know if I can. The planet is quarantined, remember?” Blink spread her hands, helplessly. “Even if it wasn’t,
if I can’t get into the Institute and get a message out, my plans are foiled before I even start.”
 Duskwing perked her head, curiously. “What is the Institute?”
 Blink gestured an arm out towards the ocean. “It’s the big building on the headland south from here, with the glass
front and the fence. You must have seen it...?”
 “Oh, the glass building?” Duskwing gave a dismissive little click. “Why do you want to go there? It is empty. Sterile.
Full of machines that we cannot use. There is nothing worth going there for.”
 It felt like someone had jabbed something sharp into her ribs. Blink physically startled, turning and shooting a stare
Duskwing’s way. “What-... You’ve been in there?” she demanded.
 The danata bobbed her antennae in agreement. “Once. We do not go any more because it is a long way away, and
there is nothing there we can use-”
 Blink had to resist the urge to shake her small friend. Didn’t she see how important this was?! “But you’ve been
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inside? How? How is that possible?”
 Duskwing looked back, leaning away from her, startled by the unexpected aggression in Blink’s voice. “I just flew
over the fence?”
 “But it’s electrified. A-and the forcefield-! How in blazes-...” In the back of her mind, Blink heard Halli’s voice as
she’d explained about the system – and goodness, it seemed an eternity ago. You can throw little things through it, but
anything person sized gets rebuffed. It stood to reason that the tiny danata were small enough to slip through with no
effort whatsoever.
 An idea that left her breathless seized her. “Oh my goodn-... Could you help me get in?”
 “What? I am not sure if-” Duskwing started, uneasily.
 “Please, Dusk. You’re my last-... skeida, you’re my only chance.” Blink clutched her fingers into her hair, agitated.
“Getting into that glass building might be the single most important thing we can do for the whole of the galaxy, right
now. They have the computers, I have the immunity. We could cure heff forever..!”
 Duskwing looked torn. “But matica does not like us to get involved. It puts the whole colony at risk, and it is not
fair on my sisters.” After a beat, she added; “She will think I am just trying to cause trouble again.”
 “But if I can’t get in, I’ll die here. I’ll crumble away into the dirt without ever telling my family what happened to
me.” Blink blurted the words out before she considered what she was saying, and immediately felt guilty for using
Duskwing’s words against her – but these were desperate times! “You won’t have to do anything else. Just unlock the
door for me. ...please?”
 Duskwing cringed down, reluctantly. “I will talk with matica. Maybe she will not mind if it does not lead warmbloods
to our home...”

* * * * * *
 The rank, unsettling smell of smoke that stirred Rae out of a fitful sleep – kettu, don’t tell me he’s gone and set light
to the place already...! – turned out to just be Tevak smoking a foul hand-rolled cigar of noxious herbs in the breakfast
room. He bared his teeth in an unfriendly smile when Rae stumbled bleary-eyed through the door, looking for the fire.
 “Sorry. Wakeya up, did I?” their trespasser wondered, in a voice that didn’t sound remotely apologetic.
 Rae grunted something uninterpretable, and slipped into the chair next to Aspazija, who was twiddling a glass between
her fingers, looking... quiet. Hollow. He tried to put an arm around her, but she cringed away underneath it so he took
it back, quietly simmering inside about what Tevak might have done – could the giant brute not be near anyone without
damaging them in some way? Aspazija at least she seemed comfortable enough to stay beside him, which reassured him.
 On her left, Halli sat glaring into her breakfast, halfway towards being an aggressive bristlecone, obviously
concentrating on eating in an effort not to fly at Tevak. The giant watched both women with quite an unashamedly
lascivious glint in his dark eyes.
 “I hear yer makin’ good progress at findin’ my little runaway bedwarmer,” Tevak offered, at last turning his attention
onto Rae, exhaling a long streamer of sour blue smoke in his direction. “Found out how she snuck out of prison, at least.”
 Rae wafted his hand in front of his face, and rubbed his eyes in an effort to wake up a little. “If by that you mean,
we worked out she probably fell in the river and drowned, then sure, we’re makin’ good progress,” he griped, sourly.
 Tevak fixed him on an unfriendly stare. “You better hope she ain’t, scrawny. Remember what I told yer would
happen if you ain’t found her?”
 Rae curled his lip. “Don’t worry. If she drowned, we’ll make sure you get the body to gloat over.”
 Tevak flicked hot ash at him. “You watch yer mouth, you useless string of cold water. You guys yank my tail enough
an’ I might burn the place down anyways.”
 Halli shot him a glare, hair bristling out angrily. “You let her drown, and you’d still punish us?”
 “Sure, why not? If not for you bunch of weaklings coddling her, she’d be all cosy and tucked up with us in the
Station, right?” Tevak arched a dismissive shoulder, and smirked. “You guys were what put the need to run away in her,
panderin’ to those unnatural desires of hers.”
 “You’re the one that mistreated her! You think she’s going to want to stay with you when you treated her like that?!”
 “That wee box of matches is gettin’ closer and closer, girl. Mebbe you want me to set light to the place, hmm?” He
flicked out his over-long purple tongue, and licked his lips. “You guys don’ have to go to such extreme measures to
come live with us. We might not have all the luxuries you got here – yet – but I always got room for a couple more girls
in my harem. Even you, Tiny.” He pointed his cigarette at Halli, dropping ash all over the tabletop. “Breg likes ‘em
better when they fight back a little.”
 Rae hastily moved to intercept, before Halli could get over her outraged splutters. “Come on, Hal. We still haven’t
found Bee yet.” He bundled the hissing puffball out of the door before she could physically attack Tevak. “Save it for
when she’s safe, all right?”
 The giant’s laughter followed them out into the corridor.
 Halli waited until she was just outside before assaulting the wall, hurling her rage at its vine-covered surface. The
coating of leaves absorbed a little of the violence, which only seemed to incense her further.
 Rae startled away, alarmed. “Whoa-! Steady, Hal...”
 “Don’t you ‘steady’ me, you patronising [bastard]!” The frustrated zaar rounded on him, instead; Rae leaped out of
the way, only narrowly avoiding a punch. “I’m not some helpless little scrap of fessine that needs your sagacious cage
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and guidance!”
 “Ow, ow! All right, lay off-!” Rae backed out of reach, hands raised in a placatory gesture. “Skeida, beat the wall
all you like, don’t let me get in your way-! Just don’t get on my case when you’re too bashed up to be any use rescuing
Bee.”
 For several seconds, Halli simply glared back at him, shoulders heaving with effort and blood dribbling in a steady
stream from the tips of her mutated fingers. Finally, the pain sank through the clouding layers of fury and frustration,
and she deflated from her angry ball, her bristle slicking back down. She covered her face with her good hand, slumping
back against the wall and holding the injured one to her chest. “I don’t know if I’m angrier about what he’s doing to us,
or that he’s made me angry at her,” she admitted, with a groan of mixed pain and resignation. “How are we ever supposed
to make this decision, Rae? Doesn’t matter what we choose, because it’ll be a terrible result for someone. Either we hand
her over, to goodness knows what kind of torture, or he burns our home down and everyone suffers.”
 “If someone else finds her before we do, it’s out of our hands anyway,” Rae pointed out, gloomy. “I doubt they’ll
share our hesitation in handing Blink over.”
 They stood together in silence for a few minutes, neither really knowing what to say to each other, any more. Rae
found it particularly frustrating that the zaar was right – it was increasingly difficult not to be angry with Blink. If only
she’d just... played along, and waited to be rescued, or something-! But then, who was to say that the rescue mission
wouldn’t have had the same result? Tevak inviting himself into their home, and threatening to burn it down if they didn’t
give her back? And who could blame the little fessine for not wanting to play the waiting game – especially not when it
would involve being an unwilling sex toy.
 At last, Rae cast a look around himself, to check they were alone, then lowered his voice to a barely audible murmur
and said; “Would it be really bad taste if I suggested we try and kill him?”
 Halli slid a glance his way, not really sure if she thought the words were hyperbole. “...what?”
 Rae forced a tense smile. “Granted, the closest I’ve got to killing anyone is in a computer game,” he admitted, “but
it’s the only way out of this mess I can think of that doesn’t involve one of his two choices.”
 “I’ve never killed anything bigger than an animal, before.” Halli actually looked horrified by the idea. “I don’t know
if I could. Not even someone as vile as him.”
 “Well, me either. But Tevak is the only one so obsessed about keeping Blink. If we remove him, maybe the others
will leave us alone?”
 “Oh, that’ll work well. They won’t even think of coming after us for retribution.”
 “So we engineer an accident. A spear trap, like those big ones you set for game, and get him to walk through it,
somehow. They couldn’t pin that on anyone, just his blind-headed clumsiness-”
 “...Rae?”
 Halli’s voice jogged him out of his plotting. “What?”
 “We need to start taking our own advice.” She forced a smile. “Let’s find Blink first. We can think about everything
else once we know she’s sa-... ah, still alive.”

* * * * * *
 ...It turned out to not be the most ideal time to go ask the matica for a favour. Like all fertile females, the big danata
laid a single large egg approximately every month, and it just so happened, rather inconveniently, that she’d laid early
this morning. It was evidently a draining business – Travels Far had retired to her personal chambers to rest, away from
the public eye, and her personal medic was not particularly inclined to permit her to entertain visitors just yet. The three
strazae guarding the door were only too happy to enforce the doctor’s instructions, and looked almost as though they’d
quite happily use a little physical violence to get the point across to the stubborn Duskwing, who did not seem in the
mood to take “no” for an answer.
 Eventually, the comparative commotion outside her doors drew the tired matica herself out, to see what all the fuss
was about. Blink had forgotten how intimidating the giant arthropoid was, up close, with those sharp claws and heavy
beak; her smooth skin and joints made it look unnervingly like she too had once been a machine.
 “What is going on here,” she demanded; the translator rendered her tone of voice as a statement, not a question, so
it seemed to be more of a take your problems elsewhere than any real desire to know what was going on.
 The instant the strazae were distracted, Duskwing slipped past them and bowed steeply to her mother. “Blink requests
our help getting into the glass building on the south headland.”
 The matica gave Duskwing a very long, serious, silent glare; the naiad cringed and tried to make herself look smaller,
trembling her wings.
 “Precisely what input on this venture have you had, little one?” Travels Far wondered, at last. “I gave permission
for Blink to stay so she may recover from her injuries and ill treatment, not so she may become a vessel for you to indulge
your own daydreams.”
 “It was mostly my fault, Matica,” Blink offered, quietly. “Duskwing asked what my plans were, and we just happened
to end up talking about it.”
 Travels Far’s critical gaze swivelled to concentrate on her, instead. “And why do you wish to involve us in something
that may be detrimental to our safety?”
 “First-... uh, first of all, I’m fairly sure it won’t be detrimental.” Blink held her gaze, bravely. “All I’m asking is that
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they try and help me gain access to the building. It’s so important that I get in there, ma’am... I don’t think I could ever
understate it. Please.” She clasped her hands together, awkwardly. “Once I’m in, I can be out of your lives forever – and
I’ll take my dangers away with me.”
 Travels Far tilted her head. “How does this involve my daughters? Why can you not achieve it yourself?” At least
the overt hostility had gone from her voice.
 “It’s all locked up too tightly. When the last scientist left, they took whatever it was that allowed Institute access
with them. Myself, my friends, we can’t work out a way through all the layers of security. Your daughters are the only
ones who can get in. I think they’re small enough that the security field doesn’t recognise them as a threat.”
 Travels Far remained silent for a moment, thinking, before inclining her head, at last. “I agree that your plan does
not seem harmful,” she accepted. “It pleases me that you will take any risk to the colony away with you when you go.
I will permit a small group to accompany you.”
 “Thank you, ma’am...” Blink bowed her head, but only half out of grateful respect – knowing that Travels Far was
simply being logical about the situation didn’t lessen her sense that the matica was glad to see the back of her.

* * * * * *
 Unable to face going through the city itself just yet, and dreading the long trek around Kust through the farms up
the valley, Blink had been relieved (and pleasantly surprised) when the little party of danata instead led her down to a
covered jetty on the headland. Snuggled into the natural harbour where the rocks curved around, a collection of small
boats bobbed on the tide.
 The trip across the bay was longer and more unnerving than the one across the river, at the mercy of the teasing wind
and tide. None of the boats were large enough for the fessine to actually get into without making them unstable, so again
they had to resort to towing her along through the water – at least, Blink reassured herself, she wasn’t in such poor
condition that she was in danger of slipping off and drowning. She clung to the side with a serious-faced determination,
a weird, excited sort of anticipation simmering in her blood in spite of the way the cold water made her skin prickle.
 They reached the far shore just shy of midday. Black-Tip – a particularly heavily-built straza with a jet-black abdomen
– took charge of carefully mooring up on what remained of the Institute’s small jetty, on the shoreline below the building.
Waves and weather had long since eroded away most of the wooden walkway, leaving only a few weed-beslimed pilings
jutting up like the broken bones of a long-dead sea-monster, beached on the hostile rocks.
 The algae covering the brittle rocks made them treacherous to climb; Blink picked her way over the slimy green
surfaces, clinging desperately with hands and toes, digging her claws into cracks in a futile attempt to improve her grip.
By the time she reached the dry rocks and tussocky grass out of reach of the tide, she’d added another dozen scratches
and bruises to her welted limbs.
 Duskwing chivvied around her, wings fluttering. “Are you badly injured? Can you still walk?”
 Blink forced a terse smile through her aches, stretching her sore arms against the fog-damped grass and trying to
catch her breath. “Just a little bumped around. Give me a moment, and I’ll be all right...” She grunted and wobbled
herself to her feet, teetered dangerously for an instant, but managed to keep her balance. “Let’s go.”
 The muted sunshine and overcast skies did little to diminish the visual impact of the big laboratory complex; the
bright white interior glowed out even through the sections of frosted glass on the front, and the huge doors at the distant
end revealed what looked like a huge empty aircraft hangar. The innocuous little warning signs hanging from the fence
swung and creaked quietly in the breeze. Blink gazed up at it all – the gleaming building, the heavy security – and felt
strangely small.
 Black-Tip clicked to her sisters, and gestured for them to follow her past the fence. Blink watched them flutter up
and over the wire, uneasily biting her lip, but she needn’t have worried; sure enough, the field remained quiescent. She
had to reign in the sudden urge to put out her own hand, just to try the gate again, just to reassure herself it did all still
work. It would be fairly traumatic if she went to all this effort to gain access – and safety! – only to find the field had
already failed. Not to mention, there’d be no barrier to Tevak, who would need no encouragement to follow her in and
destroy the place out of spite.

Don’t be silly, of course it all still works. She folded her arms and tucked her hands up into her armpits, out of reach
of temptation. You don’t have to zap yourself to prove it.
 It was difficult to have to stand and watch at the best of times, but seeing the little group struggling with the big glass
doors made Blink fidgety; she paced on the spot, impatient, wishing she could get in and help, damp and shivery in the
breeze gusting up off the water and stealing the warmth from her wet skin. The drizzle had stopped, but the overcast sky
and exposed headland left her feeling several degrees colder than she had while tucked away under the vegetation in the
colony garden.
 They slowly worked through translating the control panel together, with Black-Tip and Duskwing acting as relay
stations between Blink and the rest of the danata inside, working their way across the control panels in the hope of finding
the locking mechanism. Duskwing sat delicately on the fessine’s shoulder to relay information – although the voices of
the workers inside the compound carried well enough across the courtyard, they were just too far away for the translation
loop to pick up. They in turn didn’t understand Blink’s words, needing the naiad to translate for them-
 Blink jumped as the gate gave a sudden soft clunk, as the bolt released, and drifted back gently on its hinges.

The gate’s open.
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 For several long heartbeats, the fessine found she could only stare at it, unable to coax her limbs to move, as though
frozen solidly into place.

It’s open. The gate is open.
 She could feel her heart pounding, its soft drumbeats echoing in her ears. Surging [adrenaline] in her blood made
her limbs trembly.

It can’t be open. It can’t honestly genuinely be open. I must be hallucinating.
 “What is wrong?” Duskwing chased, gently, tugging at her eartip to get her attention. “It is open. Is this not what
you wanted?”
 Blink managed an awkward laugh. “My friends in the library have been trying to get in here for years, literally. Half
a lifetime, just trying to work out how to unlock the gate. I’ve been here less than a season, and I’ve gained access.” She
combed her fingers through her hair, not quite sure what to do with her shaking hands. “I can... hardly believe it’s really
happening. Any second now, and I’ll wake up. Does that make sense?” She put up a hand to stroke her small friend’s
bristly pelt.
 Duskwing put all four of her hands down onto Blink’s fingers, reassuringly, and vibrated her wings a little. “I promise
it is not a hallucination.”
 Blink held out her fingers, but the memory of the security field’s savagery made her clench her hand into a fist,
unwilling to test its ugly temper a second time. The instant she brushed up against the forcefield, lilac flames would
erupt from nowhere and leave her out cold, at the mercy of anyone who might walk past. If Tevak was on the prowl, he
would no doubt grill her friends for information, and she didn’t really want to leave herself quite so exposed if he came
up here...!
 “You may want to get down, Dusk. Just in case anything goes wrong,” Blink cautioned, quietly. “You don’t want
to get zapped along with me.”
 “I trust my sisters. They say the barrier has been shut down.” Duskwing nevertheless did as advised, jumping from
her shoulder and fluttered lightly to the ground.
 “True, but I don’t know how long it’ll stay down...” Blink edged closer, inch by inch, one trembling arm stretched
out in front of her as far as it would go. Please, just get it over and done with. Zap me, if you’re going to...
 Breath catching in her throat, she watched from the corner of her eye as the fence grew closer, and closer, and
suddenly, it was behind her.

I’m in. I’m actually in. I’m past the fence!
 Her knees suddenly went all wobbly and she almost fell down right there, on the smooth, perfect concrete parking
area. She propped herself up on one of the decorative stone planters, waiting for the strength to return to her legs. Excited
giggles bubbled in her lungs, making it hard to catch her breath.
 Duskwing chirped and wiggled her wings, uneasily. “Are you well...?”
 Blink found a feeble laugh for her. “Just... shocked. I never actually believed... this is just incredible.”
 Black-Tip fluttered down to land nearby. “What is the problem?”
 “Nothing. Thank you.” Blink had to restrain the sudden urge to envelop the little female in a hug – they didn’t seem
to do hugs, and an uninvited invasion of her space might alarm her. Instead, she bowed steeply, as she’d seen them do
to each other, and kept her arms around her own chest. “Thank you so much-!”
 Black-Tip seemed reassured; she chirped something uninterpretable and flicked her wings politely. “You are
welcome. I am glad we could assist.”
 At last, Blink felt happy that her knees would support her weight once more, and warily made her way across the
wide courtyard, expecting at any minute to set an alarm off and get thrown back over the fence. The curious danata
followed her at a respectful distance, their wings humming softly.
 The impressive windows towered away above her, like a sheer-sided cliff, somehow polished absolutely smooth by
onshore winds – so much more imposing, up close, than they had looked from outside the fence. Blink put out a hand,
hesitant, plucking up the courage to touch the glass, almost afraid to dirty the gleaming structure. Just to be sure I’m not
hallucinating all this, still stuck in Tevak’s foul basement... She closed her eyes and let her hand drift closer; the
‘hallucination’ felt reassuringly solid, the glass cool to the touch.
 The automatic door in front breathed obediently open for her, allowing a gust of air-conditioned air to waft out,
bringing with it a chemical-clean disinfectant smell.
 “Oh my goodness...” Blink crept hesitantly into the building. The cool flooring felt delicious against her sore feet.
“Look at all this-!”
 The inside was as scrupulously clean as the outside, all gleaming white walls and polished dove-grey floors, accented
in chrome and glass. Everything was working away quietly and efficiently, with not even so much as a single bulb burned
out in the countless lighting panels flush with the walls. The huge main hangar was empty save for a handful of exotic
machines, surrounded by glowing fences and fancy signs, which Blink assumed to be demonstration models. The
pot-plants had gone a little wild, down the years – one with incredible purple and green leaves had got so tall, it had
begun to spread along the ceiling – but it appeared whatever was looking after the general upkeep of the place was
feeding and watering those, too-
 “Good day, unidentified staff member.”
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 Blink all but leaped out of her skin when the delicate voice spoke out of the ether. She span round on the spot, almost
tripping over her own small feet, to find a giant figure wearing the delicate blue Institute uniform standing in the centre
of the room. The little group of danata clustered closer to her for protection, equally alarmed.
 “I thought you said the place was empty-!” Blink whispered, hotly.
 “We thought it was. I have never seen this person before,” Duskwing confirmed, taking shelter behind the fessine’s
skinny leg.
 Superficially, the creature resembled Tevak – just as intimidatingly tall, with a long, pointed snout and spreading,
clawed toes. That was about where the similarity ended, however. Where Tevak rippled with muscle beneath scales that
looked more like armour plate, this spectre was sleek and regal, with smooth silver-gold skin that seemed to have been
sewn from high-quality silk. Even the claws on its long toes were dainty and well-manicured.
 Blink had only seen kiravai once, and then only fleetingly, but it had been enough to instantly recognise the spectre
as one of the cool, haughty aliens.
 “I am afraid I do not have you on file,” the newcomer continued, in those same bland tones. She seemed completely
unconcerned to see the intruders in her property. “Would you like to create a profile?”
 “I-I’m sorry, I didn’t think anyone lived here,” Blink stammered, backing off and trying not to squash any unfortunate
danata in the process.
 “That is correct. I am a hologram,” she – it? – confirmed, inclining her long head. “I was designed to improve the
user interface with Kust University Science Institute central computer.”
 “You’re not real? There-... there’s no-one else here...?”
 “That is correct.”
 Hologram or not, it felt to Blink like the piercing blue eyes could see all the way down into the core of her being,
and it was very difficult not to cringe under the imperious gaze. The questions filling her mind barely minutes before
had now all dried up in her mouth – she couldn’t think of the first thing to say, any more.
 “To use available facilities, you must create a profile,” the interface prompted, in the silence, leaning down a little
closer. “Would you like to do so now?”
 Blink didn’t need to think about it for long. If I make a profile, I may be able to get back in more easily. She swallowed
hard on the fright that had rendered her almost mute, rationalising that if Institute security wanted her removed, the
hologram wouldn’t be being anywhere near as accommodating. “What do I need to do?”
 “I have already measured your biometrics, and constructed a basic profile.” The interface gestured towards the
camera lens, watching unobtrusively from the corner. “You will provide me with small items of personal data which can
be matched to the data I have already recorded.”
 “Um. All right...” Blink had to fudge a little of the data the computer requested – she doubted it would believe her
if she gave it her true age – but it thankfully didn’t want such precise information as a date of birth.
 “Thank you. Profile created.” The kiravai woman paused, and flicked an ear, making her holographic earrings jingle
appealingly. “There are three thousand, four hundred and ninety six unread system alerts since last staff logon, of which
two hundred and twenty seven have been flagged as important. Would you like to check them now?”
 “Err-...” Blink stared blankly up into the unblinking glassy eye of the computer surveillance system. “Could I, ah,
could I check them later?” When I have time to figure out what they all MEAN.
 The interface didn’t seem to mind. She tilted her long head to one side, and agreed; “Review of alerts has been
postponed.”
 At that, the interface went silent. It felt almost like it was waiting for Blink to say something – which Blink later
realised, that was probably exactly what it was doing – but the long pause made the fessine edgy. (Just because she
herself grew up in a world of talkative computer-based lifeforms didn’t mean this computer wanted idle chatter.)
 “Um... computer?” She fidgeted from one foot to the other, not entirely sure how she was supposed to attract the
interface’s attention.
 Thankfully, her guess proved correct. “Working.”
 “I’ve got a sample of blood from someone who’s immune to the-... to the virus. What should I do with it?”
 “The laboratory is this way. Follow me.” The hologram glided across the floor, disconcertingly, her legs moving
but not quite matching the speed at which she moved.
 Obediently, Blink followed her, through a handful of double doors and airlocks – which the interface literally passed
straight through, like a ghost – into areas that looked increasingly sterile, polished and smelling strongly of disinfectant,
before finally arriving in an area Blink assumed to be some sort of clean suite.
 The interface turned and blocked the doors, spreading her arms; the soft sound of security bolts firing underlaid her
words. “Access is not permitted until you are wearing the appropriate attire,” she said, sternly, indicating the cupboard
next to the door, full of white jackets and hairnets, like the ones she had added to her own projection. “Your size is
unavailable. Please select instead from the cupboard indicated.”
 Most of the narrow cupboards were locked, containing well-loved, well-stained lab coats, with torn pockets laden
with different scientific instruments, each embroidered on the breast with the same incomprehensible kiravai writing as
was printed on the door. Blink felt a pang of sorrow at recognising that they probably all belonged to the long-dead
scientists that had once worked here. The only unlocked cupboard was stuffed to bursting with an array of over-laundered
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coats, half of which fell off their pegs when she opened the door; she imagined that the writing above the door must
mean ‘visitors’.
 The coat Blink selected was many sizes too large to her – more like a dress, it draped halfway down her legs to the
floor, the cuffs coming all the way down over her hands. Getting the unruly bristles of her hair contained within the
hairnet also proved a struggle, and she almost fell over several times when securing the plastic booties around her feet,
but eventually the interface appeared satisfied by her efforts and unlocked the doors.
 Wide-eyed, Blink rustled her way across the laboratory behind her guide, reminded of her adoptive-uncle’s small
lab in Skydash’s home. Long-unused machinery hummed patiently, running endless diagnostic and testing cycles to
keep their components running normally.
 The interface stopped alongside a massive glass-fronted machine, so big it didn’t fit on the work surface like all its
fellows. “Please place the sample into the machine.” She gestured to the flashing opening with a graceful sweep of her
arm.
 Blink looked at the little portal into the machine. “Um.” There was a slot to place a vial of blood, and not much else.
“I am the sample. Is that going to be a problem?”
 Interface cocked her head, flicking an ear and making her earrings jingle unmusically. “Clarification needed.”
 “The sample is my blood. I am immune. I just, I-I don’t know how to get it out of me.” Sadie could do it, but I’d
have to go down to Kust to do it and there might be a big, angry, violent obstacle to my getting back here in one piece.
“Can you do it?”
 It was hard not to imagine a flicker of frustration on the interface’s impassive features. “The venepuncture machine
has not been used in some years. Please wait while a diagnostic is run.”
 Blink bit her lip, and studied the way her toes showed through the bright blue plastic of the over-shoes, in favour of
looking at the kiravai woman, listening as the machine hissed its way through a self-diagnostic. For something supposed
to ‘improve the user interface’, the hologram didn’t have much trouble carrying off that infamous blue-blooded kiravai
disdain.
 At last, the clonks and hisses stopped, and the interface seemed satisfied all was in order. She gestured with the flat
of her hand to the section that had just lit up, with a small blinking white lamp. “With your non-dominant hand, please
grasp the handle shown. The rest of the procedure is fully automated.”
 Blink eyed the glittering hypodermics, warily, unconsciously closing her fingers into a reluctant fist. “Will it hurt?”
she wondered, and immediately felt stupid for asking such a useless question – it had to take the sample somehow, and
it couldn’t hurt any more than Tevak.
 It wasn’t precisely the interface’s area of expertise, anyway. “I do not have a frame of reference to answer your
question. Please grasp the handle as instructed. The rest of the procedure is fully automated.”

For the greater good, Bee. You need to give this sample now, because you may not get another chance. She licked
her lips, uneasily, but managed to get her fingers to unclench. Don’t be such a coward. It’s only a little needle. Dash
wouldn’t back out of it.
 “All right.” She took a deep breath to soothe her nerves, pushed back the baggy white sleeve, revealing her spindly
arm, and hesitantly wrapped her fingers around the handle illuminated by the little spotlamp.
 The machine gave a low hiss of compressed air, and flicked a tourniquet around the upper part of the limb, making
her jump; for an instant, Blink began to think it was never going to stop tightening, that it would continue to wind its
grip tighter until her arm fell off altogether. That’s really why all the scientists left, the interface got crazy and tried to
kill them all...!
 At last the grip stabilised. The fessine sucked in a breath and hissed softly in pain as the needle punched through her
welted skin, watching in fascination as the squat glass vial filled with purple liquid. Amazing that such deep, dark blood
could hide under such pale skin. Finally the machine replaced the needle with a tight bandage, and let her take her arm
back; Blink stepped back away from the machine, relieved it was over.
 The interface stood next to Blink, and watched with her for effect as the machine clunked softly and separated the
blood sample into several smaller aliquots, passing them over to the giant analyser. “Sample is of good quality and has
been catalogued,” she acknowledged. “Would you like to begin analysis?”
 “Uhm... is there some automatic facility for that?” Blink fidgeted, awkwardly. The knowledge it was just a hologram
that she was talking to didn’t make the kiravai any less intimidating. “I-I’m an engineer. I don’t know anything about
blood.”
 “Ah.” The interface perked her head to one side. “Your profile has been updated to reflect your staff role. Automated
analysis of the sample will begin shortly.”
 Watching the big machine working, it was immediately apparent why they had chosen to give it a clear front. Blink
pressed her fingers against it, leaning close enough that her breath steamed the glass, fascinated by all the twinkling
lights and moving components inside. The little vials of her blood all headed off around the system in different directions.
 The interface hovered close behind her. “Automated analysis of the sample will take approximately three [hours].
Would you like to review the system alerts now?”
 Blink tore her gaze away from the whirling centrifuges and twitching pipes, and offered an apologetic smile. “I’m
sorry. I don’t really know what I would be reviewing. Could I have them in writing, and I’ll work through them later?”
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 “This can be arranged. I will process and direct them to the terminal in your living space.”
 Blink had to re-run the comment in her mind at least twice, and even then didn’t quite understand it. “Sorry, living
space? Could you explain further?”
 “It is the director’s opinion that it is currently unsafe to be making unnecessary journeys outside the fence unless a
security escort can be provided. Therefore, all staff members are allocated accommodation while employed at the
Institute.” After a pause, she added, unnecessarily; “Security personnel are currently unavailable.”
 Blink realised she was standing with her mouth gaping in surprise, and coughed before managing to splutter; “I-...
How do you know I’m a member of staff?”
 Where a corporeal member of security staff may have begun to grow suspicious, the hologram didn’t so much as
flicker, treating it as just another question. “You did not correct me upon your entry into the complex, and you created
a staff profile. You have also informed me that you are an engineer.”

What irony. Sadie applied for a job here at least six times, and was declined. I never even wanted a job, and the
interface has automatically assumed I already have one. Blink chuckled tiredly and wiped her face with her hand. “Do
you have bathing facilities here? A-and clothing?” Dried sea salt made her skin itchy and uncomfortable, and her clothes
felt stiff.
 “Affirmative. You have a wet room and storage in your living space. Clothing in your size is currently being printed.
The white squares will direct you where to go.” The interface bowed her head, politely, and faded out.
 Blink looked down at her feet to find a series of small illuminated squares glowing up through the flooring, lighting
sequentially to form a line heading out through the doors, marking out the route and the direction. After one last lingering
look at the busy analyser, she turned to face the doors, and followed the marching squares away.

* * * * * *
 Trying to avoid thinking about the inevitable – needing to scour the beach for a body, if no traces of Blink could be
found on the river’s north shore – it was a cause for reluctant celebration when the search party finally tracked down
Blink’s scent, on what remained of a quay where expensive yachts had probably once been moored. Mystifyingly, they
were some distance up the river compared to the Station, which ruled out the idea that the missing woman had somehow
miraculously been swept across the estuary instead of out to sea.
 “So she can swim, and you was just talking skred to distract us, right laima?” Zinovy challenged, flatly.
 Rae stared the hart down. “She’s never swum in her life,” he clarified. “I don’t know why she’d-”
 “You laima keep on yapping about how yer all natural swimmers.” Zinovy stabbed a finger at Rae’s chest, like a
weapon. “Webbed feet, or some shit. Why does it matter if she ain’t never swum before?”
 “You don’t know her history, so don’t think you have the least clue about what she can and can’t do ‘naturally’.”
Rae backed off, flashing his teeth. “ I don’t know how she got across the river, and I don’t know how she’d have got
this far upstream, unless she had help.”
 “Oh, I see; it’s confession time, huh?” Zinovy bristled, ears perking confrontationally and tailtip twitching. “One of
yers did spring her from prison.”
 Rae’s brow creased into an exasperated glare. “Well I can’t smell anyone else here – can you? I couldn’t smell
anyone else in that cess-pit you were keeping her in, either. Not to mention, why would people that care about her snatch
her to safety, then dump her straight in the river to drown?”
 After a few more seconds of mutual glaring, it was Zinovy that finally backed down, with a mutter of reluctant
agreement. “All right.” He waved an arm, dismissive. “Get back to work.”
 Rae glared at the departing back, hotly enough that it was a wonder the hart didn’t spontaneously combust, then
grimaced and had to massage a cramp out of the back of his thigh. You better watch your back once all this is over,
short-stuff.
 Out of the corner of his eye, Rae saw Halli stop, lean down, then clamber down off the quay. Curious, he hobbled
after her to the edge to find an overgrown slipway. “Found something?”
 The zaar made an ambiguous noise. “I’m not sure yet.”
 Rae frowned, suspiciously – even against the stirred-up mud and thick plant-growth, the deep prints and broken
vegetation were starkly visible, so she’d clearly found something – but didn’t challenge her just yet.
 “You seen the little pontoon in the river, over there?” Halli added, quietly. “It might make what I’m thinking about
showing you more relevant.”
 Rae’s frown deepened. “...all right.”
 Partially hidden among the reeds growing along the abandoned quay, and not immediately obvious to an observer
who wasn’t already looking for it, Rae spotted the structure Halli had indicated. A life raft? he wondered – but immediately
crossed out the idea. The empty landing stage had clearly been built with very small users in mind – the finely-cut timbers
made from tree branches rather than tree trunks, the ropes holding much of it together looking more like heavy duty
cotton threads, and it was buoyed up on empty plastic drink bottles. Even the dainty fessine would have been too big for
it to carry safely. Not to mention, the moorings didn’t look like they’d been disturbed in a long time, grown slick with
tendrils of weed and green algae and well anchored among the reeds.
 “What’s your point?” Rae climbed down onto the slipway, grimacing at the slimy feel of the mud creeping between
his toes.
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 Halli indicated the scattering of delicate little two-toed footprints in the mud, almost invisible against the deeper
tracks made by a crawling laima. “I saw their pontoon first, then spotted their footprints,” she whispered, so softly that
Rae almost missed it. “Danata. I think they helped her.”
 Rae pursed his lips, warily. “Well, it’d explain how easy they got in to find her; they’d have had no problems getting
down those vents. It’d explain the lack of scent, too,” he agreed, in a voice equally quiet. “I just don’t know why they
would. I mean, they’re not exactly the most sentimental of critters, right? They leave us alone, we leave them alone, and
all that.”
 “I never said I’d worked out all the details,” Halli pointed out. “This could all be a coincidence. This might just be
where they land up normally. There’s not a whole lot of places it’s safe to come ashore, along here, whether you’re
swimming or sailing – downstream it’s all overgrown and upstream there’s so much debris it’s dangerous.”
 “Or they dragged her off to be a larder. She’d have been easier to catch than a hoo-dee.”
 Halli cocked a withering glance at him. “Hoo-dees are smaller, and probably taste better. Not to mention, have more
meat on them.”
 “...point.”
 “Look, if Tevak finds out, those little guys won’t last long. He’ll squash them with absolutely no effort, and then
we’ll never find out if or where they took her, and why.”
 “Well, we better make sure he’s well distracted while we figure it out...”

* * * * * *
 The Institute proved a lot bigger than Blink had first realised, following the squares around the endless corridors;
the builders had chiselled way down into the headland bedrock, hollowing out millions of tonnes of rock. She first
followed the trail all the way back out to the main atrium, then headed down the long winding corridors, deeper into the
Institute, past offices and laboratories, a long-disused canteen, a small library and lounge, and finally into the
accommodation block.
 The living space the interface had allocated her was a very compact but comfortable-looking pair of rooms, a few
dozen paces up the corridor from a canteen, buried deep in the hillside at the rear of the Institute on the “ground floor”
– whatever that meant, in a building mainly underground. The row of clear-fronted cupboards built into the wall above
the single bunk were mostly empty, apart from one at the distant end, stocked with a selection of pale blue-grey and
white clothing. Built into the closest wall was a micro-kitchen containing facilities for making hot drinks, and next to it
was a computer terminal, above the small desk close to the door; after leaning closer to see, the pale blue lettering revealed
themselves to Blink as the promised system alerts. Another overgrown pot-plant had taken over the far corner, scrambling
for the artificial light above it.
 Passing through the narrow door in the far corner, Blink found the wet-room – attractively tiled in a very small pale
blue mosaic, it was painfully reminiscent of the one in her shared quarters back on tiao’I. Thinking about it made her
empty stomach hurt – if she’d not left home, and gone to tiao’I, she’d have never ended up here, brutalised and biological...
but then, she’d have never met her friends in the library, either. And she’d never have been given this chance to do such
incredible good, to cure the viruses terrorising this area of space. Maybe it wasn’t all bad.
 The water activated automatically when she shed her misshapen old salt-stained clothes and stepped under the broad
showerhead, making her jump and delivering a second or two of fairly intense cold, which almost persuaded her to leap
right back out of the way. The water quickly warmed, though; she turned her face up into the stream, and sighed a long,
slow exhale of pleasure. Clean, fresh water, that didn’t make her skin prickle with painful cold and wash hurriedly to
avoid getting too chilled.
 Guilt pressed down on her shoulders – here she was, luxuriating in a hot shower, and everyone else down the hill in
Kust probably still thought she was dead. Goodness only knew what Tevak was up to.

As soon as I’m dressed, I’ll head back to the Library, she resolved, scrubbing away the last of the accumulated filth
with the blandly functional gel-soap in the wall dispenser. Even if it’s only long enough to let them know I’m all right.
 The big perfect mirror covering one wall was hard to hide from, when she emerged from the shower area. For the
first time since her abduction, Blink got to study her pale features, hiding the rest of her gaunt little body behind her
towel. She had to make a determined effort not to instantly flee from her reflection.

What a mess. The danata had cut the burrs out of her hair with no regard for aesthetics, leaving her hair a choppy,
irregular wet mop. The bruise still livid around her right eye twinged painfully in sympathy; now no longer the livid
purple of fresh laima blood, but a sickly, infected-looking yellow-brown. Still sore, but... healing, she hoped. Her waxy
features looked gaunt, her eyes sunken in their sockets.

How dare he do this to me. Angry and distressed in equal measures, her brows came together into a frown that drew
furrows in her skin. After claiming to want me. How dare he do this to me, then punish my friends for it.
 She covered her face with her towel, and turned away from the mirror with a sigh, to find some clean clothes. When
is this all going to end, world? I escaped the virus, only to run into a new nightmare that’s even worse. What will you
do to me if I ever escape Tevak?
 Functional and elegant, if not the most fashionable, the clothing interface had provided fit perfectly; she puffed out
her skinny chest and stood forwards on her toes, using her palms to flatten the soft grey cloth down against her tummy
and flanks. Smoothing her damp hair down against her scalp, temporarily disguising the jagged cut, she almost looked...
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normal. Like she belonged there. A small smile graced her lips.
 Down in the canteen, the interface refused to give Blink the first choice she selected from the menu, citing
malnourishment when the fessine challenged her. Blink’s second choice, heavily influenced by the interface’s meddling,
was a thick, protein-rich vegetable soup, floating with roughly cut chunks of some sort of green pod, and salty, crunchy
little pieces of bread. Fully aware that it was in all likelihood packed with flavouring chemicals and preservatives, its
nutritional value artificially elevated, she nevertheless savoured each delicious mouthful. Almost as good as something
Aron cooked!
 To have pudding was an entirely new experience; at the Library, the best they’d managed were fruits or pastries,
with frozen desserts an impossibility, unlike the numerous selections on this menu. After dithering over a selection of
equally-tempting sweets, she selected a thick, crystalline slush of partially-frozen tangy fruit, and headed out to admire
the scenery while she ate.
 Blink hesitated in the doorway to the main hall – the vast open space made her feel strangely small, in awkward
comparison to tiao’I where she’d always been far too big for the infrastructure. She scuttled hastily across the unoccupied
space and settled on the cool floor as close to the window as was comfortable, where she couldn’t see the enormity of
the cavernous room behind her.
 The wide courtyard outside blocked much of her view – even Kust was little more than a dark smudge on the rim
of the horizon, peeking between the trees and the fine lines of the fence. Gazing up at the sky, she contented herself with
watching the blue patches grow between the thinning grey clouds.

I wonder if I’ll be able to see home from here, when it gets dark enough to see the stars. She pushed the melting
fruit slush around the bowl with the back of her spoon, distractedly enjoying the tingling sensation as a spoonful slowly
dissolved in her mouth. I don’t even know if I could find home on a map, right now. Maybe the interface will be able to
tell me. She unfolded her fingers and gazed down at the scar on her palm, the first little ember of an idea setting root in
her mind. I wonder if she’ll know what this is, too?
 A rustle of wings attracted her attention, and she turned to watch as Duskwing landed next to her.
 “I thought you’d have gone home ages ago,” Blink commented, stroking the danata’s fuzzy head.
 Duskwing’s antennae wiggled. “Black-Tip was instructed by matica to ensure you were safe. Plus, it is too late for
us to safely traverse the bay, now. We will probably return to the colony tomorrow, when it is light.” She made a soft
little untranslatable noise. “I do not look forwards to it. I have enjoyed your company.”
 They sat together in a companionable silence for a little while, watching the mottled sky even out into a cloudless
blue, accompanied only by the soft white noise of distant air conditioning units.
 “What will you do now?” Duskwing wondered, at last breaking through the quiet.
 Blink looked back into her bowl, which now contained little more than chilled pale orange nectar. “Same as you,
probably. Stay overnight, and make my move early tomorrow.” She stirred the cold liquid around, quietly, making up
her mind. “I need to go back to Kust, to let my friends know what’s happened, but it’s too late to make the trip this
afternoon. It’ll be getting dark before I reach the suburbs, and I don’t want to have to try and find somewhere safe to
spend the night on my own.”
 “You desire to leave already?” The naiad’s antennae perked lopsidedly. “I thought it was important for you to get
in?”
 “Getting in here was important – the most important thing I’ve done in a very long time,” Blink agreed. “But it’ll
all be for nothing if my friends can’t get in as well. I could sit in here forever, but it’d be completely worthless without
someone who knows how to make my blood into a vaccine...”
 In spite of her exhaustion, and in spite of knowing she was safe, and in spite of the wonderfully comfortable bed...
Blink slept very poorly. There was just something strange and rather unnerving about being alone, here in the big science
complex that could have housed a hundred or more members of staff, but instead was home for just her, a couple of
insects, and a nosey supercomputer. She tossed and turned for most of the night, never quite managing to get all the way
asleep, dozing for short periods that made it feel like she’d been wide awake all night.
 In fact, she’d only just begun to properly drift off into dreamland when the interface turned the lights on in her room
and roused her back to wakefulness. She groaned and covered her face with her forearm.
 “You requested to be awoken at first light,” the interface reminded, her non-corporeal voice coming from the computer
terminal, right by Blink’s ears. “Do you require additional rest?”
 “No.” She swung her feet off the bunk and rubbed her eyes, tiredly. “I doubt I’ll get back to sleep. I may...” she
punctuated it with a yawn. “...may as well get up.”
 The interface paused before speaking again. “Vocal stress readings indicate you are still fatigued. Mild sedatives
can be provided if needed.”
 Blink chuckled, but the sound fell flat and humourless. “I may take you up on that later tonight.” Assuming I can
get back in. She pinched the bridge of her nose and grunted softly, trying to massage away the tension around her eyes.
 After a simple breakfast of fruit and rolled grains, which she was too tired to really enjoy, Blink made her way back
up to the ‘hangar bay’, trying to navigate her way around without needing to rely on the white squares the whole time
(an exercise at which she wasn’t terribly successful.) An altogether brighter day had dawned, with a warm blue sky, and
a firm breeze rippling through the grass.
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 Blink leaned into the big windows, pressing her fingers and brow against the cool glass. “Computer?”
 She watched the reflection in the window as the interface materialised silently behind her. “Working.”
 “I need to go down to Kust. How do I get back in?” Knowing she hadn’t been the one to close the big gate, Blink
guessed it must have a function to close itself automatically. Didn’t want any hungry blights getting in because you
forgot to close the door, after all. “Do I need to take something to unlock the gate from the outside, or will you just...
recognise me, now you have my profile?”
 The interface flicked an ear, making an unmusical jangle that Blink had begun to recognise as signalling a negative.
“Remote sensors outside the complex failed six years and thirty four days ago. You must take your personal communicator
with you.”
 “...where do I get one of them from?”
 The hologram gestured blandly to a cabinet mounted just inside the main door. “You may choose from any that are
currently available. They are simple to use and allow you to transmit your location and commands verbally to me.”
 Blink rummaged through the badly stored devices – most had been thrown back in hastily, with no sense of order,
but at least they were almost all plugged in, and well-charged. She selected two; a pocket-sized one that she could give
to the Library, and a smaller one with slightly reduced functionality that strapped around the wrist. She debated taking
a third – well, a fessine could never be too careful, right? Not when it felt like half the galaxy was conspiring against her
– but decided against it. If it came down to a footrace, she didn’t want to be weighed down by even the smallest piece
of excess baggage.

Are you really willing to trust your safety to how fast you can run? Pessimism reminded. You know he’s faster than
you. Faster, stronger, more stamina. It’s a long way to the Library, too. And a long way back. He’ll run you down before
you even get out of the suburbs.
 But I can’t shoot him!
 You think he’s going to hesitate? To punch you in the face? Fracture your ribs? Snap your legs? Stuff you back in
that basement until you’re too weak to resist him any more?
 “Um... computer?”
 “Working.”
 Blink tussled with her conscience for a second or two before speaking. If she was going back to Kust, she didn’t
want to be defenceless – and yet, the idea of being armed with potentially lethal force made her stomach flutter
uncomfortably. “Are-... are there any weapons here I could take with me?”
 “Negative. The last scientist to depart took the remaining weapons with him. None have been returned as of current
time.”
 “Not even something nonlethal?”
 “Negative. No weapons have been returned as of current time.”
 Oh well, at least that took the decision out of her hands. She wasn’t sure if she was more nauseous at her vulnerability,
or with relief that she wouldn’t have to shoot him.

Then please, please don’t let him find out you’re even there, Pessimist begged. Surviving him last time was a fluke.
You’ll never get away if he grabs you again.
 Better take some precautions, just in case...
 “Dusk? Could... could you monitor the analyser running on my blood sample?” She bit her lip, and fidgeted her feet
on the spot. “I don’t know what’ll happen when I go back into town and I don’t want to lose this chance. I mean, I might
never be able to get back here.” After a steadying breath, she added; “If I don’t come back, could you go and find Sadie?”
 The danata sat watching from her perch on one of the terminals, and snapped her wings against her back. “Certainly.
You may need to talk to the strange female, the computer has not responded to our attempts to use it before now.”
 “...oh. Really?” Blink frowned. “Computer, why don’t you respond to the danata?”
 The interface glided closer, and looked down at the naiad, tilting her head to one side. “My programmers did not
consider these creatures to be highly sapient,” she observed. “I was not programmed to recognise them. Should this be
changed?”

What a stroke of ridiculously good fortune. Maybe not the entire galaxy was against her after all. The computer
might have blocked them from passing the fence, if the programmers had been slightly more observant. “Please. Could
you make her a profile?”
 “Working.” The hologram’s head perked the other way, her earrings jingling softly. “A visitor profile has been
created.”
 “Just be careful from now on,” Blink counselled her small friend, with a small smile. “You might not be able to fly
through the fence any more. Getting zapped is nasty.”
 “I wish you luck and safety on your travel.” Duskwing put all four small hands on top of Blink’s, and she perked
her antennae forwards in a subtle danata smile. “And I hope you return soon.”
 Blink smiled, awkwardly. “...me too.”

* * * * * *
 Blink’s solitary progress from the Institute to the city was slow, and knowing it wasn’t like she had any choice in
the matter, no-one to travel with, didn’t make it any easier. Making her way down the overgrown streets, the pale
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dove-grey Institute uniform left her feeling very exposed, among the thick, dark vegetation. Predators could be lurking
anywhere. Even the tiniest rustles in the undergrowth startled her. Blights didn’t have to infect her to kill her, after all –
an easy meal was an easy meal.
 Fortunately, only the occasional hooting deer emerged, scolding noisily as it fled. Blink reassured herself that if they
were shouting her location to every hungry blight in the vicinity, they’d be doing the same for every prowling feral they
came across. A flicker of a smile crossed her thin lips at the irony. Hooting deer; probably the creature most preyed upon
in the entire city district, happily hollering everyone’s position to anyone that cared to listen. The living, four-legged
intruder alarms of the abandoned city.
 The imposing red brick building loomed large over the crumbling streets long before she got near. Blink wished she
could admire it, just as she had the first time she’d seen it, but the image was tainted by the knowledge that someone
living there had betrayed her.
 At last, she reached the outermost of the three defensive fences; it was more like looking in on a prison complex
than a happy home. Blink drifted closer to one of the surrounding ruins, not sure why she felt so uneasy and trying to
resist the urge to hide among the plants until she could work it out. The majestic building looked no different to the last
time she’d seen it, but something... something was making the hair on the back of her neck prickle. Where was everybody,
to start with? The weedy courtyard and gardens usually had people at least sitting out in them, if not working among the
vegetable beds. Aron and helpers would probably be starting to prepare the day’s main meal, over by the oven. Foragers
would be heading out, or returning with supplies.
 The place looked... deserted. Abruptly abandoned, just like the rest of the sad empty city. Had something happened?
Was it possible that they were all out looking for her? Comforting though the idea should have been, something about
it felt... awkward. Someone here had handed her over to the enemy, after all. Sold her, like a farmyard animal. They
weren’t likely to want to go looking for her.
 Blink steeled her wobbly nerves and began to make her way along the perimeter fence, hesitantly, towards the bridge.
“...he-... hello?” Instead of the call she intended, the words emerged as a funny, reluctant little croak, barely audible
against the rustling of the wind through the vegetation. She coughed, took a breath, and tried again. “Hello?”
 Her voice echoed back at her across the square, crisp as a gunshot. She flinched back, startled, protectively tucking
her arms up to her chest. Well, if they didn’t know she was there before, they definitely would now! She licked her lips,
uneasily, feeling her wilful ears flattening down against her head. “Is-... is anyone there?” Her voice felt like it was trying
to hide away deep in her chest, again, strangling up somewhere in her throat. “Hello?”
 After what felt like an interminable wait, but was probably only a few minutes, she caught sight of a glimpse of
muddy brown, moving past one of the overgrown, stumpy fruit trees, heading vaguely in her direction.
 “Odati!” The fessine moved up against the fence, relief surging inside her, and hooked her fingers through the rusty
links. “Oh thank goodness...”
 ...the reception Blink got was not what she was expecting.
 The old vulline approached with a face like thunder, laced her fingers into the innermost fence and leaned closer,
her ears folding back. “Troublemaking little whore,” she snarled, in a voice harsh like rusted gearing. “You just couldn’t
stay gone, could you?”
 Shocked, Blink stumbled a step backwards. “...what?” Her mouth suddenly felt very dry.
 “I suppose it was too much to expect that you’d take the hint and stay away from where you’re not wanted. Your
kind don’t respond to that kind of subtlety, do they?”
 “My-... ‘my kind’?” Reduced to spluttering, and too shocked even to be angry, Blink couldn’t tell which astounded
her more – the scathing insults, or whose mouth they were coming from. Her breathing subtly begun to speed up, as
though each intake was falling out through the big hole that had opened in her stomach. “What’s that supposed to mean?
I-I only-”
 “Don’t you dare give me that act. I can see right through you...”
 “--what act?--”
 “...stood there pretending to be such a sweet little innocent – the helpless little girl who needs to be saved and
protected, because you know those flocking idiots can’t get enough of it. They come running to your aid the instant you
mew for attention, in the desperate hope that just maybe, you’ll open those pretty legs for them as a reward.”
 “--Odati-!--"
 “You make me sick, you revolting little deviant. You make this big deal out of how you’re ‘not interested’, then you
flaunt yourself in front of them, deluding all those poor men into thinking they’ve got some sort of chance at a relationship
with you. How dare you abuse everyone’s goodwill and generosity, just so you can be centre of attention!”
 “No. No!” Outrage finally began to kindle between Blink’s shocked gasps of breath, as though a fire were building
within her – deep inside where the cool air in her lungs couldn’t touch it, hot and nauseating in her belly. She tightened
her shaking fingers in the chainlink. “How can you even think that?”
 “So when you flash those big blue eyes, and pout so artfully, and suddenly! They’re all eating out of your hand,
ready to do whatever you ask them?” Odati stabbed a finger in an aggressive point. “That’s all some big accident, is it?”
 “I-... but-... well, of-... of course it is! I don’t want everyone looking at me, and I never asked to be rescued-!”
 Out of the corner of her eye, Blink caught a glimpse of russet as Halli sprinted for the distant fence, but she couldn’t
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concentrate on it. She couldn’t believe the vitriol spewing from Odati – the cruel words and baseless accusations. Granted,
the older female had always seemed a little... stand-offish? Not precisely friendly ...but Blink had put that down to being
a good leader, looking after her clan and waiting to get to know the newcomer before opening up to her and starting to
trust her...
 This vitriolic diatribe was quite the eye-opener. Was this really how they all saw her? Something deceitful and
demanding, faking a sexuality to get what she wanted?
 “Not that I expected you to care that you’re constantly undermining my authority,” Odati sniped, in the silence.
“Taking advantage of the trust we’ve built up here over all these years.”
 “Is-... is that all it is? Is that what all this is about?” The nauseating hole in Blink’s stomach seemed to be growing.
“You’re happy to be so cruel to me right now because you think I care the tiniest bit about who’s in charge?”
 “Oh! I see. That must be why you came back, to somewhere it should have been clear that you’re not wanted.”
 “I-I came back to let Rae know I was all right-!” Blink pleaded, with an involuntary little stamp of the foot. “I don’t
even want to be here! I want to be back home, with my family, not... stuck here, with a so-called ‘blessing’ I don’t want,
eking out some miserable existence with a jealous old woman who’s scared people might like me better than her!”
 Odati’s face contorted into a snarl, revealing to Blink that her stab-in-the-dark guess at what was really wrong with
the old vulline had been spot on. “It should have been me, you ungrateful little cointe!” She thumped a fist against the
fence, making it rattle. Her angry voice began to climb the octaves, growing louder and shriller. “If anyone deserved
immunity to this thing, it was me! But no, that creature had to pick you, of all people! The, the... poster child for everything
that’s wrong with the universe!”
 “What did I ever do to you to make you hate me so much, Odati?” Blink bit her lip, trying to keep it from trembling.
“You didn’t have to pretend to like me. I’d have understood-”
 “How would you have understood?” Odati scoffed. “You don’t even understand how you’re flirting with all the
desperate men here – or so you claim – how would you possibly understand something like this? You were born of the
technology I loathe with every fibre of my being. Seeing you turn up, and hearing you whining about the oh so terrible
traumas you claim to have suffered? You make my blood boil. How would you understand that?”
 Seeing Blink’s frown, and hurt, pursed lips, the vulline’s sneer deepened, and her ears came forwards, sensing
triumph. “See, I knew you wouldn’t. That’s the problem with technology. Technology thinks it’s perfect, technology
can’t see its flaws, but if not for technology, this world would be perfect. Untainted.”
 “You can’t possibly hold me personally responsible for-”
 Odati lifted her voice, shouted the fessine down. “Technology scarred these colonies into the dirt. Technology and
its need to play God was responsible for murdering hundreds of thousands of innocent lives. Those overconfident morons
in Qarra thought they could do anything, and didn’t mind sentencing the whole world to a lingering death with their
arrogance. And as for you!” She stabbed a finger in a point. “You broke the law to come here. You flouted the quarantine
that was meant to keep everyone safe, because you didn’t think it affected you. And now, just as this world is finally
beginning to recover, to cleanse away the filth of our urban sprawl, spread out over it like a thousand years of grease
and shit and poison... you want to call them all back! To start the whole cycle all over again.”
 Not even realising she was doing so, Blink backed away, one slow step at a time, her breath catching in her throat.
She could see Sadie approaching at a run – she didn’t really want to hang around and find out what unpleasant words
the hind was going to add to the hatred Odati had already heaped upon her, but her feet felt like they were rooting into
place, tangling up in the vegetation. It felt as though the undergrowth was in on the act, slowly doing Odati’s bidding,
reclaiming the world from the intrusive ‘child of technology’.
 “If only you’d had the decency to stay where you were put. With him. It would have been a well-deserved
punishment.” The vulline’s thin lips curved, but she seemed like she couldn’t decide if she should snarl or smirk. “The
whiney, whorish avatar of everything that defiled the planet, given a spoonful of her own medicine. You just had to ruin
everything by getting some poor deluded moron to release you!” She threw up her hands, as though in despair. “What
did you offer that was so good, it outweighed their fear of their leader – as if I can’t guess?”
 So shocked by Odati’s words, Blink could only splutter, breathlessly, unable to find a single adequate word to use
in her defence. “No. No!”
 “That’s what happens when someone gets close to the truth,” Odati snarled, triumphantly. “You can’t lie your way
out of it, can you?”
 A few strides away, Sadie finally emerged at a sort of staggering canter from the undergrowth, hefting a broken
branch that looked almost as heavy as she was. With a grimace of effort, she swung the makeshift weapon with all the
strength she could get behind it.
 Whether Blink’s shocked look gave the hind away or some weird sixth sense clued her in, Odati seemed to sense
that something was wrong. She was just beginning to turn to see what was going on-
 The branch struck home on the side of her head with a hideous wet thuck, and Odati went down silently, like a sack
of mud.
 Blink sucked in a gasp of horror and lurched away backwards, collapsing in the vines. “Oh sweet mother of-...” She
barely heard the words that shuddered free of her lips all on their own accord. She flailed her arms in an attempt to
scramble free of the clinging plants, but just seemed to tangle herself up more. She could feel her heart, pounding
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irregularly in her chest, and thumping rhythm was not so subtly speeding up. “Oh mercy, oh skeida-”
 “Hey, Blink.” Sadie forced a smile. “Love to stay and chat about how good it is to see you, but right now you need
to be running, you hear? Away from here, as far and as fast as you can.”
 “Is-is that a threat?”
 “A threat? Not from me it isn’t-”
 “Is she dead? Did you kill her?” Blink couldn’t tear her gaze from the crumpled heap of brown fur resting unmoving
against the fence. She couldn’t seem to get her breathing to steady out into anything other than short irregular gasps that
didn’t help relieve the breathlessness she felt. Her fingertips had already begun to tingle.
 “Naw, she’s just takin’ a nap. She’ll be fine! Listen-”
 “Please don’t hurt me-” The thorny vines caught in the smooth fabric of her clothing, plucked out loops of fibre and
nicked the skin below as Blink struggled to retain her feet. “I don’t know what’s happened since I’ve been gone but I’ll
just go, I-”
 “Bee, Bee-...!” Sadie waved her hands urgently until the fessine was focusing on her once again. “Please, love.
Forget Odati for a second and listen to me. You have to run-”
 “Or you’ll kill me too, is-is that what you’re saying?”
 “Tevak is here, in the Library, looking for you.”
 At last the words started to sink in, and Blink remained quiet, still gasping for breath but at last listening.
 “Odati’s been stalling for time, trying to get him to notice that you’re here. I had to shut her up somehow.” Sadie
shook her head, and spread her hands. “Sam and Rae are inside, trying to distract him, but he’s gonna notice something’s
up any moment now.”
 “But-... everything she said, you-you don’t want me here-”
 “She wants you to get caught, she’d have said anything to keep you here. How better to keep your attention than to
vomit up the most terrible insults she can possibly think of?”
 Puffing for breath, Halli at last appeared from alongside the fence. Her skin was a patchwork of scratches from where
she’d presumably tackled the fence and its barbed wire to get outside the perimeter. “Why is she still here?” she hissed,
directing a glare at the hind on the inside. “Didn’t you tell her to get a move on?”
 Sadie gestured at Odati, frustratedly. “I don’t know, she was kinda distracted.”
 Halli reached out a hand, and closed her fingers firmly around Blink’s wrist. “Come on, Bee. You’ve got no time to
be rolling in the plants.”
 Blink let herself be dragged upright, wincing as the thorns drew another half-dozen bright welts in her skin. “It was
Odati, wasn’t it. She handed me over.” The words felt leaden, heavy on her tongue.
 Halli got behind her and gave her an optimistic push away from the fence, towards the street she’d just come from.
“Please, Blink-”
 “Everything she said, she... she really believed all of that, didn’t she. How could she do that?”
 “We can talk about that later, right now you have to get out of here!” Halli applied her shoulder to the centre of
Blink’s back and scooted her another half dozen steps away. “You might be able to escape so long as you run before
Tevak sees you. Now please-...!”
 “Wait, wait! I-... I might not make it, you need to this...” Blink scrambled around in her pocket and finally produced
the radio, jamming it into Halli’s palm. “It’ll get you into the Institute. I left a blood sample there.”
 “...what?” The zaar stared at her, astonished. “But how in-”
 The Library doors crashed open and spilled a half dozen individuals onto the front steps; Tevak literally climbed
over the heap, standing with his claws digging into the groaning individuals below, not seeming to care if he was crushing
a Library resident or one of his own pack.
 Blink gave a little startled gasp of alarm and their stares found each other across the courtyard. Tevak gave a bellow
of anger and immediately lurched into a sprint for the fence.
 As though frozen to the spot, Blink watched him run, breath hitching in fright.
 “Go, go! I’ll hold him off,” Halli urged, giving her another shove to get her running. “We’ll try and follow you later,
just get as far away as you can. You’re what he’s after, get yourself to safety.”
 “I-I can’t, he’ll kill you-!”
 “No he won’t, I’m a tough old boot and he won’t waste the time trying, not when that time could be better spent
trying to catch you.” Halli gave her another shove, harder this time. “But it’ll buy you enough time to get to somewhere
safe if I get all tangled up in his legs. Every moment he spends dealing with me puts him a moment further away from
you.”
 “But I can’t hide away forever, he’ll use the Library to blackmail-”
 “Just go!” Halli snarled, flashing her teeth, her hair all bristling up into an alarming halo around her head. “You need
every second you can possibly get, stop wasting them on arguing with me!”
 Finally galvanised into action, Blink turned, and fled.
 “Hal?” Sadie hung into the fence, fingers hooked into the links. “What was that she just gave you?”
 “What do you know.” Halli forced a wan smile, and held up the gift Blink had stuffed into her palm before making
her run for it. “It wasn’t hyperbole. She actually got in.”
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* * * * * *

I’m never going to be able to run again, after this.
 Struggling uphill over the rough grass of the park, already wheezing for breath that felt like hot ash in her lungs,
Blink could hear her pursuers not too far behind her, their voices echoing misleadingly in the streets. It sounded like she
had a mixture of friend and foe on her heels, if the argumentative shrieking and swearing and sounds of scuffle were
anything to go by, but it was impossible to tell how far away they were. Knowing where she was going, and intentionally
making things difficult for her pursuers, she’d stayed a critical few minutes ahead, but knew she couldn’t keep it up for
much longer.

Run? Make that, walk. Or even stand, maybe. Mercy, my poor feet.
 All this unexpected exertion was crippling her. Her lungs burned with every inspiration, and the pain of a stitch
clawed like meathooks in her flanks – hooks to which tonnes of steel had been loaded, weighing her down, holding her
back. She knew she couldn’t let herself stop, but mercy it was so hard to keep going, forcing her feet to keep moving,
grazing her toes as they dragged across the dirt.
 She doubted Tevak was suffering the same way, either – a biological machine, a powerhouse of muscle, this sort of
protracted hunt was what he’d lived for, every day of the last twenty years. He’d run her down as inexorably as night
followed day, and no doubt beat her to a pulp before dragging her away to god only knew what kind of torture.

No. You’re not going to let that happen, she told herself, firmly. Not while this body is still operating. Not while it
seems some higher power is still looking out for you. If run to the point of component failure and out of fuel like this,
her old frame would have shut down long ago – not, of course, that her old body would have been at risk from her enemies
in the first place. Or of any interest at all. She wasn’t sure which would have been the better option, right now.
 Assuming she was going to continue along at this speed – or slower – she had to claw back a little time, somehow.
She had to misdirect Tevak. Throw them off her scent, somehow. But how? The overgrown remains of the park presented
endless opportunities, but she barely had the strength to keep running, let alone start climbing around in the trees.

A few seconds spent on planning could earn you a few minutes lead, her subconscious reminded. And that might be
the difference between escaping and not.
 Her pessimistic side wasn’t impressed. And if this doesn’t work, you’ll have no seconds at all left, because they’ll
be on top of you.
 She sent a brief prayer to whichever deity was listening and took a left, off the main track and down into a patch of
thicker undergrowth, hoping the thick weeds would make a barrier to a muscular giant but let a scrawny fessine slip
through.
 It seemed like it might even work, too! Until she found an unexpected fence, buried under the choking tangle of
vines and invisible until she crashed face-first into it. Oh, no. Oh no no. After a fruitless second or two of shoving at it,
trying to get its rusted links to collapse (they didn’t), she turned sideways and lurched her way along it, crawling on
hands and knees through the gaps between the stalks underneath the leafy canopy, heedless of the long thorns tearing
her arms and flanks to shreds. Was it her imagination, or were her pursuers getting louder, closer? There has to be a gap,
there has to be a way through. Come on, please, this can’t be the end of the line-!
 As though it had heard her, a gaping hole opened up in the fence and she literally fell through it, tumbling down into
a hidden gully that had probably once been one of the park’s service roads. In a tiny miracle that almost convinced her
someone on high was looking out for her, she caught herself a fraction of an inch before she blundered into one of the
dreaded stinging trees, almost hidden behind the massed vines.
 Blink sucked in a breath and bit her lip on a squeak of alarm, dismayed to realise that the stinging tree in front of
her was only the first of many, crowding together in the humid shade. Far too late to retrace her steps and somehow
choose an option that took her away from the fence; she was going to have to push on forwards and hope that the
concentration of the stingers didn’t increase to the point she couldn’t get past them.
 Creeping into the dense foliage, she forced herself to move slowly, thighs trembling with the effort, fighting the urge
to bolt every time Tevak’s anger boomed out another threat. Her hunters were definitely closer, now, she could hear
them swearing at the vines and crashing around in the tangled undergrowth only a few dozen footsteps above her.

Keep going, Bee, she reassured herself, licking her lips and carrying on her tortuous, inchwise creep past the lethal
vegetation. You’re doing well. Plenty of time. A phantom ache spread into her left hand, a memory of the stingers that
had poisoned her flesh on their first meeting. She reflexively closed her fingers into a trembling fist. Pleeenty of time.
 The soft, succulent leaves with their poisonous thorns quivered impotently as the passed them. It felt as though the
only thing stopping them throwing out a vine and dragging her into an intimately painful embrace was the knowledge
she was bringing more targets close. The fuzzy trees didn’t mind allowing one small scrap of bait to escape if it meant
bigger, sweeter game followed it.
 The ground began once more to rise, and as the boggy streambed dried, the stinging trees began to thin out. Blink’s
crawl turned into a lurching stagger, and then back into a flat out run. Please let this work. The dash out across the
headland was going to be a contest of speed and stamina, pure and simple – nothing to break her scent, nowhere to hide
– and she was already critically low on both. If she hadn’t slowed Tevak down, he’d be on top of her before she even
got halfway.
 At least if the distant shrieks of pain were anything to go by, those few moments of planning had the desired effect.
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If their meeting with the wicked vegetables didn’t take out the bulk of her pursuers, it would slow them down for sure
– but she didn’t dare stop and check her handiwork. Any seconds spent massaging a feeble desire for revenge were
seconds she couldn’t then spend on getting away from Tevak.
 The trees began to thin out as she climbed, turning to scrub and stiff grass. Bruising the distant horizon, heavy black
clouds taunted her with the promise of rain that wouldn’t come soon enough. Rain that could have saved her, an hour
or two ago, building up for a downpour that would only come when she was already safe – or already brutalised.

Don’t even think about that. You’re going to make it. Not far at all left to run. Just don’t lose concentration. Ignore
his threats – concentrate on staying in front of him.
 Leading Tevak through the unfriendly scrub had slowed him down, but only a little. And – more importantly –
increased his fury.
 This had long since grown beyond something as simple as a greedy male wanting a pretty female to hang off his
arm, Blink realised. By disobeying the giant and inadvertently insulting his virility, she’d turned it into an assault on his
pride. Even if he’d wanted to throw up his hands and give it up as a bad job, a waste of time chasing after a waste of
flesh, to do so would mean he lost all that remained of his status and respect among his peers. Leader of the Old Station?
How can you lead the strongest group in Kust if you can’t even get a single fessine to do what you tell it? There was no
way he could let her escape, not now.
 What was a matter of pride for Tevak was one of sheer survival, for Blink. If she dithered long enough to let him
get his claws in her, that was it. She might not die, but she definitely wouldn’t live any more. However much her shredded
body might hurt now, it would hurt infinitely more in the future.

Just don’t stop. The words repeated like a mantra through her mind, accompanying each stumbling step. Please,
don’t stop. If you stop running, you’ll never start again – not on these shredded feet, not with these spasming, exhausted
muscles. Not that what she was doing could really be called running, any more. It was more of a lurching speed-walk,
dragging herself along through the grass.
 “You filthy little whore, I see you there-!” A gust of wind brought a shred of Tevak’s scream to her ears, over the
tough grass. Impossible to tell how close behind her he was – he could have only just emerged from the scrub at the
bottom of the hill, or be a mere hundred footstep sprint in her wake.
 At least, Blink consoled herself, he sounded like he was getting as tired as she was, expelling the words in awkward
breathless yowls. She didn’t dare look back – not even to check her options. If she looked, and lost her unsteady footing,
it was game over. She could hear his breath, though, labouring snorts of near exhaustion, like a maddened animal trying
to run her down, so he must have been close.
 Working on the principle that Tevak was literally only a couple of arm’s-lengths behind her, and steadily closing
the gap, gave her the energy for the final sprint. The fire in her shredded toes was not the pain of ruined skin, but the
heat of an open power conduit; the heavy ache in her thighs was the throb of power rushing in. Giving her energy, giving
her strength. She bared her teeth against the pain, determinedly, ignoring the tears that she could feel on her cheeks.

You’re nearly there. You’re a few steps from safety. The fence loomed up in front, so close she could almost smell
the electricity crackling protectively in the drapery of wires.
 “Computer, open the gate!” She choked the words into the radio, too out of breath to scream them as loudly as she
wanted. “Open the gate!”
 After a tortuous second or two where she was convinced the interface was going to be stubborn, and pretend it didn’t
understand her, at last a shred of daylight became visible around the frame – but so slowly. Too damn slowly! She was
going to have to ram it.
 “Close the field after I get in the grounds,” she gasped, expelling the words in a single violent breath, gathering
herself for one last desperate spurt of effort. “Don’t let him through-!”
 “Affirmed,” the computer said, affably, although Blink scarcely heard it.
 She hurled herself at the opening, crashing into the gate and barging it all the way open, and the defensive force-field
sizzled back to life, almost catching her trailing toes-
 -and right on top of her pursuer. Tevak was just too close, stretching out an arm in a grab, for the field to separate
them. The field switched on full-force just as he was passing.
 The giant’s bellow of pain felt loud enough to make the air in Blink’s lungs vibrate, and he impacted the ground like
a sack of meat, so hard the vibrations could be heard through the dirt... on the wrong side of the field!
 Blink didn’t dare let herself stop. She fled through the Institute’s open door, skidded across the polished floor on
pawpads made slippery with blood, and collided bodily with the wall, unable to stop. After a split second to suck the air
back into her lungs, she lurched up the circular stairs, and finally collapsed on the mezzanine floor above the spacious
exhibition room.

Ohh mercy. Her thighs burned from the unexpected, unpractised effort. She groaned breathlessly, only just resisting
the urge to curl into a ball on the floor, toes all cramping up. With the last of her strength, she crawled over to the
enormous window, dragging a trail of bloody brown footprints on the smooth floor, and peeked out from under a desk,
unable to calm her shuddery breaths. Fright had compressed her windpipe down to the thinnest of straws, so tight she
couldn’t drag anywhere near enough air into her lungs. Her head already felt like it was spinning.
 Tevak lay just inside the fence, unmoving, like a discarded coat. Still stunned from his meeting with the force-field,
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Blink presumed. Too much to hope he was actually dead. She watched him in silence for several minutes, working hard
on slowing her heart and steadying her breathing; the longer she watched, and the longer he remained inert, the safer
and steadier she felt. Reassuringly, even the lungs that she was convinced she’d ruined to the point felt a little better.
She might never walk normally again, but at least she could still breathe.
 “Welcome back, engineer Blink,” the interface greeted, pleasantly, appearing as silently as ever. “There have been
three new system alerts since your last logon. Would you like to review them now?”
 Blink groaned and let her forehead bonk against the window. She had to dig quite deep into her dwindling reserves
to find the energy to reply. “Not right now.”
 “Review of alerts has been postponed.” The interface cocked her head and added, with a critical jingle of one ear;
“building sensors indicate that you are suffering from recent exertional stress. I will ensure the infirmary is prepared for
your use.”

I’m not sure I’ll be able to get there, on my own. Blink forced a humourless smile. “Thank you.”
 With a soft rustle of wings, Duskwing alighted nearby. “Welcome back!” she greeted, antennae waving excitedly –
but rapidly clocked the trail of footprints, across the atrium floor and up the stairs, and her mood grew more serious.
“You are injured?”
 The tiny fingers delicately examining the fessine’s lacerated pads felt more like a series of serrated knives poking
around in her flesh. Blink hissed softly in pain and twitched her toes out of reach. “Please don’t. They’ll be all right.”
 “Is there anything I can do to help you?”
 Blink’s stomach answered the question with a moan of emptiness that seemed to radiate out into her lungs and legs.
“You could ask the computer to defrost something sweet for me.”
 “Of course!” Duskwing bowed deeply and scampered away.
 Blink let her cheek rest against the cool glass, and watched Tevak’s prone body, listening to the thuds of her heart
reverberating around inside her ribs. What to do now? She recalled Halli telling her that Jak’s ears didn’t stand up straight
for three days, when he headbutted the fence – how would that translate to a person intersecting it with their whole body?
Must leave them out cold for at least a few hours, Blink hoped. Maybe that gave her a little time to work out what to do.

I’ll never lift him on my own, but maybe I could find a rope and pulley, and drag him out. Before he wakes up. Blink
squirmed out from under the desk and pushed herself carefully onto trembling knees, then the rest of the way to her feet.
 “-oh!” Pain shot up her leg, collapsing her into the guard rail around the mezzanine. She clung to it, trembling, trying
to space her weight out more evenly. Let’s make that, before he wakes up, and I seize up, into complete immobility.
 As soon as the icicles in her pads melted and she could bear weight once more, she began to pace – well, hobble –
in small circles on the spot, trying to get her stiffening thighs working again. Getting Tevak out was obviously going to
have to wait, at least until she’d regained the power of walking, because right now, her trembling legs threatened to give
out under her at any second. Removing her unwanted guest was going to take a small feat of engineering to achieve, and
she didn’t really relish the idea of getting too close to him without the ability to run.
 A tiny movement glimpsed from the corner of her eye caught her attention. Blink frowned, limping up close to the
window, pressing up close to the cool glass. That couldn’t have been Tevak, could... it...
 Before her horrified gaze, the giant managed to get an arm underneath himself, and pushed his torso an inch or so
off the ground, before subsiding back with a wince, under a cloud of dancing lilac sprites from the forcefield. Blink
backed away from the window; the heart which had only just begun to relax again and behave itself kicked immediately
back into frightened high gear.
 “C-computer? Is the field working?” she squeaked, breathlessly.
 “Affirmative.”
 “So why isn’t it stopping him moving?!”
 “An object is blocking the inner groundward edge and the field has achieved only one third normal power in this
region. Once the object is removed, the field will re-engage at full power.”
 “Can’t you just increase power there?” And zap him back into unconsciousness. “You can’t let him get in-!”
 “The security field was designed to be non-lethal. Full power would prevent the object from being removed and
sustained contact with a biological organism may cause significant neurological damage.” The interface all but glared
at her down her long nose. “This failsafe cannot be overridden for purposes of health and safety.”
 Well aware that it was probably her imagination, Blink couldn’t help feeling she was getting a subtle scolding from
the Institute computer.
 By now, Tevak had managed to crawl free of the sizzling purple fireflies, and get up onto all fours. He stood unsteadily
like a small wingless dragon in the courtyard, his heavy tail waving slowly from side to side as he struggled to keep his
woozy balance. Stunned and groggy he might be, it didn’t erase the look of murderous anger from his heavy head.
 Blink backed further away from the window, her mind awhirl with a thousand unhelpful scenarios. Tevak was in
the Institute grounds, in infinitely better condition than she was, and the only person who could save her was herself.
 And right now, she could barely stand up, let alone fight.

* * * * * *
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 Still on fours but rapidly recovering, Tevak wove his unsteady way across the courtyard. Skeins of drool dangled
from the corner of his mouth and his heavy body swung ponderously from side to side, like a hungry waterborne predator,
out of its element and moving cautiously but not quite ready to give up just yet.
 Blink stood a wary distance back from the windows as he approached, hoping that the reflections of the sky would
keep him from seeing her, but it turned out she needn’t have worried. He blundered square into the windows and tumbled
backwards onto his tail, proving that something was interfering with his vision. He sat and squinted up at the huge
windows for a minute or two longer.
 “Hey. You in there.” Tevak used the window to help himself clamber back to his feet, bracing his palms against it
to help him keep his balance while his wobbly legs recovered. “Open this door.”
 The thick glass muffled his words, but didn’t do anything to diminish the chill that fingered its way up Blink’s spine.
She struggled to nurture the fading ember of optimism deep in her chest – maybe I’m safe in here. Maybe he won’t be
able to get in – knowing it was too much to hope he’d give up and go away, assuming that if he couldn’t get in, neither
would she have been able to.
 Tevak slapped a palm against the window, testingly; the low bonnngg echoed like a bell through the atrium. Blink
cringed closer to the floor, gathering herself for as quick a getaway as she could manage.
 “I know you’re hiding in there!” He elevated his voice to a low bellow. “You can’t hide up forever, Blink. I’ll stay
out here as long as it takes, if I have to.”Another slap at the glass – more testing, this time. Gauging the potential. “You
either open this door, or I break it down!”
 Blink turned to the closest terminal. It was clear that the chase wasn’t over, and she had to go back to the principles
that had kept her out of his grasp so far; stop looking, start moving. The longer she spent watching, the less time she had
to find a way out. “Computer? Please get me a map of Institute interior. Highlight the secure areas I can lock behind
me...”
 A three dimensional interactive map flashed up onto the screen; the writing was all incomprehensible kiravai script,
but the images were clear enough. Blink zoomed in on her current location and began to map out her limited options,
wondering if there was some way of not only getting herself to safety, but also to lead Tevak into an area she could lock
down behind herself, keeping him confined until she could work out what to do with him.
 The continuing silence outside – and not knowing what her predator was up to – made her edgy, drawing her nerves
out into an emotional bowstring. It felt almost as though at any second, massive clawed hands would land on her shoulders.
Surprise!
 Just as the thought crossed her mind, a louder bang! echoed through the atrium, almost making her heart jump clean
out of her chest. She dove for cover under the desk by the window, and hissed her pain through gritted teeth as the sudden
movement fired up the blast furnace in her thighs. Peeking out through the sliver of window she had available to her,
she watched breathlessly as Tevak swore and picked his rock back up.
 She tightened her fingers, trying to concentrate on the little spots of pain left as her nails dug into her palms, and
hurried back to the map. The rock might have bounced off the window he’d thrown it at, but it had left a great spider’s
nest of cracks in its wake, and it was only a matter of time before he got in.

Where do I go from here. She traced an urgent finger over the darker blue corridors, passing through locked areas,
trying to isolate an area that could be treated as a “prison cell”. No suitable space turned up – apart from the brig, which
the interface had helpfully marked out in red to indicate that Blink’s staff clearance didn’t permit her access anyway.
She did spot a plant room, and a cleaner’s cupboard – in which she hoped there might be enough supplies for a determined
fessine to construct a makeshift weapon-
 An almighty explosion echoed through the hangar, startling a squeak of alarm from Blink’s lips. She clapped her
hand over her mouth and ducked down behind the terminal. This is it, he’s in, any second now he’s going to be up here
with his big fists and violence-
 Footsteps crunched into the atrium as though over gravel. Blink peeked up over the edge of the mezzanine, heart
beating so hard it was making her tremble all over; Tevak’s rock lay in the middle of the floor, a flood of crystals of
toughened glass spilling in its wake. Tevak himself stood just inside the atrium, in the middle of the destruction he’d
wrought, nostrils flaring as he sought his prey’s scent.
 Blink crouched back out of sight. Now where was she supposed to go? If he came up the circular stairs, she had no
way out.
 As always, the interface had no idea what was an appropriate time to start talking to the only ‘staff member’ on the
premises. To her, a broken window was of vital importance. She perked her head, earrings jingling. “A new system alert
has been generated-”
 Blink shushed her, urgently, flapping her hands. “Not now, notnow!” she hissed, frantically.
 “...I hear you flappin’ them loose lips, my little whore.” Tevak’s voice echoed in the big room, hoarse as plates of
rough stone grinding together. “I know yer in here. You let one of yer weakling little chums from the Library come in,
too, is that it?” He snorted, dismissively. “Got them all safe and tucked up in here earlier, right? So you got someone to,
ah, look after yer once this is all over? Well lemme tell you, if I catch ’em, they’ll be first at the end of my fists – an’
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you can watch. Although Iunno, maybe you’ll enjoy it. Seem to like makin’ things hard for yerself...”
 Peeking through a tiny gap in the mezzanine wall, Blink watched him pace around the atrium; looked like he couldn’t
quite pin down where she was. The shiny walls made her whisper echo misleadingly, and the air conditioning and
disinfectant must be interfering with his ability to pinpoint her scent. Getting zapped had left him wobbly on his tired
feet, too, but he looked otherwise in pretty good health, making Blink’s heart sank. His skin must have been too tough
for the stingers to have got their poison through it.
 When he turned, though, she noticed that the same couldn’t have been said about his eyes; rimmed with intense
scarlet inflammation and the puffy lids swollen almost completely closed, they looked hideously painful. The stinging
trees may not have got their poison through his skin, but they’d certainly messed up his vision. He must have ploughed
into the undergrowth head-first, like some blundering steam locomotive.
 Blink bit her lip, unable to imagine what it must feel like, and her optimism recovered by the tiniest of flickery
fractions. She doubted he could see anything more than a few abstract blurs, right now. Maybe she could get him chasing
shadows, and trick him back out through the fence.
 What would he do once he was out, though. Go back to the Library and start hurting her friends? Use them to
blackmail her into obedience? Her stomach cramped up, dismayed. No, this had to be resolved here. Somehow.
 “Nice place, very nice,” Tevak crooned his approval, making his way around the exhibits. “Air conditioning, secure
walls, lights, probably nice food tucked away somewhere...” He licked his lips, and said, very carefully, very deliberately,
for Blink’s benefit; “Oh yeah, I’m gonna like living here...”
 “A new individual has been detected by Institute security,” the interface observed, pleasantly. “Is he a worker or a
visitor?”
 Blink shush!-ed her again. “Neither,” she whispered. “He’s a violent bully.”
 The fessine flattened herself up against the wall and peeked over the top, again; Tevak had found a sink in the main
atrium, for now ignoring her while he tended to his face. It was as though he knew she wouldn’t dare leave the precious
building, not with him inside it to rain down destruction, so all he had to do was be patient, and eventually they’d trip
over each other.
 Interface perked her head to one side, obtusely, but at least lowered her volume. “I do not understand. I lack a frame
of reference.”
 “I’ll explain later. Can-... can you remove him?”
 “I am sorry. It is beyond my capabilities to physically remove an individual once they have entered the Institute.
Security personnel must be called to assist.” After a pause, she added, unhelpfully; “Security personnel are currently
unavailable.”
 Blink bit her lip. She’d memorised her route, more or less. Now it was crunch time. “Lock as many doors to sensitive
laboratory areas as possible, and don’t release them until my instruction.”
 “Affirmative.”
 “And, um, how about go-... go and talk to him. Let him make a visitor profile.” She hoped it would buy her some
time. That Tevak would be more likely to try and attack the hologram didn’t matter, it would still keep him distracted
for a few minutes. “A visitor profile only. He’s a pathological liar, he’ll give you false details and try and obtain a staff
account by deception, but you mustn’t let him make one.”
 “Understood.” The interface inclined her head and faded out.
 Blink didn’t hang around to watch the hologram face off against the giant. She crawled painfully across the floor,
past the auto-mops carefully washing away her bloodied footprints, and slipped through the upper-level door. She needed
to find a way to arm herself. And quickly.

 Nasty little breeder. How dare she hurt him.
 Next to the small sink at the rear wall of the main atrium, Tevak stood growling vengeful promises to himself while
he tended to his injuries. Mocking him in front of his peers was bad enough, but to actually damage him? He bared his
teeth and gingerly examined his blurry features in the mirror. His eyes felt full of hot little needles, and closing the lids
actually seemed to make the symptoms worse. Serve him right for letting himself be guided by his instincts and not his
brains. She’d pay for leading him on like that, dawdling and dithering, staying so close that her fear filled his nostrils,
hot and musky and reminding him of sex.
 Behind him, the interface appeared as silently as ever, but her blurry outline showed up quite clearly in the mirror.
“Good afternoon, visitor,” she greeted, politely. “I am afraid I do not have you on file. Would you like to create a profile?”
 “Freaking... [budgie]! Shoulda known there’d be one of you around.” Tevak took a swing at her head, but his fist
passed cleanly through her. “What in-”
 “I am a hologram, and you cannot injure me.” An undeniable flicker of something clearly snooty flashed across her
long face – computer she may be, it was hard to deny the idea that she’d turned her nose up at him. “But your hostility
is not appreciated.”
 “Oh... Oh! I’m sorry. You made me jump.” Tevak forced the politeness through a smile of gritted-teeth. “Assumed
you were a blight or somethin’. You know how it is.” He spread his hands.
 “No, I do not.” The interface stared him out, frostily.
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 “Uh-”
 The interface leaned closer. “You appear to be injured. In order to use facilities in the infirmary, you will need to
make a visitor profile. Would you like to make one now?”
 “I only get to make a visitor profile, huh?” He folded his arms, briefly. “What if I told you I was a cop?”
 “Please define ‘cop’.”
 “Uhh-... an officer in Kust police.”
 “System requires some form of authenticated identification to create a security profile.”
 “Well, dang.” Tevak made a show of patting his clothing, as though checking his pockets. “I guess I left it in Kust.
I’ll have to get one of my colleagues to go get it. I’ll make a visitor profile for now. It’ll let me get back in, right?”
 “Continued access will need to be authorised by a member of staff.”
 “A’right, so who can I speak to?”
 “Engineer Blink is the only staff member currently on the premises.”
 “Oh well ain’t that a shock.” He snorted. “She’s no member of staff, you gullible machine. Psycho, more like.
Escapee from the local madhouse.”
 The interface stared intently at him for a moment or two. “Please define ‘psycho’.”
 “A crazy person. Sick in the head. Mentally ill.” He twiddled a finger close to his temple. “Escaped from a secure
hospital in the city. You don’t want that kinda liability hanging around in a position of responsibility, surely.”
 The interface tilted her head to one side, earrings jangling. “Proof of this incapacity will need to be provided. Health
and safety scans have not demonstrated any overt psychological problems thus far.”
 “Well, I got a doctor on staff, down in Kust. I’ll get him to dig out all her medical records, provide all the details
you need. Would you believe me then?”
 “It would be taken into account.”
 “Right. Great.” Tevak sighed his frustration and turned to face the big glass windows; even his ruined eyesight could
make out the thick roil of bruise-coloured cloud intruding into the pale sky in the seaward corner. He needed to find her
before the rain started; the sneaky little brat was getting good at slipping through his fingers, and the fewer chances she
got on the way back to the station, the better. “Where is Blink, anyway. I figure I should speak to her about authorising
my visitor access.”
 Unexpectedly, the interface gestured to a screen in the wall. “She is currently in an area to which you do not have
access, however you may observe her location on this interactive floorplan while you await her return.”
 Tevak peered closely at the screen. A tiny glowing red dot moved steadily around the white maze of corridors.
“We-ell, how’s that for convenient?” he murmured to himself. I can just wait for her to come to ME. “Does she know
I’m watch-... waiting for her?”
 “Would you like me to take a message-”
 “No, no. Don’t you worry.” Tevak smiled at the jittery little red dot. “I’m patient. I can wait.”

 From a cluttered maintenance cupboard next to the Infirmary, Blink had selected a solid metal pipe-wrench longer
than her forearm, and was beginning to regret her decision. It had looked like a good weapon, at the time!  She now
wished she’d taken something lighter, instead. Lifting the wrench would have been difficult on an average day, and right
now her wrists were keen to remind her of their recent trauma, sagging lower and lower and more painful with each
hobbling step. How was she ever going to wield the thing?
 “Computer?” Out of breath, she paused where two corridors intersected, lowering the wrench to the floor for a
moment to give her aching arms a little reprieve. She flattened herself against the wall to peek around the corner, just in
case her hunter had somehow got past the locks, shifting her weight from foot to foot in a futile attempt to relieve a little
of the pain in her shredded pads. “Where is Tevak?”
 The interface spoke impassively from the speakers in the walls. “I do not have anyone by that name on file.”
 “What?” Surprised, Blink glanced up at the ceiling, automatically looking for the impassive glass lens of the computer
as though she could somehow make eye contact with the hologram. “The-the male who followed me in. Didn’t you tell
him he could make a profile?”
 “He is waiting for your return, so you may authorise his visitor access.”
 Blink groaned and covered her face with one hand. So Tevak was sneaking, and taking advantage of the computer...
well, being a computer, leading neatly into another stalemate. Stuck either sides of a door, she didn’t feel inclined to go
chasing him, and he couldn’t get in to chase her.
 Unexpectedly, the interface spoke up again. “The unidentified new individual is attempting to destroy the displays
in the exhibition area.”
 Blink bit her lip; exactly what she’d feared would happen. She knew Tevak would not feel the slightest compunction
about the destruction; he’d merrily continue to smash things up for the sake of drawing her out. He knew just as well as
she did that she wouldn’t – couldn’t – just sit tight and let him smash up what could be some of the most important
advances in medical science.
 Against her better judgement – you’re far more important than some old bits of equipment that’ll never benefit
anyone, stuck on a derelict planet, and which maybe don’t even work any more anyway; let him just smash things up
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until he gets bored and goes away – Blink crept back to the atrium. Her aching, trembling thighs reminded her that if
she didn’t do something soon, she’d be too stiff and sore to save herself anyway.

She flattened her back against the wall just inside the door, clutching her wrench to her chest in both hands, and
peeked through the small window. Tevak had disappeared, but his destruction hadn’t; detritus spilled outside of the
shimmering holographic barriers that requested people not to touch the displays. At least he’d only broken a few token
pieces from one exhibit, so far, proving wanton destruction wasn’t uppermost in his mind – yet, anyway.

Maybe they should have improved their security a little before they left, Blink thought to herself, unhappily. Not that
they should have ever expected to have the Tevaks of the world on their client list.
 She thumbed the control panel, and the door opened, sliding silently back into the wall; Blink gathered herself to
make a sprint, flexing her hands on the tool’s handle and checking her grasp.
 The doorway remained stubbornly empty. No Tevak.
 Blink licked her lips, uneasily, edging a tiny bit closer, heart pounding like a trip-hammer in her ribs. She knew the
giant was trying to draw her far enough out to grab her, and would stand in wait as long as it took – he wouldn’t brave
the door in case she closed it on him. Much as the idea left her feeling like her blood was full of little electric balls of
fright, all bouncing around and making her tremble, she knew she was going to have to make the first move.
 She edged a tiny bit closer, straining to look around the corner without emerging all the way into the room, wishing
she had a mirror. There weren’t many places to hide, and he may well be flattened against the wall in the same way she
was. Couldn’t see anything yet-
 A massive hand latched around her upper arm and yanked her through the doorway, hurling her out into the atrium.
Blink gave an involuntary noise of alarm and tripped headlong, throwing out her arms to save herself. Her wrench went
skating off across the floor, leaving a trail of untidy black marks before bouncing to a stop against the ruined display.

No! Can’t be unarmed- Using the dregs of momentum to her advantage, Blink chased after it, arms outstretched,
almost going sprawling on her belly as she reached frantically for the weapon.
 ...and disaster struck. The tool rebelled against her, betraying her at the worst possible moment. The massive lump
of cast metal was just too heavy for her exhausted arms to heft properly. The swing that she aimed at Tevak’s head fell
short and impacted his arm instead – giving him the space to move through her swing and grab her wrist.
 “Now now.” He hustled her backwards into the wall hard enough that the impact drove the air from her lungs, then
pinned her there with his thigh. “Let’s not get all violent just yet. Don’t want you getting damaged before I’m good an’
ready, eh?”
 Blink could only manage a squeak of pain as the meaty fist squeezed on her arm, pinching her wrist so she was
forced to drop her makeshift weapon. The wrench clattered to the floor perilously close to her toes.
 Satisfied, Tevak leaned in closer, bracing both hands against the wall on either side of her head. “Remember how I
said I was gonna break your legs if you ever did a runner again?” he murmured, snout so close that the foetid stench of
his filthy teeth wreathed the small woman’s head and made her splutter.
 “Yes,” Blink agreed, her voice an unsteady whisper, trying not to breathe through her mouth. “I also remember
telling you that I would resist you with every last bit of strength in my body, no matter what baseless threats you might
make.”
 Tevak chuckled – a low, breathy snuffle of humour into her hair. “How much of yer reputation d’you wanna stake
on those threats being baseless, girly?”
 Blink cringed away, tucking her head down defensively and putting her hands up to ward him off – having his face
so close to hers made her skin crawl. “You won’t damage me-... after all the effort you put in to catch-”
 “Aw, you don’t need legs to still be pretty.”
 Blink felt her breath catch in her throat.
 “I mean, I bet this place has all kinds of fancy tools that are way better than lettin’ yer bleed to death from a busted
leg, right?” Tevak nuzzled at the side of her neck, and chuckled at her shudder. “It’s all stuff to do with medicine, here,
ain’t it? I saw they got plenty of bits of kit for surgery, all displayed out there. I bet that pretty holo-chick would be real
helpful at getting ’em to do what I want, too.”
 Blink braced her hands against his chest, trying to push him away with trembling arms, craning her head away to
the side. “She knows you’re not staff. I told her you’re a pathological liar. She won’t do anything you tell her-!”
 Tevak’s smile widened. “Pssh. You enjoy that while it lasts, sweetlips. Soon as Metu gets here, I’m gonna have him
forge me a nice little medical certificate. Soon as he comes up here and certifies you as a psycho? You lose staff privileges,
baby.” He licked the side of her neck, and chuckled as she shuddered and squirmed under his big hands, trying uselessly
to push him off. “An’ when I work out how to properly fake a police ID, I become senior member of staff. Then that big
shiny fowl starts takin’ orders from me.”
 “She’s not stupid. She’ll never believe-”
 “She’s a computer. She’ll believe whatever evidence is presented to her.”
 Blink fell silent, unable to find a counter-argument.
 Her silence gave Tevak confidence to continue. “An if I make up a bit of evidence you’re some psycho nutbar? An’
let’s face it, you ain’t helping yourself with the skred you come out with... There ain’t nothin’ you can do about it.”
 “What is it about me you want so badly?” Even though she knew the answer, Blink hoped that keeping him talking
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would buy her some time. Time to do what, she wasn’t yet sure, but the longer he lorded his advantage over her, the
longer she had to think. “There’s prettier women, ones who don’t fight you every step of the way. Ones who’ll do what
you want, without questioning you-”
 “They didn’t make me look like an idiot,” he murmured. “I can’t let you off with just a li’l slap on the wrist after
that.”
 “You know I’ll never be happy, you know I’ll never settle with the life you want to give me-!”
 “Aw, sure you will.” He stroked her hair, even as she shrank away under his palm. “You just need some good sex,
from a real male, and you’ll forget all about those... unnatural urges. We’ll getcha cured easy, you’ll see.”
 “I’ll run-”
 “Not if I make it so you can’t.” Tevak’s thin lips spread in a self-satisfied smirk. “I asked the fowl what medical tools
she’s got stashed away, an’ there’s a whole great big surgical machine in the hospital here, somewhere.”
 Blink swallowed over the lump in her throat. She’d seen the appliance herself, down in the Infirmary, enclosed in a
field to repel dust – big enough to work on the gigantic xniki staff, so it’d have no problems operating on her. Surely he
didn’t mean-
 “An’ I’m thinking it’ll be easiest for all of us if I jus’ cut them skinny legs clean off.” His big hand meandered down
over her hip, stroking the outer curve of her thigh. “It’s not like yer gonna need ’em, where you’re gonna end up, an’
you can’t exactly run around on stumps.”
 Blink gave a strangled a little cry of frightened outrage and thrashed under his hands, but she may as well have been
kicking at a brick wall for all the damage her small feet did. “I-... you-!”
 “It’d stop you kickin’, too. Keep those annoying limbs from always getting’ in the way. We’d leave just enough to
strap you down with, maybe.” His smile widened into one of those horrible predatory leers that made the bile rise in
Blink’s throat. “You’d be so pretty. So... perfect.” He stroked her hair, purring as she cringed away under his heavy
hand. “So easy to handle.”
 The fessine’s gaze subtly flickered away, looking off above his shoulder, out into the atrium.
 “I saw that. You can’t trick me so easily, girl.” His voice descended into a playful growl; he cupped her chin and
forced her to look him in the eye. “I know we’re the only people here. Your buddies from the Library can’t get through
the fence, remember? You locked it after we came through. How convenient.”
 But it was not anyone from the library that had attracted Blink’s attention. Wings spread wide like a filmy parachute,
Duskwing dropped silently from her perch in the atrium rafters, like a spider on a silken thread, and landed on Tevak’s
shoulder so delicately, he barely felt it.
 ...until she flexed her slender abdomen and stung him, twice, in the softer skin under his arm.
 Tevak roared in pain and automatically took a swipe at her, reflexively closing his fingers on the first thing they
contacted. The enormous fist that could have gone clean around her thorax clenched down on one delicate arm, then
yanked her violently from her perch, hurling her across the room.
 Duskwing landed on the floor in an untidy muddle of limbs, a fine spray of greenish-blue blood splattering from her
ruined arm. She scrabbled at the floor, claws skating over the polished surface, unable to regain her feet.
 “What the-...? Freakin’... bug!” He raised a massive, clawed foot to stomp on her-
 Blink seized her chance and her wrench. The instant Tevak’s attention was diverted elsewhere, she hefted the
enormous metal tool and delivered a crippling blow to the back of his knee, sending him sprawling on the floor, almost
on top of the injured danata. Before he could gather his wits, she dove around him, scooped up the fallen naiad and fled,
trying to ignore the warm fluid she could feel leaking through the filthy uniform and onto her chest.
 Tevak’s roar of anger echoed into the hallways behind her, and the chase was back on. It always surprised her that
his lumbering footsteps didn’t make the ground shake.

Why didn’t I hit him in the head, not the leg? she despaired, luching along at an ungainly trot. Felt like she was
running on hot gravel again, undoubtedly highlighting her route with a smeary trail of purple. He’ll be furious. He’ll
completely smash the place up.
 Oh well. If Tevak wanted to smash things up, she was going to have to leave him to it. So long as she made herself
scarce when he ran out of things and came looking for her instead. He might just kill her, this time.
 “...i hurt,” Duskwing commented, so feebly the translation earpiece barely picked it up.
 “I know.” Blink kept hold of her, cradling her against her chest, following the map she’d ingrained into her head.
“I’m taking you to the doctor. It’ll be all right, she’ll stop it hurting...”

Provided she has danata painkillers. I hope she has danata painkillers... Blink staggered into the infirmary and
slapped a palm against the lock; the sound of the security bolts firing into place sounded almost as loud as her heartbeat.
“Computer?” She ran to the corner, reached through the dust field, and settled Duskwing onto the bed of the robotic
surgeon.
 The interface drifted over, dressed for effect in a long straight white coat and hairnet. “Working.”
 “Do you have any medical data on file for the danata? Can you repair-... heal her?”
 The spectre drifted up alongside the machine; Duskwing watched her approach, tucking her antennae back against
her head, fearfully. She looked very, very small, on the enormous bed, Blink noticed, and she was trembling. The fessine
crouched and took one tiny hand into her own; the velvety fingers flexed onto hers, surprisingly tightly. Easy to forget
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that the delicate little creature was really still just a child, her unemotional countenance belying the fear and confusion
that must have been swirling inside.
 The interface turned to look at Blink, and gave her evaluation. “She has a strong chance of survival if I operate now.
However, the arm is too damaged to be saved.”
 “I have three others,” Duskwing acknowledged, bravely. “If you must remove my injured arm to save my life, please
do so.”
 The interface kept her attention on Blink. “Do you concur with this instruction?”
 “It-it’s not my arm,” the fessine protested. “Please, just do as Dusk requests.”
 “Then you will need to step back,” the interface prompted, surprisingly gently. “A sterile field must be projected
and appropriate sedation administered before surgery can commence.”
 Blink stroked her friend’s brow, and carefully extricated her fingers from the naiad’s grip. “Please don’t be afraid.
I’ll stay here until you’re asleep, and then she’ll look after you,” she promised, staying crouched alongside. Working
out precisely when Duskwing fell asleep was as difficult as ever, with those big glossy eyes that didn’t ever close, but
eventually the interface confirmed she was unconscious.
 The hologram tilted her head and gave Blink a brief scrutiny, watching her move away to the infirmary door. “You
have not yet attended your own injuries. Analgesia has already been provided for you.” She sounded peeved that Blink
had basically ignored her advice. “I strongly advise that you take the medication, cease your physical exertion, and rest.”
 “I know. Just a moment longer, then I will. I promise.” Blink dithered just inside the doorway. “I appreciate your
help, I just... I need to finish this, or it’ll never end...”
 She crept out of hiding, retracing her footsteps. Tevak would have easily followed her down the unsecured corridors,
following the same heavy fear-scent he’d chased from the Library. She had to lead him off, away from the Institute. If
she never got in ever again, it was a small price to pay to keep him out. He’d destroy the place as sure as he’d destroyed
the station and the beautiful buildings around it.
 She rounded the next corner to find that Tevak had indeed got into the staff area that she had left unsecured, moving
along on all fours, head close to the ground. Blink sucked back a gasp and leaped back behind the corner, covering her
mouth with her hand. Did he see me? Please, don’t let him have seen me-!
 For several agonising seconds, she didn’t even let herself breathe, straining her ears to pick up the unmistakable
scratching thump of clawed feet over polished floors.
 Nothing. Silence.
 Gathering up the last of her nerves, she peered warily around the corner, aching muscles as tight as bowstrings, ready
for one last agonising dash for freedom.
 Tevak hadn’t moved from where she’d last glimpsed him; not on all fours, but laying in the middle of the corridor,
unmoving. Another trick, to lure her closer?
 Blink threw her little radio at him; it bounced harmlessly off his broad shoulders and rolled to a halt just past his
feet. The giant still didn’t respond. Didn’t even twitch.
 She inched closer, toe-length by toe-length. He couldn’t possibly be dead, could he? She hit him in the knee! How
could he be dead from that?
 As soon as she got close enough, she noticed something very strange had happened to his head. The smirking, scaly
countenance had all puffed up, as though someone had forced water into his flesh – his thin lips grown scarlet and bloated,
his sore eyes now swollen all the way closed, and his throat engorged like a balloon.
 Bravely, she waved her hand in front of his face, then pinched an eyebrow. Still nothing. She hastily retrieved her
communicator and held it in front of his nose; the cool, glassy screen remained un-fogged. He wasn’t breathing.
 The fessine backed away, her breath quickening. He was dead. Actually really properly dead. Oh, god. Now she was
actually facing it, she wasn’t sure if she felt more relieved he was gone, or horrified that she’d caused it.
 Still flat against the wall and trembling, unable to tear her gaze from the grisly swollen countenance, it was difficult
to force anything words at all from her mouth. “C-computer?”
 “Working.”
 “Please clarify. Is he still alive?”
 “Internal sensors read no definite lifesigns,” the interface said, blandly. “He would appear to have suffered a fatal
allergic response.”
 “...an allergy?” Thrown by the unexpected response, for several seconds Blink found she could only stare at the
interface’s camera eye. “To-to what?”
 “Symptoms began after he was stung by the danata female. I suspect this to be the precipitating factor, but it would
require histological and biochemical analysis to confirm.”
 The realisation refused to sink in. “I didn’t kill him,” she told herself, relieved that she was already slumped against
the wall and couldn’t easily fall any further.
 Rhetorical question or not, the interface helpfully confirmed it. “Analysis of the available information suggests that
hypothesis is correct.” After a pause, she added; “A small group is attempting to attract attention from outside the fence.
Should I unlock the gate?”
 Blink froze, peering out between her fingers. “What?”
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 “A small group-”
 By now, the words had sunk in. Please be someone friendly... “Let me check who it is first.” She crept around Tevak’s
body, flat against the wall, just in case he’d somehow tricked the interface, and stumbled her way back down the corridor,
following her own trail of brown footprints to the main entrance.
 Outside, the thunderous deluge had begun, sheets of water cascading down the windows and mostly obscuring
Blink’s view of the courtyard. A forcefield – which looked more like a seething lilac curtain of sparks, right now – kept
the rain from coming in through the hole left by the broken window.
 Peering through the waterfall, she could see that a ragtag little group had clustered together, close to the gate, anxious
and dripping. She couldn’t quite make out who was out there, but doubted anyone from the Station would have stayed
around, and certainly not on such companionable terms.
 “Computer, please unlock the exterior gate.”
 “Affirmative.”
 Not wanting to risk the potential ire of the forcefield, Blink nudged the main door controls, and stepped out into the
rain. Each drop stung like a small needle as it impacted her skin.
 As she’d guessed, the little crowd at the gate was made up of her friends from the library – Rae and Halli, Sarmis,
Aspazija and Sadie, all with varying degrees of injury from the chase. As she watched, a  palpable little shudder of relief
went through them at seeing her emerge, whole and undamaged.
 “The gate’s unlocked.” Her voice came out as a croak. “You can come through.”
 The little group all but fell over each other in their haste to get through, and crowded around her, content to stay in
the downpour until they’d checked up on her.
 “Thank goodness you escaped-”
 “We tried to hold them off-”
 “-thought they’d have caught you for sure-”
 Seeing Blink shrinking away from the barrage of questions, Rae waved a hand to shush them, and took her hands
gently into his own. “Are you all right, Honbee?”
 Blink managed a single shaky nod. Her hands and knees had started to tremble, and she couldn’t seem to get them
to stop.
 “What about Tevak?” Sarmis was first to find the courage to ask. “We saw he’d got in-”
 “Tevak is dead in a corridor somewhere,” Blink replied, her voice uncomfortably flat. “He’s apparently really allergic
to danata stings.”
 Too exhausted to participate in the murmuring of shock that rose from her friends, she felt her knees wobble, losing
strength. Rae offered his arms, and she sagged gratefully against him, twisting her fingers into his clothing, pressing her
face into his soggy shoulder. She felt his arms go around her in return, protectively, drawing her close enough that she
could very nearly feel his heart beating. Given half the chance, she’d have gone to sleep right there.
 “C’mon, Rae,” she heard Sadie murmur, gently. “Let’s get her indoors. This part of her adventure is well and truly
over.”
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Epilogue

 “...all right. That’s the last of it. You can get up now.”
Ugh.

 Rae grunted an acknowledgement, and covered his face with his hands, massaging his temples. Felt like he’d been
laying here for days, waiting for the precious antibodies to infuse. He sat up, and swung his feet round over the side of
the bed. “Does that mean I can leave, doc? I mean, the ceiling is great, and everything, but I’m kinda tired of staring at
it.”
 “What?” Sadie glanced up from her computer. “Oh, yeah yeah. Sure. Go get something to eat, or somethin’.” She
waved a stylus, threateningly. “So long as you’re back mid-afternoon for tests, a’right? And tell me if you start feeling
‘off’, even if it’s just a tiny bit.”
 “Course. See you later.”
 Ambling down the corridors in search of his friends, Rae couldn’t help feeling a little... strange? Uncomfortable?
He wasn’t really sure what he felt... to think he had a little of Blink’s miracle gift now flowing in his own veins. He
didn’t even know if the precious antibodies would even work – too soon to tell, according to Sadie – but he hadn’t
suffered any of those crippling cramps since his infusion had started, and he couldn’t help being just a little optimistic.
 Totally worn out, Blink had spent pretty much the entire time since the Library crew’s arrival in bed – leaving her
door open so people could periodically check up on her (and supply painkillers for her stiff, aching muscles) but otherwise
insensible to the world outside. Even when Sadie had taken a sizeable blood sample from which she wanted to extract
antibodies, she’d barely acknowledged the hind’s presence. Rae had begun to fret that she’d destroyed herself in the
process of destroying Tevak – until his last visit, when he arrived to an empty room, with only rumpled sheets and an
empty sleeping gown to show she’d ever been there.

Typical! Just as I have some good news to give her, she vanishes. Rae stomped back into the corridor and took a
left, following the interface’s directions.
 The last time he’d bothered to venture all the way up to the atrium, Rae had found a horde of little machines working
to get the place tidy again, sweeping and mopping and fixing all the damage and debris Tevak had left in his wake. Hard
to believe that a one-person wrecking-ball had swept through the place only two days ago.
 Nostrils full of the sweet smell of rain-washed earth, he followed the breeze to find the main door propped open with
the same rock Tevak had used to smash the window. It didn’t take much imagination to work out who’d put it there –
the interface had informed him that Blink wasn’t in the building, but hadn’t left the complex, which only left one place
she could be.
 Up.
 Rae guessed there was probably a lift up to the roof somewhere, but after laying so long on that hospital bed he
fancied giving his legs a little exercise, and climbed instead up the long ladder nestled among the solar panels on the
landward side of the massive glass walls.
 The grassy roof of the Institute made a comfortable, self-contained little park, sheltered on the south side by a line
of scrubby trees, with a beautiful view of the bay on the other. It was in the long grass close to the dropoff at the front
that he found Blink, her long arms stretching out behind her to prop her up, with Halli tucked up close to her side in a
way that looked slightly more than just friends. They seemed to be quietly discussing the article on the big engineering
broadsheet – what else? – spread out over both their laps, sharing a plate of sandwiches of such prodigious size, Rae
knew instantly who’d made them.
 The spur smiled privately to himself; his friend still looked pale, and exhausted, with a compression bandage wrapped
around her left arm where her blood had been taken, but there was a sparkle back in her eyes and for once Blink looked...
perhaps not quite happy, since her “near-death experience”, but certainly content and peaceful, talking about nothing
with her friend (sweetheart?). He couldn’t help the palpable sense of relief that surged inside him.
 Blink’s ear twitched at the sound of soft footfalls in the grass, and she turned her head to watch him approach. “Rae.”
 He plopped down in the damp grass beside them, wiggling his toes and dislodging the last droplets of rain that still
clung to the shady blades. “Greets, ladies.” He helped himself to one of the sweet little cubes in the dish next to the
sandwiches; candies made of thick golden nectar, probably a gift from Travels Far, for getting her impulsive daughter
home safely. Perhaps also a subtle request to not involve her children in any more dangerous plans. “Your li’l friend got
home all right, then.”
 “Duskwing? Eventually.” Blink nodded. The naiad had returned home with only three arms, wiser and hopefully
warier after her misadventure, but just as keen to be back out exploring and with promises to visit. “I think her need to
be with her sisters was stronger than her desire to stay here asking me questions. Danata are... very big on family.”
 “That sounds familiar.” Rae covered her fingers with his own.
 Blink took her hand back with a pursed-lips smile. “How are you feeling, now you’ve been Sadie’s trial run?”
 He considered challenging the blatant change of subject, but thought better of it. “Yeah, not so bad at the moment.
I gotta go back for whole ’nother raft of tests later, though. Not looking forward to that bit so much.”
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 “So Sadie can tell if you’re cured?” Halli guessed.
 “I wish! Naw, antibodies ain’t a cure. They should keep it at bay, though, until she can work out what it is about
Bee that makes her immune. If it keeps the cramps away and stop me from foaming at the mouth, I’m not complaining.”
He braced his hands behind his head and lolled artfully in the grass, making both women laugh. “So what have you two
been talking about anyway, as if I couldn’t guess?”
 “Mostly this, actually.” Blink held out her left hand, palm up, demonstrating the delicate scar Frond had left.
 He craned his neck to get a look at her palm. “Computer not any help?”
 “No. Interface doesn’t know what it is, and there’s nothing in the library that’s very close.” Blink gave a terse little
frustrated sigh, and shook her head. “I’m still going to at least try and find Frond’s people, if I ever get off this world.”
She ran the pad of her right thumb over the scar in the centre of her left palm. This will guide you home, Sees-us. If I
cannot help you, seek this sign. “She wouldn’t have left this clue if she didn’t want to be found.”

“Mm. She was kinda cryptic at times, but I guess she probably wasn’t that clueless.” Rae couldn’t help feeling guilty
for the blatant lie, but Blink seemed too distracted to catch it. He hurried to cover the slip before she noticed. “Anyway.
On a related note, I got some news I think you’ll like.”
 Blink arched a brow, at a suspicious-dubious angle. “Oh really?”
 “Oh yeah. See, while you were tucked away in bed, sleeping off all that excitement of the last few days, me and the
guys went to have a good snout around the place. This place is huge, you know? It goes waaay down into the bedrock,
there’s at least another five floors under the ground, an’ all sorts of exciting gizmos we can play with.”
 “Do I have to drag it out of you one word at a time, Rae?” She gave his arm a playful thump.
 “We found a radio,” Rae said, in a sort of offhand way, picking imaginary grit from beneath this fingernails. “Interface
says it still works.”
 Blink just stared at him, for a whole slack-jawed second or two, before finding her voice. “...what?”
 Rae grinned up at her, unable to quite carry off the innocent look he wanted. “That was what you wanted, right?”
 Blink covered her mouth with her hands; a pronounced tremble picked up in her arms. “You’re not just saying that?
Have you seen it?”
 Rae took one of the shaking hands into his own. “Come on, Bee,” he chided, with a gentle smile. “I’m a irreverent
idiot at times, sure, but have I ever led you on about something this important before?”
 Blink kept her fingers tight on his, in a futile attempt to get them to stay still. “C-can you show me? Can you take
me there?” She could already hear Halli rustling around behind her, putting the papers away so they could get up.
 “I was beginning to think you’d never ask.” Rae scrambled to his feet, already following Halli towards the ladder.
“Come on, then...!”
 “...um, Rae? Hal! Um, haven’t you forgotten something? Please?”
 The two glanced back to find Blink still mostly sitting in the grass, floundering on all fours and wincing in pain.
 She waved a pathetic arm. “Help me up...!”
*  * * * * * *
 The communications terminal was tucked away in a small bright room directly in line with the base of the enormous
rooftop antenna, just a floor or two down from the rooftop park, right next to the doors of the lift.
 Blink settled stiff-legged in the big comfortable chair in front of the control panel, resting her trembling hands on
the glassy sheet, breath moving with an excited-frightened tempo in her chest. Exactly as Rae had described it, it was
all bright lights and patiently waiting input arrays, quietly ticking over as they waited for the next user. The unfamiliar
writing did nothing to lessen the familiarity of the layout; strong echoes of tiao’I spaceport made her stomach feel like
it had flipped inside out.
 Halli mantled her hands on her friend’s shoulders, then leaned down and murmured softly in her ear. “I’ll be right
outside if you need me. All right?”
 Blink bumped cheeks, appreciatively. “I’ll try and be brave,” she agreed, although her voice refused to work above
a whisper.
 Halli gave her a reassuring squeeze before slipping out to wait in the hall; the door breathed quietly closed behind
her.
 For a while, Blink simply sat and stared at the big panel in front of her. A radio. An actual working radio. A
million-in-one chance that she’d never dreamed she’d get, after turning up so lost and confused at the Library.

You worked so hard for this, her conscience reminded, quietly. You only survived Tevak because of your family,
because of your need to speak to them. You can’t go and throw it all away again, not now, not after everything you’ve
been through.
 Blink stroked her hands across the glossy screen and built-in keypad, almost tenderly, fingertips hovering reluctantly
just over the numerals. The code she’d dialled so many times as a youngster felt like it had been burned indelibly into
her mind, but fear made her hesitate.

You survived the crash, you survived the unwanted transformation, you survived heff, you survived all the horrors
that Tevak put you through... and now you’re too scared to call your best friend? Don’t be so spineless! her conscience
chided. (Huh. Nice to see it was back at full strength now the Tevak problem had been resolved.)

That’s why I’m scared, she defended herself. Because she’s my best friend, and I ran away from her. Pushed her
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away from me. It’s been so long. What if she never forgives me, won’t even speak to me?
 You can’t turn away now, she reminded herself. If you turn away this time, you’ll never get the courage to do it.
 She took a long, soothing breath, and let it out slowly, counting slowly down from ten as she did so. You can do this.
After everything you’ve been through these last few days, you can do something as simple as this. Before she could
convince herself that one more day wouldn’t make a difference, she’d do it tomorrow...? She punched in the directions
to access the frequency, and hit the command to open the channel.
 The signal went unanswered for an interminable time – she watched the timer count up, silently, its unfamiliar
numerals slipping past on the screen. Seconds built into minutes, which dragged on so long it felt like she’d been waiting
for hours. Maybe there’s no-one at home. Maybe they’re at work. Her hand lingered near the ‘close’ dialog. ...Maybe
they’ve gone away. Maybe something terrible has happened.
 How long did you leave it, anyway? Before deciding it was wasting time, that you weren’t going to get a response?
And if she hung up, would she ever find the courage to try calling again? What if they know it’s me, and that’s why
they’re not answering?
 “...hello?”
 Diluted by neither time nor distance, so clear its owner may as well have been in the adjoining room, the voice on
the end of the line startled her, making her heart clutch painfully in her chest. Skydash. For an instant, Blink  just couldn’t
get her voice to work past a croak.
 “Is someone there? Hello? ...is this a prank, uncle? Because I’m not in the mood for it.”
 Blink coughed and managed to loosen the spasm in her vocal cords.
 “D-Dash...? It-... it’s me. I’m so sorry I’ve not called for so long... I’ve got so much to tell you...”

~ the end ~


